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It is my immense pleasure to publish this Platinum 2020 on the occasion Post
Centenary Year of Gokhale Education Society Nasik. I feel proud to state that this
edition will fulfill the wide space and needs of Researchers from Various disciplines
from all over Maharashtra and outside too. I assure that this issue will show the
richness and quality of Research excellence.

Hon. Sir Dr. M. S. Gosavi saheb always says change is the only constant thing
in the world. Education develops the holistic personality of Learners at all levels. The
intellectual strength of upcoming smart new generation must be converted into
marketable commodities And  employability in education is very important which
makes students capable of doing their Best. Higher Education must enable the learner
to lead,  to create, to develop and to represent their own new ideas and perception by
way of Research. For this issue Secretary and Director General of Gokhale Education
Society Hon. Prin. Dr. Sir M. S. Gosavi and President Hon. Prin. S. B. Pandit Saheb
Blessed us a lot. Our H. R. Director, Dynamic and Innovative Personality Hon. Prin.
Dr. Deepti Deshpande always encourages and appreciate such type of constructive,
innovative and glorious ideas. I hearty thankful to all dignitaries for encouraging and
positive support.

In this issue variety of Research Papers from all streams or domain have been
incorporated on which researchers have articulated Their scholar opinion and
expressions and put across their study findings which have really made this volume
impact making and profound.

I would like to mention that the Research Papers published in this issue is
scrutinized and reviewed by the expert in respective fields, teachers and research
scholars. Since efforts are taken by the teachers of Junior and Senior College. I
appeal all teachers for enjoying this platform. I extremely thanks to my colleagues
and paper writers and research scholars. I welcome also the expectations and
suggestions from the learned personalities from all streams for next issue

Prin.Dr. Shriniwas V Joshi

Editor's Desk
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It's with great pride, privilege & enthusiasm we are releasing this National
Multidisciplinary Journal Platinum 2020 on occasion of Post Centenary year of Gokhale
Education Society, Nashik. I, with great anticipation invite you to read this issue which
has touched wide areas & corners of research from various disciplines within the
boundary of Nation. This issue surely will show the quality research.

With continuous boosting, appreciation & anticipation of innovative ideas of
H. R. Director of G. E. S. Hon. Prin. Dr. Mrs. Deepti Deshpande, all the teaching &
non teaching staff members of the college taking this continuous efforts in self
development in developing Holistic personality of students, making them resourceful
to sustain themselves in competitive world.

Enormous efforts have taken in development of this interdisciplinary journal having
ISSN & I believe that the efforts will be reflected in this edition. I found this journey
very interesting.

I am extremely proud of our board members & find myself fortunate to work
with leashed, talented persons with disciplinary background.

A variety of research papers, Articles from various domain have been compiled
which would make this volume impactful. I am very much thankful to all the authors
who have contributed this research in this journal & also appeal all teachers
&researchers to enjoy this platform.

Mr. Nilesh S. Chavan

Gratitude
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(A) Collection of resources in the foundation of
• Generation of knowledge Diversity
• and knowledge Diversity

The  knowledge flows as under -
• Knowledge in existence
• Additions to knowledge in various

dimensions
• Which dimension remained undeveloped and

unknown?
• Which is the source available to make

undeveloped a developed?
• To make unknown a known
• To fathom out the sources which will serve
the purpose

Hence in the electronic era though the collection is
easy, the selectivity of knowledge for the purpose for
which it is required is very difficult when the flood of
information is on the internet.

The more difficulty is experienced when the correct,
relevant and suitable information is needed to serve the
required purpose.

There requires not only the known source of
information but also

• an analytical mind
• Creative intellect
• and the skill of Seeker of information

If the seeker of Information is not equipped with
these attributes the purpose may not be served.

It may serve half-way having so many deficiencies
and can be attributed as “Imperfect”.

Therefore in the “Electronic Age”
• The seeker of Information
• The Transferer of Information
• The User of Information

All need training in:-
• Skill in selecting
• Skill in using
• Skill in Transferring
• and the skill in Narrating and interpreting

Therefore focusing only on the “Collection
Development – of resources” will not serve the purpose.

Along with that the personnel will have to be trained,

Collection and Development of Resources in the
Electronic Environment

Prin. S. B. Pandit
Emeritus Professor

President, Gokhale Education Society, Nashik

and equipped with the skill of:-
• knowing the resources
• Collecting the required relevant information
• Analyzing the information
• Classifying it
• Storing it in a classified manner
• Knowing the  exact need of a user
• Transferring the information to the user as

required
• If needed seeking additional information to

suit the purpose of the user
Therefore the job of persons involved in this becomes

more complex and skill oriented. For which suitable
facilities of training in the skills and methodology is needed.

(B) Available Resources are screened
The present available resources are :-

• The Books
• The Periodicals
• On line resources – Internet and Net Works.
• Telecommunications
• CD ROM information resources
• Agencies collecting information etc.

The usefulness of information / knowledge offered
by those resources depends upon :-

• Up to date ness
• Reliability
• Rationality
• Authoritative
• Validity
• Usability

How for these ingredients a source possesses will
decide its utility

The above said characteristics will have to be related
with

• user’s need
• Suppliers knowledge and skills
• Right classification of Information to suit

subject matters.
• Skilled personnel responsible for storing the

information / knowledge.
• Trained personnel in handling electronic

media and Telecommunication / Computer /
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Internet / Networks etc.
The printing sources of information and knowledge

such as
• Books
• Periodcals
• Journals

May suffer on account of
• Their up to date ness
• up to minute ness
• Right resources / References
• Reliability

Hence in the era of fast development of
• Electronic Media
• Computers
• Telecommunications
• Various net works

People will prefer to rely on electronic resources.
(C) Info – Power
The age of Globalisation is dominated by Info-Power.

The country which possesses the best Information
Management Techniques leads.

The expertise of the Information Management lies
in keeping an Eye on Latest – Information.

Not only that but an “Ability to convert Information
into Knowledge”.

Samuel Jonson an American Philosopher said:-
• Knowledge is of two types
• One you possess
• and the other to know where to get it

Therefore strategy towards Globalisation should
involve

• Monitoring the moves of the competitors
• Also known as “Competitive Intelligence

through “Effective Information Management
Sysem”.

Therefore to achieve lead and sustaining it. will
require

• Skill of collecting Information
• Managing and Interpreting it in the light of

users’ need
Thus such strategic Information Management

System is required in the age of rapid development of
computer and Telecommunication Technologies, knitted
with closely effective information management
techniques.

This is how we can create our place in “Electronic
Information Revolution.

The combination of
• Computing Technology
• and Information Power will influence the

changes in Global Scenario

(D) Information Technology (IT)
The rapid growth of Information Technology has out-

dated many sources of Information
The rate of obsolescence is very high
Peter Drucker would have put it bluntly “The I T

Management will have to abandon everything they have
back doing in the past.

The following are the attributes of modern I T
Reach -Geographically extension of systems and

accessibility of total number of people
Range -Share ability of information across systems.

Across organizational boundaries and across
organizational levels.

Depth -Penetration of systems into “Individual
Users” organizational users.

Change-The ability of the Information systems to
respond quickly to changes in the environment.

(E) The Planning of use of Information /
Kowledge

Before using the Information / knowledge, Planning
of use is very essential

For that the following planning process will have to
be adopted.

The Planning process
• Diagnosis – Identification of Information
• Prognosis – Forecast – course of usability

of information
• Objectives – For what purpose the

Information can be used
• Strategy – What is the best way /

methodology to use it.
• What is the best purpose for which it can be

used ?
Tactics - What specific means / methodology to be

adopted to keep the lead. ?
What specific skills to be imbibed in the personnel ?
What specific Training should be given to achieve

the purpose.
Control –
What measures should be adopted to watch the

progress of implementation on strategic points where
guidance is required for smooth progress and achievement
of objective.

To conclude Collection and Development of
resources in the Electronic Environment is linked with the
Development and the growth of Information Technology.
The human capital involved in this should be trained in the
skills and the methodology to transfer the information /
knowledge to the users. The training in the skills will have
to keep pace with the development and growth of
Information Technology.
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A)Right of Human Beings.
a) Right of Food
b) Right to clothing
c) Right to shelter
d) Right to Education
e) Right to Health care
f) Right to equality – Without any sort of

discrimination A modern welfare Nation must
guarantee and fulfill these rights.

B)A number of conventions have been
concluded under the auspices of united Nations to
Protect these rights.

C)The Universal Declaration of
I. Human Rights 1948 (UDHR) recognises the

Equal Rights of men and women.
II. The UDHR declares that every one is entitled

to all rights and freedoms set forth in this
declaration without distinction of sex.

III. Discrimination in the enjoyment of civil, Political,
economic social, and Cultural right on the basis
of sex has been Prohibited under  the
International Convenant on civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR)

IV. And the International Convenant on Economic
Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)

V. A number of declaration and conventions on
facets of women’s Rights were adopted by the
United Nations.

VI. They include:-
a) The convention on the Political Rights of

Women, 1952.
b) Convention on the Nationality of Married

women, 1957.
c) Declaration on the Elimination of

Discrimination against women 1967.
d) And the Declaration on the Protection of

women and children in emergency and
Armed conflict 1974.

e) The convention on Elimination of All forms
of Discrimination against women
(CEDAW) was adopted in 1979 and
entered into force in 1981.

Developing Awareness of Legal Provisions Anongst
Women

Prin. S. B. Pandit
Emeritus Professor

President, Gokhale Education Society, Nashik

f) It is the most comprehensive to treaty on
women’s Human Rights, establishing legally
binding obligation to end discrimination.

g) India is a Party to the Convention on the
elimination of all forms of Discrimination
against women (CEDAW)

(D) Conferences held during the UN sponsored
Inter National Women’s

a)  Decade ( 1976 to 1985)
i. In 1975 at Mexico City
ii. In 1980 at Copenhagan
iii. In 1985 at Nairobi
iv. In 1995 at Beijing
b) The Beijing conference in 1995 identified the

following critical areas of concern :-
i. Women and Poverty
ii. Education and Training of women.
iii. Women and Health
iv. Violence against women.
v. Women and Armed conflict
vi. Women and the Economy
vii. Institutional Mechanisms for the advancement

of women.
viii. Human Right of women.
ix. Women and the Environment.
x. Women and the Media.
xi. The Girl Child.
E) Constitutional Law of India
a) Article 14:- Provides Equality before the Law

and Equal Protection of the Laws for both men
and women.

b) Article 15:- No Discrimination Against any
citizen on the grounds of sex.

c) Article 16:- Equality of opportunities in the
matter of public appointments for all citizens
guaranteed and in particular gender-based
discrimination in respect of employment or
office under the state has been prohibited.

d) Article 39(a):- Directs the state to ensure that
both men and women have the right to an
adequate means of livelihood and there is equal
pay for equal work for men and women.
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e) Article 39(c):- Directs the state to secure the
Health and strength of workers men, and
women and children.

f) Article 42:- Directs the state to make Provisions
for ensuring just and humane condition of work
and for maternity relief.

g) Article 51A(e):- The fundamental duties require
for every citizen to renounce the practices
derogatory to the dignity of women.

h) Article 243 D(3):- State that Thirty-Three
percent of the seats in every Panchayats are
reserved for women.

i) Article 243 T(3):- State that Thirty-three
percent of the seats in each municipality are
reserved for women.

F) Other major laws Protecting women.
i. Immoral Traffic Prevention Act 1956.
ii. The maternity Benefit Act 1961.
iii. Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act 1971.
iv. The Equal Remuneration Act 1976.
v. The Family court’s Act 1984.
vi. The Indecent Representation of women

(Prohibition) Act 1986.
vii. The commission of Sati (Prevention) Act 1987.
viii. The legal Service Authorities Act 1987.
ix. Prohibition of Dev dasi system.
x. The maternity Benefit (Amendment) Act 1989.
xi.  The Indian Penal Code 1860 Contains many

provisions Pertaining to women.

xii. Protections are given to women in various labour
legislation.

xiii. The Dowry Prohibition Act – 1961.
xiv. The Immoral Traffic (Prevention Act 1986).
xv. The child marriage Restraint Act 1929.
xvi. The National commission for women Act 1990.
xvii. Parental Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and

Prevention of misuse) Act 1994.
xviii. The criminal Law Amendment Act 1983.

G)  To conclude:-
a) There are Lots of Human Rights conventions

by UNO
b) There are provision in Indian constitution to

provide Equality to women.
c) There are laws Protecting women But in spite

of all these Provisions the women are not getting
the benefits of all these inactments. for that
purpose the-
i. Women Should be made aware of their

rights.
ii. They should be made aware of the laws and

Provision in the constitution.
iii. The men will have to be educated.
iv. And their mind-set will have to be changed.
v. It is because the inequalities between men

and women roots in societal norms and
values.

May Equality in Gender, Caste, Religion and
Human Beings Prevail.
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Introduction
India, today, is considered as a talent pool of the

world, having qualified and educated human resources in
abundance. This has been one of the primary reasons for
transformation of India into one of the fastest growing
economies in the world since liberalization in the 1990s.
As the economist Clark Kerr observed, “On a global scale
wealth and prosperity have become more dependent on
the access to knowledge than the access to natural
resources”. India’s aspirations to establish a knowledge
society in the context of increasing globalization, is based
on the assumption that higher and technical education
essentially empowers people with the requisite competitive
skills and knowledge. It has been realized that it is the
quality of education that prepares one for all pursuits of
life and in the absence of an acceptable level of quality,
higher education becomes a mere formalism devoid of
any purpose or substance. As a results, from around the
turn of the century, increasing attention has also been paid
to quality and excellence in higher education. Post-
independence India has witnessed an above average
growth in the number of higher educational institutions
vis-a-vis its population. While there were just about 20
Universities and 500 Colleges at the time of independence,
today these numbers have grown exponentially.

Present  Situation
The Indian Education sector is characterized by a

unique set of attributes :
1. Significant activity in terms of new foreign

entrants and participation is expected to be
witnessed in the years ahead; and

2. Accreditation is still not mandatory; however,
reforms are in the pipeline to address this issue.

3. Huge market size both in terms of number of
students and annual revenues;

4. A potential growth rate of 16% is expected over
the next 5 years;

The Indian education space is evolving, which has
led to the emergence of new niche sectors like vocational
training, finishing schools, child-skill enhancement and e-
learning among others. Growth is driven by the increasing
propensity of the middle class to spend on education and

Higher Education : Quality Enhancement

Prin. Dr. Vishnu Magare,
Pro-Vice Chancellor,

S. N. D.T. University, Mumbai.

more aggressive initiatives by private entrepreneurs.
Recent  Trends  in  the  Higher  Education  Sector
Over the past few decades, the global economy has

shifted from being manufacturing-centric to a knowledge
ledge-driven one and as countries move up the ladder of
development, the contributions of hi-tech manufacturing
and high value-added services to the GDP increases.
Success in leveraging knowledge and  innovation is only
possible with a sound infrastructure of higher education.
A successful education policy forms the foundation of all
fields of national development including political, social
economic, technical, scientific, and environmental. Thus,
higher the quality of university education in a country, more
prosperous and competitive are the people.

The emergence of India as a service-based,
knowledge driven economy has put the spot light on human
capital. Higher education is essential to build a workforce
capable of underpinning a modern, competitive economy.
The process of broadening access, making higher
education inclusive, and promoting excellence initiated
during the 11th Plan needs to be consolidated and expanded
further during the 12th Plan. On the whole, with new
regulatory arrangements and focused action in key areas,
particularly expansion and quality improvement, a robust
higher education system needs to be built such that it would
sustain rapid economic growth, promote international
competitiveness. It must, at the same time, meet the rising
expectations of the young enterprising Indians.

Significances
While India has made significant progress in ensuring

access to primary education, the proportion of students
who remain the education system until higher education is
considerably less. Ensuring equitable access to higher
education is also a challenge with disparities seen across
gender, regions and socio-economic groups.

1. Faculty : Faculty shortages and the inability of
the state educational system to attract and retain
well-qualified teachers have been posing
challenges to quality education for many years.
The quality of teaching is also often poor. There
are constraints faced in training the faculty.

2. Infrastructure : Highereducation institutes run
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by the public sector suffer from poor physical
facilities and infrastructure. The higher
education system also suffers from
misalignment of supply in the sense that while
there are courses in which the demand is in
excess of the available number of seats.

3. Curriculum and Pedagogy :-A key concern
cited by higher education institutes is the lack
of autonomy with respect to framing course
curriculum resulting in a course structure that
is often outdated. The curriculum is often not
oriented to encourage entrepreneurship and
innovation among students. Additionally, the
adoption of new modes of delivery, such as
technology-enabled learning, has not yet become
widespread.

4. Quality :There are various dimensions of
quality in education, including content, mode of
delivery, infrastructure and facilit ies,
employability, etc. Ensuring quality in higher
education is amongst the foremost challenges
being faced in India today, with few institutes
having achieved global recognition for
excellence.

5. Equity :According to data for 2016-17, the
GER of males in higher education in India was
17.1 per cent. It was only 12.7 per cent for
females. Additionally, while the overall GER for
the population was 15 per cent,  the
corresponding figures for SCs and STs were
11.1 and 10.3, respectively. There are regional
variations too with Uttar Pradesh having a GER
of 10.9 while Delhi has a GER of 47.9. These
figures reflect some of the significant
imbalances within the higher education system.

6. Enrolment :In terms of GER in higher
education, India with a GER of about 23.6 per
cent lags behind to a great extent as compared
to the developed world, as well as, other
developing countries. With the rising levels of
enrolments in school education, the supply of
higher education institutes is insufficient to meet
the growing demand in the country.

7. Research and Innovation : There is
inadequate focus on research in higher education
institutes. The causes include insufficient
resources and facilities, as well as, limited
numbers of quality faculty to advice students.
Enrolment for Ph.D./ M.Phil. constitutes only
0.48% of enrolment in higher education in India
(MHRD, 2017).

8. Employability :The Indian education system
on the whole is not aligned to the skill and
manpower needs of the market. Skills shortage
across sectors is accompanied by high levels
of graduate unemployment, highlighting the need
to include employment-linked modules in
courses. In addition to job-related skills,
graduates are often reported to be lacking
adequate soft-skills such as communication and
inter-personal skills.

9. Industry Linkages : There are insufficient
levels of meaningful industry participation in
aspects like curriculum development, research
and faculty exchange programmes. Placement
services in many universities are very limited
resulting in a lack of co-ordination between
employment seeking graduates and prospective
employers who are looking for suitably qualified
candidates.

10. Accreditation :“Not even 37 per cent of the
total higher education institutions in the country
were accredited (NAAC, 2015). Among the
accredited, only 30 per cent of the universities
and 45 per cent of the colleges were found to
be of quality to be ranked at ‘A’ level.

Management  and  Governance
The regulatory environment governing higher

education in India has been the subject of much debate.
In particular, the envisioned role of the private sector needs
to be clearly defined, especially in wake of the need for
more financial resources in higher education. The higher
education system also suffers from an over-centralized
structure.

Regulatory  Environment
The regulatory environment governing higher

education in India is characterized by uncertainty and
conflicts between multiple regulatory authorities. The role
of the private sector in higher education is essential,
particularly in the context of a financial resources for this
segment. However, as noted by the Working Group for
Higher Education in the 12th Five-Year Plan (2012-17),
“while almost all major committees and policy documents
have accepted the need for increased involvement of
private sector in higher education, there is also lack of
clarity on funding pattern, incentives, and regulatory
oversight”. There also remains regulatory confusion
relating to the role that foreign higher education institutes
can play in the country. Some of the key regulatory hurdles
are briefly explained below :

• Philanthropic  Nature :-  The ‘not for profit’
tag associated with the higher education sector
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has been a major roadblock preventing private
/ foreign investment. The higher education
sector is capital intensive in nature with
requirement under law for procurement of
minimum lad, construction of built-up
infrastructure / libraries / hostels, etc.  It would
be very challenging for any private entrepreneur
/ company to commit a huge investment without
any return. The planning commission in its
approach paper to the 12th Five Year Plan and
suggested that given the aggressive GER target
of the government in the higher education
sector, the authorities must reconsider the “not
for profit” permitting ‘for-profit’ institutions
would result in commercialization leading to lack
of quality, etc. However the Government can
address this issue by ensuring adequate
regulatory checks are put in place to avoid any
such situation.

• FDI Anomaly  :- The Government has
permitted cent percent investment in higher
education under the FDI Policy; however, the
regulations prescribed by AICTE for setting up
technical institutions specifically prohibit direct
or indirect investment. Similar, issues are being
faced for investment in universities and
professional institutions, which permit only
Society / Trust and Section 25 Companies as
entity options.

Core  Mission  :-
• Higher education institutions are now involved

in a wider range of teaching than their traditional
degree-level courses. Some higher education
institution offer adult education and leisure
courses, upper secondary courses to prepare
students for tertiary-level study, and short
specific occupational preparation at sub-degree
level. The nature of some programmes is likely
to lead institutions to further consider quality
teaching, especially medium-sized institutions
with a limited range of degrees (colleges or
universities of applied sciences that grant
Bachelor degrees).

• Higher education has become much more
diversified,  encompassing new types of
institutions such as polytechnics, university
colleges or technological institute. These have
been created for a number of reasons to develop
a closer relationship between tertiary education
and the external world, including greater
responsiveness to labour market needs; to

enhance social geographical access to tertiary
education; to provide high-level occupational
preparation in a more applied and less theoretical
way; and to accommodate the growing diversity
of qualifications and expectations of school
graduates.

• Institutions, especially multidisciplinary and
research-intensive universities, have paid
growing attention to quality teaching when
emphasizing the vocational qualifications of their
programmes. European universities like the Free
University of Berlin have been influenced by
the Bologna Process and align programmes with
the economic environment. A lot of multi-faculty
universities have further refined their
programmes to reinforce the multidisciplinary
nature of education paths. Transversal education
is not the sum of different curricula, but instead
calls upon teachers to use new methods,
collaborative work and new types of student
assessments. The adaptation of the degree
structures to bachelor / master / doctorate
scheme can generate tremendous changes in
some institutions, putting the issue of teaching
at the core of the faculty’s concerns.

• The interest in quality teaching stems from the
values and orientations of institutions, as
reflected in their mission statements and
strategic plans. The historical background
counts. Charismatic leaders have inspired some
institutions with their vision of the purpose of
teaching. Often they have focused on the
relevance of the learning delivered and the
effectiveness of teaching.  Instead of
customizing programmes to the erratic
movements of job markets, they have tried to
design programmes that respond to the
unpredictable needs of society and help
individuals to upgrade their skills in order to
progress in today’s world.

• Few institutions are permeated by such a strong
philosophy.  However, in their mission
statements, some include a set of core values
intended to guide programmes and curricula.
The “student-centred approach” often prevail
in the key messages of the institutions and many
are keen on shaping their  programmes
accordingly.

Key  Points  for  SWOT
• Despite the huge potential in the higher

education sector, not everyone has been able
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to achieve success. The challenges / threats,
which the private sector players face in India
are significant and therefore, approaching the
market with a well thought-out strategy is
advisable.
Strengths  :

• Few globally renowned educational institutions,
• Huge demand – estimated 150 mn population

in 18-23 ages group.
• Growing middle class with increasing incomes,
• Growing economy with numerous employment

opportunities, and
• Huge demand for Indian students in overseas

Markets.
Weaknesses  :

• “Not for profit” tag in formal education.
• Regional imbalances, and
• Lack of infrastructure,
• Highly complex and unclear  regulatory

framework at Central and State level,
• Shortage of trained faculty to meet the increased

demand.
Opportunities  :

• India is expected to emerge as a Global hub in
education in Asia Pacific region and

• Sharp decline in dependency ratio predicted in
the next 30 years,

• Low focus on R&D,
• Low GER of 23.6 per cent in Higher education

as compared to 84 per cent in USA.
• Unsaturated demand for quality global

education,
Threats  :

• Over  regulation – Control over course
curriculum, entrance tests, fees, etc.

• Deterioration in quality of education specially
in private sector due to lack of availability of
trained faculty, and

• High time lag in introduction of reforms due to
various reasons,
(Source : Consolidated Working Group report for XII
Five Year Plan on Higher Education, Administration,
Deloitte Analysis)

Interpretation  and  Analysis
Government of India, is responsible for major policy

decisions regarding higher education. Education was a
State subject till 1976, when it was put in the Concurrent
List through 42nd Amendment to the Constitution. The
Government of India, through MHRD, provides grants to
UGC, establishes Central Universities and declares certain
higher education institutions to be deemed to be

Universities under Section 3 of the UGC Act. There are
Councils for various disciplines of higher education to
define and maintain standards of education in various
streams. These Councils are generally effectively
supervising professional institutions which are catering to
professional disciplines in Universities and Colleges in
India.

India is one of the fastest developing country, a
vibrant and buoyant economy with impressive annual
growth rate. In order to sustain the growth rate, there is a
need to improve human resource development by
increasing number of quality institutes of higher education
and learning. Education in India.

The present day higher education is plagued by exam
centric approaches wherein the Teachers prepare the
students towards the Examinations by rote learning
methodology. The Question paper setters also follow the
method of taking the questions mostly from the earlier
year question papers and hence the Coaching Centers are
able to train the students and make them succeed in these
examinations. There is no room for thinking in this kind of
exam centric approach  leave alone creativity. Hence, it
is high time that the stakeholders in higher education to
avoid these exam centric approaches and the whole lot of
examination process has to be modified where there is no
room for rote learning except testing the understanding.

Today’s education is miffed with Text, Teaching and
Tradition. We prescribe texts for each subject and force
the students to go through only that text. If the student
walks an extra mile to go through other books / journals /
MOOC courses and give right answers, they are being
failed, because the teachers are text centric and not aware
of other sources. The curricula and syllabi must be fixed
with a number of relevant books / journals / MOOC
platforms so that more than one source can be taken up
by the students. Again the Teaching must be replaced by
the Learning. The students must be made to learn how to
learn, how to relearn, how to unlearn, learn to know, learn
to do, learn to achieve and learn to live together.
Independent learning interactive learning and collaborative
learning must be the order of the day which will foster
innovation and creativity among the students. Every class
room must be a centre of creativity. The teachers must
provoke the students with some wrong sayings which will
make the intelligent students to point out the same. The
teachers need to answer the questions by other questions
thus pursuing this and also providing the right ambience of
admitting if they do not know the answer, accepting it and
then saying I will come out with answer in the next class.

The traditional method of Chalk and talk has to give
way for blended learning wherein the video lectures are
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supplemented by face to face mode which will make the
students to listen to best of the brains in the area apart
from making the whole process of learning interesting and
involving.

Coming to the ‘C’, we have to shed off corruption
and compromise. These are two very important aspects
which spoils the whole process of education leading to
low quality. Corruption in the appointment of Vice-
Chancellors of Universities, Principals in the case of
Colleges, appointment of Faculty and what not ? – leave
along private deemed to be Universities where the relative
of the chairman of the Trust is the Vice Chancellor or
other important administrative positions. We also make
several compromises in terms of religion, region, caste,
community, gender etc., which has led to the whole lot of
deterioration in the quality of education offered.

The remedy for all these lie in the introduction of the
four ‘C’s. Competent people occupying the right positions
i.e. from top to bottom – that includes the Teacher, who
must be competent in his / her domain knowledge i.e. be
must be thorough in the fundamentals, who has the
inclination to be a mentor for the children as a perfect
counselor and also a skill importer apart from an inspiring
teacher. I want the teacher himself / herself to be not only
the facilitator for the learning process, but also must be a
blend of skilling and counseling. He / she must conduct
himself / herself as a role model in all respects including
following ethics and values of this great country.

The teacher must exhibit the confidence based on
his competence, right kind of attitude for hard work, an
aptitude to excel in whatever job he or she does, thereby
earning the respect as a ‘true teacher’ of all the times.
The Teacher need to be congruent i.e., adapt to situations
– fit into the situations. He / she cannot teach a M.Sc.
subject to B.Sc. Students. The teacher need to be creative
– not only in ideas but also in all respects of dealing with
the situations and this should not be a onetime affair, but a
continuous affair.

All these four ‘C’s need to be inculcated by the
students from the teachers, so that they can either get a
career / job or they aim at conquering the class, school /
college, state, nation or world by their original innovations.

Mass  expectations
Education is more than a means to individual

development; it is often seen as an answer to problems,
such as transgression, poverty and unemployment and as
the key to a civilized, democratic and prosperous society.
Education as an institution seeks to fulfill its functions of
transmission of culture, socio-political integration of society
by shaping the individual to conform to norms, socialization
and personal development in various ways that are socially

acceptable and culturally defined. Broadly education helps
the generation next to achieve ‘the ability to get along
with others’ and also ‘learning to think for oneself’.
Expectations from education to some extent have become
less predictive of realization but remain strong predictors
of achievement above and beyond norms and standard
determined by any Education Policy. Consequently, it is
felt that the concerns of expectations in any educational
system overwhelmed by policy perspective reports could
best be explored by means of focused view on overriding
expectations beneath the policy perspectives. This paper
analyses the overridden expectations from education and
presents the issues that emerged from the content analysis
of the relevant literature on education in general and
teacher education in particular.

Expectations  :
An expectation which is a belief that is centred on

the future may or may not be realistic. The degree to which
something is expected to be true can be expressed using
fuzzy logic. Normally, expectations are considered as a
central part of value calculations in economics. For
example calculating the subjective expected utility of an
outcome requires knowing the both the value of an outcome
and the probability that it will occur. Researchers in
education who measure the expectations from individuals,
society and a system of education based on policy
perspectives can input these beliefs into the model in place
of criterion probabilities. Expectations elicitation is used
in may spheres including survival and educational
outcomes. Education grows noticeably in its significance
by building a culture of expectation, by formation of human
resources, by promotion of socioeconomic mobility and
influencing the national development. It also examines the
effort of nation, states and region to build a culture of
expectation. There is also the culture of expectation, the
sense that the individual has the freedom and the means
to better themselves to advance their knowledge, skills
and position in society. In the case of uncertainty,
expectation is what is considered the most likely to happen.
Expectations are theoretically important for any
educational system which suggests that all prerequisite
aims and objectives be incorporated into the education
setup with higher levels of risk through higher (expected)
returns on the aspect of humanistic education.

Expected educational development priorities must
reflect on significant changes that have taken place and
shall continue to occur. The fundamental role of education
in socioeconomic development and growth is widely
recognized. Education as a key lever for development is
understood as a way of achieving social well being,
sustainable development and good governance through
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education. The key role of education is in poverty
eradication, helps people access decent work, raises their
incomes and more generally generates productivity.
UNESCO reaffirms a humanistic and holistic vision of
education as a fundamental human right and essential to
personal and socio-economic development. The following
principles guide the future human expectations from the
education.

i) Education is a public good.
ii) Education is a foundation for human fulfillment,

peace, sustainable development, economic
growth, decent work, gender equality and
responsible global citizenship.

iii) Education is a fundamental human right and
contributes significantly to the realization of
other rights.

Education  as  a  Human  Right  in  Itself
It has been long expected ideal of mankind to enjoy

democracy, justice and human rights in the full sense of
the term hence human rights cannot be thought in isolation
with education. Article 26 of the Universal Declaration
declares the right to education sets the aims of all
educational activities and defines the principle of free
educational choice. The Dakar Framework of Action
considers education as fundamental human rights as, “It
is the key to sustainable development and peace and
stability within and among countries, and thus an
indispensable means for effective participation in the
societies and economies of the 21th Century, which are
affected by rapid globalization. Achieving EFA goals
should be postponed no longer. The basic learning needs
of all can and must be met as a matter of urgency” (Dakar
framework of Action 2000, art 6).

When our constitution was being drafted the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (1948) was proclaimed and
the constituent assembly incorporated many Human Rights
in the form of fundamental rights of the citizen for our
country. Modern era is the era of democracy. To develop
the fundamentals of democracy, education only can serve
as a booster for imposing Fundamental Human Rights.

Education  and  Socialization
Human being is not genetically programmed like all

other living beings. To the certain level its specific
behaviour is not provided by some set of inborn
characteristics. Instead all human beings have to go
through a comprehensive learning process and this learning
process is called socialization encompassing the ‘formal
and informal types of learning from childhood and ends
with the life. Education has been accepted as one major
agency of socialization. Pioneer sociologist Emile
Durkheim wrote in his book, Education and Sociology

(1922) :‘Education consists of a methodical socialization
of younger generation. According to Yogendra Singh
(2002), ‘Education is that part of total socialization through
which we learn those roles that are based on derived needs.
Thus we call it as a process of secondary socialization.’
Both Durkheim and Marx emphasized that in order to
survive, societies need to socialize their young to accept
dominant norms and values and this function is performed
by educational institutions. Hence education is expected
to prepare young people to lead orderly life as adult by
introducing them to the norms, values and sanctions of
the larger society. For example school assemblies expects
the involvement of ritual in which national patriotism or a
belief in a particular God or Goddess (for instance,
Sarawwati) is expressed and strengthened such as singing
of national anthem, prayer and other national or religious
songs.

Further, education is expected to foster personal
development and self-fulfillment. It encourages the
individual to develop his / her mental, physical, emotional
and spiritual talent to the full. It also equips the individual
with the knowledge, skills, construction of identities and
official titles (e.g. Ph.D., M.D., M.S., I.A.S.) and training
necessary for effective employment and vocation. It
provides necessary knowledge and skills which enable an
individual to operate ideally in the society and also contribute
to its efficient functioning. It not only helps in broadening
the mind for its occupational returns but it is liberating and
fulfilling also.

Transmission  of  Culture
Besides providing elementary information such as

basic reading, writing and other skills needed to make one’s
way through a highly challenging world, education is
expected to help in sustaining cultural and societal values
such as honesty, trust and concern for others. Hence,
expectation from early schooling is concerned with
transmitting norms regarding good citizenship, cleanliness,
rules of the road, and respect to elders, discipline,
punctuality, etc., from one generation to the next. Through
textbooks school children are taught to pay respect and
bestow reverence to national leaders like Mahatma Gandhi,
Jawaharlal Nehru, Swami Vivekananda, Bhagat Sing, etc.
As we are aware that Durkheim emphasized for certain
aspects of a common culture (for example, patriotism and
respect for parliamentary democracy) are passed on to
all members of a society through education, the expected
role of the educational system is in the reproduction of
culture. School in concurrence with other social institutions
can help perpetuate social and economic inequalities across
the generations. Formal school curriculum is only one part
of a general process of cultural reproduction, whereby
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they can influence the learning of values, attitudes and
habits. Thus ‘hidden curriculum’ plays a significant role in
cultural reproduction.

Development  of New  Knowledge
The main purpose of education is not only to develop

new knowledge but also authenticate the existing
knowledge to improve the quality of life in our society and
thus aid in human progress. Numerous socio-logical studies
have revealed that increased years of formal schooling
are associated with openness of new ideas and more liberal,
social and political viewpoints. Sociologist Robin Williams
(1955) points out that better educated people tend to have
greater, access to factual information and diversity of
opinion. According to Schaefer (1976) education can make
one less likely to champion of outmoded beliefs and
prejudices and more likely to promote and accept social
change.

Teacher  Education
The basic philosophy underlying the Review of

National Curriculum Framework for Teacher Education
(NCFTE-2009) and follow up of Justice Verma Committee
report with National Council for Teacher Education
(NCTE) Norms and standards for teacher education
Notification 2014 underlying expectations in that context
is crucial to fulfil the noble aim of education in general
and teacher education in particular. It is felt that the issues

of expectations and provision in teacher education in India
targeted by these policy perspective reports should best
be explored by means of focused discussions on quality
teacher education. Teacher education is a program related
with teacher proficiency and competence that would make
them competent enough to face new challenges in the
education. Development and changes in education have
affected teacher education necessitating review and
reforms. The pre-service and in-service teacher education
programs have shown paradigm shift with its emphasis on
globalization and individualization. Education is instrumental
in the preparation of teachers who can in their practice
ensure transformative learning where teacher and learner,
learner and learner are co-constructors of knowledge.

Today, there are new expectation from teacher
education where the focus is on having teacher educators
to be futurist leaders to ensure sustainable education. This
has necessitated improvement in the system of teacher
education so as to prepare quality teachers. The model of
teacher education suggested by NCFTE is based on a
series of beliefs and expectations for teachers that provide
the rationale for the existence of coursework, experiences,
outcomes, and assessments that occur throughout. These
expectations represent a commitment by university,
colleges of education and school community to ensure the
quality preparation of new teaching professionals.
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Introduction
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is an

arrangement for managing an organization’s relations with
its present and potential consumers/ customers. CRM
refers to the endeavours made by an institution to arrange,
document and evaluate the interactions, with its consumers
so as to enrich relations with them and serve them in an
improved manner. Information technology can play a vital
role in the forging and sustaining strong relations with
consumers / customers if aptly used. Mobiles and
computers with the help of messages, e-mails etc. can
keep you connected with your consumers / customers all
the time. Social sites are another way to be close to ones
consumers / customers so as to communicate with them
purposefully.

Many of the organizations are quite successful as they
inquire from consumers about their needs, tastes and
preferences before manufacturing and launching a product
or service. Their products and services are sold like hot
cakes and they enjoy the upshots of the virtuous cycle.
While there are several others which fail to identify the
real needs of consumers / customers and produce or launch
a product or service as per their convenience. When they
find the demand low they strive to sell the product / service
by hook or by crook and get trapped in a vicious circle.

Need  of  CRM
Consumer / Customer relationship management is

advocated for a variety of reasons :
• customer is the king.
• all business decisions need to be consumer /

customer centred.
• Consumer / customer care is the only dimension

which will make a difference in the growth of
business in the time to come.

•  All the successful organization in the world
have been consumer /customer driven.

• it facilitates consumer / customer retention.
• it improves the image of the organization in the

eyes of the stakeholders.
• It is always less costlier to retain the present

consumers / customers than creating the new
ones.

Higher Education and CRM

Prin. Dr. Deepak G. Deshpande,
Registrar, S. N. D. T. University, Mumbai

Prin. Dr. Shriniwas V. Joshi
Arts, Comm. & Sci. College, Shreewardhan ( Raigad )

Service  Organisations
• Some of the following points vouch for the

centrality of consumers to a service organization
• Consumers keep the business going as they

provide organization with revenue and certain.
• The success of the organizations hinge upon

their consumers. Higher is the number of the
loyal consumers / customers better are the
chances of success.

• Business organizations cannot even be imagined
without consumers / customers.

• Customers are the inspiration for  the
accomplishment of organizational goals.

• Customers are wellwishers. Let them be critical
about your way of doing business. They can
not only correct your ways of doing business
rather they can also facilitate you to be a
successful business person.

Education is a global industry. India as a country
represents meaning-

fully in the global education industry. Education falls
under service sector. Education market in India is well
perceived. A higher education institution particularly
operating under the umbrella of private sector can be
defined as an organization with a motto to provide quality
education by earning sensible profits. Education is treated
as a pious profession. Therefore, it does not appear to be
genuine to club it with profit making. However, the
changing nature of the profession paves a path to put an
educational institution in the category of a marketable
organization. When a business organization can be
characterized as consumer / customer oriented, an
educational institution can also be regarded as same. The
educational institutions are covered under Consumer
Protection Act-1986. Government keeps the control of
Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) specifically those
operating in private sector so as to put checks and balances
on them and persuade them not to resort to unethical ways
to make undue profits. The foregoing text vouches for the
fact that a student can be regarded as a consumer /
customer.

Significance  of  CRM
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Harmonious relationship between the consumers
customers and the HEIs recompense both as it :

• Facilitates in the fulfillment of apt consumers*/
customers’ needs.

• Increases marketing team productivity
• Builds stronger consumers / customers

relationships
• Reduces cost
• Enhances communication / interaction
• Provides complete view of the consumers /

customers
• Improves consumer / customer satisfaction and

delight
• Reduces consumer / customer churns

(Customer churn refers to the situation when a
consumer / customer gets agitated and ceases
his or her association with an organization).

Bottlenecks
As per Bill Gates, “Your most unhappy customers

are the greatest source of learning.” The following reasons
can be held responsible for weakening relations with
consumers :

• Avoiding them;
• Cheating them;
• Troubling them;
• Maintaining a communication gap with them;

and
• Reactive than proactive approach on the part

of the service provider.
Remedies
The following steps can be taken to make the CRM

effective :
A survey questionnaire can be framed and

administered on the students for their reactions / responses.
A sample questionnaire is presented with a view to
measure the level of students’ happiness in a higher
education institution. The questionnaire can be classified
in to two parts. Part I can be in name of Personal
Information of the Respondent as Name, Gender Class,
Course, Department, School, Experience with the
Institution and so on. Part II can be devoted to the
questions related to the functioning of the Institution as
Admission Process, Quality of Education and Research,
Life at Campus, Student Support Services, Library as a
knowledge Procurement Resource, Infrastructural
Facilities including IT Facilities, Extra Curricular Activities,
Impart of the Values and Standards Promulgated by the
Institution and so on so forth. The respondents can be
instructed to tick on any one of the following- Very true,
True, Somewhat True and Untrue. The elicited responses
can be analysed to reach the findings. Some of the

suggestive times are narrated hereunder for the purpose
of illustration.

i. Faculty members behave like facilitators and
co-learners

ii. The Institution puts huge emphasis on students
centric teaching and learning.

iii. Life at campus is conducive and makes the
students feel homely.

iv. Campus life at the Institution literally adds to
the quality of life of the students.

v. Admission process is widely publicized and
transparent and vouches for the fact that the
merit is preferred over other factors.

vi. The Institution provides with adequate academic
flexibility so as to facilitate the students to
choose the programs / courses of their choice.

vii. Curriculum revision and enrichment to keep
pace with the changing socio-economic needs
is one of the prioritized activities of the
Institution.

viii. Process of evaluation is secure enough to
discard tempering and transparent enough to
trust upon.

ix. Research is treated as a key result area and
state-of-the-art research facilities are provided
by the Institution to ensure quality research.

x. The Institution makes necessary efforts to
promote research culture in order to have
research outcomes and make their best use for
the welfare of the society.

xi. The Institution strives for getting collaborated
with the institutions / laboratories of repute within
a across the country to ensure the availability
of the best possible research amenities.

xii. Consulting is a preferred activity at the campus
so as to generate revenues to be self-sufficient
monetarily.

Effectiveness  of  CRM
The degree of focus on the following questions

signifies the value attached by an educational institution
to the effective implementation of CRM practices :

1. Does the Institution recognize and reward
consumers for their meaningful reactions and
recommendations ?

2. Are the recommendations given by consumers
put to practice ?

3. Are the reactions of the consumers read
between the lines and taken care of well ?

4. Does the Institution conduct consumer /
customer happiness survey on a regular basis ?

5. Does the Institution record / document the
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conversations / interactions held with the
consumers for quality purposes ?

6. Does the Institution set benchmarks for its CRM
practices as per the practices prevailing in the
world class institutions ?

7. Does the Institution boast of its CRM policy ?
8. Do the Vision and Mission statements of the

Institution signify CRM ?
9. Does the Institution seriously prepare the list of

most dissatisfied consumers and interact with
them desperately to address and redress their
grievances ?

10. Does the Institution seek for the expert services
to make CRM effective?

11. Does the Institution keep the stakeholders
apprised of CRM related activities ?

12. Does the Institution aptly orientate its employees
about CRM ?

13. Does the Institution strive to comprehend 360
degree view of the consumer ?

14. Are the practices related to CRM consumer /
customer-centric ?

15. Are the Institution’s CRM Strategies IT
enabled ?

16. Does the Institution have a norm to categorize
and recompense the loyal consumers ?

17. Does the Institution resort  to multiple
communication sources to be in touch with the
customers / consumers ?

18. Does the Institution believe in open door
policy ?

19.  Does the Institution have a proactive approach
towards forging an everlasting relationship with
the consumers ?

Recommendations  for  Improving  CRM
Consumers / customers are the well wishers. Let

them be critical about your way of doing business. They
can not only correct your ways of doing business rather
they can also facilitate you to be successful in your
endeavours. The following points suggest as how one can
develop and sustain agreeable relations with consumers /
customers :

1. Have a continuous track of the customer
behaviour across the sales cycle;

2. Be social. Use social media platforms to talk to
them;

3. Train people to be CRM oriented;
4. Maintain quality at every cost;
5. Think about their welfare / gains;
6. Find excuses to communicate to them;
7. Sustain consistent communication with

consumers / customers;
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Introduction
There is positive side also of the Indian educational

scenario, which is reflected through presence of around
30% of Indian origin trained human resource in reputed
Institutions, like IBM, Microsoft, Google and health sector
in USA having their roots in Indian institutions. There is
another dimension to internationalization also. Most of the
out bound students who study in foreign universities do
not return to India, resulting into brain. As per one survey,
85% of students who go every year from India to USA
for studies in reputed institutions finally settle down in
USA because they do not find academic and professional
atmosphere in India conducive to their aspirations and
growth.

Presently, India is an emerging economy and is
looking for a big break through in the background of a
nation with maximum young population and having
demographic advantage. We can make a turn around and
can become a skilled and knowledge society, if there is
special emphasis on quality and standards of Indian
educational institutions. This can happen through better
policy framework, higher percentage of GDP going
towards education, allocation of special  component for
R&D activities and providing incentives to private sector
for investment in quality educational institutions. To attract
top talent to education sector, incentives need to be
provided to bright faculty and students and ensuring pooling
and sharing of resources between public and private sector
institutions. A more robust connect is the need of the time
between academia  and industry. In the area accreditation,
though we have reputed agencies like NAAC, NBA and
recently National Institutional Ranking Framework has
also come on the scene, but simultaneously educational
institutions could be encouraged to participate in the
international ranking frameworks so that we can improve
upon all relevant parameters. This is how a beginning can
be made and top Indian institutions start competing with
high ranking international institutions.

Significance  of  the  Study
To achieve goal of knowledge economy in the

competitive global scenario, Indian education system needs
a comprehensive approach of far reaching improvements

Global Ranking  : The Great Challenge
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which could galvanize the higher education system. Indian
higher education, in fact, is nestled within the general
academic culture of pre Independence while excellence
is needed for procuring world rankings. The present model
being derived from pre Independence era is having limited
research capacity confined to few research organizations
in specialized field and research objectives are divorced
from the main stream teaching institutions. The net result
is that there is a little research accomplished, which does
not strengthen India’s case for high global rankings. It is
due to these inter-connected aspects that Indian institutions
are not able to attract good number of students from all
parts of the globe except limited number of students from
Africa, Central and South East Asian countries.

Global  Rankings
The concept of global rankings amongst educational

institutions originally evolved in the Western world and by
and by engulfed the developing countries. This
phenomenon had its roots in the background of
globalization, Privatization and internationalization of higher
education and research practices. Ranking system have
established the best bench marking practices. It is again a
fact that researchers and Indian organizations who
undertake the exercise of ranking various institutions adopt
different measures to evaluate and rank universities or
specialized agencies. The parameters for evaluation and
ranking normally include number of admissions, number
of international students, resource budgeting, use of ICT.
Library resources, industrial collaborations and financial
support, job market / placement, high impact academic
research, number of citations, international outlook, number
of Noble Prize nominees and recipients, etc.

The global rankings system came into vogue around
2003 with the publication of Shaigai Jiao Tong University
Rankings , called Academic Rankings of World Universities
(ARWU) and then there was no looking back. It was,
thereafter, that Times Higher Education World Universities
and QS followed it. This phenomenon has now resulted
into mushrooming of numerous global ranking organizations.
Now we have, in addition to ARWU, World University
Rankings, Financial Times Top 100 Business Schools,
World QS University Rankings and so on.  The
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methodologies and indicators for selection process, of
course, vary considerably across various international
ranking institutions. The ARWU targets top research
universities in the world, while QS World University
rankings consider those universities that are showing
accomplishments in five broad faulty areas. Similarly,
Thomas Reuters Ranking uses 13 separate indicators to
compile its League Table.

Need  of  the  Study
India needs improved education system and not just

few universities of world class standards.
The example of American higher education system

is very frequently quoted in India to impress upon  the
need to follow their pattern. It would, however, be
advisable to correctly visualize and understand education
system in America and realize that the same is best not
only because it features the largest number of world class
universities but also because it comprises of regionally well
connected network of institutions, which are individually
as good as research Universities. Even degree granting
community colleges in America are having excellent
research output. In this background, the recommendation
of National knowledge Commission to replicate American
model of world class universities do not appear to be very
relevant in Indian higher education context.

Excellence  Raising
Educational excellence depends on lot of factors like

updating of curriculum keeping in view latest concepts
and technologies, equipping labs and workshops with best
possible equipments and going in for best global practices
like experiential learning, case studies, activity based
learning and participating in for research and innovative
activities in a big way. However, Indian education scenario
presents not a very bright picture on the educational front
and Indian educational institutions are far behind in
following global best practices even under top class
institutions. In addition to deficient infrastructure and
problems of financial crunch, research is a major failing
of Indian higher education system. It is generally remarked
that India is a sleeping giant as compared to expanded
upsurge in China on the educational front. Our limited
research output is also not internationally competitive.

The concept of ranking higher educational institutions
in India has been on a different footing and it has been a
very limited affair. It started with ranking of Business
Schools and the ranking institutions do not have very sound
mechanism but have loosely spelt out methodologies. It is
again not out of place to mention here that sometimes
back, NACC had constituted a committee to work out
framework to develop its own grading scales similar to
models like ARWU but the latest development is not in

public domain. However, the setting up of National
Institutional Ranking Framework has filled this gap to a
great extent, but it is too early to come to a conclusion
about the overall success of this system. Naturally, it will
take few years to fully evolve and compete with reputed
ranking organizations across the globe. However, with the
extensive filtering process adopted by NIRF, it is good
that chances of wrongly reporting and claiming imaginary
achievements would get eliminated to a great extent.

There is no doubt that due to historical background
of our colonial past, higher education in the post
Independence era continued to grow in the absence of
well laid out research policy and that is why research on
the whole was an area of neglect. India has inherited
affiliating system from UK model which lacks in autonomy
and decision making. As per statistics, 90% undergraduate
enrolment and 67% of post graduate enrolment is from
affiliated colleges out of total higher education enrolment
in India. Our educational policies gave more importance
to access. Equity and inclusiveness and of course to some
extent to quality, but there has been no formal division of
responsibilities for access and research. To achieve
educational excellence, research has to be central element
and other aspects of a university system are required to
make research possible.  High quality research is indicator
of other attributes like quality, talented faculty, overall
educational development and support infrastructure.

Suggestions
To achieve the milestones of academic excellence,

world class rankings and reverse the brain drain and make
internationalization happen in India as is prevalent in world
class universities across the globe, India needs to have
coherent policy framework which should result in launching
of integrated measures which result into creating world
class universities and educational hubs which have
international dimensions.

To achieve goal in a limited time frame, India needs
to focus on postgraduate education to make research truly
productive and happening. It is an admitted fact that
research is the natural outcome services for the sustainable
development of human being.

Challenges
Challenges play a key role for the development of

every sphere; we have to face them and try to overcome
with concrete solutions for upcoming generation. Martin
Luther King Jr. said, “Our very survival depends on our
ability to stay awake, to adjust to new ideas, to remain
vigilant and to face the challenge of change”.

Quality  of  Education
Education is a boon of both personal and community

development. Audrey Hepburn said “Quality education has
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the power to transform societies in a single generation,
provide children with the protection they need from the
hazards of poverty, labor exploitation and disease, and
given them the knowledge, skills, and confidence to reach
their full potential”. We would be inspired with the quote
of Noam Chomsky; our policy maker should maintain a
free, high quality public education system, not for everyone
of course but pretty substantial. It depicts three essential
elements of quality education system. It is ironically, that
after the 70 years of independence, still we have not
developed our educational system which is the essential
for the development.

Research  Output
We have various National and International agencies

which are motivated to do the research and invest for the
development. But we fail to harness these resources and
financial aids to inculcate our research output in
appropriate manner. This is the big issue for our
development. Researcher should have to take responsibility
and accountability for their research for concrete output
and contribute proactive role in human being’s
development.

Lethargic  Approach  for  Adoption  in  System
We have ample researchers who conducted good

research and produced concrete result and give valuable
recommendation for sustainable development of the
community. But our policy makers have not given attention
on the research output, in a particular time and manner. In
this regard, we waste out money, manpower and time and
our thinkers get disappointed by the research and its output.
But now the scenario has transformed, we should have to
take initiatives and conduct quality research and produce
output and forward our recommendations to our policy
makers.

Brain  Drain  -  is  a  Fact
It is ironical said that we are producing good

manpower and investing on them to nurture their
knowledge but we are fail to harness their brain as they
work abroad. How can we think for sustainable
development until the brain drain ?We should have to
cultivate a scenario to stop brain drain and harnessing their
intellectual capacities and make them contribute their role
as a national responsibility indevelopment. Apart of above
challenges, following are also challenges for the community
development:

• Technophobia,
• Corruption,
• Prejudice,
• Mindset,
• Attitude,
• Irresponsible Behaviour,
• Lacuna of Communication Skils,
• Devotional Approach,
• Loyalty, and
• Character.
Opportunities
We strongly agree with Francis Bacon’s quote about

the opportunity, he said, “as per the research concern,
present era is an era of opportunity for the research due
to outburst of Information and Communication technology
and it produced an open and free resources era. We can
access globalized resources and services at the free of
cost with no bar of time, place and any restrictions. We
are living in the globalization era; we can harness resources
and services without any bar. This is a good opportunity
for researcher to harness globalized resources and services
and conduct quality research and produce the concrete
result and contribute the important role in the sustainable
development of community. In this era, research empowers
and inspires the intellectuals, to save the money, manpower,
time and avoids the duplicity of the research work.
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Introduction -
Rate of the economic development is the function of

4Ms, these are materials, machines, methods and
manpower. Manpower happens to be the most dynamic
and crucial input for effective utilization of remaining 3Ms,
all other resources but manpower are static. How
effectively these human resources are put to use and in
what manner the requirements of manpower are met by
industries, is a very important and critical input that decides
growth rate of the economy. Economic development is
the function of proper mix of static and dynamic resources.
Just availability of human resources is no guarantee of
economic development. It is the quality, competence, and
ability of this manpower that decides how effectively
resources can be put to use. Skills, caliber, core
competence, confidence and commitments make the
manpower use worthy. Of these qualities skills happens
to be the most important input. Skills can be developed
through appropriate training, mentoring and by acquiring
suitable learning methods. Absence of skills results into
reducing the quality of manpower and thus affecting the
growth process. Therefore, it is important to understand
why the country like India faces skill shortages and what
measures can be taken up to minimize the skill shortages.

The present paper highlights the most important issue
associated with non-availability of skilled manpower and
implications of skills shortage. It should be rightly
understood the economic development occurs only when
all the inputs are rightly introduced for the process of
economic development. Natural resources, technology and
system are definitely very important inputs but more
important than these is the human resource. Availability
of qualified, competent, innovative and skilled manpower
is the principal factor. Every sector of the economy
whether agriculture, industry or services, requires skilled
manpower. The type and nature of skills may differ but
availability of skilled manpower is a principal requirement.
When any sector of the economy faces scarcity of qualified
manpower, its growth process is adversely hampered. It
cannot stand to the competition and loses its competitive
edge over others. Sometimes, the only factor responsible
for decline and death of a particular industry is non-
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availability of adequate, qualified manpower and therefore
it becomes necessary to address the problem of skill
shortages. Developing competent manpower through
appropriate measures thus becomes the principal tasks
before the economic planners. This paper highlights what
are the root causes of non-availability of skilled manpower,
what are the implications of skill shortages on economic
and industrial development and what measures be taken
to address the problem of skill shortages.

Analysis  of  the  Study -
Skills - Skill for all practical purposes means ability

to apply concepts and knowledge in practice to address a
particular problem to develop a meaningful decision
package and to lead a given situation or group for
achievement of a particular objective

Skill  Development - Skill development means
planned and systematic approach to enrich knowledge,
develop attitude and enhance abilities of a person through
well-defined learning program.

Core  Competence - A core competency is a
concept in management theory introduced by, C.K.
Prahalad and Gary Hamel. It can be defined as “a
harmonized combination of multiple resources and skill that
distinguish a firm in the marketplace”. Core competencies
fulfill three criteria : Provides potential access to a wide
variety of markets.

Skill  Shortage - Skill shortage is a catch-all term
used to describe a range of situations in which an employer
finds it hard to find a worker with the right skills.

Economic  Development - E c o n o m i c
development can be defined as efforts that seek to improve
the economic well-being and quality of life for a community
by creating and/or retaining jobs and supporting or growing
incomes and the tax base.

The article written by M.A. Sudhir and M.
HilariaSoundari titled ‘Skill Developmnet Initiatives in India’
identifies various challenges associated with skill
development, skill gaps and its impact on Indian economy
and initiatives taken by Govt. of India to minimize the skill
gap. The article also emphasizes on various initiatives taken
by NGOs to minimize the skill gap  EMrudula in her article
‘Talent Dearth- Causes and Solutions’ highlighted
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implications of talent, non-availability of talent and its impact
on economic development. The War Intensifies’ published
in MBA review has also highlighted major problems
associated with right deployment of available workforce
and its implications on poor productivity and low efficiency
of industries; TandanVineet in the Article ‘Talent
Deficiency Syndrome : Who Moved My Talent’ has rightly
identified various issues associated with talent availability,
absence of skilled manpower and talent deficiency. The
author has rightly hinted at various challenges as a result
posed due to want of suitable and requisite quantum of
talent; and Catt Hilton and Patricia Scudamore in the book
‘Solving Skill Shortages’ has raised certain questions
related with skill deficiency, non-availability of skilled
manpower and what measures can be taken to enhance
accessibility, availability and application of available talent.
The author has recommended establishment of a talent
pool to develop right system of talent deployment (Catt
and Patricia, 1997).

Need  of  the  Study -
India has adopted a liberal economic approach in the

year 1991, the pace of economic reforms has taken up
the speed and direction resulting in continuous enhancement
of growth rate of industrial development. However,
industrial development is not the function of mere policy
reforms; it also requires appropriate economic and
industrial planning. Development of well-established
infrastructure and adequate supply of materials, funds, and
competent manpower. The proactive approach of the
government has helped to attract investments from Foreign
Institutional Investors, similarly the private entrepreneurs
have come forward to start a variety of new units and
industrial undertakings. However, without supply to
competent manpower it is not possible to covert the policies
into results. Barring human resources all other resources
are static and hence no one can discount the importance
of skilled and talented manpower. Major issues associated
with shortage of skilled manpower.

Interpretation -
Education needs to address not only human resource

needs of the society, but also the developmental needs
and aspirations of the individuals, their ability to think and
reason, build up self respect as well as respect for others,
think ahead and plan their future. It looks particular on
recent trends emphasizing education concerning life skills,
psychosocial abilities that help people to think, feel, act
and interact as individuals and participating members of
the society.

Life skills are abilities for adaptive and positive
behavior that enable us to deal effectively with the demands
and challenges of everyday life, in other words

psychosocial competency. They are a set of human skills
acquired via teaching or direct experience that are used
to handle problems and questions commonly encountered
in daily human life. The subject varies greatly depending
on social norms and community expectations but skills that
functions for wellbeing and aid individuals to develop into
active and productive members of their communities are
considered as life skills.

The term ‘Life Skills’ refers to the skills we need to
make the most out of life. Life skills are usually associated
with managing and living a better quality of life. They help
us to accomplish our ambitions and live to our full potential.
Any skill that is useful in our life can be considered a life
skill.

Life skills have been defined as “the abilities for
adaptive and positive behavior that enable individuals to
deal effectively with the demands and challenges of
everyday life” (WHO). ‘Adaptive’ means that a person is
flexible in approach and is able to adjust in different
circumstances. ‘Positive behavior’ implies that a person
is forward looking and even in difficult situations, can find
a ray of hope and opportunities to find solutions.

Life skill education is the soul of education that can
create the shield for human survival on this planet. Life
skills education aims to provide students with strategies to
make healthy choices that contribute a meaningful life. It
facilitates a complete and integrated development of young
people to function effectively as social beings and make
them socially more sensitive.

Significances  of  the  Study -
Key Life skills include psychosocial competencies

and interpersonal skills that help people make informed
decisions, solve problems, think critically and creatively,
communicate effectively, build healthy relationships,
empathize with others, and cope with managing their lives
in a healthy and productive manner. Essentially, there are
two kinds of skills- those related to thinking termed as
‘thinking skills’: and skills related to dealing with others
termed as ‘social skills’. While thinking skills relate to
reflection at a personal level, social skills include
interpersonal skills and do not necessarily depend on logical
thinking. It is the combination of these two types of skills
that are needed for achieving assertive behavior and
negotiating effectively. ‘Emotional’ can be perceived as a
skill not only in making rational decisions but also in being
able to make others agree to one’s point of view. To do
that, coming to terms first with oneself is important. Thus,
self management is an important skill including managing/
coping with feelings, emotions, stress and resisting peer
and family pressure. Young people as advocates need both
thinking and social skills for consensus building and
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advocacy on issues of concern.
There are many different understandings of life skills

but no definition is universally accepted. Different
organizations attach different meanings to the term. The
International Bureau of Education (IBE) derives its
understanding from the Delor’s four pillars of learning –
learning to know, learning to do.

Life skills defined in a general way mean a mix of
knowledge, behaviour, attitudes and values and designate
the possession of some skill and know-how to do
something, or reach at the goal. They include competencies
such as crital thinking, creativity, ability to organize, social
and communication skills, adaptability, problem solving,
ability to cooperate on a democratic basis that are needed
for actively shaping a peaceful future. A number of such
lists exist which show a high degree of correspondence,
though few lists are in complete agreement.

The constituents of generally defined life skills can
be described in the following way: a) they include the
abilities necessary to apply the conceptual thinking and
reflection in concrete situations; b) they imply capacities
to be involved in effective interaction with the environment
and provide an appropriate motivational attitude; c) they
involve psychological prerequisites for successful
performance, such as problem solving capacities, self-
confidence and skills for critical thinking.

The Ten Core Life Skills as laid down by WHO
are :

1. Critical  Thinking - Critical thinking is an ability
to analyze information and experiences in an
objective manner. Critical thinking can
contribute to health by helping us to recognize
and assess the factors that influence attitudes
and behaviour, such as values, peer pressure
and the media.

2. Empathy - To have a successful relationship
with our loved ones and society at large, we
need to understand and care about other
peoples’ needs, desires and feelings. Empathy
is the ability to imagine what life is like for
another person. Without empathy,  our
communication with others will amount to one-
way traffic. Worst, we will be acting and
behaving according to our self-interest and are
bound to run into problems. We grow up in
relationships with many people – parents,
brothers and sisters, cousins, uncles and aunts,
classmates, friends and neighbours. When we
understand ourselves as well as others, we are
better prepared to communicate our needs and
desires. We will be more equipped to say what

we want people to know, present our thoughts
and ideas and tackle delicate issues without
offending other people. At the same time, we
will be able to elicit support from others, and
win their understanding.

Empathy can help us to accept others, who may be
very different from ourselves. This can improve
social interactions, especially, in situations of
ethnic or cultural diversity. Empathy can also
help to encourage nurturing behaviour towards
people in need of care and assistance, or
tolerance, as is the case with AIDA sufferers,
or people with mental disorders, who may be
stigmatized and ostracized by the people they
depend upon for support. Components of
empathy : Sympathy, Sensitivity, Objectivity,
Social inclination and responsibility and Social
obligations. Empathy helps in maintaining
interpersonal relations, maintaining stress,
maintaining emotions, self awareness and also
helps in effective communication.

3. Self-Awareness - Self-awareness includes
recognition of ‘self ’, our character, our
strengths and weaknesses, desires and dislikes.
Developing self-awareness can help us to
recognize when we are stressed or feel under
pressure. It is often a prerequisite to effective
communication and interpersonal relations, as
well as for developing empathy with others.
Components of self-awareness : Objectivity,
Introspection ability, Ability to accept strengths
and weaknesses, Reflectivity, Accepting self as
it is.

4. Creative  thinking - Creative thinking is a novel
way of seeing or doing things that is
characteristic of four components- fluency
(generating new ideas), flexibility (shifting
perspective easily), originality (conceiving of
something new), and elaboration (building on
other ideas). Components of Creative Thinking:
Divergent thinking, Innovativeness, Novelty,
Fluency, Flexibility, Unconventionality,
Radicalism, Boldness, Originality, Independence
and Elaboration. Creative thinking skill helps in
problem solving, and decision making.

5. Interpersonal  Relationship - Interpersonal
relationship skills help us to relate in positive
ways with the people we interact with. This
may mean being able to make and keep friendly
relationships, which can be of great importance
to our mental and social well-being. It may mean
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keeping, good relations with family members,
which are an important source of social support.
It may also mean being able to end relationships
constructively. Components of interpersonal
relationship: Empathy, Sympathy, Sensitivity,
Tolerance, Positive attitude, Reciprocity,
Etiquettes, Healthy distance and Lack of
prejudices and stereotypes. Interpersonal
relation skill helps in empathy, maintaining
emotions and also helps in effective
communication.

6. Problem  Solving - Problem solving helps us
to deal constructively with problems in our lives.
Significant problems that are left unresolved can
cause mental stress and give rise to
accompanying physical strain. Components of
problem solving: Self-knowledge, Positive
attitude, Divergent thinking, Objectivity,
Rationality, Intelligence, Emotional stability and
Analytic and synthetic ability, Problem solving
helps in maintaining interpersonal relations,
maintaining stress, decision making and also
helps in maintaining emotions.

7. Decision-making - Decision making helps us
to deal constructively with decisions about our
lives. This can have consequences for health.
It can teach people how to actively make
decisions about their actions in relation to
healthy assessment of different options and,
what effects these different decisions are likely
to have. Components of decision making:
Analytic and synthetic abilities. Self-knowledge,
Objectivity, Rationality, General intelligence,
Knowledge of the situation, Emotional stability,
Logical thinking and Creative thinking. Decision
making skill helps in problem solving, maintaining
interpersonal relations, and also helps in
maintaining stress.

8 Effective  Communication - Effective
communication means that we are able to
express ourselves, both verbally and non-
verbally, in ways that are appropriate to our
cultures and situations. This means being able
to express opinions and desires, and also needs
and fears. And it may mean being able to ask
for advice and help in a t ime of need.
Components of effective communication :
Analytic and synthetic abilities, Expressive skills,
Non-verbal skills, Posture and gesture,
Presentation, Objectivity, Quickness to react on
the spur of the movement, Creativity, Sensitivity,

Imaginability, Patient listening and Knowledge
ability. Effective communication skill helps in
maintaining interpersonal relations, maintaining
stress, and also helps in maintaining emotions.

Importance  of  Life  Skills  Study -
In a constantly changing environment, having life

skills in an essential part of being able to meet the
challenges of everyday life. The dramatic changes in global
economies over the past five years have been matched
with the transformation in technology and these are all
impacting on education, the workplace and our home life.
To cope with the increasing pace and change of modern
life, students need new life skills such as the ability to deal
with stress and frustration. Today’s students will have many
new jobs over the course of their lives, with associated
pressures and the need for flexibility.

Benefits  for  the  Individual - In everyday life,
the development of life skills helps students to :

• find new way of thinking and problem solving;
• recognize the impact of their actions and teaches

them to take responsibility for what they do
rather than blame others;

• build confidence both in spoken skills and for
group collaboration and cooperation;

• analyse options, make decisions and understand
why they make certain choices outside the
classroom; and

• develop a greater sense of self-awareness and
appreciation for others.

Benefits  for  Employment - While students work
hard to get good grades, many still struggle to gain
employment.  According to research by the CBI
(Confederation of British Industry) in 2011 employers were
looking not just for academic success but key employability
skills including :

• the ability to self-manage, solve problems and
understand the business environment;

• working well as part of a team;
• time and people management;
• agility and adaptability to different roles and

flexible working environments; and
• the potential to lead by influence.
Benefits  for  Society - The more we develop life

skills individually, the more these affect and benefit the
world in which we live :

• Recognising cultural awareness and citizenship
makes international cooperation easier.

• Respecting diversity allows creativity and
imagination to flourish developing a more
tolerant society.

• Developing negotiation skills, the ability to
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network and emphathise can help to build
resolutions rather than resentments.

Therefore, life skills are a large group of psychosocial
and interpersonal skills, which can help people, to make
informed decisions, communicate effectively and develop
coping and self management skills that may help an
individual to lead a healthy and productive life. Life skills
are essentially those abilities that help promote mental well
being and competence in young people as they face the
realities of life. Most development professionals agree that
life skills are generally applied in the context of health and
social events. Life skills empower young people to take
positive action to protect them and promote health and
positive social relationships. Self-awareness, self-esteem
and self-confidence are essential tools for understanding
one’s strengths and weaknesses. Consequently, the
individual is able to discern available opportunities and
prepare to face possible threats. This leads to the
development of a social awareness of the concerns of
one’s family and society.

Challenges  in  Skill  Development -
It is again a fact that we are third largest education

system in the world but we do not match with global
standards in quality. Most of our colleges and institutions
suffer from under investments in labs, workshops, libraries
and consequently lag behind in providing quality inputs.
Most of our institutions follow traditional methods of
teaching without following best practices like experiential
learning, activity based learning, problem solving techniques
etc. In the absence of application and job oriented courses,
the domain knowledge of our students remains only
theoretical. In the highly skilled competitive global scenario,
our education system needs to shift from knowledge centric
to skill centric. Traditionally, the country had advantage of
caste based skill oriented society due to which from time
immemorial, the society was producing artisans and craft
men in different trades through traditional family linkage.
Almost each and every skilling area had been traditionally
assigned to a community and the knowledge and expertise
was passed on to successive generations naturally with
ease. However, we did not take advantage of traditional
skilling knowledge of our community and initiated no special
efforts to update and modernize those skills in the
background of industrial revolution. This happened due to
lack of good policy framework. In fact, educated youths
generally look for white collar jobs and are not very much
interested in vocational courses and, therefore, our skilling
eco system did not improve as compared to other
developing countries, especially in South East Asia region.
In countries like South Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, skill
development has been integrated into school education

system right from the elementary education. The students
while studying elementary core subjects are also given
inputs pertaining to various skills depending upon their
preferences and choices. This induces in them the spirit
of learning a lot through hands on session and that is how
it is inbuilt into their personalities and they never consider
learning various skills as an inferior input as compared to
core educational subjects. On the other hand, in our country
skilling related vocational courses are looked down upon
and our vocational courses do not attract good and
sufficient number of students. A psychological barrier has
been created and an impression has gone around that only
students, who are average or who have dropped out from
formal education, should opt for skill development courses.
This is because in spite of very rich background of caste
based sill oriented society, we have not modernized and
further developed our traditional skill as per need of times
due to defective e policy framework.

Critical  Issues  Facing  Skill  Development -
An important reason for lack of good policy

framework has been that no effective equivalence policies
were in vogue to mainstream students who went in
exclusively for skilling of vocational courses. Normally,
lot of bridge courses should have been adopted to make
linkages between skilling achievements and standardized
qualifications. Though the Government has of late realized
this big lacuna and has come out with lot of different level
courses, but it has to go a long way. To make it happen
urgently and effectively,  regular positive policy
interventions and connect between industry and academia
has to be ensured. This can be further given push through
incentives to institutions and industries for taking up skill
development initiatives through short term and long term
certification courses. Both academia and industry would
have to go in for sharing of resources and faculty / resource
persons. There is further need of setting up of
Entrepreneurship Parks, Industrial Parks, Innovation and
Incubation Centres etc. to catalyze skilling atmosphere in
the country. Public Private Partnership models for
catalyzing, evolving and sustaining skill eco-system would
help in a big way. There is further need for collaborating
with reputed international players for skill upgradation,
which will help in integrating skill development in core
educational programmes right from the schools.

Conclusions -
Education in general increases the efficiency of each

individual worker and helps economies to move up the
value chain beyond manual tasks or simple production
processes. It increases the collective ability of workforce
to carry out existing task more efficiently and effectively,
facilitates the transfer of knowledge about new
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information, products, and technologies created by others
and increases creativity.

As a growing body of empirical literature shows,
differences in productivity are the main determinants of
cross-country prosperity levels. Increasing productivity
therefore needs to be at the core of the policy agendas of
governments and international organizations. The Human
Capital Index reveals several trends and challenges in the
current education, skills and jobs agenda and the future
outlook for major economies. Current education systems
are also time-compressed in a way that may not be suited
to current or future labour markets. There is a need to
rethink how the India’s human capital endowment is
invested in and leveraged for social and economic
prosperity and the well-being of all. Building good
institutions and governance is as important as investing in
human capital for wealth enhancement. The development
of human capital and technology adoption shall be the great
enablers in Indian transformation.
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Introduction -
Gone are the days when a women was considered

as weak, incompetent and immature. In the modern society
she enjoys equal status with man and the number of
working women is continuously on the increase. During
the independent struggle in India, women like Durga Bhai
Deshmukh, Jhansi ki Rani Lakshmibai etc. played a very
significant role. Some of the women who have enjoyed
top positions in Politics in their respective countries are
Margret Thatcher, Indira, Gandhi, Bandarnaike,
KhalidaJia, Ms Benazir as the PM of Pakistan and Ms
Vijay Lakshmi Pandit who was President of UNO. In
India, the famous personalities in politics are PratibhaPatil,
Indira Gandhi, Sonia Gandhi, SuchetaKriplani, to name a
few. India had many female chief ministers like Shiela
Dixit, Uma Bharti, Jayalalitha, VasundharaRajeScindia and
Mamta Banerjee etc. MsKiranBedi, IPS, MsSarla Grewal
IAS, MsRupanDeol IAS and MsRamlaDube IAS have
won laurels in field of administration and shown to the
world that women are in no way inferior if provided the
opportunity. Similarly in field of Education, Banking
Management, Business and Industry and in all other fields,
women have established their credibility and left their
mark.

Need  of  the  Study -
Women is the finest creation of God. As per the Bible,

first man ‘Adam’ and the first woman ‘Eve’ made their
livelihood by sheer dint of hard work as ordained for them.
It is said that the God ordained, “Go, and multiply and
replenish this earth and by the sweat of the Eyebrow then
shall have to earn thy livelihood.” Both Adam and Eve
worked to make their both ends meet while Adam worked
outside in the fields Eve attended to the family chores by
looking after the household. This division of labour
continued for many centuries and consequently women
came to be considered as a household toy meant for the
pleasures and convenience of man.  The society remained
dominated by men and the women were limited to the
four walls of the house. In middle ages women was not
only ignored but was also despised, satirized, exploited
and even burnt alive. She came to be considered a ‘weaker
force’. The condition of women deteriorated to this extent
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that she was not allowed to purchase property in her name.
However, of late things are changing. Indian Parliament
recently passed the law of inheritance which has fully
empowered a daughter to inherit the property of her
parents. The women empowerment bill has further given
equal status to women on the concept that the so called
fair sex is no longer the weaker sex and there is no need
for the ladies to feel inferior.

Women have been trying to prove their capability in
the fields of Information Technology, Management,
Banking, Politics, Sports, Agriculture, Aviation, Navy, Army,
Air force etc. There are many great women entrepreneurs
in India like RajniBector, BarkhaDutt, RituBeri. who
become an entrepreneur of her product Cremica based in
Ludhiana is a household name in North. Cremica is now
about to each an annual turnover of Rs 150-200 crore.
The group has a couple of units, including Cremica Frozen
Foods, EBI Foods, MsBector’s Desserts and Cremic Agro
India, which is engaged in manufacturing products like
ketchups and namkeens. The company also plans to come
out with readymade garments. The products are exported
to Afria, USA and UK. BarkhaDutt is popular TV
journalist of India. Her rise in popular Indian awareness is
primarily attributed to her coverage of Kargil War and
her continued association with news primarily pertaining
to sensitive issues of Kashmir Politics. RituBeri, the most
recognized name in Indian fashion scene.  Today, she is
one of the best known faces in Indian design world and
though always tinged with a bit of controversy, she remains
determined to keep moving ahead. Ms Godrej is also a
living legend who serves as Director of Indian Hotels and
Health Resorts Private Limited. She serves as Board
Member of Gates Foundation – Abahan, The Gere
Foundation, Cine Blitz Publications and The Palace School,
Jaipur. She serves as Member of Indian Advisory Board
of The America India Foundation.

Significance  of  the  Study -
Women entrepreneurs have achieved remarkable

success. The Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
Development Organization (MSME-DO), the various State
Small Industries Development Corporations (SSIDCs), the
nationalized banks and even NGOs are conducting various
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programmes including Entrepreneurship Development
Programmes (EDPs) to cater to the needs of potential
women entrepreneurs, who may not have adequate
educational background and skills, MSME-DO has
introduced process / product oriented EDPs in areas like
TV repairing, printed circuit boards, leather goods, screen
printing etc. A special prize to ‘Outstanding Woman
Entrepreneur’ of the year is being given to recognize
achievements made by and to provide incentives to women
entrepreneurs. The Office of DC (MSME) has also opened
a Women Cell to provide coordination and assistance to
women entrepreneurs facing specific problems. Some of
the schemes and programmes to promote women
entrepreneurship in our country area :

1. Working Women’s Forum
2. Indira MahilaYojuna
3. Indira Mahila Kendra
4. MahilaSamitiYojna
5. MahilaVikasNidhi
6. Micro Credit Scheme
7. RashtriyaMahilaKosh
8. SIDBI’s MahilaUdyamNidhi
9. MahilaVikasNidhi
10. SBI’s Stree Shakti Scheme
11. Trade Related Entrepreneurship Assistance and

Development
12. Assistance to Rural Women in Non-Farm

Development Schemes
13. Marketing of Non-Farm Products of Rural

Women
14. Women Development Corporation
15. Management Development Programme
16. Entrepreneurial Development Programme
17. Prime Minister’s RojgarYojna
18. Training of Rural Youth for Self-employment
19.  Integrated Rural Development Programme
20. Khadi and Village Industries Commission
Conclusion -
Women  have proved their ability to discharge various

kinds of roles successfully. We have witnessed many
women leaders making remarkable achievements in every
sphere be it politics, economics, social responsibility,
administration etc. Time has come to recognize their
achievements as leaders and promote them as equal with
their male counterparts. Women Leadership is crucial for
strategic change and development of any nation at this
juncture including India. Women has started questioning
the rules laid down for her by the society. They have
realized their true potential. Today Indian women have
excelled in each and every field from social work to visiting
space station. There is no area, which is unconquered by

Indian women, whether it is politics, sports, entertainment,
literature, technology, Everywhere we can hear applauses
for her.

Analysis  of  the  Study -
Women’s rights are the rights and entitlements

claimed for women and girls of may societies worldwide.
In some places, these rights are institutionalized or
supported by law, local custom, and behaviour, whereas
in others they may be ignored or suppressed.

Women’s rights can be classified into several general
categories, with some specific rights applying to several
categories.

Economic  Rights -
• right to own and dispose of property
• right to inherit property in her own name and

control it; right to designate who will inherit her
property

• right to her own wages and income
• equality of survivor’s rights upon death of a

spouse (e.g. how much property one inherits,
whether one has a right to continuation of a
spouse’s pension benefits)

• access to jobs, trades, professions
• equality of treatment within jobs, trades and

professions, including promotions
• equal pay for equal work, equal pay for work

of equal value (comparable worth)
• access to credit in her own name
• equal participation in labour unions
• right to job protection when taking maternity

leave
Marriage,  Divorce  and  Parenthood  Rights -
• married women’s legal existence separate from

her husband
• marriage rights including consent to marriage

and equal rights and responsibilities within
marriage

• keeping her own name after marriage
• equality of rights in determining where to live
• divorce rights, including equal ability to initiate

divorce and rights to child custody and property
division on the same basis as men

• right to equal guardianship of children during
marriage

• right to child custody after divorce or widowhood
Women’s  Rights  in  India -
In the modern times, India has made great progress

in the field of science and technology. Women in India
were given freedom and right such as freedom of
expression and equality as well as the right to be educated.
The country is proud of its woman Ex. President
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MrsPratibhaPatil and Prime Minister Late Mrs Indira
Gandhi. Various prestigious positions are held by women
in the corporate sector, the defence, foreign affairs, sports
and in many other fields. History speaks of great women
like Razia Sultan the first female ruler of Delhi sultanate,
AhilyabhaiHolkar, Jijamata the strong influence in the life
of Shivaji, Rani Laxmibhai, who refused to bow before
the might of the Britishers. On one hand we take pride in
the contribution of these great women yet, on the other
hand women in our country faces lot of discrimination.
They face a lot of social inequalities ranging from gender
specific abortions, mistreatment by their spouses, to eve
testing. The conditions of rural women are worst than their
urban counterparts. Most of the women are mute witness
to the happening around them. In recent times actrocities
against the women has increased. Flip through the pages
of newspaper, not a single day goes by without a report
on crime against women. What the authority are doing is
a big question for self introspection for law and order
ministry. The cities once considered safe for the women
is longer so. The condition of women in India is due to the
patriarchial nature of society. Most women aren’t aware
of their rights. Women are not recognized as human with
her own independent mindset. Even an educated women
faces lot of harassment in her own home as well as in
workplace.

Empowerment  of  Women -
Empowering women and improving their status are

essential to realizing the full potential of economic, political
and social development. Women acquire the same status,
opportunities and social, economic and legal rights as men,
as they acquire the right to reproductive health and the
right to protection against gender based violence, human
well-being will be enchanced.

Education is considered one of the most important
means to empower women with the knowledge, skill and
self-confidence necessary to participate fully in
development processes. Does education really empower
women? It is debatable. The profile of an empowered
woman will demonstrate some of the following
characteristics :-

1. She is aware of her potential to contribute to
the progress of her family, community and
society at large

2. She is confident of her worth, is open-minded
and appreciate others, seeks to improve her skills
and knowledge continuously.

3. She is aware that overwork is harmful to her
physical and mental condition and that health is
vital.

4. The empowered woman appreciates the value
of her contribution whether remunerated or not.

5. The empowered woman appreciates the time
she spends on domestic work and outside the
home.

6. The empowered woman nurtures herself. She
wants everybody to understand that, as a human
being, she is entitled to happiness in the same
way that others are.

7. The empowered woman is aware that her health
is related to the number of children she has.
She respects the dignity of womanhood and
appreciates daughters in the same way she does
sons.

8. The empowered woman dares to be different
and creative, she respects herself, she is capable
of making informed decisions. The empowered
woman appreciates and supports other women.

9. She knows which law is unfair towards women
seeks to use her legal knowledge to protect her
and other women’s rights

10. The empowered women is aware of her rights
as a citizen and protects them actively. She is
convinced of her equality with men.

11. She appreciates her strengths and weakness
and seeks self improvement.

12. She has freedom of movement and expression
on par with men.

13. She seeks to get scientific insights into
superstitions and challenges those which are
unjust to women.

14. The empowered woman understands that she
is human being and can control her own life.
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Introduction  -
Man is very much anxious to use education both as

consumer as well as producer of goods. Man wants to
use education as one of the best means for human resource
development. Also man strives for transforming the
present society to a space society through education. And,
for achieving all these purposes the following tetra-
dimensions in educations should be quite helpful :

i. Quality in Education
ii. Conformity in Education
iii. Equity in Education
iv. Excellence in Education
The quest for quality has been the characteristic of

entire history of mankind. Quality is nothing but a driving
force behind all the human activities and endeavours. It is
very difficult to define quality in clear-cut terms, because,
quality is psychological trait and it has no physical
existence. But, when we say the quality of a particular
thing / situation, then, we go for analyzing the factors which
constitute / affect the goodness or badness of that
particular thing / situation. For example, when we say
quality elementary education in the state of Assam, then,
we go for analyzing the basic factors of elementary
education like infrastructure facilities, community support
and participation, target oriented curriculum and other
content materials, proper trained and qualified teachers,
proper classroom environment, assessment of learners’
progress, remediation of the learners’ problems, attainment
of better learners’ achievement in both scholastic and co-
scholastic areas of behavior, necessary guidance and
support system for the students for their future progress
and prosperity, etc. are available in elementary schools
because, All these factors affect the quality of elementary
education. If all these factors are available properly.
Quality is a unifying force; and it provides a unifying value
to a matter. Quality provides meaning to a department,
school, district, place or institution. Quality eliminates the
problems caused by the lack of clarity of a matter and
helps that matter towards enlightened vision. Quality
generally signifies the degree of excellence. Quality helps
one to achieve his / her intended purposes. Quality is a
very ambiguous term as it has connotations of both
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standard and excellence. In the simplest form, quality may
be defined as a quest for perfection.

As the chief task of education is to transform a man
into a developed man, superman, perfect man, total man
and ideal man, so, the quest for quality in education is a
common phenomenon. Quality education humanizes a man
and leads a man towards perfection in his social and
personal life. Indian philosophical literature on education
dating back to more than two thousand years covers a
wide range of conceptual issues and practices relating to
quality education. Today also our education system is facing
a lot of qualitative issues either in a single direction or in
different directions. Quality in education is a multi-faced
concept. Quality helps the educational professionals to
maximize the use of their resources. Quality in education
helps a teacher to dispose his / her duties properly, helps a
student to achieve maximum from the educational tasks,
helps the administrator to facilitate for running of the
educational institution successfully and helps the parents
to get best out of their children’s learning. In education
scenario, quality encompasses how learning is organized
and managed, what the context of learning is, what level
of learning is achieved, what it leads in terms of outcomes
and what goes on in the learning environment.

Development of the socio-economic aspects of the
country has been the emerging challenge for the present
day education. Education has also taken the responsibility
of meeting the demands of many other urgent / new /
foreseen / emerging challenges / issues relating emotional,
social and national integration of the country, values of
democratic ways of living, social justice, secularism,
environmental protection, population control and life style,
human right  consciousness, work ethics and work culture,
modernization, liberalization, globalization, industrialization,
total national development, unity in diversity.

The system approach of education or input-
processing-output approach of education also states that,
for achieving quality output in our education, the input and
processing aspects of education also should be qualitative
in nature. Therefore, we need a qualitative education
system for fulfilling our needs, demands, requirements and
challenges of present day, futuristic and post-modern
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society.
Interpretation  of  the  Study -
Conformity is the basic necessity of an educational

system. A healthy education system of a state / country is
generally conformed to a set of guidelines, rules,
regulations, values, norms, ethics, etc. When one wants
the best output from an educational system, then she has
to conform or relate that education system with certain
standard as well as purposes. That education has the
conformity with the values, ideals, principles and ethics of
different societies in respect of time. For examples, the
ancient Indian education had the conformity with the
ancient Indian values / ideals relating to Veda, Upanishad,
Gita, Mahabharat,etc,; the education system of Hitler had
its conformity with the Hitlerian principles and values; and
the education system of USSAR of recent past had its
conformity with the socialistic ideas of USSR region. When
the bond of conformity between the education system of
a state and the values, ideals, rules, regulations, etc. of
that state becomes weak, at that time a lot of problems
arise in the way of smooth functioning of that state,
because, education cannot take the proper challenge to
meet the required demands of the state in such a condition.
Since education is regarded as the chief means for the
development of the society, so, each and every society
gives a lot of directions to their education system and such
directions become the conformity part of their education
system. In the ancient Greece, when individuals were
admitted to citizenship on the attainment of their maturity,
they were taking oath in a formal ceremony: “we will never
bring disgrace to our city by any act of dishonest or
cowardice, nor desert our suffering comrades. We will
fight for the ideals and sacred things of the city, alone and
with many: we will revere and obey the city’s laws and do
our best to incite a like respect in those among us who are
prone to annual them or set them at naught, we will strive
unceasingly to quicken the public’s sense of civic thought.

In order to overcome these above mentioned riddles
or problems, our education has to play a vital roles. And,
in order to overcome these above mentioned riddle or
problems, the education system of our country should have
conformity with:

• Social and personal values of the country
• Peace and harmony required for the country
• National integration and international

understanding
• Emotional attachment and feeling for the state
• Secularist demands and requirements
• Moral and ethical principles of the country
• Legal and formal principles of the state
• Concern for present, past and future requisites

and requirements
• Democratic and ruling principles of the country
• Constitutional imperatives, etc.
Significance  of  the  Study -
Scholastic literature states ‘equity’ is a troublesome

term and it is very difficult to define it in clear-cut words.
It has both denotative and connotative.

The different areas of equity that are needed to be
maintained in our country through our education system
are :

• Gender Equity,
• Religious Equity,
• Caste and Class equity,
• Geographical Equity,
• Cultural Equity,
• Social Equity, etc.
We need equity in different field of life and society

in order to :
• establish on egalitarian society;
• making the democracy successful;
• identify and utilize the hidden talents in various

fields;
• make the country a developed country;
Excellence  in  Education -
The present trend of education is characterized by a

craze for academic excellence because of the increasing
awareness of parents, teachers, and the learners
themselves. Excellence in education may be defined as
all educational provisions made available to learner in order
to evaluate academic status to the highest level of
proficiency, which is capable of attaining. In the field of
education, excellence is much tied with qualitative issues.
Excellence says ‘quality’ is not enough, but, what we
require is the ‘best quality’ or ‘best competency’

Excellence of anything can be understood from the
two points of view i.e. (i) individual point of view and (ii)
social point of view. From the individual point of view,
excellence in education can be understood in terms of best
academic performance of an individual in his / her field of
study. From the social point of view, excellence in education
can be understood in terms of society’s highest level of
progress and prosperity in its different fields of education.

Present world is a world of competition and world of
comparison. In this competitive world an individual can
survive and maintain its position only when it would be
competitive in nature. Education is one of the significant
parameters of development, which trains an individual in
order to be competitive in this world. And, those individuals
who achieve ‘Excellence’ in their education can become
the best competitors in this world and easily reach at the
climax of development and progress. Therefore,
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achievement of excellence in education should be the
significant aim of present day.

The basic factors, which hinder in achieving
excellence in education,  are :

• Unexpected quantitative expansion of education
for meeting the educational demand of
increased number of population.

• Ineffective educational policies to meet the
educational demand.

• Lack of proper care at the elementary stage of
education.

• Failure to appoint qualified, committed and
dedicated teachers.

• Use or application of illogical methods in
teaching learning process.

• Lack of proper infrastructure and related
facilities, variables, etc.

Expectations  of  Mass -
The main aim of education is to create human

awareness so that we can understand the difference
between truth and untruth. Education is necessary for the
development of human beings. Person can sharpen his
skill by getting knowledge through education. Knowledge
is power; wealth can be created by starting industries and
manufacturing products or goods required for consumption.
Knowledge is fuel of technology. New discoveries and
inventions are the outcomes of new knowledge. Therefore,
education is for life and not for mere living. There are two
objects of life and living, i.e. one is standard of living and
the other is standard of life. The standard of living is visible
and standard of life is invisible. Visible parts are related to
body and invisible parts depends on human mind and living
depends on matter and life depends on spirit.
Mathematically, living belongs to one third area of human
life and life belongs to two third are of human life.
Therefore, living or matter decides capital but technology
means quality and quality depends on spirit. Therefore,
Swami Vivekanand said “keep the greater part of your
mind fixed on God and with the rest attend to your ordinary
rounds of duty”. Education has to instill the human values
and must broaden the vision of individual so as to be
concerned with the welfare of the people. Education is a
powerful means for shaping the qualities of individuals
character which is formed on account of good qualities
and getting proper education from learned and noble
teachers. Character is an important quality to an individual.
So Syrus declared that A man’s own character is arbiter
of his fortune. Education is a lifelong process. It moulds
one’s views towards life it also helps to make healthy mind.
It has to teach the students to share his views with others
and also takes care of other companion. Sharing and caring

should be kept in mind while serving the members of
society. The essence of education is to provide that
information which must lead towards knowledge and
ultimately knowledge must lead to wisdom. Virtue appears
from good deeds and wisdom appears from a pure and
peaceful mind. To walk safely through the maze of human
life, one needs the light of wisdom and the guidance of
virtue. According to Confusious  breeds confidence,
confidence breeds hope and hope breeds peace. Education
breeds character, character breeds confidence, confidence
breeds capacity, capacity breeds capital, capital breeds
credit and credit breeds gain confidence then confidence
breeds hope and hope breeds in pure and peaceful mind
then wisdom appears, then wisdom breeds peace and
peace means zero defects and zero defects itself a quality
and zero it self a puja and puja means nil. But nil should be
defects only in reality. This quality teach triple truth to all
a generous heart, Kind speech and a life of service and
compassion are the things which renew humanity. Words
have the power to both destroy and heal. When words
are both, true and kind. They change our world. All good
qualities are essential for human development. The three
qualities can connect human beings living in different parts
of the world today we witness people who are fighting
with one another on the basis of caste. Color, race, creed
and ethnicity or nationality. Artificial borders created by
groups of human beings should be dismantled. People can
have unity and harmonious relations with other people if
then given importance to ethical values- kindness,
compassion and selfless service to others. People of one
country, instead of fighting with people of other country,
should settle their problems. At negotiation table amicably
or through diplomatic channel. Hatred begets hatred and
war begets war. To prevent war or armed conflicts, each
government should give up the policy of waging war or
armed conflict against other nation.

Teach yourselves, teach everyone his real nature call
upon the sleeping soul and see how its awake, power will
come, glory will come, goodness will come, purity will
come and everything that is excellent will come when this
sleeping soul is roused to self conscious activity. We want
that education by which character will be formed, strength
of mind is increased, the intellect is expanded by which
one can stand on one’s own feet. The following are the
twelve parameters for human excellence.

1) Self control
2) Compassion,
3) Self reliance
4) Concentration
5) Knowledge
6) Devotion
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7) Honesty
8) Discipline
9) Will power
10) Dedication
11) Confidence
12) and Strength
All these twelve parameters of human excellence

can be converted into three dimensions.
1) Bliss, 2) Peace, 3) Freedom
All the above twelve parameters with three

dimensions can be created among the students through
education and by using optimum conscience. Gandhiji has
given seven problems among the society, these problems
are as follows.

1) Politics without principle  2) Wealth without work
3) Pleasure without conscience  4) knowledge without
character  5) Commerce without morality  6) Science
without humanity  7) Worship without sacrifice.

Gandhi has become a beacon light. The following
characters are necessary for better suited to build a
peaceful society and that can be created within the society
as such

1) We become natural creators 2) We become more
compassionate understand pain and suffering. 3) We create
more sacrifices 4) We become listeners. 5) We posses
more tolerance 6) We must be born teachers. 7) We
deserve freedom equality to build their lives and carriers
8) We can build a peaceful neighborhood then we can
contribute the world peace.

Need  of  an  Excellence -
a) To increase competitive efficiency of public

sector.
b) To meet the growing demand of higher

education with rapid growth in population
c) To reduce financial burden on government and

for decentralization of educational institutions.
d) Impart quality education and training and

shaping of the curriculum according to global,
national and local needs.

e) To fulfill the need for skilled manpower and to
fulfill the need of the country in liberalization,
privatization, and globalization.

f) To facilitate technological developments and
information based economic development. In
India, the thrust on privatization in higher
education started in the early 90s under the LPG
(Liberalization, Privatization and globalization)
policy. The last two decades has witnessed an

exponential growth in Indian higher education
system. But remain lot of challenges of
privatization. Privatization of higher education
has badly affected the poor, undermined equity,
diversity and openness and could not ensure the
knowledge about the providers; and price and
quality of the product.

Globalization -
With the developments of information and

communication technology the barriers of national
boundary have broken. As a result there has been
considerable development in the social, economical and
educational fields at international and global level.

The development in education has resulted in the
following events :

i. Increased practice of international comparison
of educational development.

ii. Mobility of students from one country to another.
iii. Mobility of scholars from one country to another.
iv. Setting up of educational institution from one

country to another.
v. Marketing of education worldwide.
vi. Development of framework for globalization of

education through GATT (General Agreement
on Tariff and Trade), GATS (General
Agreement on Trade in Services) under WTO
(World Trade Organization).

Conclusion -
The Indian higher education system has undergone

massive expansion to become the largest in the world
enrolling over I million students each year. Such expansion
would have been unimaginable without the extensive use
of ICT tools. In spite of the significant progress made
during the past few years, India’s higher education sector
is still in danger with several challenges. Higher education
in India suffers in terms of both quality and employability.
At the policy making level, we think only quantitative
expansion and quality has been placed in the next place.

Though India has a long heritage of quality higher
education system it has failed to solve the problems of
Access, Equity, and Quality until recent past. The
deteriorating administration, unproductive practice,
corruption and fund availability leads to break down of
indigenous educational system. Recently with the
introduction LPG i.e. Liberalization, Privatization and
Globalization an avenue to revive the system has evolved.
On the one hand globalization may help to improve the
quality of education it can also affect the indigenous
development of educational sector.
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Introduction -
The wealth and property of the nation depend on the

effective utilization of its human and material resources.
Human resource is important for economic growth of the
nation but educated human resource keep the nation in
line with the leading nations of the world. Indian Higher
Education system is the 3rd largest in the world, next to
United States and China. Indian higher education system
comprising of 700+ universities, 35,000+ colleges and
numerous stand-alone technical / professional institutions
with annual enrolment in excess of 25 million students.
Given the vast network, India’s Gross Enrolment Ratio
(GER) in higher education, currently pegged at 23%, is
far below the world average. This indicates the need of
Increasing GER in Indian Higher Education. According
to the 2013 Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) world University
ranking no Indian University featured among the top 200.
IIT Delhi at 222, IIT Bombay 233 and IIT Kanpur 295.
Even in the recent survey by Times Higher Education
(THE) for the year 2014-15 not one Indian Higher
education institution making it to the top 200 club. India
marks its presence in the 276-300 range. (The Hindu, 2nd
October, 2014) This reflects the quality of higher education
in India with respect to International competition. The
prospects and development in the higher education sector
in India needs a critical examination in a rapidly globalizing
world. Hence, it is time for all those who are concerned
with policymaking, planning , administration and
implementation of higher education to revitalize the very
thinking on the subject and put it on the right track.

The quantity and quality of higher education is
essentially depends on school education and is supported
by infrastructure, faculty, curricula and pedagogy,
research, and quality assurance{1} Hence, higher
education can be studied under the following headings.

• School Education,
• Infrastructure,
• Faculty,
• Curricula and Pedagogy,
• Research
• Quality assurance.
According to current estimates, 80% of all schools

Status of Higher Education

Prin. Dr. Anant Deshmukh,
R. T. M. University, Nagpur.

in India are government run. However, because of poor
quality of public education, 27% of Indian children are
privately educated. With more than 50% children enrolling
in private schools in urban areas, the balance has already
titled towards private schooling in cities; even in rural area,
nearly 65% of the children in 2016-17 were enrolled in
private schools. According to some research, private
schools often provide superior results at a multiple of the
unit cost of government schools.

Government schools have very poor infrastructure
and teaching facilities. School consists of a one-room
schoolhouse, one teacher covering multiple grades, and
40 students per teacher. Further, unwillingness of many
teachers to accept remote rural postings means that actual
student=teacher ratio is much higher in many parts of rural
India. There is no system in place to motivate teachers to
improve academic achievements, and very little training
available to strengthen teaching practices. The hiring and
promoting of teachers is politicized, providing teachers with
unconditional job security and no accountability in improving
students’ achievements making the teaching processes
inefficient.

Interpretation -
India is hard pressed to scale up school education

and improve instructional outcome for its young children
to prepare them for quality higher education. To improve
the quantity and quality of School education the following
measures may be taken :

• A large number of teachers are to be recruited.
• An investment of resources has to be made to

upgrade school facilities.
• Teachers to be made accountable for the

performance of Students.
• Regular teacher training has to be provided.
• Teachers to council the students and parents to

enhance the enrolment.
• Good performing teachers are to be

appropriately graded and rewarded.
• In all the above processes only quality to be

given importance but not to the external
influences.

Since independence higher education in India has
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witnessed an impressive growth over the years. The
number of Higher Educational Institutions (HEIs) has
increased from about 30 universities and 695 colleges in
1950-51 to about 799 universities and 39,071 colleges as
per All India Survey on Higher Education (2015-2016)
report. With an annual enrolment of above 25 million
(Including enrolment under Open and Distance Learning
system). The following Table 1 shows the growth of higher
educational Institutions (HEIs) in India since 1950.

From Table 1 it can be observed that, there has been
a threefold increase in the number of HEIs in the country
during the last decade. From Table 1 it can be observed
that, from 1950-51 to 2015-16 there is a 50 fold increase
in the number of colleges and about 23 fold increase in
the

Faculty - Availability of good quality faculty is a
critical input in the functioning of a sound higher education
system. While there has been a consistent growth in the
faculty strength in higher education, it has not matched
the growth in student enrolment numbers. While the student
enrolments have gone up by more than 100 times between
1950-51 and 2016-17, the number of teachers has gone
up by less than 40 times, which implies the student-teacher
ratio has declined by about 2.5 times over this period. This
has also led to the country’s poor performance on student-
teacher ratio at the international level.

The high student teacher ratio is because (1) teaching
is not an attractive profession. It’s one of the last choices
in terms of career. (2) Number of PhDs produced each
year is very low and those required by academia is far
higher. In fact, at many institutions fresh graduates are
employed to teach, leading to poor quality of classroom

instruction. For example in technological education sector
alone the annual students intake is 20,00,000. Faculty
shortage (at 1:15 staff student ratio)

Significance -
Keeping the above state of quantity and quality of

faculty there is a need to recruit more number of qualified
and dedicated faculty members. This can be achieved by
(1) providing incentives for good quality teaching by
recruiting them based on their capabilities and experience
and (2) encouraging PhD and other research scholars with
scholarships. (3) Hold mandatory training programs for
all faculty members not only on the subject matter, but
also to enhance the effectiveness of their teaching (4)
Conduct refresher courses to update faculty members on
new, evolving and effective teaching techniques. (5)
Establish Teaching and Learning Centres (TLCs) in
existing universities, preferably in those with a strong
research culture.

Develop a system of rewarding the best performing
faculty members by providing performance-linked
monetary and non-monetary benefits by implementing :

• Annual performance appraisals explicit
promotion standards,

• Performance-based remuneration system,
• Introduce evaluation of faculty members’

performance through regular student feedback
and peer review,

• Provide significant weightage to research while
evaluating their performance, and Curriculum
content of present colleges and universities is
criticized

Many places to be outdated, with much reliance on
rote teaching methods. Students complain of too little
connection to work-related opportunities for career
preparation. Many feet they study for irrelevant degrees
and are unprepared for the world of work. As a result
graduate unemployment is rising.

In early post independence years, a bachelor’s degree
often provided the elite entrance to prime government
positions, but in contemporary India, it at best provides a
chance to become a white-collar worker at a relatively
modest salary. Nevertheless, a university degree or diploma
continues to be a requirement for most jobs and
consequently, college and university system remains in
demand. But students do not demand quality improvement
in their education. Instead, many of them spend more years
in acquiring some sort of postgraduate professional
qualifications in order to signal their skills and knowledge
to potential employers.

Furthermore the present day teaching methodology
is one-way-teacher-centric teaching, where student has
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no role to play and contribute for the learning process
which makes education neither interesting nor creative.
Our top class students are hard-working but not innovative.
They are not capable enough to produce new Technology.
Paucity of skill  intensive education is compounded by a
parallel dearth of soft skills. The outcome is that, the
workforce is far from globally competitive. Hence, there
is a great need for a revolution in Higher Education.

Hence, there is a need of continuous up-gradation of
curriculum, to keep up pace with rapid growth of science
and technology. Curriculum should be object oriented and
focused. In Science and Technological education there is
a need to increase field and laboratory.

Analysis - To make the learning environment more
useful and challenging by encouraging student to acquire
(1) -

• critical thinking skills,
• communication and creativity-related skills,
• conceptualization and problem-solving skills.
• the ‘case study’ method of teaching can be

adopted to develop problem solving and critical
thinking skills.

• adopting a project-based approach to enable
practical application of concepts learnt in the
classroom.

• integrating industry internships into the curricula
• focusing on co-curricular activities to develop

leadership and team-building skills, and
• institutions, to start with technological institution,

to establish Entrepreneur Development Cell
and Technology Business Incubators.

Research - Research is an essential component of
higher education system to ensure it remains vibrant and
is quick to respond to and anticipate changes arising in the
contextual conditions. Most of the Indian colleges and
universities lack in high end research facilities, under-
investment in libraries, laboratories and classrooms. While
this, it is very difficult to provide top quality instruction or
engage in cutting edge research.

One of the input parameters to ascertain progress in
research is the quantum of spending on research and
development activities. As per a study India’s share in
R&D spending to the total global R&D spending stands
at 2.1% while the share of China is 12.5%. It compares
the R&D spending of India and China with other developed
economics. There is clearly a need to increase spending
on R&D as we move forward to becomes a knowledge
economy.

Quality  Assurance - In 2007, While delivering 150th
Anniversary address of Mumbai University,  Dr.
Manmohan Singh, the former Prime Minister of Observed

that… Our university system is, in many parts, in a state
of disrepair…In almost half the district in the country,
higher education enrolments are abysmally low, almost
two-third of our universities and 90 per cent of our colleges
are rated as below average on quality parameters… I am
concerned that in many states university appointments,
including that of vice-chancellors, have been politicized
and have become subject to caste and communal
considerations, there are complaints of favouritism  and
corruption.

The above statement by the former Prime Minister
of India speaks volumes about the need and importance
of quality assurance in the higher education. Quality
depends on all its functions and activities : teaching and
academic programs, research and scholarship, staffing,
students, building, facilities, equipment, services to the
community and the academic environment. It also requires
that higher education should be characterized by its
international dimensions : exchange of knowledge,
interactive networking, mobility of teachers and students
and international research projects. Today, the reasons for
not having enthusiasm for Higher education in India.

1) people are not confident of getting necessary
knowledge and skills which keep them in
demand in the market; and

2) universities and college system has not been
made accountable for the quality of education
and the employable entrepreneur skills they
impart.

The quality can be achieved by maintaining the
standards of institutions and derecognizing the non-
performing institutions.

In India there is a number of quality evaluating bodies
such as NAAC, NBA, AICTE, DEC, etc. However, to
maintain the quality there is a need for self assessment
and quality improvement, for this, all universities and
institutions should set up internal quality assurance cells
and must follow a minimum standard to award degrees.
There is a need of an independent accreditation agency
with a conglomerate of government, industry, academia,
and the society, that is all the stakeholders of education to
ensure the quality. It should be made mandatory for all
universities and institutions to get accredited by an
appropriate body with a stipulated time may be 5 years
from their establishment failing which they would be
derecognized to impart education and award degrees.
Furthermore, all the regulating bodies should have common
quality parameters and in comparison to International
accreditations.

Recommendations - With above review and
analysis of status of higher education the following
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conclusions and suggestions are recommended and pointed
out.

1) The teaching profession and research as a
career option should be made main stream by
focusing on the need of the industry and
recruiting a large number of teaching faculty
with attractive salaries and environment.

2) Higher education in India needs a steep rise in
both quality and quality

3) Student centric education should be emphasized
4) Skilled based curriculum and project oriented

education should be implemented.
5) Entrepreneur Development Cell shall be

established in Higher educational Institutes.
6) Technology Business Incubators should be

established in all Technical Institutes.
7) Continuous evaluation system shall be

implemented. For the transparent and uniform
evaluation on – line examination system shall
be introduced.

8) Teaching faculty should be accountable for
student output at school level by rewarding and
reprimanding them and they should function as
facilitators for learning at higher education.

9) The number of enrolments should be increased
at all levels of education and dropout rate at
school level should be controlled especially in
rural areas by motivating and improving the
quality of education.

10) Education should be research-oriented and
vocational to improve employability of the skilled
workforce of India.
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There is no force equal to a woman determined

to rise!                                        -W.E.B.Dubois

National Assessment and Accreditation Council,
(NAAC), Bangalore was established in 1994 with the
prime concern of monitoring and augmenting the quality
of higher education institutions in the country. India is a
country, which has the largest and diverse education
system in the world. However, the thrust of globalization,
privatization, widespread expansion, new emerging areas
of knowledge and learning and an attempt to improve
access to higher education have made the concern for
establishing quality standards, parameters of measuring
quality, devising measures for quality enhancement and
quality sustenance of paramount importance. This is very
clearly reflected in the vision statement of NAAC,which is,

“To make quality the defining element of higher
education in India through a combination of self and
external quality evaluation, promotion, and sustenance
initiatives.”

Increased access to higher education is an important
concern, which directly influences the quality of higher
education. It is necessary to realize that accepting diversity
and inclusion simultaneously, is an art that helps us to work

together independently. It is therefore necessary for all
higher education institutions to look at diversity and
inclusion from the NAAC point of view.

Education imparted to women is an integral part of
the inclusivity aspect of higher education. If the society
has to be strengthened with quality education, women also
must get equal opportunities of education. Education is
considered as a means of strengthening, envigourising and
enhancing the capacity and capability of individuals.
Education should help in empowering women too.

Demographic Details and Education
The total population of India is 133.92 crores (in

2017), 48.04% female population as compared to

net enrollment in primary school is 92% female, 93% male
and adult literacy: 51% female, 75% male.

The question that arises out of this statistical data is
out of the 92% of primary educated girls only 51% seem
to make it to higher education. Almost 41% go missing as

Assessing Women Empowerment: The NAAC Way

Dr. Anjali Patwardhan Kulkarni
Principal

N.B.Mehta (V) Science and Commerce College, Bordi, Maharashtra

they start climbing the ladder of higher education. This
dropout rate has to be taken care of if we wish to achieve
women empowerment.

Women Empowerment means…
The word ‘Empowerment’ is synonymous with

enabling, participating and speaking out. The most
important question is whether it is a multidimensional
process of change from a condition of dis-empowerment
to one of empowerment. Can someone or some agency
bestow empowerment? Since individuals are active agents
in this process is it possible to be empowered by someone
or should this strength and capacity come from within the
individual? Empowerment is shaped by the context and so
indicators of empowerment must be sensitive to the context
in which women live.

At the core of the word, Empowerment is ‘power’.
Power as capacity.

The parameters to ensure Women’s Empowerment
Principles are as follows:

1. Establish high-level corporate leadership for
gender equality.

2. Treat all women and men fairly at work – respect
and support human rights and nondiscrimination.

3. Ensure the health, safety and well-being of all
women and men workers.

4. Promote education, training and professional
development for women.

Why Promote Women’s Education…
• Education is considered as the key to women’s

empowerment
• Educated women have better access and

opportunities in the work force
• Education leads to increased income
• Less isolation at home
• Inclusion in financial decisions
• Research needs to be undertaken regarding how

education really empowers women
• Education enables women to respond to the

challenges, to confront their traditional role and
change their life.

• Education of women helps to change their social
position.
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• Women education in India has been a need of
the hour, as education is a foundation stone for
the empowerment
of woman.

• Education reduces inequalities, functions as a
means of improving their status within the family,
and develops the
concept of participation.

Meaning of  Women’s Education
• Girls’ education goes beyond getting girls into

educational institutions
• It ensures that girls learn and feel safe on

campus
• Can complete all levels of education with the

skills to effectively compete in the labor market
• Learn the socio-economic and life skills

necessary to navigate and adapt to a changing
world

• Make decisions about their own lives and
contribute to their communities and the world

Inclusion is the major concern.
 NAAC FRAMEWORK FOR GENDER

SENSITIVE INDICATORS
• NAAC has identified seven major areas for the

assessment of institutions.
• Some examples of gender sensitive indicators

have been selected. The following indicators
can be assessed in the
context of both co-ed as well as Women’s only
colleges.

• It aims at bringing in greater gender justice in
the higher education system.

1. Curricular Aspects -100
• What are the women-related courses/topics

introduced in the curriculum in the various
subjects taught? Teaching,
Learning and Evaluation.

• Have you identified some more such topics for
additional input ?

• How is your feedback system framed and
followed ?

• Are there courses/programmes/projects
conducted by the College which encourages
participation of girl students/
enables them to take decisions/work
independently ?

2 .Teaching-Learning and Evaluation – 350
• Gender segregated data on students and faculty

in various departments at UG/PG level.
• Participation of women faculty in seminars/

conferences/ workshops/ faculty development

programmes/ receiving
awards/representation in various committees

• Have you conducted formal /informal Feedback/
SSS in a gender specific manner ?

• Has some research been conducted to identify
the skills sets in which the girl students excel
the most ?

3. Research, Consultancy and Extension -   PG-
120,UG-110
What is the

• Percentage of women faculty actively involved
in research/ guiding research students/
operating projects/ publishing a n d
extension activities.

• What are the specific research topics and
extension activities related to women? What are
the women specific
problems in conducting research ?

• Which are the research related initiatives/
measures to develop interest/selection of topics/
data collection/
opportunities made available

• Are girl students encouraged to participate in
research activities ?

4. Infrastructure and Learning Resources -100
What is the

• Availability of hostel/common room/ toilet/
sports facilities /yoga or de-stressing centre/
recreation room for women/
lady doctor/counselling centre

• Books and journals on women in the library
• IT readiness of staff and students –

infrastructure and training facilities provided
• Discipline/security on the campus
5. Student Support and Progression-UG-140,

PG 130
• Do you have ?
• Sex disaggregated data on number of women

students getting scholarships/ financial support
and the students
getting placement.

• Availability of women counsellors, sexual
harassment cell, lady doctor

• Various women centric activities leading to
personality and skills development

• Encouragement for participating in competitive
examinations, other competitions

• Alumni association/list of empowered girl
students- their current status/placement

6. Governance, Leadership and Management
What is the participation of women ?
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• In decision making at various levels
• Addressing concerns of gender sensitivity in

governance of HEIs : gender audit, identify
developmental opportunities
for women

• Number of women in all selection /promotion
committees/ academic/ administrative bodies of
the institution

• Details on maternity leave, crèche for children.
7. Institutional Values and Best Practices

Healthy Practices -100
How many

• Number of gender sensitization programmes
conducted.

• Number of women- related themes and topics
taken up for discussion and debates.

• Number of leadership camps organized for the
personality development of women students.

• Health/financial literacy/employment related
initiatives for women of the locality.

The following Quality Initiatives for Women
Empowerment could help in furthering the
cause of inclusivity in education.

• Providing conditional cash transfers, stipends
or scholarships

• Reducing the distance to the institution

• Involving boys and men to be a part of
discussions about cultural and societal practices

• Hiring and training qualified female teachers
• Building safe and inclusive learning

environments for girls and young women
• Ending child/early marriage
• Addressing violence against girls and women
• Ensuring gender-sensitive curricula and

pedagogies
Introduce Courses related to skills and competency
• Individual, collective and public skills
• Knowledge Skills,
• Interacting with the World Skills,
• Balancing skills of rights with responsibilities ,

rights with privileges , freedom with respect ,
power with restraint

• Safety and security, Equity and inclusion,
Sustainability, Global citizenship

• Being simultaneously local and global,
Environmental custodianship, Global awareness,
Multi-literate Women empowerment achieved
through education is the only means of
strengthening the nation and making it ready
for facing the challenges of the future.

I love the person I’ve become because I fought

hard to become her.                       - Kaci Diane
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ABSTRACT:

Online learning is the newest and most popular

form of distance education today. Within the past

decade it has had a major impact on postsecondary

education and the trend is only increasing. In this paper

we will explore what the experience of online learning

is like for students and how it has changed the role of

the instructor with effective use of Technology Tools

in Academics.Online learning is education that takes

place over the Internet. It is often referred to as

“eLearning” among other terms. However, online

learning is just one type of “distance learning” -the

umbrella term for any learning that takes place across

distance and not in a traditionalclassroom. Distance

learning has a long history and there are several types

available today,including: • Correspondence Courses:

conducted through regular mail with little interaction.

• Telecourses: where content is delivered via radio or

television broadcast. • CD-ROM Courses: where the

student interacts with static computer content. • Online

Learning: In ternet-based courses offered

synchronously  and/or asynchronously. • Mobile

Learning: by means of devices such as cellular phones,

PDAs and digital audioplayers (iPods, MP3 players).

KEY WORDS: Technology Tools, OER

Children raised with the computer “think differently”
from the rest. They develop hypertext minds. They leap
around. -Dr. Michael S Gazzaniga-

Linear processes that dominate educational systems
now can actually retard learning for brains developed
through game and web-surfing processes on the
computer.” -Peter Moore-

MOST POPULAR APPROACH TODAY IS
ONLINE LEARNING:

• A majority of academic leaders believe that
online learning quality is already equal to
orsuperior to face-to-face instruction. (The “no
significant difference” phenomenon.)In years
past, instructors had to create their “virtual
classrooms” from scratch which was
difficultand often led to poor results.

Technology Tools and Open Educational Resources

Dr. Sandhya Khedekar
Principal,

Gokhale Education Society’s College of Education, Sangamner, Dist-Ahmednagar, Maharashtra

CourseManagement System (CMS) software
is utilized by just about all colleges today. CMS
allowinstructors to design and deliver their
courses within a flexible framework that
includes a numberof different tools to enable
learning and communication to occur.Popular
for-profit CMS include:

• Blackboard (www.blackboard.com)
• WebCT (www.webct.com)
• eCollege (www.ecollege.com)
Low cost alternative and open source CMS include:
•  ETUDES-NG (http://etudesproject.org)
• Moodle (http://moodle.org)
• Angel (http://angellearning.com)
A New Paradigm for Teaching and LearningOnline

learning is catalyzing a pedagogical shift in how we teach
and learn. There is a shiftaway from top-down lecturing
and passive students to a  more interactive,
collaborativeapproach in which students and instructor co-
create the learning

OER:”Open Educational Resources (OERs) are
any type of educational materials that are in the public
domain or introduced with an open license. The nature of
these open materials means that anyone can legally and
freely copy, use, adapt and re-share them. OERs range
from textbooks to curricula, syllabi, lecture notes,
assignments, tests, projects, audio, video and animation.”
- UNESCO, Home Page dated 2nd October2013

Success in open educational resources (OER) has
been reported by the many Educational Institutions and
distance learning students. It is unclear, however, how
valuable OER are in learning and teaching. Approaches
to OER policy and sustainability are just two other key
aspects that remain unresolved across the sector. The use
of digital resources is seen as one way of addressing the
dual challenges of quality and equity. Open educational
resources (OER), free of licensing encumbrances, hold
the promise of equitable access to knowledge and learning.
However, the full potential of OER is only realizable by
acquiring: (i) greater knowledge about OER, (ii) the skills
to effectively use of OER and (iii) policy provisions to
support its establishment in the continent’s higher education
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milieu.
Searching OER-
• Google Advanced Search
• Creative Commons Search
• JORUM (UK)
• Xpert
• Connecting Repositories
• BASE
• FreeFullPDF
• Directory of OER
• http://nsouoer.krc.net.in/
• http://egyanagar.osou.ac.in/slm-list.php
• http://epgp.inflibnet.ac.in/
• http://www.ebookbou.edu.bd/
• http://nroer.gov.in/welcome
• http://www.sakshat.ac.in/
• http://oasis.col.org/
OER Resources
• The Community College Consortium for Open

Educational Resources - CCCOER is a joint
effort by the OER Center  for
California,
College District, the League for Innovation in
the Community College and many other
community colleges and university partners to
develop and use open educational resources
(OER) and especially open textbooks in
community college courses. 

•
serving millions of users per month in the
delivery of free educational content to improve
learning outcomes.

• Free Online Course Materials is a California
State University MERLOT collection of over
35,000 open course materials.

• MIT OpenCourseWare (OCW) is a web-based
publication of virtually all MIT course content.
OCW is open and available to the world and is
a permanent MIT activity.

• The Open Course Library, from Washington
State University, is a collection of expertly
developed educational materials – including
textbooks, syllabi, course activities, readings, and
assessments – for 81 high-enrollment college
courses. 42 courses have been completed so
far, providing faculty with a high-quality,
affordable option that will cost students no more
than $30 for textbooks.

• OER Commons was created as a network for
teaching and learning materials, the web site
offers engagement with resources in the form

of social bookmarking, tagging, rating, and
reviewing.

• The Open Education Resource (OER)

organization that provides leadership,
networking and support for educators and
educational institutions to achieve their
objectives through Open Education.

•
collaboratively with the Free Culture Movement
towards a free version of the education
curriculum by 2015. Driven by the learning for
development agenda WikiEducator is developing
free content for use in schools, polytechnics,
universities, vocational education institutions and
informal education settings.

• The World Digital Library (WDL) makes
available on the Internet, free of charge and in
multilingual format, significant primary materials
from countries and cultures around the world.

CHALLENGES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION:
“This vertical expansion requires consolidation at horizontal
level. But, presently higher education is facing several
challenges like quality of higher education, faculty shortage;
quality teachers, unable to keep pace with market
demands, poor quality of curriculum, poor quality of
research, poor quality of teaching etc. in majority of tertiary
institutes.”4 Recently, in a survey it was reported that many
of our top institutes like IITs, IIMs not been in the top 200
list of universities in the world ranking. The reason is the
teaching and researches in Indian universities are far below
the standard of European or American and even among
some of the Asian countries. If we compare it within our
countries we will find wide disparities in terms of quality
of teaching, quality of research etc. India has only fewer
numbers of creditable institutes of higher education and it
benefits fewer numbers of students. Since large force of
human resource (youths) are studying in substandard
institutions, transforming them into human capital is a
challenge for Indian education system. Unfortunately, that
advantage cannot be sustained unless we upgrade our
education system. One area that is in desperate need of
change is our higher education network. Networking of
higher education institutes will help these institutes in more
than one way. First, quality educational resources which
is being created or stored in their repository is available
free of cost. Secondly, it will improve the teaching learning
standard in the universities or colleges which are suffering
from poor quality of educational resources. Thirdly, it will
also meet the paucity of teachers. Fourthly, it will enhance
the capacity of students as well as teachers. Finally, it will
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enable students to compete globally.
BEST  WEBSITES  FOR  ONLINE

TEACHING JOBS
Higher Education Websites
1. HigherEdJobs

http://www.higheredjobs.com/
2. Inside Higher Ed

https://careers.insidehighered.com/
3. The Chronicle of Higher Education

http://www.chronicle.com/section/jobs/61
Job Search Engines
4. Indeed.com, SimplyHired.com

www.simplyhired.com/
Big Online University Websites
5.  Jobs and Careers Pages of Online

Universities
The really big online universities like

Kaplan, ITT Tech, American Public University,
and the University of Phoenix always have open
positions, whether it’s for part-time online
adjunct faculty positions, full-time online faculty,
instructional design gurus, graders or course
mentors.

Searching the “Careers” section of large
online school websites is a good idea, as well
as a useful way to find out what the minimum
requirements and payment schedules are for
online faculty.

Online Teaching Job Boards
6. Adjunct Professor Online*

http://www.adjunctprofessoronline.com/
online%20adjunct%20jobs

7. Get Educated Job Boards
https://www.geteducated.com/online-teaching-
jobs/positions-available

BENEFITS OF ONLINE TEACHING AND
LEARNING: Why online distance learning and why now?
Online distance learning meets the needs of an ever-
growing population of students who cannot or prefer not
to participate in traditional classroom settings. These
learners include those unable to attend traditional classes,
who cannot find a particular class at their chosen institution,
who live in remote locations, who work full-time and can
only study at or after work, and those who simply prefer
to learn independently. The minimum requirement for
students to participate in an online course is access to a
computer, the Internet, and the motivation to succeed in a

non-traditional classroom. Online courses provide an
excellent method of course delivery unbound by time or
location allowing for accessibility to instruction at anytime
from anywhere. Learners find the online environment a
convenient way to fit education into their busy lives. The
ability to access a course from any computer with Internet
access, 24 hours a day, seven days a week is a tremendous
incentive for many of today’s students.

Some of the main advantages of online learning
include: Convenience: 24/7 access from any online
computer; accommodates busy schedules; no commuting,
no searching for parking. • Enhanced Learning: Research
shows increased depth of understanding and retention of
course content; more meaningful discussions; emphasis
on writing skills, technology skills, and life skills like time
management, independence, and self-discipline.
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This article is written at a time when the world is
passing through a difficult phase. The World Health
Organisation (WHO) has declared the coronavirus
outbreak as a pandemic. Various precautionary measures
have been taken by our country in order to control the
disease caused by the novel coronavirus COVID-19.

Due to lock down, curfew and social distancing, we
are confined to our homes. Currently, there are no printed
newspapers to read. Spending time fruitfully is a big
problem for all of us.

As a teacher of English, the writer thought of
exploiting the present situation in the country and turning
the threat or challenge posed by COVID-19 into an
opportunity by suggesting a way of building vocabulary to
develop communication skills in English. This activity will
certainly help us to utilize our time meaningfully.

Good teachers are always in search of new ways,
new methods, and innovative techniques in order to make
their teaching more informative and enjoyable. The three
stages in the Lesson Plan: Introduction, Presentation and
Conclusion play an important role in conducting a
successful lesson.

Teachers belonging to Arts, Commerce and Science
streams can make use of the technique of using current
situations, current events related to their respective subjects
for testing students’ previous knowledge and introducing
their Units. The present brainstorming activity, which we
are going to conduct, is based on the present situation when
our country is facing the challenge of fighting against the
coronavirus outbreak. Teachers teaching the subjects like
English, Economics, Commerce, Psychology, Biology, and
even other subjects can think of relating their respective
subjects to the present real-life situation in the country
and make their teaching-learning process more real,
practical, useful and appealing.

Let us share our experience of listening to news
bulletins on radio or television. While listening to the news
about coronavirus outbreak, you must have heard the word
‘quarantine’ many times. News reporters, experts,
newsreaders utter the word frequently. Consequently, the
rather special or uncommon word has become a part of
common vocabulary. People commonly use the English

Overcoming Common Errors in Oral Communica-
tion in English The term ‘Quarantine’: Check
Your Pronunciation

Prof. S. R. Kulkarni
Emeritus Professor,

R.H. Sapat College of Engineering, Management Studies and Research, Nashik

word ‘quarantine’ in their everyday conversation.
As listeners, I would like to ask you the following

questions-
1. Do you know the word ‘quarantine’ ? Have

you heard it before ?
2.  Are you sure of its pronunciation and meaning ?
3. Do you listen to news in Marathi or news in

English ?
4. If you have listened to both, in English as well

as Marathi, have you noticed any difference in
the pronunciation of the same word ?

5. Have you felt the need to refer to a dictionary
and find out the correct pronunciation and
meaning ?

As a teacher of English, the writer usually listens to
news in English on All India Radio and BBC and news in
English on television channels like BBC World News and
CNN International. He also listens to news in Marathi on
News 18 Lokmat and ABP Majha.

Therefore, the comparative study of news in English
and news in Marathi about coronavirus crisis revealed that
the pronunciations of ‘quarantine’ are different. Most of
the speakers on Marathi channels and even Hindi channels
pronounce the word ‘quarantine’ as "³dmaÝQ>mB©Z' while all
speakers on English news channels pronounce the word
as "³dmaÝQ>rZ' Marathi newspaper Loksatta, dated March
18, 2020 in the write-up entitled "H$amoZm Mo gË¶' referred to
the word quarantine as:  {dbJrH$aU Am{U AbJrH$aU (¹$ma§Q>mB©Z)
H$j åhUOo H$m¶? The writer was sure of the correctness of
the pronunciation in English. However, to confirm, he
referred to standard dictionaries in both the languages.

When one claims that she/he knows a word, one
should remember that only knowing pronunciation or
meaning is not enough. It is necessary to know the
following five details of any word.

1) Spelling
2) Pronunciation
3) Grammar/parts of speech
4) Meaning/s
5) Usage
Standard dictionaries provide all these details about

a word.
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So let us try to know the word ‘quarantine’ by
referring to dictionary entries.

Quarantine noun
1) a state, period, or place of isolation in which

people or animals that have arrived from
elsewhere or been exposed to infectious or
contagious disease are placed.

2) "Many animals die in quarantine"
verb
1) Put (a person or animal) in quarantine.

"I quarantine all new fish for one month"
(Oxford Advance Learner's Dictionary)

Synonyms & Near Synonyms for Quarantine

(Merriam-Webster)
Usage in newspapers
1. "A group of 218 Indian nationals evacuated from

Milan in Italy reached the national capital Sunday morning
and were quarantined at the Indo-Tibetan Border Police
facility in Chawla."

(The Indian Express, March 16, 2020)
2. The practice of quarantine began in the 14th

century in Venice, Italy to protect coastal cities from plague
epidemics.

The word 'quarantine' came from Italian words
'quaranta giorni' that means forty days. Experts say that
quarantine is one of the most effective ways of
containment when vaccines and antivirals are still in
development.  ('The Quarantine Question: How Effective
Are They?' Ruchika Uniyal, The Times of India, March

10, 2020)
Oxford English- Marathi Dictionary by Ramesh

V. Dhongde gives the pronunciation of 'quarantine' /
"³dmaÝQ>mB©Z'/

In order to overcome the problem of committing
errors in oral communication in English, we should
remember that Listening Skills and Reading Skills are
'receptive skills' as we receive information or knowledge
through listening and reading. Speaking Skills and Writing
Skills are 'productive skills' as we produce or present the
received information through speaking and writing.

So the pronunciation of the word 'quarantine' as
"³dmaÝQ>mB©Z' will lead to speaking English correctly.

Similarly, you can develop your vocabulary by
checking your pronunciation, referring to a dictionary and
correcting the pronunciation. Here is a list of commonly
mispronounced words for you to check:

1) Preface
2) Premises
3) Develop
4) Kaleidoscope
5) Suite
6) Automobile
7) Epitome
8) Tour
9) Cassette
10) Computer
11) Acoustic
12) Entrepreneur
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ABSTRACT-
The objective of the study is to examine the store

attributes for a traditional store in Indian context.It is not
a new thing to suggest some measures to increase sales
and customers loyalty, but this paper suggests some very
useful and vital methods to grasp customers’ attention and
to defeat the rivals by just amending and modifying the
retail store’s attributes. The only way to satisfy and gratify
the customers of retail store is to give him maximum
benefits along with adequate attention. This paper explain
the required features for an ideal retail store in terms of
location, transport, infrastructure, feasibility and
convenience for a consumer to keep loyal to the retail
store. A good retail store is not the one that provides
adequate amenities and attributes to consumers, but it is
the one that provides not only demographic benefits but
also respect the consumers demand in terms of Price,
Place, Promotion and Product. Segmentation and
positioning are also important for a retail store to survive
in the market. The study is made to accumulate all these
points in mind to give the retail store a new identity.The
relations identified and the recommendations made in the
article would help the retailers catering in unorganized
markets to meet the customer expectations and hence
retain a loyal customer.

Keywords- Customer’s Loyalty, Positioning, Retail
Stores, Segmentation.

INTRODUCTION
The total concept and idea of shopping has undergone

a vast drawing change in terms of format and consumer
buying behavior, ushering in a revolution in shopping in
India. Modern retailing has entered into India as is observed
in the form of sprawling shopping centers, multi-storied
malls and the huge complexes that offer shopping,
entertainment and food all under one roof. Retail stores
come in all sizes and are designed in many different ways.
They sell everything imaginable and some things you
probably never imagined. They are as diverse as the people
who shop in them, but they all have a few things in common.
The owners all want to make profit and succeed. To help
them in their hunt for profitability, many retailers resort to
standard features designed to make their shops more

Study on Retail Stores' Attributes and Increase in
Sales of Unorganized Retailer By Influencing
Consumers

Prof. Vinod S. Khair
 Research Scholar

Dr. B. V. Hiray College of Management & Research Centre, Malegaon, Dist- Nashik, Maharashatra
Dr. Shrinivas Joshi

Research Guide

visually appealing.
A store’s layout is one of the key strategies in its

success—therefore, a lot of times effort and manpower
go into its design. Retailers use layout to influence
customer’s behavior by designing the store’s flow,
merchandise placement and ambiance. Layouts also help
retailers understand how much revenue per square foot
they are making; using this information, they can properly
assess the strengths and weaknesses in their merchandising
mix.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Martineau [1] was the first researcher to work on

store attributes (Erdem, Oumlil, &Tuncalp [2]). He
described store attributes as factors responsible for store
image formation. Further, he opined that the store image
leads to create personality of the store in the mind of
customers and customers’ decisions are influenced by the
picture of the entire store. The image of the store is formed
in customer’s mind by some store attributes like: Layout
and Architecture, Symbols and Colours, Advertising, and
Sales personnel matched with various patterns of consumer
behaviour.

Through literature review, Kunkel & Berry [3]
understood that store image has increased notably inpast
decades but the rate of knowledge has not progressed
accordingly. Kunkel et al. opined that a man selects astore
for buying based on his experiences while shopping in a
store. Work in this area carried out by developing
behavioral concepts (influenced by societal and subculture
norms) of store images (formed by 12 storeattributes: Price
of Merchandise, Quality of Merchandise, Assortment of
Merchandise, Fashion of Merchandise, Sales personnel,
Location convenience, other convenience factors, Services,
Sales Promotion, Advertising, StoreAtmosphere and
reputation on Adjustments).

Lindquist [4] conducted a survey of empirical and
hypothetical evidence for defining the meaning of image.
He summarized the image-related attributes found or
hypothesized by 26 scholars in the field of defining store
image through store attributes. He found that following
attributes were mentioned by a certain percentage of the
scholars: Merchandise Selection or Assortment (42%),
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Merchandise Quality (38%), Merchandise Pricing (38%),
Locational Convenience (35%), Merchandise Styling,
Fashion (27%), Service, General (27%) andSalesclerk
Services (27%).

There are studies related to store selection based on
consumer perceptions, which are formed or influenced by
store attributes. Joyce & Lambart [5] found that consumer
perceptions about the store image arelikely to be influenced
by the types of stores visited repeatedly in past and
attributes of these stores such as Color, Lighting, Signage,
Clientele, Sales people.

Sinha & Banerjee [6] tried to know the factors of
retail store selection based on the consumers’ perception
developed by visiting various types of stores and their
observation about various services and physical parameter
of these stores. Treblanche [7] identified the determining
factors of store attributes influencing consumer perception
about a store as: Types of Customer, Store Location, Price
levels, Services offered Merchandising Mix, and
Advertising and Physical facilities.

MATERIAL AND METHODS-
Survey research design is adopted in this study which

sought for respondents’ opinion on issue understudy. The
data was collected through the use of questionnaire
(structured) administered on the correspondent.
Judgmental sampling which purely non-probabilistic was
used to obtain a sample of 100 respondents from thetarget
population of the study. Secondary sources are also
captured in this study through websites, books, journals
etc., relevant to the study. The data collected were
organized and analyzed using the descriptive technique of
simple percentage and histogram.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION-
The result of the analysis of the data collected on

the subject under study revealed that 37% of thosethat
patronize the retail store are made, while 63% are female
and majority are businessmen and women. They like
visiting retail store and the reason being shopping. The
respondents are of the opinion that retail stores hould be
acquainted with convenient and reachable counters; and
that there is the need for segmentation factor for its
consumer. The placing and positioning of goods in the store
is good attribute that influence customers
patronage;product is the most paramount elements of
marketing mix. Retail store should possess good products
enough soas to be able to group customers; and that a
good retail should be easily reachable; very innovative and
should have good price tag.

As analyzed from the study the Indian retail market
is strongly driven by the unorganized (Traditional store)
retail stores and our aimwas to deal with the importance

of customer expectations for store attributes in unorganized
retail scenario. The general customer profiles easily reflect
that the customers visiting the unorganized store usually
visit it for grocery products. Moreover such customers do
not travelmuch to visit the retail store. As per the responses
obtained store attributes have a very strong relationship
with the customer perceptions in unorganized markets.
Discounts showed the strong estrelation, product
assortment and product availability almost equally showed
a strong relationship with customer perceptions. Then the
Retailers attitude, strong Image and other services showed
the relationship. The results reflect that the retailers in
unorganized markets have to cater a customer which is
more price sensitive and get attracted towards the discounts
being offered to him. Moreover a typical emphasis should
be given on the product assortment in thestore and the
availability of the desired goods of the customers. The
customer purchasing grocery and consumer durable goods
emphasize more on store attributes rather than in chemist
or cosmetic products.

CONCLUSION-
Given the empirical results reported above, retail store

attributes influences sales. This implies that retail store
owners and managers should target the improvement and
development of retail attribute, includeloyalty reward,
proper market segmentation, positioning; so as to maintain
and attract prospective customers.Therefore, friendly
business environment is one of the pre-requisite for growth
and promotion. Meaning development and improvement
of sales is partly if not wholly dependent on better business
environment and conditions; better store design and layout
should be looked into; customers complain and suggestion
should be given priority that will enhance loyalty.

The results show that the customers purchasing
grocery products emphasize of store attributes like product
assortment, product availability and retailers attitude.
Similarly for other categories different store attributes
emphasize different product categories. So, Retailers in
unorganized markets should dealing with different
categories should emphasize on different store attributes
depending upon the type of customers he deals with.
Another very important result of the study is the
moderating effect of the “distance travelled bythe
customer to reach the store” on the customer perceptions.
There sults emphasized that the except Retailers attitude
and the other services all other store attributes showed a
significant relation with customer perceptions when
moderated with the Distance travelled.

These finding strongly emphasize that when
customer wants prefers store attributes he even travels
long distances to purchase that product.This also reflects
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the store loyalty factor of the customer. All these when
kept under consideration can surely meet customer
expectations and thus make your customer loyal.
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ABSTRACT-
Job Satisfaction is the output of various attitudes that

holds by workers toward his/her job and related factors.
Job satisfaction is concerned to their feeling and attitudes
towards the work. It means if the workers are happy while
they are working, they can be said satisfied. It increases
productivity on the one hand and reduce absenteeism and
turn-over on the other. The purpose of this study is to
measure and analyze the job satisfaction and stress level
among workers in industries in Roha M.I.D.C. The primary
data was collected from two hundred twenty-seven
workers from different industries in Roha-Maharashtra.
Hoppock’s theory is used for measuring the level of job
satisfaction and stress level. The result indicates that the
workers from industries in Roha are happy and satisfied
very much and the satisfied workers have a low level of
stress also.

Key words- Job Satisfaction, Occupational Stress,
Workers, Roha Industries.

INTRODUCTION-
A satisfied, happy and hardworking employee is the

biggest asset for any organization. Workforce of any
industry is responsible to a large extent for its productivity
and profitability. Efficient human resource management
and maintaining higher job satisfaction level in industries
determine not only the performance of the organization
but also affect the growth and performance of the entire
economy.

The concept of the “Job Satisfaction” was brought
to limelight by Hoppock. (1935) According to him, job
satisfaction is “the combination of psychological,
physiological and environmental circumstances that caused
a person to truthfully say “I am satisfied with my job.”

According to Statt, job satisfaction can be defined
as the extent to which a worker is content with the rewards
he or she gets out of his or her job, particularly in terms of
intrinsic motivation.

Job satisfaction has been defined as the degree to
which employees have a positive affective orientation
towards employment by the organization (Price, 1997).
Another defines job satisfaction as an affective (emotional)
reaction to a job that results from the incumbent’s

 Job Satisfaction among Industrial Workers

Prin. Dr. Deepak P.  Raverkar
Sundarrao More Arts, Commerce and Science College,

 Poladpur - Raigad. Maharashtra

comparison of actual outcomes with those that are desired
(Cranny, Smith, Stone, 1992, p.1).

Job satisfaction is concerned to their feeling and
attitudes towards the work. It means if the workers are
happy while they are working, they can be said satisfied.
Therefore, “Armstrong states that the term job satisfaction
refers to the attitude and feelings people have about their
work. Positive and favorable attitude towards the job
indicate job satisfaction. Negative and unfavorable attitude
towards the job indicate job dissatisfaction.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The concept of job satisfaction has gained a special

concern from both academicians and practitioner. HRM
practices and positive employee attitudes including
employee satisfaction, loyalty and productivity have been
widely analyzed. It is also suggested that treating
employees as a valuable asset improves their commitment
and loyalty which leads to higher performance and quality.
To investigate what the employees are satisfied by and
measuring job satisfaction in the workplace is critical to
the success and increases the profitability of the
organization for having competitive advantage. Job
satisfaction is an employee’s sense of achievement and
success on the job. It is generally perceived to be directly
linked to productivity as well as to personal wellbeing. This
study will highlight the various aspects of job satisfaction
prevailing industries in Roha which will be useful for the
concerned establishments and reference for further study
in this regard.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Roha is one of the Taluka places in the Raigad district.

In 1973, the State Government has established
Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation in
Dhatav-Roha. Many small and medium scale industries
have started industrial units and running successfully over
the last forty years. The total number of workers in this
industrial area is near about 3000. Job satisfaction plays a
very important role in work behaviour, accidents,
productivity, industrial peace and work culture. Therefore,
I have undertaken to study the level of job satisfaction
among workers in selected industries in Roha M.I.D.C.
area. Hence, the present study examines the job
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satisfaction of industrial workers in Roha M.I.D.C. area
and the level of satisfaction derived by them and the
facilities offered to them.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
This study is undertaken specially with the following

objectives.
a) To study the various variables of Job Satisfaction.
b) To assess the level of job satisfaction among

employees in selected industries in Roha.
c) To suggest the measures for improving job

satisfaction.
METHODOLOGY ADOPTED
The present study proposes to examine and measure

the satisfaction level of the employees working in the small
and medium scale industries in Roha M.I.D.C. For this
project, 227 respondents from different age groups,
experience, education and income levels have selected.
That is analyzed in the socio-economic profile of the
respondents.

The questionnaire was administered to the
respondents. It was prepared in the three parts. The first
part was related to the socio-economic profile of the
respondent. In the second part, four questions relating to
the liking and feeling of the job were included to measure
the “Job Satisfaction Index”. The third part is concerned
to measure the stress level of the employees. The detailed
description for the measurement of the job satisfaction
index and stress level of the employees is explained below:

Determinants of Job Satisfaction-
Job satisfaction is the result of various attitudes

possessed by an employee. In a narrow sense, these
attitudes are related to the job and specific factors like
wages, supervision, steadiness social relations, fair
evaluations, and fair treatment by an employer etc. In a
broader sense, additional factors like age, health,
temperament, desires and level of expectations, social,
political contribute to satisfaction.  The various factors
influencing job satisfaction can be grouped into two
categories viz.

1)  Environmental Factors and
2)  Individual Factors
Environmental Factors- A Watson Wyatt

worldwide study identified a positive outcome between a
collegial and flexible work environment and an increase
in shareholder value. These factors include the work
environment which is as follows: -

1. Job Content- According to Herzberg, the job may
be challenging or repetitive. If the jobs are challenging,
they carry more responsibility, advancement and
recognition has the greater satisfaction and if job is
repetitive, the satisfaction tends to be less.

2. Occupational Level- The position on which
employee work may be higher or lower in the organization
structure. The higher the post will be better paid and more
challenging. Such jobs carry better prestige and recognition
in the society. One study revealed that professional people
have more satisfaction.

3. Pay and promotion- Employee satisfaction is
directly related to financial gain. Higher pay and better
opportunities for promotion lead to higher job satisfaction.

4. Work group- According to C.R. Walker and
R.H. Cruest, man is a social animal and likes to work in a
group and associated with others. Because of the
interactions and belongings, workers are psychologically
satisfied. If the workers are isolated, they tend to be
dissatisfied.

5. Supervision- Superior-subordinate
communication is an important influence on job satisfaction
in the workplace. The way in which subordinate perceive
a supervisor behavior can positively or negatively influence
job satisfaction.

6. Strategic Employee Recognition- This is a very
important factor in the job satisfaction of the employees.
Employee recognition not only includes gifts and financial
outcomes but it’s about changing the corporate culture in
order to meet goals and leading and specially connect the
employees to the company’s core values and beliefs.

Individual Factors- Individual factors exercise a
significant influence on job satisfaction. The main elements
are as below.

1) Age- Some studies revealed that the employees
are more satisfied in the advanced age group because
they adjusted with the job conditions.

2) Sex- One study revealed that female employees
are less satisfied than male as they have fewer opportunities
of jobs. But now the female employees getting the
positions in corporate and government organizations and
they are more satisfied.

3) Education- There is a co-relation between
education level and job satisfaction. Mostly higher educated
employees are less satisfied because of their higher
aspirations. But the research has not proved the relation
between these two variables.

4) Marital status- The general yardstick is that the
married employees and having more dependents are less
satisfied. But these employees may be more satisfied as
they have the more responsibilities than unmarried
employees.

5) Experience- As a year of service increases, the
level of satisfaction also tends to be more up to twenty
years of service. After that, it may be less if their
expectations are not fulfilled.
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6) Emotion- Mood and emotions are also connected
with job satisfaction. Some research suggests moods are
related to overall job satisfaction and positive/ negative
emotions were also found significantly concerned to overall
job satisfaction.

7) Genetics- Some research suggests genetics also
play a role in the job satisfaction like in challenge or
achievement elements.

8) Personality- This is also an important element in
the job satisfaction. The research describes the role of
negative affectivity and positive affectivity. Negative
affectivity is more prone to experience less job satisfaction
whereas the positive affectivity is related to the prone of
more satisfaction.

Measuring Job Satisfaction-
Measuring job satisfaction is difficult because of its

nature like intelligence. There are several techniques for
measuring job satisfaction. Such as interviews, prediction
from behavioral data, questionnaires and scales. Of these
techniques, questionnaires and scales have been used
isolate or in combination with interviews. There are
different methods for selecting and scaling items to be
incorporated in a scale.

Until recently most research on job satisfaction was
done in the industrial sector. One of the earliest scales of
measuring job satisfaction was developed by Hoppock is
used for the present study. He has included twenty-two
statements related to the elements of job satisfaction and
measured at six scale level awarding the highest number
six for very much satisfied, five for much satisfied, four
for somewhat satisfied, three for somewhat dissatisfied,
two for much dissatisfied and one for very much
dissatisfied. The total score obtained by a concern
employee on the above scale relating to twenty-two
elements will be interpreted as follows: -

Scores ranging between 90-132- Minimum
Occupational Stress.

Scores ranging from 45-89- Medium Occupational
Stress.

Scores ranging from 1-44- Maximum Occupational
Stress.

He has also developed “Job Satisfaction Index”
which includes four statements having seven alternative
answers.    If a person chooses the ‘least satisfied’ of the
seven alternatives he gets a score of 100 and 100 points
are added for each successive alternative. An individual
gets 700 if he chooses ‘most satisfied’ alternative for each
item. The average of the four items is the satisfaction
index. Accordingly, on the basis of calculated average,
the employee’s satisfaction level will be fixed as follows-

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The present study has certain inevitable limitations.

1) The respondents may have been biased in
answering the questions.

2) The study was limited to a sample of 227
workers from different industries.

3) The profile of the respondents was limited by
their demographic and socio-economic
characteristics.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The germs of the job satisfaction found in the early

1900 with the different perspective on job satisfaction.
These perspectives are the characteristics of the job and
the job environment. The Hawthorne studies (1924-1933)
by Elton Mayo of the Harvard Business School, was the
biggest preludes in the job satisfaction study. The work of
Scientific Management by Frederick Winslow Taylor
published in book; “Principles of Scientific Management”
in 1911 also had a significant impact on the study of job
satisfaction. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory called
as a ‘motivation theory’ laid a foundation for the job
satisfaction theory.

Job satisfaction is one of the most studied constructs
in the areas of industrial organizational psychology, social
psychology, organizational behavior, personnel and human
resource management, and organizational management.
This makes sense in that knowledge of the determinants,
the consequences, and other correlates of job satisfaction
can be vital to organizational success (Cranny, Smith &
Stone, 1992).

STATISTICAL TOOLS FOR ANALYSIS
The primary data collected has been sorted, classified

and tabulated in a format and analyzed. Hoppock’s “Job
Satisfaction Index” is used for the present study. It includes
four statements having seven alternative answers. If a
person chooses the ‘least satisfied’ of the seven alternatives
he gets a score of 100 and 100 points are added for each
successive alternative. An individual gets 700 if he chooses
‘most satisfied’ alternative for each item. The average of
the four items is the satisfaction index. Along with this,
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researcher also measured stress level of the respondents
based on Hoppock’s questionnaire.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
After getting each question analysis of the

respondent’s answers, the combined “Job Satisfaction
Index” is calculated according to the Hoppock’s theory
by adding 100 points for each successive alternative. It
means if respondent selected ‘most satisfied’ option gets
700 points. The average of the four items is the satisfaction
index is shown in the following table.
Classification of Employees on the basis of Average
Ratings of Satisfaction & their Percentage

From the analysis of Job Satisfaction Index, it is very
much clearly indicated that 10.13% respondents are most
satisfied, 59.03% are very much satisfied, 24.23% much
satisfied and 5.73% are somewhat satisfied. Very little,
means less than 1% people have registered dissatisfaction
out of the total sample.

Researcher also measured the stress level of the
respondents. For measuring the stress level, he has used
questionnaire prepared by Hoppock. He has included
twenty-two statements related to the elements of job
satisfaction and measured at six scale level awarding the
highest number six for very much satisfied, five for much
satisfied, four for somewhat satisfied, three for somewhat
dissatisfied, two for much dissatisfied and one for very
much dissatisfied. The total score obtained by a concern
employee on the above scale relating to twenty-two
elements is interpreted as follows: -

Stress level of the Respondents

Hoppock's Occupational Stress Level is also good
indicator of job satisfaction among the employees. The
above table shows that 78.41% respondents are under
minimum occupational stress whereas 21.59% are under
medium occupational stress. It means no any employees
have shown maximum stress level.

The respondents having the most satisfied and very
much satisfied or much satisfied index have less
occupational stress level. No respondent from the sample
showed the maximum level of stress. The stress level
among the employees is the combined result of many
variables. This may be work conditions, human resource
policies, relationship with superiors, monetary returns,
safety measures, promotion policies, transfer policies, work
culture, work life in the organization and so on. As the
data analysis in various respects shows positive results
regarding job satisfaction, it means the policies
implemented by the management for nurturing their
working force are worth and accepted by them.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS-
According to the analysis of the empirical data, it is

found that the workers in the industries in Roha M.I.D.C.
are very much satisfied. The both analysis of Job
Satisfaction Index and Occupational Stress Level are in
support of the higher level of job satisfaction among the
workers. Job satisfaction is the combined result of general
attitude towards the job and end feeling of a person after
performing a task. The feeling would be positive or
negative depending upon whether need is satisfied or not.
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According to Hoppock, job satisfaction is "the combination
of psychological, physiological and environmental
circumstances that cause a person to truthfully say "I am
satisfied with my job". The analysis of the study clearly
resulted that approximately 99% workers are satisfied at
different levels. Hence, we can conclude that, according
to the 'Need Fulfillment Theory' if the workers are
satisfied means their needs are fulfilled by the management
of the company whatever they expected. On the other
hand, it is also concluded from the analysis that, satisfied
workers have low level of occupational stress.

The level of satisfaction is different among the
workers and therefore, a scope for improvement is there.
As indicated in the analysis and interpretation, the level of
job satisfaction is directly concerned with the fulfillment
of variety of needs or environment of work place, the
management can make improvements therein to achieve
higher level of job satisfaction. Therefore, the researcher
feels that the organization, would undertake some
programme which may boost the morale and confidence
of the employees. Taking family members care and giving
them some free time to spent with family and children

can be helpful to develop the positive attitude about the
company.
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Human activities contribute to climate change by
causing changes in earth's atmosphere in the amount of
greenhouse  gases, aerosols (small particles) and
cloudiness. The largest known contribution comes
from the burning  of fossil fuels, which releases
carbon dioxide gas to the atmosphere.

Human impact on environment in several ways, some
common effects include water quality, environmental
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, depletion of natural
resources and contribution to climate change.

Greenhouse gases and aerosols affect climate change
by altering incoming solar radiation and outgoing infrared
(thermal) radiation that, are a part of earth's energy
balance. Changing the atmospheric abundance or
properties of these gases and particles can lead to a
warming or cooling of the climate system.

Since the start of the Industrial era (about 1750), the
overall effect of human activities on climate has been a
warming influence. The human impact on climate during
this era greatly exceeds that due to known changes in
natural processes, such as solar changes and volcanic
eruptions.

What impact of climate change have already been
observed ?

Regional climate change is already affecting many
natural systems. For instance, it is increasingly being
observed that snow and ice are melting and frozen ground
is thawing, hydrological and biological systems are
changing and in some cases being disrupted, migrations
are starting earlier and species geographic ranges are
shifting towards the poles.

Despite remaining gaps in knowledge, it is likely that
these effects are linked to human influence on climate. At
the regional level, however, responses to natural variability
are difficult to separate from the effects of climate change.

Some previously unanticipated impacts of regional
climate change are just starting to become apparent. For
instance, melting glaciers can threaten mountain
settlements and water resources, and damage associated
with coastal flooding are increasing.

How is the climate change going to change in the
future ?

Effect of Environmental Changes on All Aspects of
Human life

Adv. Reshma Patil,
M.COM., LL.M.

Projected changes in temperatures for the 21st
century ?

The global average temperature is expected to
increase by about 0.2°c per decade over the next two
decades. Continuing greenhouse gas emissions at or above
current rates would cause a further increase in global
temperatures and many other climatic changes during 21st
century.

The best estimates for projected global temperature
increases from the 1980's to the end of 21st century range
from 1.8°c (1.1°- 2.9°c) to 4°c (2.4-6.4°c).

Other projected changes for the 21st century-
Global average sea level is expected to rise by 18 to

59 cm by the end of the 21st century. Warming is expected
to be greatest over land and at high Northern Latitudes
and smallest over the Southern Ocean and parts of North
Atlantic Ocean. Other projected changes include
acidification of the oceans, reduced snow cover and sea
ice, more frequent heat waves and heavy precipitation
more intense tropical cyclones and slower oceanic
currents.

 Projected changes on the longer term
Warming and sea level rise caused by human

activities  will continue for centuries, even if greenhouse
gas  concentrations were to be stabilised. If warming
persists over many centuries, it could lead to a complete
melting of the Greenland ice sheet, increasing global sea
levels by 1m.

What actions can be taken to reduce greenhouse
gas emission ?

Cost of Mitigation
Mitigation measures to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions have a certain cost. However, they also
constitute an economic benefit by reducing the impact of
climate change, and costs associated with them. In
addition, they can bring economic benefits by reducing
local air pollution and energy resource depletion.

If the benefits of avoided climate change are taken
into account and a "carbon price'' is established for each
limit of greenhouse gas emissions, this could create
incentives for producers and consumers to invest in
products, technologies and processes which emit less
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greenhouse gases.
Mitigation measures could contribute to stabilising

the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
by 2100 or later. To achieve low stabilization level, stringent
mitigation efforts are needed in the coming decades. This
could reduce global GDP by upto a few percent.

Measuries reducing your Environment Impact
1. Use energy more efficiently. Producing

electricity and natural gas and delivering it to
your door generates greenhouse installing
energy emissions: efficient building systems and
equipment can save energy and reduce your
environment footprint.

2. Install renewables- clean renewable energy
systems, such as solar and wind can reduce
your impact on the environment significantly
while lowering energy bill.

3. Conserve water- reduce water heater
temperatures and repair leaks. Install low - flow

shower heads aerated  faucets to reduce the
amount of water used. Solar heaters should be
used to replace electric geysers.

4. Reduce, reuse, recycle- look for ways to use
less; reuse and recycling programs should be
implemented. One must stop buying new things
if old things could be reused and recycled.

5. Travel less- public should be encouraged to
use public transport to minimize the level of air
pollution. People  should be educated about
buying fuel efficient model vehicles. Business
travel could be minimized through web
conferencing, e-mail and other low emission
communications.

Facilities across the country are looking ways to go
green and for good reason. Sustainable practice can yield
good results and rewards, both for humanity and
environment by greening our lives we can save money by
reducing waste and increasing efficiency.
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ABSTRACT
West tribal zone of Pimpalner is rich in ethnic as

well as floristic diversity. The tribal group of this region
mostly depends on the natural resources. They prefer to
stay in and around forests. They used several plants to
fulfill their basic needs like food, medicine and shelter etc.
in which Mahau plants play an important role in socio-
economic life of tribal peoples. The Mahua tree is a nature
gift to tribal’s area Mahua (Madhuca longifolia) belongs
to Sapotaceae family. Mahua flower are used as a food
as well as used as an exchanger in tribal and rural areas.
Mahua seeds are rich in edible fats so they have economic
importance. Traditionally mahua flowers are collected by
the tribals, these flowers are rich in sugars and hence
harbours native yeast flora or Ranu goti( Ranu tablet)
capable of carrying out natural fermentation. The dried
flowers are also consumed as food by mixing it with flour
and baking bread. The flowers are sweet and have glucose
and sucrose. Madhuca longifolia has found many
important properties every part of Mahua yields an
economic product of great potential value. Further studies
are needed to produce various edible product and will be
the great business opportunities to the tribal area.

Key words: Madhuca longifolia, Fermentation,
Mahua edible product etc.

INTRODUCTION
Madhuca longifolia is an important tree having vital

and also found in abundance in the tropical rain forests of
Asian and Australian continents [1]. It is commonly known
as ‘mahua’, ‘mahwa’ or butter nut tree, It is a fast-growing
tree that grows to nearly 20 meters in height, possesses
evergreen or semi-evergreen foliage, and it belongs to the
family Sapotaceae. Mahua is a tree valued for its fruit,
seeds, which are the largest source of natural

butter. Fruits are eaten as raw or  cooked.  The

[2].
Mahua flowers are very rich in fermentable sugars

Business Opportunities by using Mahua Product
among the Tribals

Shirsath W. B.
Associate Professor in Chemistry

More B.C.
Professor in Zoology

Karm. A.M. Patil Arts, Commerce & Kai.Annasaheb N. K. Patil Science Sr. College, Pimpalner,  Tal-Sakri,

(glucose, fructose and maltose The flowers of these trees
are traditionally used in preparation of portable spirits,
vinegar and feed for livestock by tribals. The leaves are
used for making plates for various purposes. Mahua

which has great potentiality in bakery products[3]. The
flowering seasons begins from January and lasts until April.
Mahua flowers falls to the ground in showers during March
and April and the highest pollens were recorded in April.
The color of the corolla is cream and collected flowers
were dried in the open air on a clean surface. During this
process, they shrink in size and turn reddish brown in color,
the characteristic odour increase as a result of drying.
The flowers are collected by the locals and are dried to
prepare other edible products. It is one of the universal
plants having medicinal activities also [4]. The mahuwa
flower is edible and a food item for tribals [5]. They are
used to make syrup for medicinal purposes [6].Mahua
flowers were used widespread as a source of energy for
Azotobacter. Molasses was advocated as a soil fertilizer.
Flowers are utilized as cattle feed which helps in
improvement of health of cattle and increase in milk
production[7].

In India, large numbers of mahua trees are found in
the states of Uttar Pradesh,Madhya Pradesh, Orissa,
Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Bihar, West Bengal, Karnataka and the estimated
production of mahua flowers were more than one million
tons in the country. Due to lack of post harvest processing
technologies, most of the flowers get decomposed and
waste. Various products like, acetone, ethanol, lactic acid
and other fermented product have been prepared from
the dry mahua flowers [8]. The dried flowers are also
consumed as food by mixing it with flour and baking bread.
The flowers are sweet and have glucose and sucrose.
The flowers are also good cattle feed when mixed with
other feed. The seeds give oil which has excellent
saponification quality and is used by soap manufacturer.
It is also used as a cooking media by the local people. The
flowers are seed collections gives lot of employment to
the people [9]. The corollas contains total sugars of 72.9
%, moisture content of 18.6 %, proteins of 4.4 mg, fats of
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0.5mg, fiber of 1.7mg, ash of 2.7%, calcium of 140 mg/
100gm, phosphorous of 140mg and ferrous of 15 mg/
100gm, appreciable amounts of magnesium (Mg+2),
copper (Cu+2) and vitamins [10].

Objectives-
• To make awareness about importance of

Mahau plants and their parts.
• To discuss the importance of Mahau and

possible products in front of scientific
community

• Employment can be created in tribal region and
increases their income.

METHODOLOGY
This study was carried out by conducting field survey

and taking interview of some peoples of tribal village area
having Mahau plant /trees knowledge with 60 to 70 years
old people because they have great experience regarding
the multiple uses of mahua products such people provide
much valuable and specific information regarding the
traditional uses of mahau plant. (These survey conducted
among experienced peoples were interviewed for the first
hand information on uses of mahau plants and also data
for this paper have been collected from the various
secondary sources such as government website, research
articles, magazines, journals national and vernacular news
papers etc.

The study was carried out in western region of
Pimpalner in Dhule districts of Maharashtra. This region
is the main tribes of Dhule District. During the survey it is
observed that Mahua plays an important role in day to
day life of tribal peoples. They utilize different part of this
plant in various ways. Tribal peoples use flowers in
different form as food because flowers are edible. Most
common products are prepared from Mahua flowers and
fruits. The paper highlights the some simple methods of
preparation of edible (to eat).

Collection of Mahua flowers
In the month of March, April, mahua flowers were

collected by the tribals in morning hours on polythene
sheets laid down under the trees, filled in clean polythene
bag and bringing at home. The mahua flower and its
products are quite wonderful. Tribal peoples can make
many things from it. Mahua products prepared by the
tribals- flowers and seeds are used for preparation of
various nutritive food products as

1. Lata- It is prepared by passing steam over dry
flowers sometimes then they are crushed and
made into preparation like jiggery which is locally
called Lata.

2. Laddus- Dry flowers are immersed in water
for almost one hour during which they swell

considerably then removed and pressed to get
the juice afterward juice is boiled till it become
thicker. The remaining pressed flowers allowed
to dry then steam is passed over dry flowers
and added to thicker juice and are prepared small
balls it is also called Laddus,and used for several
month .

3. Rasa Kutka –It is prepared by simple
technique. Dry flowers are clean by washing
with water and then placed in earthen pot which
is kept on fire. The flowers are continuously
stirred with wooden stick till flowers become
shrink. Then it cool and are wrapped in leaves
and placed in baskets and consumed for several
months.

4. Mahau flowers are eaten directly due to the
sweet in taste and also fried in ghee and eaten.

5. Cake/ Mahau butter- Tribal people are used
mahua flowers as a sweetening agent used in
cake due to high content of sugar sucrose,
glucose, fructose which is prepared by simple
method first they washed ,cleaned and crushed
using traditional mortor pestle then crushed
material of flowers mixed  along with some flour
of rice, ragi, jowar and  sweet potato then
prepare paste and paste is covered with sal
leaves and burned on fired ,finally cake is ready
to eat.

6. Seed oil –Mahua fruits (locally called Dori )
ripe in May –June when they fall  from the
trees. The trible women and children collect
these fruits in baskets. The seeds are separated
unorganized manner from the fruit wall by
pressing and then dried and shelled manually to
obtain kernel. (Central part of seed) The kernel
are crushed and oil is produced and filtered by
using cotton cloth, the filtrate used for edible
and cooking purposes and residue as oil cake is
used as manure  in trible area. This oil is also
used in habitual constipation, piles, skin disease
and headache etc.

7. Ranu tablets or Ranu goti - It is commonly
used by tribals. It act as yeast starter. Ranu
tablets or Ranu goti which are the simply
prepared by mixture of roots, barks, rhizomes,
leaves of about 20- 25 plant species and mixed
with the rice flour,  rice is soaked in water,
pounded and kept in shady place for drying. The
plant species used in preparation of Ranu goti
are collected mostly from forests, the roots,
leaves, bark, seeds of the plants are sun dried
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and pounded, powdered and dried in sun. The
powder is mixed with flour thoroughly in the
proper proportion as ratio of 1:2, and rolled in
small pieces in the form of small cakes. These
tablets are kept in closed room for drying. After
drying, it becomes these Ranu tablets or Ranu
goti.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Every part of Mahua yields an economic product of

poor people of this region.Tribal peoples don’t have

therefore they are fully or partially dependent on the
natural resources which  are easily available, cheap and
renewable. Mahua flower is having potential to satisfy

Preparations of the products from Mahau plants are
very common among the tribals of west region and which
are prepared in almost most of the peoples. This has great
importance in the social life of tribals. Ranu tablets are
used in treating cholera cough & Cold and Dysentery.Ranu
tablets or Ranu goti are also used playing supplementary
role in the nutrition of the people [11]. They are also used
Leaves, flowers, seeds and their products direct and
indirectly as medicine for treating different ailments or
diseases as fever, dysentery, diarrhea and gynecological
complaints [12]. These products of Mahuaare also gave a
strong financially support for some poor tribal people that
depend on it.

The dried Mahua flowers sell to the local distillery,
local market and also near cities and hence they make
good money from it. Looking to the economics farmers are
now taking keen interest to use and make various parts of
Mahua plants in commercial view.

Suggestion –
1) Mahau flowers can give more income to trible

peoples if Government and Non-governmental
organization provide adequate knowledge about
training on processing to obtain various products
and develop marketing strategy then livelihood
of the tribals can be develop.

 2) All family members should get involved in the
business for improving the business and
enhance the income.

3) The rate of flowers and seed in the village is
still in the traditional pattern; it should be upgrade
or increase the rate as per the demand in the
market, if so it will be a benefit in terms of
income for the tribals.

CONCLUSION
Every part of Mahua yields economic products of

great potential value. The tree is considered a boon by
the tribal’s. The importance of Mahua tree is because of
their effectiveness, easy availability, low cost and
comparatively being nontoxic effect.

Mahua flowers have good potential as a raw material
for production of edible products and oils which helps
villagers/tribal peoples for getting self employment and
satisfy few needs of rural people.

In this region in future, it is opportunities for
production of ethanol as an alternative fuel will create
employment in rural area and alternative earning source
for the farmers. So it is very much necessary create
awareness among the peoples to conserve the Mahua trees
and further studies are needed to produce edible product
and for fuel.

The continuity of this business is a necessity as its
products required in different purposes like bakeries and,
pickles sarbot etc for every community in our society.
Therefore, the government should recognize the
importance of this product and encourage in terms of
providing fixed price to those who are involved in this
business, if it is done so, then the sale quantity of this
product will increase, the customer will be benefitted and
moreover it would be a great support financially to the
tribal belt especially in West tribal zone of Pimpalner
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ABSTRACT-
Self-medication and self-care practices are crucial

cogs of any health care systems. Utilization of Non-
prescription (over-the counter also known as "OTC")
medications is an inseparable part of the self-care and
self-medication process. The admiration of OTC
formulation administered by unsuspecting patients may
surge the probability of Non-prescription medicines.
Pharmacists being highly approachable as a principal point
of contact have the opportunity to instruct and guide
patients on suitable and safe administration of Non-
prescription medicines. Pharmacists can communicate with
other health care providers in the facilitation of self-
medication practices by patients. Though, a pharmacist
profession has conventionally been underappreciated in
the role as a healthcare professional. This research paper
delivers an ephemeral appraisal on OTC medicines with
respect to abuse potential self-medication practices. This
review further elaborates the hurdles faced by community
pharmacists in self-medication abuse management, given
the increasing trends of prescription-to-OTC switch in
recent years. Furthermore, the potential for a behind-the-
counter drug category to boost patient-pharmacist
interaction was debated. The existing review advocates
the positive role played by community pharmacists in the
regulation of Self-medication and prevention of its abuse.
This evaluation positively contributes to 'body of
knowledge' of the hurdles faced by community pharmacists
while preventing OTC medication abuse by developing
and implementing appropriate intervention strategies. By
escalating the role of pharmacists, OTC medication abuse
may be regulated more effectively, thus ensuring better
patient self-medication therapy management and
consequences.

Keywords- over-the-counter, non-prescription,
behind-the-counter, medication, self-medication, self-care.
medication abuse.

INTRODUCTION-
Medications procured by patients/ customers for

treatment of benign maladies and ailments, without
producing a prescription from a registered physician, are
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recognized as over-the-counter (OTC) or non-prescription
medications. Non-prescription medication offer variety of
options for prevention and treatment for a broad spectrum
of benign medical conditions, including but not limited to
headaches, common cold, musculo skeletal pain,
contraception, allergies, tobacco dependence, and
heartburn.[1] However, there is always a probability of
precipitation of risk inherent to self-medication using OTC
medications.[1,2] These comprise risk of incorrect self-
diagnosis, incorrect dosage, substance abuse coupled with
addiction issues resulting from prolonged use, adverse drug
reactions, and drug-drug interactions.[3,4] Most patients
refrain from discussing their proclivities regarding OTC
medications with their physician, they are often unaware
of the risks typically linked with OTC medications.[5]
Furthermore, direct-to-patient marketing intensifies the
exposure of medicines to patients.[5] Consequently, there
is overdosing of product use in the absence of guidance
by a healthcare professional.[4,6] OTC medication misuse
for the purpose of this research paper is demarcated as
the use of non-prescription medicinal formulations for
extra-medical purposes.[7] Abuse is often deliberate, unlike
OTC medication misuse, which may be consumption of
medication for valid medical purposes but instead
administered incorrectly, for example, under/ over dosage,
lack cognizance of various interactions, incorrect
medication use, and incorrect interval of use, etc.[8]

Nevertheless, there is a rising anxiety of the potential
maltreatment associated with these medications. The
objective of this research paper is to offer a transitory
review of the OTC medication abuse, degree of the OTC
medication abuse, the role of community pharmacists to
address this problem, the concept of behind-the-counter
(BTC) medications, and requisite corrective and preventive
actions that must be taken by community pharmacists and
the pharmacy professionals to curb the problem with
countrywide impact. Though there has been ample
research studying the non-prescription medications and
abuse, very few have studied the hurdles tackled by
community pharmacists and the stages to prevent misuse
from a pharmacy -based approach. This research paper
will offer community pharmacists and scholars a viewpoint
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to contemplate the plausible role played by community
pharmacist in staunching OTC medication abuse and how
strategies can be executed to lessen it further.

OVER-THE-COUNTER MEDICATION
ABUSE-

Analytical account of over-the-counter medication
with high of substance abuse.

Numerous OTC medications and formulations have
misuse potential. Frequently abused OTC formulations
include antihistamines, ephedrine, sleep aids, caffeine,
antitussives and expectorants, dextromethorphan, laxatives,
pseudoephedrine, anabolic steroids, and sildenafil.[9,10,11]
Laxatives are often intentionally misused for weight loss
and high antihistamines doses are self-administered for
side effects like euphoria.[12] From the research done
globally for non-prescription medication abuse, opiate-
based blend products and cough/ cold products comprising
dextromethorphan, sleep aids, antihistamines, analgesic,
hypnotics, and laxatives have been emphasized as having
misuse potential. Cough medicines and painkillers are
greatest abused medicinal formulations. OTC codeine or
other opiate-containing medications and OTC cough and
cold medications are the most frequently implicated
medications for intentional substance abuse.[7,13,14]
Codeine is not accessible as OTC in the US. However, it
is a primary remedy with exploitation potential in other
countries including India.[15] Numerous research initiative
have identified OTC codeine analgesics as the most
commonly abused formulations. [6,16,17] Table No. 1
depicts the OTC medications with extensive abuse
potential.

One of the likely causes for OTC abuse is augmented
access to medicines. This is mostly because medications
for common maladies and illnesses are made available by
prescription (Rx)- to-OTC (Non-prescription) switch.[16]
Most switches are motivated by impending expiration of
company's patent protection. Though, in case of
prescription medication containing antihistamines like
Claritin, Zyrtec, and Allegra, Blue Cross and their parent
corporation lobbied the switch to the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA).[17] Incentivizing patients with
independence, diagnosis of the health problem on the
patient's judgment and the lack of a physician might cause
inaccurate self-diagnosis.[5] For instance, the accessibility
of treatment for dyspepsia prevents detection of a severe
gastrointestinal complications, which may remain
undiagnosed by patients.[16] Absence of pharmacist
supervision may cause long-term misuse/abuse of OTC
formulations and cripple the health of respective
patients.[5]

Switching of prescription to OTC drugs increases

patient autonomy while incentivizing their health care
decisions.[16] About $12.9 billion savings were logged for
the switch of analgesics, dermal products, and cold/
allergy.[18] Nevertheless, this growing number of
medications being switched to OTC status improved the
array of medications accessible for intentional abuse.[19]
For instance, the switch of acetaminophen from
prescription to non-prescription has led to increased cases
of severe liver hepatotoxicity.[20] If misused,
acetaminophen causes withdrawal symptoms, with suicidal
thoughts and liver failure.

Role  of pharmacist with respect to  OTC
medications

Patients can easily and freely access advice and
consultation from a community pharmacist. Many health
issues faced by a patient can be effortlessly resolved by
community pharmacists, including product selection,
resolution of OTC brand name confusion, safe and effective
product use, and guidance with respect to administration
of medications. Therefore, pharmacists exercise a strong
impact on OTC medication buying and product choice.
Many patients are unable to select the right product due
to competing marketing strategies by pharmaceutical
manufacturers. A frequently implemented marketing
technique by pharmaceutical manufacturer is line
extension. [5] A large portion of revenue is expended on
OTC medication advertisements and line extensions
(brand). Once a manufacturer has an set up a brand name,
other products are pushed under the extension of the same
brand name there by creating confusion. For instance, the
primary brand Tylenol® has numerous line extensions
together with Tylenol PM®, and Tylenol Cold and Cough®.
This frequently causes confusion among the patients. In
many cases these line extensions have numerous
ingredients adding to already perplexing confusion. A
patient-pharmacist communication would assist patients
in their selection process during these cases. OTC
advertisements are often the key influencing factors in
non-prescription medication selection by the patients. If
the advertisements and promotions are ambiguous, a patient
may be deceived.[21] The announcements focus upon the
advantageous effects of the medication while providing
least information on the contraindications and safety
concerns. With this regard, a community pharmacist can
also make available insight into all features of the drug, as
well as guidance on the safe use of non-prescription
medications and formulations. [19,22]

Table No. 1 List of high risk abuse potential over-
the-counter medication
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Note: Data from Cooper[7] & Paulose-Ramet
al. [46]

PHARMACY-BASED EFFORTS TO
ADDRESS OTC MEDICATION ABUSE

Pharmacist's  role in prevention of OTC
medication abuse

Predominantly, community pharmacists optimized the
medication distribution channels and system. In recent
years, with the mounting incidences of chronic ailments,
increased need for preventive medical care,  and
multifaceted use of medicines, both community
pharmacists and pharmacy experts are anticipated to
provide broader services. They adopt increasingly more
clinically patient-oriented roles & responsibilities.[14]
Within a hospital, qualified pharmacy technicians have
generated encouraging impacts by learning medication
history and performing medication reconciliation for
patients.[7,15,23,24,25] Additionally, pharmacy technicians
support with care changeovers from the hospital rehab to
the home and community environment.[26] The active
atmosphere of the health care system requires expansion
of the role of a community pharmacist and pharmacy
technicians. Community pharmacists are the primary point
of contact during the identification, selection & purchase
of OTC medications. They are expected to regulate the
consumption of OTC medication among specified
population.[7] For instance, in the case of geriatric patients,
who take diverse medications, community pharmacists
should be extra vigilant. Also, patients who require frequent
refills not commensurate with the advised dose and quantity
dispensed must be scrutinized.[27] Community
Pharmacists can be more hands-on in dealing OTC
medication abuse by applying their clinical skillset, by
providing oral and written medication information, and by
establishing trust among at risk patients.[23,28] Initiatives
like prescription medication monitoring data base about a
patient upon refills of prescription drugs. Whereas if a
parallel database were set up for OTC medications, the
patient would have to visit the same pharmacy always.
Hence, enactment of such a program may not be practical.
Numerous methods applied by community pharmacists to
decrease OTC medication misuse have been
recommended in the past.[28] The top three approaches
adopted pharmacists to tackle OTC medication abuse were
storing the susceptible products out of sight, interrogation

on the purchase of these products by pharmacists, and
refusal to sell the concerned medication.[3,29] It was
established that 62% of pharmacists stated certain actions
being taken to control OTC medication abuse, for example,
not exhibiting medicines, declining sales, and related policies
together with pharmacist's conducting a preliminary
interview of the patient. The consultation may include but
not limited to asking extra questions to patients at the point
of sale and providing guidance to patients as essential to
lessen abuse of potential products.[24] Some additional
methods implemented and described by pharmacists to
decrease non-prescription medication misuse were
recommendation to a physician, referral to a drug and
alcohol rehab team, and/or participation of pharmacists in
harm reduction initiatives.[17] Table No. 2 lists the
approaches that can be implemented in a variety of
locations and situations to arrest abuse of over-the-counter
medication.

Hurdles for community pharmacists to prevent
OTC medication abuse

There are numerous challenges confronted by
community pharmacists and their pharmacy practices in
tackling OTC medication abuse. Due to absence of reliable
data with respect to OTC medications, detection of drug-
related complications may become problematic.
Pharmacists typically never retain any record or observe
patient medication profiles for over-the-counter medication
consumption, which generates a void in the database
required to make suitable counseling choices.[30] An
individual deliberately seeking to abuse a non-prescription
medication could perhaps obtain it from the same pharmacy
at multiple times or visit several pharmacies for the same
medicinal formulation. Though, seeing this potential to
cause abuse of medications, specifically pseudoephedrine,
US federal government passes and enacted the Combat
Methamphetamine Epidemic Act of 2005 (CMEA). This
act was approved to supervise and audit the quantity of
pseudoephedrine which an individual can procure in any
pharmacy.[31] The aim of this act was to restrict illegal
and abusive consumption of methamphetamine which can
be bulk manufactured using API's like ephedrine and
pseudoephedrine that are usually found in cough and cold
medications sold over-the-counter. The CMEA has
enforced a purchase limit of no more than 9 gms. of
pseudoephedrine for every 30 day interval.[31] Though
this initiative has effectively assisted in reducing the
problem of over-the-counter medication abuse of
pseudoephedrine- containing medicinal formulations,
implementation of parallel process for other abuse
susceptible medications proactively by pharmacists is
currently not enforced.
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Furthermore,  the deficiency of community
pharmacist's proactive attempt to regulate patient's OTC
medication consumption has created many abuse
opportunities. Community pharmacists are usually under
heavy workload and the consistent high-risk prescription
dispensation workload also negatively impacts the potential
openings to be vigilant. Additionally, the legal prerequisites
related with medication supply chain have failed to keep
up with the abuse potential just as laws for the practice of
community pharmacy have not been revised with respect
to patient or pharmacist requirements.[30] For instance, a
study conducted in community pharmacies specified that
pharmacists were under heavy workload.[32] The
shortage of staff in a community pharmacy caused
reduction in attention and problem detection among the
patient's OTC choices.[32] Additionally, the role of
pharma-technicians has not been underutilized to advance
the practice of community pharmacy. Due to inadequate
number of pharmacists, pharma-technicians are a crucial
aspect in preventing OTC medication misuse as well.

Pharma-technicians offer an additional layer for
patient security. They can assist pharmacists with roles
like medication dispensation, gaining patient information,
and processing order log. Their supervision during these
processes may further help in reducing OTC medication
abuse.[32] There are numerous initiatives in place to
counter prescription drug abuse; OTC medication abuse
has been ignored. Pharmacy take back initiatives, drug
vigilance drives as well as monitoring of professional
pharmacy initiatives like the American Pharmacists
Association (APHA) have been distinguished in the past
recent years and slight focus has been spared for OTC
medication abuse issues.

Table No. 2 Popular tactics adopted by pharmacists
to tackle abuse of non-prescription medication

Note: Data from Cooper[7] & Paulose-Ram et al.
[46]

INTERVENTION BY PHARMACISTS FOR
BTC MEDICATION

BTC medications bridge measure between

prescription and non-prescription medication. BTC
medications are demarcated as "a third category of
medications accessible without a prescription; placed
Behind-the-counter (BTC), they are dispensed only after
consultation with a practicing community pharmacist."[33]
BTC dispensing practices thought not recognized in
standard pharmacy practices are widely adopted in many
countries like UK, Ireland, Canada, New Zealand, France,
Australia also including India.[34,35,36] The necessity for
a BTC classification was first evaluated in 1995 by the
Government Accountability Office (GAO) in the US while
it was rejected by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) at that time.

To differentiate from OTC medications, the features
of BTC medications are dispensation discretion only with
professional vigilance. This secures the safety, suitability,
efficacy of the dispensed BTC medication, and optimize
regulation of over medications with substantial clinical
risk.[37] Though, application of BTC medication
dispensing practice requires community pharmacists and
technicians to be competent to perform preliminary
assessments and screening, medication assessments,
patient counseling, and medication supervision. Various
formulations potential for switching to behind-the-counter
category includes the ones used for high blood pressure,
allergies, high cholesterol, gastrointestinal reflux, asthma,
and pain.[37] To name a few as instances, aspirin/
hydrocodone and nabilone (antiemetic) are designated as
schedule II medication in Canada, the complement of a
BTC class, and children's cough and cold medications were
endorsed to be included into BTC by community
pharmacists for safety concerns.[38] A similar
classification is required within standard pharmaceutical
dispensation practices. The existing over- the-counter
medications with high abuse potential should be included
under this medication class. Table No. 3 provides a list of
medications that could be classified as BTC dispensing
only medication.

Notwithstanding the seemingly lucrative prospects
of BTC medication, including the possible to decrease
medication misuse, the application of BTC medication
category is contentious matter for primary
stakeholders.[39] To facilitate the enactment of BTC
medication classification, the following references were
made: demonstration of benefits compensating the risks,
indication for positive results, economic savings to society,
adequate distribution of resources, and appropriate
compensation  systems.[37]   The  BTC  medication
category  offers  adequate  opportunities  for community
pharmacists to lessen OTC medication abuse. The FDA
should deliberate the BTC medication category to
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decreasing OTC medication abuse.
Table No. 3 Medications potential for transition to

BTC Classification.

Note: Data from Cooper[7] & Paulose-Rametal. [46]
Role  of pharmacists with respect to  BTC

medications
The consultation of a community pharmacist would

be indispensable to purchase a BTC medication. These
medications should be provided only upon a pharmacist's
endorsement. Upon performing the required tests,
preliminary screenings and proper consultation a BTC
medication can be dispensed to patient. Some of the
potential clients could be patients with gastrointestinal
reflux, high blood pressure, severe allergies, asthma, and
pain. [5,37] All existing over-the-counter medications with
high abuse potential can be considered as BTC
medications. If the pharmacists collaborate amongst
themselves including their patients, it will lead to
knowledgeable decision making and safer as well as
efficacious use of medications. Once a community
pharmacist disapproves a particular medication, they
should decline to dispense it. BTC medication is a transitory
state between OTC and prescription medications, with a
ability to improve access of health care while efficiently
using the knowledge and expertise of a community
pharmacist.

CONCLUSION-
This research study infers that  community

pharmacist's necessity to be well informed of the over-
the-counter medications which have high risk of abuse.
Improved co-ordination initiatives between pharmacists
and patients may assist community pharmacists
comprehend the issues of over-the- counter medication
abuse. OTC medicine abuse was recognized in many
nations around the globe. The enactment of a new
classification of BTC medications will help optimise patient
vigilance while staunching potential OTC medication
abuse. Community pharmacists do play an essential role
in patient consultation. Pharmacist vigilance can help
possibly eliminate OTC medication abuse.  The
contemporary health care system requires for stringent
regulation on OTC medications, especially those with
identified abuse potential. We need to create equilibrium
between providing the requisite access to medications

while managing the risk of OTC medication abuse.
In conclusion, the data assortment, logging and

reporting for OTC medication abuse can be standardized
with distinguishing reporting for medication misuse, abuse,
addiction and other similar complications.
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ABSTRACT:
Over-the-counter drug therapy is firmly intertwined

into American health care system. Patients place high
importance on non-prescription drug therapy; though, self-
medicating/ caring patients routinely need support from a
qualified professional to ensure optimum combination of
over-the-counter drug therapy into the total care treatment.
Community pharmacist guided self-care has vast untapped
potential to aid the public interest, but this extended practice
part will necessitate sophisticated levels of professional
practice assurance by American community pharmacists.
That assurance must be justified by practice-based,
competency-relevant, patient-oriented system for imparting
pharmacy curricula and continuing education that promises
uninterrupted intellectual expertise in over-the-counter drug
pharmaco therapy. The pharmacist-operated self-
medication and professional community practice model
must be complemented and facilitated bygovernment and
national pharmacy institutions, chain and autonomous
community pharmacy, pharmaceuticalwholesalers, and
others. Patients anticipate extended and distinct pharmacy-
oriented, pharmacist  enabled medication therapy
management services focused on the efficacious,
appropriate, and efficient selection, administration, and
monitoring of nonprescription drugs therapy.

Keywords- self-medication,  over-the-counter
medication curriculum, curriculum.

INTRODUCTION-
A plethora of health conditions are treated every year

with multiple nonprescription drugs as prime therapy or
major complementary therapy. The occurrence of over-
the-counterdrug use, as well as the potential for medical
misadventures, requires for attention by the profession of
pharmacy. Astute customers are looking for a higher degree
of accountability in their own fitness care as well as a more
collective partnership with health care professionals,
predominantly their physician and community pharmacist.
In the over-the-counterdrug and nutritional supplement
milieu, customers frequently participate in autonomous self-
care.Over-the-counter drugs are potent therapeutic agents,
many previously prescription-only, and must be carefully
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chosen, used, and scrutinized with the same extent ofcare
as prescription-only drugs.

Pharmacists are progressively dedicated to assuring
safe, suitable, and effective utilization of over-the-counter
medication and nutritional supplements as a core expert
responsibility. Community pharmacists are tactically
positioned to serve as concierges into the health-care
system for self-medicating patients.

Patients need impartial, knowledgeable information
on over-the-counter drugs and nutritional supplements.
Package labeling of over-the-counter drugs, though
enhanced in composition and lucidity, can never
sufficiently address the apparently infinite therapeutic
questions associated with concomitancy and
polypharmacy involving prescription medication, over-
the-counter drugs, and/or nutritional supplements. In the
over-the-counter drug and nutritional supplement milieu,
the model of association exhibited in Figure No.1 is vividly
encouraged. This collaboration reduces self-care and calls
for a new system of health care considered as
pharmacist-driven self-medication.

Pharmacist-driven self-medication defines the
community pharmacistas a professional based in-service
delivery and distinguishes the community pharmacy from
multitude of other retail outlets that sell only over-the-
counter medications. Pharmacist-driven self-care/
medication creates considerable business and professional
prospects for community pharmacists, while dispensing
better health-care worth for patients. Congregating clinical
and economic variables sympathetic of the pharmacist-
driven self-care system are presented in the following
section.

     

Figure No. 1: Pharmacist-Driven Self-Medication
Model.
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HARMONIZATION OF COMMERCIAL &
CLINICAL SENSE

Patient Self-Medication Trends- Patient
behaviors, opinions, and attitudes offer context to the
prospects and challenges involving the choice,
administration, and monitoring of over-the-counterdrugs.
A survey done by the National Council for Patient
Information and Education discovered that 92% of patients
classified over-the-counter medication effective and 83%
of patients considered them safe. In the same study, 73%
of patients reported they favored to treat indications
themselves with over-the-counter medication and drugs.
Of adults participants, 38% stated anadvanced degree of
over-the-counterdrug use as compared to 2 years ago.[1,2]
It was also observed that, only 37% of consumers
administering over-the counterdrugs seek guidance from
any healthcare professional concerning proper choice or
administration. In a National Consumer League Study, only
16% of patients admitted to reading the over-the-counter
drug label entirely and 10% of surveyed patients stated
that they failed to read the label at all prior to taking over-
the-counterdrugs. Additionally, 44% of 4,300 adult
participants surpassed the suggested dose of over-the-
counter analgesics.

Patient acceptance of nonprescription medication is
significant, but when patients self-medicate with lack of
Pharmacist Counselling, issues of safety and adverse drug
incidence and/or ineffective utilization arises for a
substantialpartof the population.

Patient Value & Focus- As health care expenditure
increasing, patients are looking for more worth for their
health care expenses. The value formula (value 5 quality/
cost) is stated well with appropriate over-the-counter
pharmacotherapy.  About 43 million Americans lack health
insurance, millions further are under-insured, and the
insured customers are being confronted with advanced
co-payments, co-insurance and deductibles. Over-the-
counter drugs, numerous of which were prescription-only
drugs, epitomize inexpensive alternatives to many
prescriptions only medications. The quality factor of the
value formula is addressed foremost by the United States
Food and Drug Administration (USFDA). Over-the-
counter drugs are expected to comply with the same strict
USFDA regulations for safety, identity, strength, purity,
potency, stability, and overall quality as prescription-only
drugs. Labeling regulations are stringent and consistent to
state-of-the-art technology ?

Curable Medical Conditions- Safe and effective
over-the-counter drugs are administered tomanage or
support in the management of more than 450 medical
disease and maladies, many of which occur millions of

times each year. For instance, over-the-counter drugs are
first line of defense in the management of non-migraine
headaches and heart burn. Over-the-counter drugs in two
therapeutic classes i.e. H2-receptor antagonists and proton
pump inhibitor are now accessible in prescription-only drug
potency to manage heart burn. Medical conditions such
as the allergic rhinitis, common cold, fever, contact
dermatitis, constipation, dysmenorrhea, diarrhea, andmany
other health conditions are treatable with over-the-
counterdrugs as medication of choice. Over-the-counter
drugs, designated and consumed properly, can be highly
efficacious in alleviating symptoms while evading trivial
oroften superfluous visits to physician's office and more
costly, but not always more effective, prescription-only
drug use.

The Increasing Age of American Population-
Presently, geriatric patients comprise 13% of the US

population, and still consume substantially more than 13%
of over-the-counterdrugs. This disproportionate
consumption echoesage concerned morbidity and
comorbidity. Application of over-the-counter drugs in the
senior population is anticipated to surge as the 76 million
Americans Citizens born between year 1946 and 1964
(also known as the ''baby boomer bubble'')are now 42 to
60 years old.

Prescription-Only to Over-The-Counter Drug
Switches- A substantial market trend is favoring the FDA
to switch prescription-only drugs with a constructive safety
profile to over-the-counter status. Chosen drugs that have
migrated from prescription-only status to over-the-counter
medication include Aleve, Advil, Claritin D, Afrin, Drixoral,
Nicorette, Pepcid AC, Zantac, Rogaine, Lamisil (topical),
Claritin, and Prilosec OTC. More than 1,000 over-the-
counter productscontain ingredients that were previously
only accessible by prescription issued by registered medical
practitioner. Over-the-counter products that wereformerly
accessible only with a prescription constituted more than
30% of the over-the-counter medication drug market.

Improved Labeling Practices & Regulations-
The labeling practices of over-the-counterdrugs has

improved enormously over the past decade. The new
''DrugCompendia's'' label format is set on the precedentof
the ''Nutrition Facts'' label on variety of food products.
Font is larger and bolder,and data is formatted reliably in
segments. The data is arranged so that instructions for
use are more readily understood and complied by the
typical patient. Nevertheless, the label on overt the counter
drug packaging fails to address all pertinent issues
pertaining comorbidities and polypharmacy practices. The
insufficiency of labeling practices is estimated by the
functional illiteracy rate in the United States of America
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being approximately 20%.[3] Substantial portion of the
USA population is intellectually and/or attitudinally is not
ready to make objective and educated diagnostic and
pharmacotherapeutic decisions for themselves or
dependents. These truths support the logic for the
pharmacist-driven self-medication model (Figure No. 1)
for nurturing the safe, appropriate, efficacious, and effective
use of over-the-counter drugs.

Complexity of Healthcare System-The intricacy
of practices like care, comorbidity, and polypharmacy
require an integrated thought, application of
pharmacotherapeutic logic, and clinical judgment that
transcends package labeling in to critical formulation
concerns. All prescription-only or over-the-counterdrugs
are potent chemical ingredients with distinct pharmacology
and toxicology. While taking in to account the health status
of individual consumers; the warnings, contra indications,
adverse effects, precautions drug-drug interactions, mode
of administration, and dosage considerations for each active
ingredient; the special deliberations in special conditions
like, smoking, pregnancy, lactation, age, renalstatus, hepatic
function and how a concomitant disease orcomplementary
nutritional supplement might impact therapeutic outcomes,
then pharmaco-drug therapy management and oversight
by an experienced healthcare professional becomes
crucial. That individual is logically the community
pharmacist or hospital pharmacist.

Educated & Experienced Professional- The
community pharmacist is the only healthcare professional
who receives in-depth formal education and systematic
skill development in over-the-counter drug therapy.
Additionally, the community pharmacistis readily accessible
in the community to help patients in diagnosing self-
treatable medical conditions and assisting over-the-
counterdrug selection, administration, and monitoring in the
overall patient care framework that may include other
over-the-counterdrugs, prescription-only drug use, and/or
administration of one or more alternative nutritional
supplements.  Availability of the community pharmacist is
facilitated via approximately 65,000 USA community
pharmacies. This generates billions of potential community
pharmacist-patient health care interactions annually.
Unfortunately, American community pharmacists' services
are are not fully utilized by patients in the drug therapy
management process. The pharmacist-drivenself-care
model of care nurtures much needed community
pharmacist patient communication regarding drug
pharmacotherapy management.

Commercial Opportunities for Community
Pharmacists- If pharmacists are retailers of medicine
only and do not offer cognitive, substantial information and

medical services to patients in the milieu of over-the-
counterdrug therapy, they will continue to remain
indistinguishable in the eyes of the patient. Pharmacies
practices will be considered as indistinguishable from
approximately 1 million other non-pharmaceutical retailers
that sell over-the-counter drugs. A low pharmacist-
assistance level will fail to address self-medicating patients.
Contemporary pharmacist, nevertheless, is not under
appreciating nonprescription drug pharmacotherapy as a
professional practice milieu. Community pharmacists
understand the opportunity in harmonizing drug
pharmacotherapy management. Additionally, as profit
margins waneon prescription-only drug sales, pharmacists
are invigorating over-the-counter drug sales and amenities.
Profit margins on over-the-counter drugs are attractive.
The average gross profit extent on over-the-counter drugs
is about of 32% to 36% vs. less than 25% on sales of
prescription-only medication. Additionally, most sales of
over-the-counter drugs involve first-party payment i.e.
'cash and carry''. Pharmacist-guided self-medication
nurtures commercial (economic) and professional
(medical) opportunities for community pharmacists.
Nevertheless, the pharmacist should approve only those
products that have withstood rigorous testing and
demonstrated safety and effectiveness.

UNDERTAKING INITIATIVES
Medication Abuse- The medical and commercial

ramifications of inadequately managed and misused
prescription-only and over-the-counterdrug
pharmacotherapy is overwhelming. Community
pharmacists need to discern themselves with patients as
an over-the-counter, easily accessible drug therapy
information professional, and integrate that know how into
the larger framework of all patient drug pharmacotherapy
and nutritional supplement consumption.

Over-the-counter Pharmacotherapy in the
Pharmaceutical Sciences Curriculum- A 2002 study
named ''National Curriculum Survey: Instruction pertaining
Over-the-counter Drug Pharmacotherapy'' was sent to
82 colleges and schools of pharmaceutical sciences and
received a 46% response rate.[4] Pharmacy school's
curriculum understate pharmacist-driven self-medication
and over-the-counter drug therapy. Over-the-counter drug
therapy was paradoxically addressed by pharmacy
educational institutes in terms of mandatory vs. elective
options, obligation of credit hours, acquisition of core
competencies, and integration of curriculum involving over-
the-counter drug therapy throughout the pharmaceutical
training milieu. This study was repeated in the year 2005
and results were counter checked against the 2002
baseline. Observations were presented at the AACP
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Annual Meeting in Year 2006.[5] When assessing the
market place, consumer behaviors and attitudes, the
occurrence of over-the-counter drug use(and abuse) and
the opportunity that community pharmacists have to drive
over-the-counter drug choice, administration, and regimen
monitoring, majority would proclaim that pharmaceutical
sciences curriculum is not adequately preparing
pharmaceutical science graduates to perform as sources
of sophisticated, pharmacist-driven self-medication
services.

Core pharmaceutical practice-relevant, patient-
oriented competencies need to be guaranteed in the first-
through third- healthcare professional years and further
built upon in the fourth/ final -professional year of
pharmaceutical science graduation. The pharmaceutical
sciences curriculum should implement an exhaustive
academic review to the entire curriculum to ensure that
curricular content is relevant to the current principles &
practices of community and commercial pharmacy,
addresses disease etymology and systems that are popular
and prevalent in our country, and proposes that the focus
is required on imparting knowledge and skill that has a
high certainty of being implemented by the pharmacist in
providing the public health care services. This requires a
deliberate, introspective analysis of curriculum and
potentially the moderating of curricular content and credit
hour distribution pattern to allow incorporation of line of
thought, professional critical thinking, problem-solving
capability, and patient-oriented care through all years of
the pharmaceutical science graduation cycle. When
objections/ doubts of curricular significance and application
are raised, most objective experts aware of ground reality
of the pharmaceutical marketplace would likely propose
profoundly greater curricular content in the domain of over-
the-counter drug pharmacotherapy. Even though pharmacy
education is not focused to help students successfully pass
the North American Pharmacist Licensure Examination
(NAPLEX), academic authorities must address that the
profession, via the National Association of Boards of
Pharmacy, has invested greatly inover-the-counter
medicines by emphasizing equally with respect to
prescription medicines for purposes of the NAPLEX
examination.[6]

Professional Initiatives- The profession of
pharmacy as healthcare provider is a crucial station. Profit
margins on prescription-only drug sales are gradually and
consistently dropping, with no end in sight. The Budget
Reconciliation Act of 2006 approves the application of
average manufacturer price (AMP) as the baseline for
prescription reimbursement for more than 41 million
Medicaid beneficiaries, further deducting prescription-only-

drug profits. If this compensation mechanism transcends
into the commercial market, the economic ramifications
for pharmaceutical industry could be catastrophic. Gross
margins on prescription-only drugs are currently in a
downward spiral. Gross margins on over-the-counterdrugs
significantly surpass gross margins on prescription-only
drugs.

CONCLUSION-
Independent over-the-counter drug consumption and

choice frequently cause therapeutic misadventures and
adverse drug events with clinical consequences for
patients. Passive pharmaceutical commodity retailers
cannot serve the public healthcare interest with respect
to over-the-counter drug pharmacotherapy. American
pharmacyand individual community pharmacists need to
perceive their value criticality, patient-oriented pharmacist-
driven self-medication role more vividly. Nevertheless,
understanding this role correctly is not enough. Initiatives
need to be undertaken on a large-scale pharmaceutical
education institutions, state and national pharmacy
organizations, commercial pharmacy chains, pharmacy
distributors and individual community pharmacists to
evolve pharmacist-driven self-medication.

Initiatives hail intellectual readiness and newly
improved and upgraded professional practices and business
models. USA cannot afford the indulgence of having
patients and healthcare professionals disregarding or under
appreciating over-the-counterdrug pharmacotherapy as a
critical component of USA Healthcare environment.
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Abstract-
This research paper tries to map the youth's

perception towardscurrent initiative 'Make in India' being
undertaken as an attempt to develop India into a successful
economy. Various Socio-economic factors are affected
by the initiative, youth being the most important. 'Make in
India' is mostly connected to the future of the country's
youth. Youth being the primary target and the major
beneficiary of the 'Make in India' initiative, the article
outlines the youth's awareness towards the initiative. Their
knowledge and awareness about the initiative is very
important in order to make the fullest use of it in order to
contribute to the development of the economy.

Keywords - Make in India, Youth, Awareness.

Why Make in India ?
There are many answers to this question. Make in

India being not just a campaign, but a path of growth for
India. Becoming a self-dependent country is very important
as it will lead to reduced imports and increased exports in
trade. Make in India campaign mostlybenefits all the
sectors ultimatelyhelping to bring capital in India that would
trigger economic growth and industrialisation. It can lead
to the flow of capital within the country. Employment shall
be generated which willencourage the youth to remain in
the country itself and not to move out to any other country
for the purpose of job, due to this the fresh talent that is
required for the growth of our country will tend to remain
within the country.

The campaign mainly focuses on bringing
manufacturers and investors in the country which would
help in job creation, establishing Indian brands, improved
economy, better standard of living, etc. Along with the
urban areas,rural development will also boom up.

INTRODUCTION TO MAKE IN INDIA-
Make in India is a swadeshi movement covering 25

sectors of the economy. It was launched by the
Government of India on 25th September 2014 for
encouraging the companies to manufacture their products
in India and to increase the economy of India. As per its
policy 100% Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is permitted
in all 25 sectors.

The campaign shall boom up only if the Government
of India convinces the companies to invest in India. The
companies usually take following things into consideration
like easy access to raw materials, developed infrastructure,
skilled labour, good competition, ease of doing business,
government policies, etc.

It basically focuses on the economy and does not
have any control on the source of raw materials of the
company. The campaign is trying to bring investors in our
country, as India is more focusing on the industrialized
sector.

"Make in India" Initiative-
The Make in India was launched on 25th September

2014 with the view of focusing on industries and creating
jobs for the development of Indian economy.

India is one of the world's fastest growing economies.
It is been ranked 10th in terms of GDP.

Currently Telangana, Haryana, Odisha, Chhattisgarh,
West Bengal are the top five states in terms of
development.

A slogan "Zero Defect, Zero Effect" was given by
The Prime Minister of India, which says that our products
should have zero defect so that we are not rejected in the
global market. Also it must be noted that our products
must not be hazardous to the environment.

How it works ?
The campaign mainly focuses on employment, job

creation, reducing imports etc. It assists the foreign
investors to invest in India. The campaign mostly leads to
the ease of doing business which would also create more
Indian brands in the whole wide world. It helps the country
to get an increased GDP which may flourish sectors like
architecture, textiles,and lead to development of townships,
roads & bridges, hospitals, resorts, educational institutions,
infrastructures, etc.The campaign leads to introduction of
new government policies in India helping the companies
with cost advantage, transparent governance, assured
markets and investments with low risks.

The Make in India Vision-
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Sectors covered under “Make in India”.

The paper mainly emphasises on the awareness
among management students about the campaign. The
brief note about it, their results and the change it wouldhave
in our country.

Objectives of the study-
1) To study the concept of Make in India.
2) To study awareness of management students

about the campaign.
3) To study perception of management

studentstowards the campaign.
Youth awareness-
The youth of the country are the future

entrepreneur's, stakeholders, employees and decision
makers of the country. Youth is the most strongest of all
the age groups that will promote the development of the
country. Hence, great importance must be given to the
youth awareness about the campaign. The campaign has
the potential to be proved as a game-changer for the youth
of the country.It aims at making India a manufacturing
hub. For this,developed industries are required which would
be benefitting all the sectors. This will help to generate
number of opportunities for the youth i.e. job creation, start-
up's etc. Unemployment which is one of the major issues
in front of the country will surely be reduced with the help
of awareness among youth.

Better opportunities within country will reduce the
rate of brain-drain among the youth and they shall remain
back in the country itself. As of this, the talent will remain
inside the country which will lead to the country's
development.

 The growth in industries would ultimately lead to
development in industries. Development in industries will
help to increase the standard of living of the people and
also encourage youth.

With the development in industries the connectivity
between cities will be improved, i.e. roads, railways,
flyovers, bridges, metro, and so on which would savelong
travel time of the people. It also includes development of
schools, colleges, buildings, offices, hospitals etc which
contributes to the overall Infrastructure development of
the country.

Also workers with high skills are required. It includes
skills like engineering, sciences technology etc. for this
the youth must be skilled enough and be able to match the
expectations of industries. With the help of the campaign,
India can compete with other countries.It would help the
youth to be the strongest and will also gain an identity all
over the world.

Due to developed industries and greater connectivity,
the business can be done efficiently i.e. the international
trade.The improved government policies for businesses
and relaxation in taxation would help the business to
function easily.This will in turn gain maximum profits and
reduce time consumption.

Importance-
Make in India is a marketing strategy coined by the

Government of India to attract investors and
manufacturers. It would make India a self-dependent
country and give it a global identity in terms of economy.
It would make business an easy task. India  has
demography, democracy and demand, now we need
technology. It will help in making 100 smart cities which
will lead to the increased standard of living within the
country. A number of goods are imported, and if a few of
them are made in India then they would become cheaper,
easily available and also provide jobs to people. This will
decrease the imports and also increase the purchasing
power of the citizens.

Sample size- 40
Collection of data- A questionnaire was distributed

among the management students.
1. Are you aware about the make in India campaign
?
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2. If yes, what was the source?

    

3. What do you think is the motive behind this
campaign?

      

4. To gain more information about this campaign what
source would you prefer ?

5. Do you think it will have an impact on the future
Indian economy ?

    

6. Will it lead to develop India socially ?

       

7. Can the demands for Indian products increase by
this initiative?

   

8.    Do you think it has taken a boom as of its launch
date ?

    

9.  Will it affect the GDP of India ?

    

10. Can it help the agricultural sector ?

    

11. Will it give India a global identity ?

   

12. Will it affect the exports and imports ?

   

13. MII campaign would benefit each field ?

   

14. Does the MII campaign needs to be endorsed
more loudly to reach out people ?
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Observation-
From the above survey it has been observed that,

almost all the management students are aware about the
Make in India campaign. Most of them have been aware
through a common source i.e. Internet, the most widely
used network today. According to the youth the motive
behind this campaign are Job creation, reduced imports,
Increase foreign investment. Along with the source Internet
is also used by the students to gain more information about
the campaign. The campaign will have a great impact on
the future Indian economy. The students strongly agree
that the campaign will lead to develop India socially. It
will increase the demands for Indian products. Students
agree that the campaign has taken a boom as of its launch

date and that it affects the GDP of India. The campaign
helps the agricultural sector and will give India a global
identity. The campaign will affect the exports and imports
and would also benefit each field. Most of them agree
that the campaign needs to be endorsed loudly.

Conclusion-
The students are aware about the campaign, and

know quite well about it. They feel that it is a great
opportunity before them and they must catch it. They are
ready to enter into the world which is for them. Students
are looking forward to the jobs available for them, the
start-up opportunities and also very sure about competing
with the world. They want to represent the country and
stand in the global market.
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Abstract-
Inventory is a continuous process of searching and

re-examining the earlier findings. Floristic studies in
Rajapur tehsil area of Maharashtra were surveyed for
collection of herbaceous during the summer season
(January to March). Present research works prepared
checklist and herbarium specimens of 80 herbaceous
flowering plants species belonging to 24 families of Rajapur
Tehsil of Ratnagiri District (Maharashtra) during summer
season.

Introduction-
Herbaceous plant is a plant that does not have much

wood and its stems are green and soft. These plants grow
fast and produce flowers and many seeds in a short period
of time. In Botany, the word for a herbaceous plant is
herb (from Latin herba, “grass”). Herbaceous plants may
be annuals, biennials or perennials but most are annuals
and die at the end of their growing season (the time when
they produce flowers, fruits and seeds), leaving their seeds
on the soil; those seeds will produce new plants with good
weather. Biennial and perennial herbaceous plants will live
for two or more years but the stems that are in the air will
die every year; the underground stems will form the new
aerial stems (stems that are above the ground).
Underground roots and stems can resist more the bad
weather (winter or a very dry season) than leaves and
stems that are above the ground. Bulbs are biennial and
peonies are perennial herbaceous plants. Most herbaceous
plants are small and their stems are not thick because
they do not have much wood but there are some cases of
big herbaceous plants.

Review of the relevant literature-
The major contribution and most significant

explorations in Peninsular India were made by T. Cooke
(1901-1908). Western Circle of Botanical Survey of India
situated at Pune made significant contributions to the
floristic studies on Maharashtra. In addition to number of
research papers, floristic accounts of many districts such
as Akola, Nasik, Mahabaleshwar-Satara, Yevatmal,
Sindhudurg, Raigad  and Buldhana  have been published
by BSI; after floristic survey of many districts, BSI has

Checklist of herbaceous Plants (summer season) of
Rajapur tehsil of Ratnagiri District (Maharashtra)

D. B. Borude
Department of Botany, Abasaheb Marathe Arts and New Commerce, Science College, Rajapur

K. V. C. Gosavi and A. N. Chandore
Department of Botany, HPT Arts & RYK Science College, Nashik,

published a floristic account of Monocotyledones (Sharma
et al., 1996) and Dicotyledones of Maharashtra State in
two volumes (Singh & Karthikeyan, 2000; Singh et al.,
2001). In the last three decades, some floras have been
published on different regions of Maharashtra especially
Ratnagiri and surrounding areas, viz., ‘Flora of
Sawantwadi’ (Almeida, 1990), and other important recent
publication on ‘Flora of Kolhapur District’ (Yadav &
Sardesai, 2002).

Materials and Methods-
Regular field visits were made to survey, collection

and documentation of plant species during summer season
(January to March). The specimens were dissected under
stereo zoom microscope and microphotographs of taken
with the help of camera. The collected specimens were
identified by referring to various floras, monographs, and
revisions (Almida 1996; Cooke 1908; Lekhak & Yadav
2012; Mishra & Singh, 2001; Sharma et al. 1996; Singh et
al. 2000; Yadav et al. 2002). Herbarium specimens
prepared as per Jain & Rao (1977) methods. All the
collected voucher specimens are deposited in Botany
Department, Abasaheb Marathe Arts & New Commerce
Science College, Rajapur, district Ratnagiri. Checklist of
herbaceous plant of study region prepared as per recent
nomenclature of ICN.
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Table: 1. Checklist of herbaceous plants (summer seasonal) of Rajapur tehsil of
Ratnagiri district (Maharashtra)

Sr. Botanical Name Family Locality Exsiccata
1. Achyranthes aspera L. Amaranthaceae Hativale DBB-553
2. Alysicarpus ovalifolius (Schum.) Leonard Fabaceae Hativale DBB-543
3. Amaranthus spinosus L. Amaranthaceae Hativale DBB-586
4. Apluda mutica L. Poaceae Rajapur DBB-510
5. Barleria cristata L. Acanthaceae Arekarvadi DBB-554
6. Barleria grandiflora R. Br. Acanthaceae Kodvali DBB-555
7. Barleria prionitis L. Acanthaceae Arekarwadi DBB-556
8. Barleria strigosa Willd. Acanthaceae Rajapur DBB-557
9. Bergia ammannioides Roxb.ex Roth Elatinaceae Juwati DBB-511
10. Biophytum sensitivum (L.) DC. Oxalidaceae Rajapur DBB-544
11. Blumea clarkei Hook. F. Asteraceae Rajapur DBB-558
12. Blumea lacera (Burm.f.) DC. Asteraceae Jaitapur DBB-512

(Compositae)
13. Blumea oxyodonta DC. Asteraceae Sakhar DBB-559
14. Boerhavia repens L. Nyctaginaceae Rantale DBB-560
15. Canscora diffusa (Vahl) R.Br. ex Roem. & Schult. Gentianaceae Hativale DBB-513
16. Canscora pauciflora Dalzell Gentianaceae Hativale DBB-514
17. Celosia argentea L. Amaranthaceae Jaitapur DBB-561
18. Cleome rutidosperma DC. Cleomaceae Hativale DBB-549
19. Coldenia procumbens L. Boraginaceae Hativale DBB-538
20. Crotalaria clarkei Gamble Fabaceae Vikhare-GothaneDBB-546
21. Crotalaria decasperma Naik Fabaceae Rajapur DBB-541
22. Crotalaria filipes Benth. Fabaceae Kodvali DBB-545
23. Crotalaria linifolia Willd. Fabaceae Rajapur DBB-588
24. Cyathula prostrata (L.) Blume Amaranthaceae Rajapur DBB-524
25. Cynarospermum asperrimum (Nees) Vollesen Acanthaceae Rajapur DBB-515
26. Dentella repens var. repens (L.) Rubiaceae Sakhar DBB-562

J.R. Forst. & G. Forst.
27. Dentella repens var. serpyllifolia Rubiaceae Hativale DBB-563

(Wall. Ex Craib) Verdc.
28. Desmodium scorpiurus (Sw.) Desv. Fabaceae Rajapur DBB-542
29. Desmodium triflorum (L.) DC. Leguminosae Rajapur DBB-516

(Fabaceae)
30. Desmodium triquetrum (L.) DC. Leguminosae Kodvali DBB-517

(Fabaceae)
31. Dicliptera foetida Blatt. Acanthaceae Juwati DBB-564
32. Dicliptera ghatica Santapau Acanthaceae Oni DBB-518
33. Drimia indica (Roxb.) Jessop Asparagaceae Hativale DBB-589
34. Dyschoriste nagchana (Nees) Bennet Acanthaceae Rajapur DBB-519
35. Ecbolium ligustrinum (Vahl) Vollesen Acanthaceae Juwati DBB-565
36. Eclipta alba (L.) Hassk. Asteraceae Hativale DBB-520
37. Elephantopus scaber L. Asteraceae Juwati DBB-521

(Compositae)
38. Eranthemum roseum (Vahl) R.Br. Acanthaceae Rantale DBB-522
39. Euphorbia fusiformis Buch.-Ham. Ex D. Don Euphorbiaceae Rantale DBB-567
40. Euphorbia hirta L. Euphorbiaceae Hativale DBB-566
41. Euphorbia sp. Euphorbiaceae Rantale DBB-589
42. Glinus oppositifolius (L.) Aug. DC. Molluginaceae Rantale DBB-523
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43. Haplanthodes neilgherrensis (Wight) R.B. Majumdar Acanthaceae Rajapur DBB-568
44. Haplanthodes plumosa Acanthaceae Rajapur DBB-569

(T. Anders.) G. Panigrahi & G. C. Das
45. Haplanthodes tentaculata (L) R. B. Majumdar Acanthaceae Rajapur DBB-570
46. Haplanthodes verticillatus (Roxb.) R. B. Majumdar Acanthaceae Chunakolvan DBB-571
47. Hedyotis herbacea L. Rubiaceae Hativale DBB-526
48. Hemigraphis rupestris T. Anders. Acanthaceae Jaitapur DBB-527
49. Hydrolea zeylanica (L.) Vahl Hydroleaceae Sakhar DBB-528
50. Hygrophila pinnatifida (Dalzell) Sreem. Acanthaceae Dhopeshwar DBB-529
51. Hygrophila schulli (Buch.-Ham.) Acanthaceae Jaitapur DBB-530

M.R.Almeida & S.M. Almeida
52. Hygrophila schulli (Buch.-Ham.) Acanthaceae Jaitapur DBB-572

M.R.Almeida & S.M. Almeida
53. Indigofera dalzellii T.Cooke Fabaceae Juwati DBB-547
54. Indigofera nummularifolia (L.) Alston Fabaceae Hativale DBB-548
55. Justicia adhatoda L. Acanthaceae Hativale DBB-573
56. Justicia betonica L. Acanthaceae Sakhar DBB-574
57. Kalanchoe pinnata (Lam.) Pers. Crassulaceae Hativale DBB-550
58. Lepidagathis fasciculata (Retz.) Nees Acanthaceae Rajapur DBB-540
59. Lepidagathis lutea Dalzell Acanthaceae Hativale DBB-575
60. Lepidagathis shrirangii Acanthaceae Ambolgad DBB-576

Natekar, Kambale & Chandore
61. Lepidagathis sp. Acanthaceae Rantale DBB-578
62. Lepidagathis sp. Acanthaceae Jaitapur DBB-577
63. Leucas aspera (Willd.) Link Lamiaceae Hativale DBB-579
64. Lindernia multiflora (Roxb.) Mukerjee Linderniaceae Hativale DBB-580
65. Lindernia viscosa (Hornem.) Merr. Linderniaceae Rajapur DBB-581
66. Ludwigia hyssopifolia (G.Don) Exell Onagraceae Vikhare-GothaneDBB-531
67. Melochia corchorifolia L. Malvaceae Satvali DBB-532
68. Naregamia alata Wight & Arn. Meliaceae Rantale DBB-551
69. Oxalis corniculata L. Oxalidaceae Bhu DBB-533
70. Pogostemon deccanensis (Panigr.) Press Lamiaceae Dongar DBB-587
71. Pogostemon purpurascens Dalzell Lamiaceae Sakhar DBB-534
72. Pogostemon sp. Lamiaceae Sakhar DBB-588
73. Polygonum plebeium  R. Br. Polygonaceae Dongar DBB-539
74. Pseuderanthemum roseum Radlk. Acanthaceae Rajapur DBB-535
75. Rungia pectinata (L.) Nees Acanthaceae Rajapur DBB-582
76. Rungia sp. Acanthaceae Hativale DBB-583
77. Scoparia dulcis L. Plantaginaceae Hativale DBB-536

(Scrophulariaceae)
78. Sida rhomboidea Roxb. Malvaceae Rantale DBB-537
79. Tridax procumbens L. Asteraceae Hativale DBB-584
80. Triumfetta rhomboidea Jacq. Malvaceae Kodvali DBB-552

Results and discussion-
Present research works prepared checklist and

herbarium specimens of 80 herbaceous flowering plants
species belonging to 24 families of Rajapur tehsil of
Ratnagiri district (Maharashtra) during summer season.
The family Acanthaceae is a dominant with highest 28

species in study area. More than 30 species of study area
are endemic to Western Ghats some are restricted in study
area. Five Dominant families (species numbers) are
Acanthaceae (28) followed by Fabaceae (8), Asteraceae
(6), Amaranthaceae (4) and Lamiaceae (4) covered 62.5%
herbaceous plant diversity in the study area in summer
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season.
Conclusion- This preliminary data of checklist of

plants of Rajapur area will be used for further floristic
research. This data will be useful for students, researchers,
forest officers and policy makers etc.
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Absract-
The NAAC (National Assessment and Accreditation

Council) has proposed that every institution which has gone
through assessment and accreditation should establish an
internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) after the first
assessment cycle. IQAC in any accredited institution is a
administrative body that is responsible for continuous
quality enhancement process of the institution. It is the
prime responsibility of IQAC to initiate, plan and supervise
various activities that are necessary to increase the quality
of the educationimparted in an institution or college. The
role of IQAC in maintaining quality standards in
teaching,learning and evaluation becomes crucial, and the
authors in this article have tried to review that how the
IQAC is an essential part of the institution towards
achieving the goals of academic excellence and ensuring
quality.

Key words- NAAC, IQAC, Quality standards,
Excellence

Introduction
As per the guideline of  NAAC (National Assessment

and Accreditation Council) every accredited institution
Should establish Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
after first Assessment and Accreditation. IQAC look after
all quality matters. IQAC in maintaining quality standards
in teaching, learning andevaluation becomes crucial.
Maintaining quality is a matter of long terminitiative; to
reach this long-term goal, NAAC has establisheddetailed
guidelines from time to time. The establishment ofInternal
Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) by accredited
institutions(after the first cycle) is a major step in pushing
long-term qualitystandards.

The basic purposes of the IQAC are as follows-
a) To ensure continuous improvement in the entire

operations of the institution, and
b) To assure stakeholders connected with higher

education – namely, students, parents, teachers,
staff, would-be employers, funding agencies and
society in general - of the accountability of the
institution for its own quality and probity

The responsibilities of IQAC are as follows-

Role of  IQAC in College Development – A Review

Chavan Nilesh S,
Jondhale Valmik R

Department of Zoology and Department of Chemistry,
Gokhale Education Society’s Arts, Commerce and Science College,

Shriwardhan, Dist.- Raigad, 402110

1. Initiate, plan and supervise various activities
which are necessary to increase the quality of
the education imparted in institutions and
colleges

2. Promote and determine quality related activities
and issues through various programmes and
activities such as seminars, workshops,
symposia, conferences,panel discussions, role
playing exercises, (model) demonstrations, case
studies.

3. Academic meetings and any such kind of event
or programme for all the stakeholders of the
institution.

The Functions of the IQAC are as follows-
1. Develop and apply of quality goals /parameters

for almost all academic and administrative
activities of an institution.

2. Spread of information on various quality issues
of higher education

3. Organize Interactive sessions such as
workshops, seminars on quality related themes
and promotion of quality circles.

4. Documentation of the various programmes /
activities leading to quality improvement

5. Acting as an essential agency of the institution
for quality-related activities

6. Preparation of the Annual Quality Assurance
Report (AQAR) to be submitted to NAAC
based on the quality issues.

Benefits of IQAC are as follows-
1. IQAC focuses on institutional functioning

towards quality enhancement.
2. By maintaining coordination and interpersonal

relations the IQAC ensure internalization of the
quality culture.

3. Ensure enhancement and integration among the
various activities of the institution and
institutionalize best practices.

4. Provide a thorough foundation for decision-
making to improve institutional functioning.

5. Act as a dynamic system for quality changes in
the Higher Educational Institutions.
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6. IQAC helps to improve methodology of
documentation and internal communication.

Sawant D.G. (2016) in his research have concluded
that the IQAC is a significant administrative body in any
educationalinstitution. It plays a vital role in contributing
and enhancing as well as maintaining the quality standards
in teaching learning and evaluation processes. The IQAC
also promotes the overall development of the students by
encouraging them to participate in co-curricular and extra-
curricular activities in intra and inter collegiate level. It
organizes interactive sessions such as workshops, seminars
on quality related themes and promotion of quality circles.
It coordinates among the stakeholders of the institution,

He also found that in some institutions/colleges, the
IQAC and its coordinatorwork under pressure of principal
and management.

Pawar R.T. et al (2015) in their research focussed
on distinct and important role of IQAC in enhancement of
quality of higher education. They further stated excellence
and quality can be achieved by team work but to achieve
this the team should follow the guideline of IQAC.

Patel (2014) mentioned in his research about the
importance of IQAC in quality enhancement in education.
IQAC with coordinated efforts play a crucial role in
enhancing the quality.

Vankar V.K.; Parkekh V.D. (2014) mentioned the
purpose behind establishing IQAC, how IQAC build and
ensure a quality culture at institutional level as well as
monitors quality assurance and quality enhancement
activities of the higher education institutions.

Conclusion
The role of IQAC for the quality enhancement in

higher education is distinct and important as it works
towards improving and maintaining the quality. Quality and
excellence are results of team work leaded by the leaders
like principal and coordinator of IQAC. Thus, IQAC of is
an importance and effective and efficient coordination and
monitoring mechanism.
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Abstract-
Gandhian thoughts are always in alliance with nature.

Though he did not vouch for the issue of the environment
directly, his every facet of progress had visible connectivity
with nature and thus environment conservation and
protection. His beliefs always looked at nature as the divine
manifestation and this view nurtured their attitudes and
values, which were inimical to the exploitation of nature.
Gandhi appealed for nature’s conservation and frugal use,
adhering to the Indian tradition of venerating the Mother
Earth.

He often said that man had no power to create life;
therefore he has no right to destroy life. Since man has
higher mental faculties of wisdom and reason, he should
be more compassionate to the lower beings. Gandhi
practised what he preached. He built his Ashrams on
wastelands (Savita Singh, p.61)

He dreamt of India to have economic progress, but
not at the cost of mother earth. This paper attempts to
develop a link between the possibility of application of
Gandhian thoughts and solicit the required progress in India.

Introduction-
Indian economy is the fastest-growing economy. The

main contributors to this growth are shifted from the
agricultural sector to the tertiary sector. The path of this
development passes through industrialisation, and it’s a
well-known fact that industrial progression in output has
an irreversible cost of harming the environment and
intensify the disastrous climate change. However, India is
not the country harming climate as countries like America
or China, but the fatalities in India are maximum in the
world. India stands 5th in Climate Risk Index 2019
measured by Germen watch. The concern is that India’s
position is worse than the last year due to severe heatwave,
floods and a higher degree of precipitation. Hence there
is a need for a relook in contemporary development.

Professor at Mumbai School of Economics and Public
Policy, University of Mumbai Email ;
medha020@yahoo.com

However, protection to the climate is a worldwide
challenge. India needs to balance the priorities of achieving

Gandhian Perspective on Environmental Issues
Concerning Cconomic Development

Prof. Medha Tapiawala
Mumbai

the targeted economic growth along with conserving the
environment. In contemporary time there are many
mandates on fast-developing countries like India for
mitigating global warming by reducing GHG emission.
These mandates, to some extent, will be fulfilled if
Gandhian thoughts of economic development are adapted.
Gandhi’s environmentalism fitted in with his overall vision
for India and the world that sought to extract from nature
what is necessary for human sustenance. His ideas on
environment are intimately linked with his ideas relating
to the polity, economy, health, and development.

Gandhian thoughts
Many environmental movements in India have drawn

inspiration from Mahatma Gandhi. He cannot be called
an environmentalist if we do a mechanical content analysis
of his statements based on the present understanding of
environmental issues since words like ‘environment’ and
‘ecology’ do not appear in his Collected Works.

Gandhi’s views on the environment consist of moral,
spiritual and non-violent dimensions. Consumerism and
exploitation of natural resources for him were unethical.
Gandhi’s views on the environment consist of moral,
spiritual and non-violent dimensions.

In the Gandhian world view, human life cannot be
divided into watertight compartments such as economic,
political, and religious and so on. Human life is an undivided
whole.

The present crisis which we are facing on the front
of the environment is a man-made one. It is the result of
undue exploitation of nature by human beings to serve his
selfish ends. Human beings thoughtless action has
increased concentration of green house gases, mainly of
carbon dioxide, which led to an increase in the temperature
of the earth and rise in the sea level.

What is adversely affecting is not the consumption
but overconsumption. Gandhi had cautioned the world,
much before any modern-day environmentalist, about the
problems of large-scale industrialization, which we are
confronting today. Gandhi visualized that mechanization
will not only lead to industrialization, to massive urbanization,
to unemployment but will also lead to the destruction of
the environment (Tiwari 2019)
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The Gandhian idea becomes still more relevant when
sustainable growth and development is to be achieved.
He had emphasized on production by the masses instead
of mass production. According to him, this will result in
the development of an economic system that can minimize
environmental degradation and achieve sustainable
development. His idea of Swaraj or self- rule enables a
practical sustainable development that can be implemented
without compromising the quality of life. The Gandhian
idea of non-violence, if adopted at various

levels from international politics to local levels, can
be useful to reduce carbon footprints caused due to wars
and production of missiles. Gandhi had emphasized the
importance of natural resources and conservation. This
has a direct bearing on the man-and-environment
relationship.

Regarding urbanization, Gandhi expressed his views
as follows: “It is a process of double drain from the villages.
Urbanisation in India is a slow but sure death for her
villages and villagers. It can never support 90 per cent of
India’s population, which is living in her 7,00,000 villages”
(number of villages in 1934). He was against the concept
of removing cottage industries from small villages as he
felt that this would remove whatever little opportunity was
still there for making skilled use of the hand and head.
“And when the village handicrafts disappear, the villagers
working only with their cattle on the field, with idleness
for six or four months in the year, must be reduced to the
level of the beast and be without proper nourishment either
of the mind or the body, and, therefore without joy and
hope” (Harijan, 7-9-1934).

The disaster of Global warming has resulted from
industrialisation and hence modernisation. Problems like
Population explosion, mass poverty, over-utilisation of
renewable resources, overuse of fertilizers leading to water
pollution, rapid industrialisation, global warming, desert
formation, deforestation, emission of harmful substances
into the air causing air pollution, industrial and synthetic
wastes, nuclear hazards that are more man-made in nature
are all causing irreparable damages to our
planet(Egyankosh 2019). the ill effects of urbanization and
industrialization were indicated as de-humanizing effects
leading to the environmental crisis. In this regards
Gandhian thoughts gave a warning that the civilization will
industrialize and perish. Hence according to him, there is
a need for relooking in the process of development of India
in post-independence time According to him the model of
development should not be imitated from America or
England.

The principles he laid were different from the model
which India has embedded. In Gandhian ideology and

philosophy, man has adopted violent measures to take
abundantly from nature. Gandhi fervently appealed to men
to desist from exploiting others and inflicting violence on
them. It pervades all living beings including nature and
natural resources. Gandhi was against disturbing the nature
and ecological system that provides health and fertility to
all. The English historian Edward Thomson once remarked
to Gandhi that wildlife was rapidly declining in India, to
which Gandhi replied with sarcasm, “Wildlife is decreasing
in the jungles, but increasing in the towns.” In the words
of the environmentalist Ramachandra Guha, “the
wilderness had no attraction for Gandhi.” In his writings,
Gandhi does not emphatically celebrate the harmony or
untamed beauty of nature; his focus is the study of men,
of their mores and morals, of the human condition

Gandhian model expectations in economic
development.

1) Cleanliness- In Hindu swaraj 1908 he wrote if
Temples are lacking roominess and cleanliness wht\at can
self government6 be? Applying Gandhian notions in day
to day activities can make the lifestyle of society more
comfortable and happy. It would be able to check
environmental degradation and hence would achieve
sustainability (Upadhyay 2019)

2) Limited consumption- as per the Keynesian
concept of relative and absolute needs, the priorities are
fixed. However, people would be genuinely free rather
than being enslaved by the urge to consume beyond
reasonable limits. Such an attitude is also ethical because
according to Gandhi—to consume more than one needs is
tantamount to thieving from another who might need it.
He appealed directly to ideological orientation self-
discipline, non-possessiveness and concern for the welfare
of others.

3) Trusteeship- Gandhi, considered the earth a living
organism, understood nature and existence in terms of a
Cosmic Law that entails that the universe is a single self-
coherent all-encompassing entity, organized and animated
by a cosmic spirit wherein all life and all existence are
one. There is no ownership but the only trusteeship, which
will reduce the exploitation as the resources are the
elements of mother earth.

4) Sarvodaya- More population will demand more
development to meet the increasing needs even the basic
amenities for which nature needs to be exhausted and
will have negative impacts but most of the people don’t
perceive matters in such a broad sense and live an
individualistic life. His advice is to try to live in peace and
harmony and develop a sharing habit at least at our end
by adapting co-operation. That will upgrade society.

5) Affluence through urbanisation- some live in
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affluent at the cost of others and more we want to bridge
the gap but with more pollutive techniques during
urbanisation has affected the Indian economy adversely.
India being a village-based economy needs to develop the
rural economy and not the development at the cost of
ruining villages. To quote him

·do not need a high standard of living but the richer
quality of life with natural life with an ecological balance
between man, animals, vegetables and material- mineral -
hydraulic world. We cannot be both rolling in luxuries as
well as guarantee the safety of our mother earth. Voluntary
control of our wants through self-control is the only solution.
The earth, the air, the land and the water, are not an
inheritance from our forefathers, but a loan from our
children so we have to hand over to them at least as it
was handed over to us(Gandhi M.K. Harijan (Oct. 14,
1939).

6) Health and modern medicines- Gandhiji had a
firm belief in naturopathy which shows his love towards
nature. In “Arogya Darshan” he has shared his experiences
concerning natural diet and lifestyle. He wanted people to
return to nature so that they can leave pseudo-diet and
lifestyle and gain nature-based health. Mechanization which
does not disturb the environment-which does not interfere
with man’s direct intimate relationship with the rest of
nature-was acceptable to him. Villagers should use those
machines and tools which they can manufacture
themselves and afford it. He was also equally aware of
the dangers of using chemical fertilizers for increased
productivity. He warns that trading in soil fertility for the
sake of quick returns would prove to be disastrous, and is
a short-sighted policy. the process of development we
adopted the exploitative attitude and were forgetting our
traditional views about the environment thus facing
environment degradation, climate change, and pollution

7) Industrialisation- more production of material
consumerism brings pleasure for a short time which is
favoured today. But,  the factors responsible for
environmental degradation due to over-exhaustion of
resources through artificial means continue to aggravate
the situation with a much faster pace than the effort to
recover and conserve it. The permanent solution lies in
suitable alternative lifestyle in tune with nature.

There are many such dimensions of Gandhian views
which are directly or indirectly impacting environmental
issues. In Hind Swaraj Gandhi has cautioned mankind
against the ill effects of modern civilization. Perfect and
meaningful existence is possible only in harmony and
conformity with nature. Gandhi belongs to the school of
thought who believes in remedy rather than cure.

He believed that industrialization leads to urbanisation

which makes life miserable. Modernity makes life complex
by multiplying its day to day need which is inbuilt and such
life is devoid of true happiness and peace and making
people run after happiness by acquiring more and more
material assets but then also they are in tension and
frustration leading to depression and tendency towards
suicide. Therefore, he suggested life-based on simplicity,
slowness and smallness but in today’s life if you talk about
one is considered a fool and lazy person with no high
ambitions which frustrates him and he questions his
thinking though he is on right track. A modern gadget which
is meant for time and effort savings have left human busier
and converted them into machine-like elements. Today’s
development is based on increasing human greed and not
on meeting human needs leading depletion /exhausting of
resources and hence environment degradation.

India in Gandhi’s vision was much different. Though
India’s contribution to climate change is not as severe as
developed industrialised nations, India is a victim of this
materialistic development process, which has drowned the
self-corrective methods suggested for India’s economic
progress. At present, India had the most (2,081) deaths in
2018 due to extreme weather events caused by climate
change—cyclones, heavy rainfall, floods and landslides.
Overall, India’s economic losses due to climate change
were the second highest in the world with a loss of Rs 2.7
lakh crore ($37 billion)—nearly as much as its defence
budget in 2018. This translates to losing about 0.36% per
unit of gross domestic product. India also suffered from
one of the longest ever recorded heatwaves in 2018, with
temperatures rising to 48 degree Celsius, resulting in
hundreds of deaths. This, compounded with a water
shortage, leading to prolonged drought, widespread crop
failures, violent riots and increased migration. The worst-
hit region in the central, northern and western parts of the
country, were also among India’s poorest, (global climate
risk index 2020).

Conclusion-
The present environmental crisis that has gripped the

world needs immediate and effective damage control
strategy if we are to ensure our peaceful healthy existence.
The warning of nature for the mitigation of climate change
is visible through the severity of natural disasters. The
effects of climate change are seen through an increase in
sea level, floods in some areas and droughts in some areas,
increased precipitation, the severity of hot or cold wave
etc. India being a developing country cannot afford to lose
material and human resources. As shown in this paper if
the world takes lessons from the lifestyles suggested in
Gandhian perspective, we would have not faced these
disasters at such density as Gandhian approach gives us
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plenty of opportunities to overcome the crisis. However,
it is said that India herself is not following lessons from
her son, instead of in India, economic models are copied
from developed nations. Hence if Sarvodaya is expected
we must take cognizance of Gandhian thoughts so that we
can save mother earth which is “Advait”. The eco-friendly
technologies and measures adopted by the public, the
institutional support, for example, judiciary, the efforts of
nongovernmental organisations and civil society help in
preserving the environment. Gandhi belonged to that school
of thought where the remedy was preferred to cure and
worked out a worthwhile alternative for human’s peaceful,
purposeful and happy existence.
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ABSTRACT-
The socioeconomic study of honey production from

Baripada tribal region of Dhule district has done during
the year 2017-2018. It is observed that the total honey
production from 18 hive boxes in one year from dominant
honey bee species Apis cerena indica was 450-500 kg.
The approximate cost of that honey was INR-90000-
100000/- and net profit was 70000-80000.This business
helped the weaker section of tribal society and had positive
effect on the socio-economic development of Baripada
region.

Keywords- Socio-economic study, Baripada, tribal
region, Apis cerena indica, honey collection.

INTRODUCTION-
Assortment of honey from the forests for human

welfare has been in existence since a long time. Several
species of honey bees convert nectar of flowers into honey
and store them in the combs of the hive.

Apiculture (Bee keeping) in India has great historical
heritage. The knowledge of bees, honey and beekeeping
has been mentioned in various Hindu Vedic scriptures

Rig Veda, Atharva, Vedas, Upanishadas, Bhagavad

Gita,  Markandeya Purana, Raj Nighantu,

well  as Buddhist scriptures  like  VinayaPi taka,

Abhidhamma Pitaka and Jataka tales. The popular epic
describes a “Madhuban” that was

cultivated by Sugriva and in Mahabharata Madhuban

is mentioned in the epic
where

.
Various rock paintings dating to Mesolithic and post-

Mesolithic era are found in the Pachmarhi regions of
Madhya Pradesh mainly depict honey collection activities
from honey combs of Apis dorsata and Apis

es.

of Odisha state in the Kondha tribe used tamed bees
against them. But little is known about the techniques used
by them for taming (Crane 2013) .Various tribes in the
hilly regions of Manipur and Nagaland used wooden logs

Socio-economic Status of Bee-keeping Industry in
Baripada Region of Dhule District of

Maharashtra, (India)
Petare, R. K.

Khodake, S. P.
Department of Zoology,

Karm. A. M. Patil and Kai. N. K. Patil Sci. Sr. College, Pimpalner 424306, Dist.  Dhule.

or earthen wares for beekeeping.
Before the discovery of bee keeping honey was

extracted by squeezing out honey from honeycombs. But
this was crude methods which had possibility of
adulterating honey with the beeswax and also killing many
bees in the process. Manipuri tribes have been used a
hollow bamboo with a nail attached to pierce the comb
has been used by. The hollow bamboo would allow flowing
of honey to another container (Ghosh 1994).

Scientific beekeeping in India was started during
1880-1883 in West Bengal, Punjab and Kullu regions to

Apis cerana

by Reverend Newton during 1911–17 in Kerala. He
developed a specifically designed hive and started training
rural and tribal people to harvest honey from beehive. The
design became popularly known as “Newton hive”.
In India beekeeping activit ies were popular ised

Punjab (1933) and Uttar Pradesh (1938). All India
Beekeepers Association (1939) and the first

Indian Council of Agricultural Research (Rakesh Kumar
Gupta et al., 2014).
curriculum by the Agriculture College, Coimbatore

1994).
After the Independence, the importance of

beekeeping was hassled by Mahatma Gandhi by
comprising it in his rural development programmes. The
beekeeping industry is working under Khadi and Village
Industries Commission (KVIC) which in turn is under the
Ministry of Industry. In 1962, Central Bee Research and
Training Institute was founded by KVIC at Pune (Rakesh
Kumar Gupta et al., 2014). Beekeeping was encouraged
in Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Coorg region of Karnataka,
Mahabaleshwar in

The production of honey in India is increased
significantly during the late 1990s. Being the major exporter
of honey, India falls behind China, Argentina, Germany,
Hungary, Mexico and Spain. In 2005, India’s honey exports
reached a value of US$ 26.4 million. 66% per cent of this
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was consumed by NAFTA (North American Free Trade
Agreement) countries including Canada, Mexico, and

consumed by European Union in which Germany took the
most approximating to 75%. In 2005, Saudi Arabia was
the only developing country to consume Indian honey of a

far less to approximately US$ 1 million (Trade Information
Brief –2016).

Bee keeping is an agro based enterprise for additional
income generation. The growing market potential for
honey and its products has resulted in bee keeping
emerging as a viable enterprise in rural and tribal regions
of India. Honey and wax are the major economically
important products of bee keeping.

has various tribes of honey collectors.  Kotagiri-based
Keystone Foundation started a Honey and Bee Museum in
2007 in the town of Ooty in Tamil Nadu to promote
beekeeping and techniques involved. The group also
opened a restaurant “A Place to Bee” in 2015 at Ooty
that specializes in honey recipes (ShonaliMuthalaly2015).

Baripada: A model of socio-economic
development -

The western pocket of Dhule district in Maharashtra
has a rich civilization of tribes. Kokani, Mavchi, Pawara,
Bhil, Tadvi etc. belongs to the tribal community. This region
is adjacent to the famous Daqng forest of Gujarat. Baripada
is a small village located 22 kms away from Pimpalner
town. This village is characterised by diversified activities
and trying to enrich the socio-economic development of
India. It is the Ideal village and has its own pattern of
working system. The main important characteristics of
Baripada model is sustainable development through tree
plantation and forest conservation, modern agriculture, self
help and assessment, biodiversity,education, agrobased
business, vandhan vikas, solar energy, Beekeeping, Lac
culture, water harvesting, water conservation, sericulture
etc. are the common practices in this region. Mr. Chaitram
Pawar is a man of all these socio-economic magic. Many
local residents got the employment in these activities.
Baripada is capitalized by a thick forest about 445 hectares
containing the rich diversity of flora and fauna.

MATERIALS AND METHODS-
During the year 2017-2018, Six groups of unemployed

peoples from Baripada (each group containing three
peoples) were made. They were given training from the
trainer Mr. Sahebrao Pawar. Three hive boxes were given
to each group. Hive boxes were kept in the forest, at
different locations near flowering plants in the periphery
of Baripada. One queen of Apis cerena indica was

released in each hive box. The bees got nectar and pollen
adequately in the forest. The temperature of hive was
maintained. Proper care was taken by respective group
by visiting frequently to protect the hive from natural
enemies and diseases. The manipulation of hive was done
whenever required. The bees were fed by sugar syrup
time to time in scorching summer. The transfer of queen
other than worker bees and drone bees were done safely
without disturbing the colonies. Extraction of honey was
done by trained volunteers. Collection, grading packing
and marketing done by the local peoples.

OBSERVATION AND RESULTS:
1. Working groups – 6

(Each group contained three peoples)
2. Species of honey bee found in study area = Apis

cerena indica.

3. Area of honey collection = 5 km
4. Number of hive boxes kept = 18
5. Duration of honey production = 2 months.
6. Volume of honey collected from each hive box

= 4-5 kg
7. Average of honey produced from one hive box

in year = 24-30 kg.
8. Net production of honey in 18 hive boxes in 12

per year = 450-500 kg.
9. The value of net produced honey from the study

area @ Rs. 200/- Kg = Rs. 90000-100000/-.
10. Expenditure on maintenance Rs. 20000/-
11.  Net profit = Rs. 90000-100000/-minus Rs.

20000 = Rs. 70000-80000/-
DISCUSSION:
Indian tribal region has enriched by nectar and pollen

resources and is one of the important ecological areas
with characteristic complex of floral and faunal
association. Baripada region had, rich forests with their
tropical biological components in dynamic equilibrium, until
man interfered and changed these optimal association often
into degenerated scrubs on denuded lands. Forests have
sustained a variety of flowering plants as well as bees in
special mutualistic association. Although more than 100
different kinds of bee flora have been identified, however,
systematic documentation for each region and State is not
available. Out of the total of about 150 million hectares of
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cropland, nectar and pollen crops are grown in one third
of the area. Beekeeping is not only depends on the species
of honeybees but also on abundance and occurrence of
pollen and nectar sources within the surrounding area of
an apiary (Free JB, 1970; Akrathanakal, 1987). Large
number of trees can provide bees with high quality nectar
and pollen, and on its grasslands, multiple varieties of nectar
grasses are widely scattered. With flowers blooming
almost round the year, migratory bees can forage almost
all the time.

In present study it was observed that 450-500 kg
honey was collected by the working group during the year
2017-2018, which ih significant of previous year. (R.Petare
and C. Pawar, 2018). The exponential increase in the
production ensures that economically the status was
upgraded as compare to previous period. This business is
growing yielding to employment to the weaker section of
tribal region.

The production of honey depends on the seasons.
Seasonal Management of honey bees plays an important
role in boosting Beekeeping (Chandore & Neharkar,
2005). The forest based honey industry can prove a boon
to the forest dependent tribal people. Honey forms a major
item of Non - Wood Forest Product (NWFP) and many
of them depend on this for their daily livelihood.

Their economic status can increase by adopting a
scientific management strategy in order to minimize the
extractive process and related activities. Out of the total
production of honey in India, 5O% come from natural
forests, which signify honey as one of the main NWFPs
in India. The tribal   communities and other forest
dependent people play an important role in the extraction
of honey. The tribal people follow traditional management
practices for maintaining sustainable extraction and such
a native knowledge system lays the foundation for
appropriate technology development in refining and
improving the management practices. Hence, strategies
for production, extraction and sustainable management of
honey are to be modernized and imparted among the forest
dependent people.

CONCLUSION-
There is tremendous scope for beekeeping in tribal

and rural regions of India. Efforts must be taken for training
small and marginal farmers, tribals in scientific way of
harvesting honey from different species of bees and
rearing them in bee hives. It helps in overcoming the
problems of malnutrition and health in rural areas and will
enhance the productivity of agricultural and forest crops
and increase the socio-economic status the farmers in tribal
region of India.
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Abstract- Higher education in India is played
remarkable role in the development of the country. But
because of increasing number of college’s autonomy in
higher education is a need of today’s global era. After
2008 the Autonomy in higher education is remarkable.
Autonomy is required to provide job oriented education,
learning practical oriented syllabus and curriculum. A
University system and policy is common to all colleges,
governing of colleges is similar, irrespective of their
characteristic strengths, weaknesses and places have
affected the academic development of individual colleges.
The university cannot fulfil the need of individual college
because the number of colleges is increasing day by day.
The universities are facing difficulties to control on colleges.
On the other side, the colleges do not have the freedom to
offering programmes which are need based as per local
conditions. Colleges cannot design the syllabus, cannot
provide various need based courses etc., hence Autonomy
in higher education is a need of today.

Key Words- Autonomy, Higher  Education,
University, Colleges.

Introduction- The Autonomous colleges are
significant for improving the quality of education, provide
academic and operational freedom for betterment and
more credibility. The University supervises the working
performance of colleges and award of degree on behalf
of university. It is too difficult for a University to see the
various needs of individual colleges. The colleges also
don’t have the freedom to advancing their curriculum
which is globally competent, locally relevant and skill
oriented to promote employability.  A University system
and policy is common to all colleges, governing of colleges
is similar, irrespective of their characteristic strengths,
weaknesses and places have affected the academic
development of individual colleges. The Education
Commission -1964-66 pointed out that, the exercise of
academic freedom by teachers is a critical requirement
for development of the intellectual environment of our
nation. Except such a atmosphere prevails, it is difficult to
achieve quality in our higher education system by students,
teachers and management being co-partners in raising the

An Overview of Autonomous colleges in Maharashtra

Mr. Pankaj S. Game,
Assistant Professor in Chemistry,

Mr. Raju B. Gorule,
Assistant Professor Dept. of Commerce,

G.E.S., Art’s, Commerce and Science college, Shreewardhan, Dist. Raigad- 402110

quality of higher education, it is vital that they share a
major accountability. Hence, the Education Commission
(1964-66) recommended college autonomy, which, in
essence, is the tool for promoting academic excellence.
The special grant is also provided for development of the
colleges.

1) Objectives of the Study-
1) To Study the Concept of Autonomy, its merits

and Challenges.
2) To Study Autonomy in Higher Education in

Maharashtra State.
2) Methodology-
The study is descriptive nature. The Study based on

secondary data collected from various sources like
Magazines, Internet Website, News Paper, Research
Papers, journals etc. The study is related with the
autonomous colleges of state university.

3) Data Analysis and Interpretation:
Concept of Autonomy- In simple form Autonomy

means Freedom, Independence, non-interference and Self
Government without giving details about how these
synonyms are to be analysed but they do speak of degrees
of autonomy comparing various types of universities.

Autonomy- “autonomy means” a privilege of the
university conferred by the statutes to permit a college,
institution or a university department to conduct academic
programs and examinations, develop syllabus for the
respective subjects and issue certificates of passing the
examinations, etc. A college, institution or a university
department which has been granted autonomy shall have
full academic, administrative and financial autonomy
subject to provisions of the Act and Statutes and the
guidelines issued by the UGC from time to time. (Maharashtra

Universities Act- 2011.)

Autonomous College:  “autonomous college”,
“autonomous institution” or “autonomous department”
means a college, institution or department to which
autonomy is granted and is designated to be so by
Universities Act.(Maharashtra Universities Act- 2011.)

Objectives of Autonomy- The National Policy On
Education (1986-92) Formulated The Following Objectives
For Autonomous
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Colleges. An Autonomous College Will Have The
Freedom:

1) To Determine and prescribe its own courses of
study and syllabi, and restructure andredesign
the courses to suit local needs, make it skill
oriented and in consonance with the job
requirements.

2) Toprescribe rules for admission in consonance
with the reservation policy of the state
government/national policy.

3) Promote research in relevant fields.
4) Evolve methods of assessment of student’s

performance, the conduct of examinations and
notification of results.

5) Use modern tools of educational technology to
achieve higher standards and greater creativity.

6) Promote healthy practices such as community
service, extension activities, projectsfor the
benefit of the society at large, etc.

To use the modern technologies of learning to be
found in a fitStocked library, the modernized laboratories
and computerized analytical equipment including teaching
films and demonstrations, closed circuit TV, etc.  Autonomy
is an essential condition for the effective performance of
an organisation whether it is a university or college.

Table No. 1- Autonomous Colleges in Maharashtra

Table No.1 shows Autonomous Colleges in
Maharashtra.  In these table 34.49% colleges i.e. 20
colleges receive autonomy under Mumbai University, which
is well known and oldest university, established in 1857.
Only 2 Colleges i.e. 3.44% are Autonomous under Swami
RamanadTeerthMarathwada University which is
establishment in 1994.  The Shivaji University established
in1962 and 17.24% college under the university are
receivedautonomy i.e. 10 colleges. 12 colleges received
autonomy under Pune University i.e. 20.70% and the
university established in the year 1948.

Autonomy given Period: Autonomy Year
classification is done in ten years, currently the colleges

need to take autonomy because of change in education
system, trends, fashion, cultural etc.

Table No. 2 Autonomy given Period

(Sou rce: UGC Status List o f Appro ved  Autonomous Colleges as On  27.11.2018)

Table no. 2 Shows the year in which the Autonomy
is given to the colleges. In the year ten years period from
1988 to 1998 only three colleges are received the
autonomy. In next ten years i.e. from 1998 to 2008 total
11 colleges are declared as autonomous. The highest
percent of college given autonomy in the year 2008 to
2018 i.e. 56.90% colleges in numbers 33 colleges are
received autonomy status in this period. That means the
colleges of autonomous is increasing trends. The autonomy
is important to development and changes in higher
education. In the year 2018 onward 11 colleges received
autonomy i.e. 18.96% college.

Challenges of Autonomy Colleges:
1. Challenge of relevance and innovation in future.
2. How does one get ideas for stable innovation,

for new and applicable courses?
3. Introduce latest syllabi for advance centres of

learning including various universities will be
stable help to introduce innovative changes in
the curriculum.

4. Compete to private and professional university,
colleges and institutes.

5. Provide practical oriented education to the
students.

6. Maintain quality of education in Autonomy.
Merits of Autonomous Colleges:
1. The Continuous Internal Assessment would

reduce the fear of the single, all main final
examinations, as there would be no such
examination or its fear under Autonomy.

2. The end-of-Semester Examination would be one
among some. Beside with the feat the tension
and pressure and attempts to pass the single
examination through unethical means also would
disappear.

3. The Board of Studies and Academic Council,
being small and compact, can function quickly
and capably, and respond to the changing needs
of society quickly by introducing relevant courses.

4. In Autonomy, the course professorwould be
completely responsible for teaching and
evaluating his/her own students for a section of
the syllabus.

5. She/he would be the individualauthority of the
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pass or failure of the students for that section,
and hence would usesignificant power over the
students.

6. There is always a possibility that this power
could be misused through bias or favouritism.

7. Correct checks and balances should be built into
the system and implemented faithfully in order
to protect against such mistreatment of power.

8. The previous would give an idea of the
responsibilities of the Autonomous Colleges, and
what was expected of them in the urgent future
and in the long run.

9. Expected to demonstrate how the
decentralisation of Exams would immediately
eliminate the long standing problems of
corruption and violence in the conduct of mass
examinations, and the continuous Internal
Assessment would ensure continuity in
application on the part of students.

10. In Autonomy the preamble of new and
important courses, innovative curricula and
imaginative methods of teaching and learning,
would convert higher education, making it of
higher excellence and relevance.  Those were
the hopes and expectations.

11. The faculty of an Autonomy college had
prepared themselves academically and
psychologically for autonomy through various
seminars, workshops, conference and personal
study Autonomy has been implemented with far
great success than in Colleges it was richly clear
that most of the Autonomous Colleges had tried
to implement Autonomy to the best of their
ability, but with changing degrees of success.

12. The short term objective of conducting exams
without encountering the huge problems of the
parent University has been more or less
achieved fully.

13. The best to implement Autonomy in College is
depending upon the quality, capability and
motivation (financial and non financial
motivation) of the faculty.

14. This is most evident in the matter of starting
new and innovative curricular and co-curricular
programmes in the Colleges.

15. Despite criticisms natural out of ignorance,  that
there has been very little change in the course
structure in Autonomous Colleges, the range and
scope of new and innovative courses introduced
in most Autonomous Colleges over the years is
truly amazing  One has only to use a couple of

days on the campus of a good
16. Autonomous College and work together with

the staff and students to discover out for One-
self the sizeable changes that have taken place
in the curricula of different disciplines.

17. Changes in approach of staff and students to
education as a change agent and a sub-server
of society’s needs.
(S o u rce-h t tp s: / /www.u g c .a c . in /pd fnews/9165907 _ Rev ised-

Guidelines-for-autonomous-college-15.05.2017.pdf)

1. Findings:
1. Autonomy to 33 colleges given in year 2008 to

2018 i.e. 56.90% colleges are from total
autonomous colleges.

2. Under Mumbai University 34.49% colleges i.e.
20 colleges are autonomous.

3. Currently Autonomy in higher education is
significantly increasing and also the autonomous
colleges running successfully.

2. Conclusion:
Autonomy means a freedom of the university

conferred by the statutes to permit a college, institution or
a university department to perform academic programs
and examinations develop syllabus for the particular
subjects and issue certificates of passing the examinations,
etc. Currently it is need to change our education system
because the current education system is more theoretical,
old and not local need based.Practical oriented, skill based
and employee oriented education is required, hence it is
need to colleges adopt autonomy in college and institution.
Researcher concludes that the autonomous status in
Maharashtra is increasing trend and after year 2008 to
onward the autonomous college’s status is remarkable and
it is running successfully.
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ABSTRACT-
In the present study, behavioral alterations induced

by exposure of the freshwater fishes Mystusbleekeri,

Rasboradaniconious and Puntius sophoreto different
concentrations of lead (Pb) and arsenic (As) were
reported. Their behavioral responses including erratic
pattern of swimming, surfacing activity, opercular
movements and mucous covering on body were observed
in the fishes.

Key Words- Lead, Arsenic, behavioral responses,
freshwater fishes.

INTRODUCTION-
Aquatic environment is the ultimate sink for all

pollutants. Generally, the potential impact of pollutants is
more on the aquatic organism than in terrestrial
environment (Ilavazhahan et al., 2010). Aquatic pollution
is significant in fisheries and aquaculture industries.
Discharge of industrial wastewater produce serious
consequences in fish which results in impairment of
important functions such as respiration and osmoregulation
(Kumaraguru, 1995). The changes in physical, chemical
and biological parameters of water may even alter the
behaviour of fish besides causing mortality (Yadav et al.,
2007). The ethological changes in fish have been considered
to be sensitive indicator of toxicity and the fish, as
vertebrates are closely related to mammals (and humans)
and tend to be similar in sensitivity (Tiwari et al., 2011).

Freshwater gets contaminated with a wide range of
pollutants and it has become a matter of major concern
around the globe (Voegborlo et al., 1999; Vutukuru et al.,
2005). Among pollutants, metals are of special concern
because of their diversified effects and the range of
concentrations that could cause toxic effects to fish (Rauf
et al. ,  2009). Heavy metals reach to the aquatic
environment from natural and anthropogenic sources and
distributed in the water bodies, suspended solids and
sediments during the course of their transportation (Adeniyi
et al., 2005; Aderinola et al., 2009).

Fish has been the main supply of cheap and healthy
protein to a large percentage of the world’s population.
The nutritional requirement of human population is met
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mostly through aquaculture. However, in the recent times,
aquaculture sector is contributing to a great extent towards
the protein requirement of man. As fish is considered the
most important and vital link in the food chain of the aquatic
ecosystem and the inland fisheries are an important source
of protein in a nation’s diet, a thorough understanding of
the toxicant’s effect on fishes would be really vital for
fish conservation and fisheries development (Agnihotri and
Chattopadhyay, 1992).

Fish have been used in scientific research for a long
time. From the surrounding water, fish may absorb
dissolved heavy metals that may accumulate in various
tissues and organs and even be biomagnified in the food-
chain/web. In the absorption process there are four
possible routes for metals to enter a fish: the food ingested;
simple diffusion of the metallic ions through gill pores;
through

drinking water; and by skin adsorption (Sindayigaya
et al., 1994). However which route is more important
depends on environmental circumstances and has not
always been properly documented (Depledge et al., 1994).
Amongst fish species, considerable differences in
sensitivity to metals have been reported.

The poisoning by pesticides from agricultural fields
is a serious water pollution problem and its environmental
long-term effect may result in the incidence of poisoning
of fish and other aquatic life forms (Jothi and Narayan,
1999). Toxic effects of pollutants are due to disturbance
of the normal physiological functions of the organisms.
Changes in biochemical constituents in the tissues due to
pathogen, pesticide and heavy metal stress have definite
pattern. Metabolic activity of an organism reflects utilization
of biochemical energy to counteract the toxic stress
(Ilavazhahan et al., 2010).

In the study area paddy cultivation is the major
agricultural activities. Water bodies adjoining paddy
cultivation practically serve as sink for pesticides, fertilizers
and some domestic discharges affecting biota in general
and fishes in particular. Owing to the excessive use of
pesticides, the environment and water resources are being
polluted, thus, endangering aquatic biota directly and human
indirectly. Heavy concentration of pesticides in water, in
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turn, leads to oxygen depletion, cases of poisoning and
mass mortality of fishes is not uncommon (Gill et al.,
1988). Heavy metals have long been recognized as serious
pollutants of the aquatic environment. They cause serious
impairment in metabolic, physiological and structural system
of aquatic organism, when present in high concentration
(Strmac and Braunbeck, 2000; Javed, 2003). Fish are
largely being used for the assessment of the quality of
aquatic environment and as such can serve as bioindicators
of environmental pollution (Lopes et al.,  2001;
Dautremepuits et al., 2004). Heavy metals accumulated
in the tissues of fish may catalyze reactions that generate
reactive oxygen species (ROS) which may lead to
environmental oxidative stress.

The tremendous increase in the use of heavy metals
over the past few decades has inevitably resulted in an
increased flux of metallic substances in the aquatic
environment (Yang and Rose, 2003). Heavy metals are
rapidly discharged into water bodies as wastes and
agricultural run-off. Heavy metals are trace metals with
adensity at least five times that of water, theycannot be
metabolized by the organism andhence they are bio-
accumulative and inhibitbiological processes (Das and
Gupta, 2010).The present study is, aimed to examining
the behavioral pattern of fresh water fishes
Mystusbleekeri, Rasboradaniconious and Puntius

sophore due to toxic stress of lead nitrate (Pb(NO3)2)
and arsenic (sodium arsenite, NaAsO2).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal Collection-
Fish species Mystus bleekeri, of relatively same size

ranging from (10 to 12 cm) and weight about (12-15 gm),
Rasbora daniconious and Puntius sophore, of relatively
same size ranging from (8 to10 cm) and weight about (5-
8 gm) were collected from local fisherman of Jamkhedi
dam. The fish were packed in polythene bags with half-
filled air and brought to the laboratory with minimal stress
during transit. The plastic bags were placed into the
maintenance aquarium for  30-35 minutes for
acclimatization. Then the bags were cut open and the fish
were allowed to swim into the aquarium water. All
glassware and aquariums used in this experiment were
washed and thoroughly rinsed with deionized water prior
to use. They kept in the laboratory for acclimatization in
normal photoperiod and temperature. All aquariums were
filled with decholorinated tap water. Fishes were
acclimatized for a week. Before start experiment, water
quality characteristics in each aquarium, such as
temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen and total hardness were
also determined by following APHA (1998).

Behavioral responses-

The fish exposed to various concentrations of lead
nitrate Pb (No3)2 and arsenic (sodium arsenite,
NaAsO2);for behavioral changes. The fish species Mystus

bleekeri exposed to 350 to 550ppm lead nitrate Pb(NO3)2
and 12 to 22ppm arsenic (sodium arsenite, NaAsO2)
concentrations; Rasbora daniconious exposed to 400 to
700ppm lead nitrate Pb(NO3)2, and 40 to 90 ppm sodium
arsenite while Puntius sophore was exposed to 550 to
800ppm lead nitrate Pb(NO3)2concentrations. During the
study, behavioral responses of fish such as convulsions,
fin movement, hyperactivity, opercular activity and
swimming rate in exposed as well as the control group
were observed as suggested by Rand (1985).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The present study was initiated to find the responses

of the Mystus bleekeri, Rasbora daniconious and
Puntius sophoreto potentially hazardous heavy metals like
lead and arsenic. Physicochemical factors of water such
as temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen and total hardness
were measured in each aquarium, at the beginning of
experiment and their results are as, the water temperature
varied from 20.3 to 22.7º C, while pH ranged from 7.15 to
7.52. The dissolved oxygen concentration ranged from
6.90 to 8.14 mg/lit while total hardness varied from 380 to
452 mg/lit CaCO3 during the experimental period. All
physicochemical parameters remained relatively constant
throughout the experimental period.

Behavioral toxicology study is a rewarding tool for
hazard assessment of water pollution. The test fish showed
various behavioral changes at different lead and arsenic
concentrations. The type, rate and duration of the
behavioral changes increased with increased in
concentrations. In all of the treatments, fish were
hyperactive and attempted to escape from the aquarium
during the first hours. No behavioral changes or death
occurred in the control group at any time during the
experiment. All control fish were active and swam
normally.Abnormal behaviour was not to occur
spontaneously in the control group. At the same time, the
treated fish tried to escape from the aquarium.

The fish species Mystus bleekeri when exposed to
350 to 550ppm lead nitrate Pb(NO3)2 and 12 to 22ppm
arsenic (sodium arsenite, NaAsO2)  concentrations
exhibited abnormal behaviour in the form of erratic
swimming, loss of equilibrium and surfacing behaviour. At
the start of the exposure, the fish exposed to the lead nitrate
and sodium arsenite became alert; with the progression
of the experiment, the fish stopped swimming and
remained in static position in response to the sudden
changes in the surrounding environment. After some time
they tried to avoid the toxic water with fast swimming
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and jumping.
Behavioral manifestations of toxicity such as

grouping, erratic swimming, surfacing and darting
movements observed. The other signs of toxicity such as
loss of equilibrium, gradual onset of in activity, erratic
swimming with irregular collision to the inner glass walls
of the aquarium along with circular movements were
observed. Faster opercular activity was observed as
surfacing and gulping of air. The exposed fish is found to
secrete a thin film of mucous on the gills and all over the
body even at the pupils of the eyes. This process of mucous
secretion is to prevent easy entry of the toxicant through
the gills and the skin. At higher exposure periods, profuse
bleeding of gills was observed. In aquariums with higher
concentrations of test chemicals, the fish swam erratically
with jerky movements and hyper excitability. Their fins
became hard and stretched due to stretching of body
muscles.

Ultimately, fish lost their balance, became exhausted,
lost consciousness and became lethargic. Lastly, they
remained in a vertico position for a few minutes with the
anterior side or terminal mouth up near the surface of
water, trying to gulp the air and the tail in a downward
direction. Ultimately the fish died of suffocation. Lead as
compared to arsenic is less soluble in water and because
of non-solubility; dense insoluble clusters of lead were seen
at the bottom of the experimental aquaria in the present
study.

The fish species Rasbora daniconious  when
exposed to 400 to 700ppm lead nitrate Pb(NO3)2, and 40
to 90 ppm sodium arsenite while Puntius sophore was
exposed to 550 to 800ppm lead nitrate Pb(NO3)2
concentrations also exhibited abnormal behaviour in the
form surfacing tendency throughout the experimental
period, jumping movements and grouping with erratic
swimming. At the start of the exposure, the fish exposed
to the different concentrations of lead and arsenic became
alert; the fish stopped swimming and remained in static
position in response to the sudden changes in the
surrounding environment. After some time they tried to
avoid the toxic water with fast swimming and jumping.
The exposed fish showed high levels of sensitivity. Any
types of external stimuli like a flash of light, movements
near aquarium and sound, the sluggish fish instantly starts
vigorous movement and many a times collide with
aquarium walls. Faster opercular movements, secretion
of mucus on the skin is also observed. Fish lost their balance
and consciousness, rolling movement and became
exhausted and lethargic. After a few moments of such
activity, the fish becomes senseless and ventilation rate
almost stopped. Ultimately after some time their bellies

turned upward and the fish died, while the opercula
remained wide open exposing the gills.

The pollution of aquatic environment by toxicants
adversely affects the survival of aquatic organism including
commercially important fish species which form the
dominant group of aquatic ecosystem (Somaraj et al.,

2005; Nair, 2006). The toxic effects of heavy metal on
fish are multidirectional and manifested by numerous
changes in the physiological and chemical processes of
their body systems (Dimitrova et al., 1994). The
parameters like quality, temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen
and turbidity of water, amount and kind of aquatic
vegetation, concentration and formulation of chemical and
its exposure also greatly influence such studies (Gupta et

al., 1981). The increased sensitivity to heavy metals at
higher temperature might be the result of increased
metabolic activity, respiratory and cardiac rates, coupled
with temperature potentiation of metal ion action on cellular
enzymes and cell membrane (Rahimibashar and Alipoor,
2012). Behavioral changes as a result of stress are further
accepted as the most sensitive indication of potential toxic
effects. The various behavioral changes like restlessness,
abnormal swimming behaviour, vigorous jerks of body, loss
of balance, were observed in experimental period,
whichwere similar to the  observations of Pandey et al.,

(2005) and Chandra (2008) in fishes exposed to various
pesticides.

The present observations were concurrent with the
reports of Puvaneswari and Karuppasamy (2007). They
observed these abnormal behaviours in Indian catfish
Heteropneustes fossilis exposed to cadmium toxicity.
Increase in frequency of surfacing of test fish clearly
indicates the adaptively shifts towards aerial respiration
and the fish tries to avoid contact with the metal through
gill chamber (Karuppasamy, 2001; Gharedaashi et al.,

2013). The exposed fish is found to secrete a thin film of
mucous all over the body. The accumulation and increased
secretion of mucus in the fish exposed to lead nitrate and
sodium arsenite may be an adoptive response perhaps
providing additional protection against corrosive nature of
the metal and to avoid the absorption of the toxicant by
the general body surface. This is in agreement with the
earlier findings of Yilmaz et al., (2004); Prashanth et al.,

(2005).
Etroplus maculatus on exposure to copper, mercury

and selenium showed irregular erratic swimming, frequent
surfacing, gulping of air, revolving, convulsions and
accelerated ventilation with rapid arrhythmic opercular and
mouth movements (Veena et al., 1997). The fish swam
upside down and died with mouths opened as observed in
adult Clarias gariepinus exposed to copper (Oronsaye
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and Ogbebo, 1995). The restlessness and hyperactivity in
fish may occur due to the inactivation of acetyl
cholinesterase, leading to accumulation of acetylcholine
at synaptic junctions (Fulton and Key, 2001) and stimulation
of peripheral nervous system which results in to increased
metabolic activities. The higher metabolic rate results into
more oxygen utilization (Rao, 1989). The abrupt erratic
and jerky swimming may be due to inhibition of the acetyl
cholinesterase in the brain and neuromuscular junctions
(Rao et al., 2005; Agrahari et al., 2006). The opercular
movement in fish has been reported to increase following
the exposure of toxins (Pandey et al., 2005; Omitoyin et

al., 2006; Yadav et al., 2007). Behavioral manifestations
have been established as sensitive indicator of chemically
induced stress in aquatic organisms (Baltova and Velcheva,
2005; Remyla et al., 2008; Askari Hesni et al., 2011).

CONCLUSION:
From the present study it could be concluded that,

three fish species viz., Mystus bleekeri,  Rasbora

daniconious and Puntius sophore respond differently
to lead nitrate and sodium arsenite in different
concentrations. The effects found to be more severe,
leading to death of fish, at higher doses or longer exposure
duration. Sodium arsenite is more toxic to Mystus bleekeri

and Rasbora daniconious showing effects at much lower
doses compared to lead nitrate.
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Abstract:
Nandur Madhmeshwar Bird Sanctuary area of

Maharashtra was surveyed for aquatic plants during year
2015-16. During the work, total 83 species (57 genera) of
aquatic plants belonging to 27 families have been reported
from Nandur Madhmeshwar Bird Sanctuary. Cyperaceae
is the dominant family; it includes about 21 species
belonging to 8 genera. Detailed checklist  of aquatic plants
(Table 1) of study area is prepared and classified into four
categories of habitat i.e. 1) Submerged water plants (S);
2) Floating water plants (F); 3) Emergent water plants
(E); and 4) Swamp/marsh plants (M).

Key Words: Fresh Water, Aquatic plants, Nandur
Madhmeshwar, Bird Sanctuary

Introduction-
Wetlands play a number of roles in the environment,

principally water purification, flood control, food for aquatic
animals and birds. Wetlands are also considered the most
biologically diverse of all ecosystems, serving as home to
a wide range of plant and animal life. A thorough
investigation of aquatic plants has become an urgent
necessity not only because of the economic and ecological
importance of biodiversity but also of accelerated genetic
erosion occurring as consequence of destruction of the
wetlands and other habitat. Inventory is a continuous
process of searching and re-examining the earlier findings.
Therefore the present research work generated the
detailed account of aquatic plants of Nandur
Madhmeshwar Bird Sanctuary and prepared checklist of
aquatic plants of study region as per recent rules of ICN
(International Code of Nomenclature - Shenzhen code,
2018).

Review of Literature-
The major contribution of Aquatic and Wetland Plants

of India was made by C.D.K. Cook (1996), also most
significant explorations in Peninsular India were made by
T. Cooke (1901-1908) and Gamble (1915-1936) published
‘The Flora of Presidency of Bombay’, ‘and ‘Flora of the
Presidency of Madras’ respectively. Botanical Survey of
India has published floristic account of Maharashtra state
in three volumes viz., Monocotyledones in single volume

Checklist of Aquatic Plants of Nandur Madhmeshwar
Bird Sanctuary, Maharashtra

Dr. A. N. Chandore
Department of Botany, Abasaheb Marathe Arts and New Commerce, Science College, Rajapur- 416702.

District- Ratnagiri, Maharashtra, India

(Sharma et al., 1996) while Dicotyledones in two volumes
(Singh & Karthikeyan, 2000; Singh et al., 2001). Other
important floristic work done in Maharashtra i.e. ‘Flora
of Marathwada’ (Naik, 1998) and ‘Flora of Nasik District’
(Lakshiminarasimhan & Sharma, 1991).

Study area-
Nandur Madhmeshwar Bird Sanctuary is located in

Niphad Tahsil of Nashik district in Maharashtra. A dam
wall was constructed in 1907-13 across the river Godavari
just below the union of Kadwa and Godavari Rivers at
Nandur Madhmeshwar. The water released from
Gangapur and Darana water reservoirs is stored at Nandur
Madhameshwar and subsequently released from here
through canals for irrigation. Silts and organic matter that
are carried away with water are accumulated in the lake,
due to which islands and shallow water ponds have been
created. This resulted in the biological enriched conditions
by which aquatic vegetation has been stabilised. Thus the
habitat has turned into good wetland appropriately
described as ‘Bharatpur of Maharashtra”.

Table 1. Checklist of aquatic plants of Nandur
Madmeshwar Bird Sanctuary, Maharashtra

Habitat: 
plants (F); Emergent water plants (E); Swamp/marsh
plants (M).
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Results and Conclusion
Present work, total 83 species of aquatic plants

belonging to 27 families have been reported from Nandur
Madhmeshwar Bird Sanctuary. Cyperaceae is the
dominant family; it includes about 21 species belonging to
8 genera. Six species are submerged aquatic such as
Ceratophyllum demersum L., Chara sp., Nechamandra

alternifolia (Roxb.) Thwaites, Hydrilla verticillata (L.
f.) Royle, Vallisneria spiralis L., Najas graminea Delile,
while some plant species grow in marshy habitat along
the edges of sanctuary such as Cyperus iria, Cyperus

rotundus,  Eleocharis atropurpurea,  Fimbristylis

dichotoma etc. Beside these flowering plants we have
located some aquatic pteridophytes like Azolla, Marsilea,

Salvinia and some submerged Algae’s like Chara.

Table 2. The table shows the differentiation of
Angiosperms, Algae and Pteridopytes in the area of
study:-

Pie chart showing distribution of Angiosperms,
Algae and Pteridophytes in the present work of
aquatic plants.

Total 83 aquatic plants species are reported from
the study area. Pie diagrams show floristic spectrum of
aquatic plants of angiosperms, algae and pteridophytes.
95% species are represented by angiosperms which
includes 24 families, 1 % species are represented by algae
which having single family and remaining 4 % species are
represented by pteridophytes comprising two families.

Table 3. Plants found in different habitat i.e.
Submerged
Emergent

Pie chart showing the distribution of species in
Submerged
Emergent

Table 4. Five dominant families based on the
number of species in study area:

Bar diagram showing dominant families based
on the number of species in study area:
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Typha angustifolia L. is the dominant aquatic plant
species of the Nandur Madhmeshwar Bird Sanctuary and
we observed that birds are generally preferred this plant
for shelter. Another important watching during the field
works that Nymphaea pubescence Willd.  and Ottelia

alismoides (L.) Pers. are ideal plants of the birds for food,
because birds are usually preferred fruits and seed of these
two plants as food. In present work given detailed inventory
of aquatic plants of Nandur Madhmeshwar Bird Sanctuary
and photoplates of plants, which will be useful for students,
researchers, forest department and bird watchers.
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Abstract-
Education is one of themost important concerns all

over the World. Higher education in India facing number
of challenges like curriculum design, student retention,
adoption of new technology, quality of learning and
teaching, infrastructure and funding.We criticize the
existing educational system by suggesting new ways of
teaching and learning. Teachers play powerful and
effective role in education. Ours lives are shaped by
teachers; he always creates positive change in lives of
students. Therefore teacherstraining progrmme is very
important thing.

In the present article an attempt has been made to
focus various issues of the teachers training programe in
higher education.

Key Words- Teachers training programme,
Highereducation, Teaching learning.

Introduction- Educational institutions perform a
significant role in improving the quality of life.Higher
education in India facing number of challenges like
curriculum design, student retention, adoption of new
technology, quality of learning and teaching, infrastructure
and funding. The teacher is the most important element in
any educational programme.

He implements the educational process. Teacher
education is a programme that is related to the
development of teacher proficiency and competence that
would enable and empower the teacher to meet the
requirements of the profession and face the challenges
therein.

Teacher education consists of teaching skills,
philosophical, sociological and psychological considerations
and professional skills. Teacher education is based on the
theory that ‘Teachers are made, not born’. Teachers
training are of two types

Pre-service and in-service training.UGC Monitor the
higher education.National Policy on Education recognized
the need for improving the status of the teacher and
proposed to provide opportunities for professional and
career development so that teachers may fulfill their role
and responsibility within the system of higher education

Current Scenario of Teachers Training Programmes
in Higher Education

Mr. Pankaj S. Game,
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Mr. Raju B. Gorule,
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Following steps were proposed by UGC-
a) To organize specially designed orientation

programmes in pedagogy, educational
psychology and philosophy, and socio-economic
and political concerns for all new entrants at
the level of lecturers

b) To organize such programmes (orientation/
refresher courses) for serving teachers,
covering every teacher at least once in three to
five years.

c) To organize specially designed orientation
programmes/refresher courses in IT for new
entrants as well as for in-service teachers; and

d) To encourage teachers to participate in
seminars, symposia, workshops,

The objectives of the Human Resource
Development Centre are to enable newly
appointed lecturers to-

a) Understand the significance of education in
general, and higher education in particular, in
the global and Indian contexts.

b) Understand the linkages between education and
economic and socio-economic and cultural
development, with particular reference to the
Indianpolity where democracy, secularism and
social equity are the basic tenets of society.

c) Acquire and improve basic skills of teaching at
the college/university level to achieve goals of
higher education.

d) Keep abreast of the latest developments in their
specific subjects.

e) Understand the organization and management
of a college/university and to perceive the role
of teachers in the total system.

f) Utilize opportunities for development of
personality, initiative and creativity; and

g) Promote computer literacy aswell as Internet
knowledge.

Current Scenario of teachers training
programmes-

Traditional teaching and learning has been retained
in India. We live in twenty first century but teachers
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training programmes are traditional. Training programmes
not fulfill the today’s demand.Sometimes people not taking
the programme sincerely, they attend the progrmme
physically. UGC has made these training programmes
mandatory therefore many people attend it.

University departments of education and their
affiliated colleges, government and government aided
institutions; private and self-financing colleges and open
universities are also engaged in teacher education. Though
most teacher education programmes are nearly identical
yet their standard varies across institutions and universities.

“Education has continued to grow, diversify and
extend its coverage since the dawn of history. Every
country develops its system of education to express and
promote its unique Socio-cultural identity and also to meet
the challenges of time”. These words of the National Policy
on Education (NPE) 1986 subsequently revised in 1992,
give direction to Indian Education.The role of teacher
education as a process of nation building is universally
recognized.There is hardly any difference between the
performance of trained and untrained teachers because
of outdated teacher education curricula. Many teachers
are not properly trained in implementing the concepts
behind the new curriculum and many are not equipped to
properly implement the curriculum. The important thing is
that the teacher education centers and the curriculum
followed in the teacher education have very little focus on
new trends in education.

Conclusion and suggestion-
In short the present teachers training programmes

are traditional. Efforts have been made by our education
system to adapt and up-date the teacher education
curriculum to local and global needs. Butwhen we focus
on Indian higher education system, sometimes it do not
fulfill thelocal and global needs.

So following points should be considered to fulfill local
and global needs in teachers training programmes in Indian
higher education.

• Teachers should be trained in such way that
they should focus to make present education
system learners centric.

• Teachers should be guided, how to motivate and
encourage the students with use of their
knowledge and skills.

• How to make the teaching- learning process
more interactive that should be a part of teachers
training progrmmes.

• Along with the up gradation of subject
knowledge of teachers in training programmes,
techers should be made liable how to increase
active participation of students in co-curricular
and extracurricular activities.

• Special training should be made compulsory for
newly appointed teachers about the use of
Modern teaching tools to make teaching more
effective.

• After appointment of teachers in Universities
and their affiliated colleges, it should be
mandatory to complete the special training
programme before joining duties.

• To identify the research ability in students and
guide the students in that way are very important
in today’s era, so emphasize should be given
during the training.
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1- Introduction
In every sector, the competition is increasing day by

day.  This made businesses necessary to get a competitive
advantage over its competitors. Every industry is
continuously engage in upgrading competitive advantage
to address growing challenge of competition. The vision
of every industry is to make an unique business model
which can successfully   face the international competition.
Due to all these reasons functioning of organisations has
become complicated than previous days.

The success of any organisation depends on the
efficiency of the man power. Manpower is asset of an
organisation. Recruitment & Selection procedure of an
organisation plays a very crucial role. A systematic &
efficient recruitment & Selection process is ultimately
related to the success of the origination. As recruitment is
the first stage of process followed by selection which is
followed by placement of an candidate.

Hospital Industry is an important and growing industry
today. Hospital staff provide us essential services and plays
a vital role. Efficiency of Hospital Staff is undoubtedly
required to save the lives. That is why systematic and
efficient Recruitment& Selection process is important in
Hospital Industry.

Kempner writes, “Recruitment forms the first stage
in the process which continues with selection and ceases
with the placement of the candidates.”

According to Edwin B. Flippo, “It is a process of
searching for prospective employees and stimulating and
encouraging them to apply for jobs in an organisation.”

According to Dale Yoder, “Recruitment is the
process to “discover the sources of manpower to meet
the requirements of the staffing schedule and to employ
effective measures for attracting that manpower in
adequate numbers to facilitate effective selection of an
efficient working force.”

1.1 Recruitment:Recruitment is the process of
attracting eligiblecandidates and stimulating them for
applying job in an organization.  Recruitment is a process
of discovering the potential for actual and anticipated
vacancies of an organisation.

According to Flippo , It is often termed positive in

A critical study of Recruitment & Selection with
reference to Hospitals in Nashik

 Mrs. Swati Lakhalgaonkar
Asst. Professor, Dr. Moonje Institute of Management & Computer Studies, Nashik

that it stimulates people to apply for jobs, to increase the
hiring ratio, i.e. the number of applicants for a job. Selection,
on the other hand, tends to be negative because it rejects
a good number of those who apply, leaving only the best
to be hired. ”

Importance of Recruitment :Employing the right
candidate for a job is need of every organisation.
Ultimately successful recruitment is a step towards success
of an organisation.

candidates  but saves  time and money on replacing and
training new people.

So organisation should have a good recruitment policy
to attract potential and right candidate which will satisfy
need of an organisation.

Sources of Recruitment  :Internal  : For eg:
Transfers , Promotions,

• External : For eg: Advertising ,
Recommendations from existing employees

1.2 Selection Process: Selection is the process of
choosing the most appropriate candidates for a job from
those who apply. It is a process of filtering the right
candidate from eligible candidates who applied for job.

is a process of picking the right
candidate with prerequisite qualifications and capabilities
to fill the jobs in the organization.

1.2.1 Importance of Selection:Selection is one of
most important of all functions

• Procurement of appropriate Candidate is
Possible: Only suitable candidate is selected and
others are denied in this process.

• Good Selection reduces the Cost : Selection of
right candidates reduces the cost of training
because qualified personnel have better
grasping power. They can understand the
technique of the work better.

• Performance: Employees with right skills does
a better job .

• Proper Selection resolves Personnel Problems
1.2.2.  Essentials of a Selection Procedure:

Considering the needs of the organisation the selection
process should be planned  .
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1.2.2 Selection Process:
1) Reception
2) Screening Interview
3) Application Blank
4) Selection Tests
5) Selection Interview
6) Medical Examination
7) Reference checks
1.2.3 Difference between Recruitment &

Selection Process
Recruitment is attracting eligible candidates &

stimulate them to apply for job. Selection is the process of
choosing a right candidates among all applied.

Recruitment is a positive approach where as selection
is negative approach

2. Objectives of Study
1. To study the recruitment and selection process

in hospital industry.
2. To understand recruitment sources used in

hospital industry.
3. To study the stages in selection process
4. To understand employee satisfaction level with

reference to recruitment & Selection policy in
an organisation.

3) Research methodology:
Research methodology is a method to solve the

research problem systematically  to get solution.
Research methodology  involves data collection , use

of statistical techniques for interpretations and drawing
conclusions about research data.

Keeping in view the objectives of the study, data is
collected from different sources. Then this data is analysed
using statistical tools and then we can interpret the results.
Research methodology plays an important role .

TYPE OF RESEARCH: This research is descriptive
in nature.

POPULATION: Employees working in Hospitals in
Nashik city

SAMPLE SIZE : The sample for the study would be
limited to 100 respondents.

TYPE OF SAMPLING :Convenient Sampling
Method is used for this study

4) Data Collection:  Primary data is collected by
questionnaire method . A structured questionnaire is used
to collect data. Observation & Interview method is also
used to collect the data. Secondary data is collected form
books, journals &websites.

5) Data Analysis :
1) Recruitment Sources used in Hospitals

Major Recruitment Sources used by Hospitals are
Websites or portals

2) Attributes taken in to preference  for
recruitment and selection procedure

Qualification & Experience is equally preferred for
recruitment and selection

3) Does the hospital clearly define the position
objectives, requirements and job specifications& Job
Description?

4) Frequency of recruitment & Selection
Process in Hospital

As per majority responses, period of recruitment &
Selection Process is not fixed.  Majority does recruitments
as per requirements.

5)Does  are the stages in selection process are  :
Reception,  Screening Interview ,  Application Blank,
Selection Tests,  Selection Interview, Medical Examination,
Reference checks?
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6)   HR provides an adequate pool of quality applicants

92% respondents are of opinion that HR of Hospital
provide adequate no. of applicants.

7) Rate the effectiveness of the recruitment &
selectionProcess

 72% respondents are of the opinion that recruitment
& selectionProcess is effective.

8) Satisfaction level of employee with reference to
recruitment & Selection policy in an organisation.

  65% employees are satisfied with the recruitment
& Selection policies used in Hospitals

9) Reason for accepting the offer

6 )Findings :  The findings from the data analysis
using charts , Tables  are as follows:

• Hospitals are using websites and portals as a
major recruitment source as maximum
candidates refer to it. Another most preferable
recruitment source used is News Paper
Advertisements. Employee References is also
one of the source of recruitment.

• Attributes thatare preferred for recruitment and
selection procedure are qualification &
experience of employee.

• Hospitals clearly define the job specifications
& Job Description.

• Frequency of recruitment & Selection Process
in Hospitals is not fix. Hospitals recruit as per
the requirement.

• Majority hospitals have following stages in
selection process: Reception, Screening
Interview,  Application Blank,  Selection Tests,
Selection Interview, Medical Examination,
Reference Checks.

• HR of Hospitals provide adequate pool of
quality applicants.

• Majority of respondent are of the opinion that
recruitment &  selection Process is effective

• Reason for accepting the offer is majorly decent
Salary . Growth opportunities &  Brand also
matters for some employees.

7) Conclusion:
As per the feedback received from respondents,

websites & portals are used majorly to get data of
applicants. In hospitals attributes like qualification &
experience is preffered while selecting the candidate.
Hospital has a effective system for recruitment. Employees
are satisfied with the current policy of recruitment &
Selection.  Maximum employees accept offer letters due
to attractive Salary package and brand of organisation.
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Introduction -
The wealth and property of the nation depend on the

effective utilization of its human and material resources.
Human resource is important for economic growth of the
nation but educated human resource keep the nation in
line with the leading nations of the world. Indian Higher
Education system is the 3rd largest in the world, next to
United States and China. Indian higher education system
comprising of 700+ universities, 35,000+ colleges and
numerous stand-alone technical / professional institutions
with annual enrolment in excess of 25 million students.
Given the vast network, India’s Gross Enrolment Ratio
(GER) in higher education, currently pegged at 23%, is
far below the world average. This indicates the need of
Increasing GER in Indian Higher Education. According
to the 2013 Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) world University
ranking no Indian University featured among the top 200.
IIT Delhi at 222, IIT Bombay 233 and IIT Kanpur 295.
Even in the recent survey by Times Higher Education
(THE) for the year 2014-15 not one Indian Higher
education institution making it to the top 200 club. India
marks its presence in the 276-300 range. (The Hindu, 2nd
October, 2014) This reflects the quality of higher education
in India with respect to International competition. The
prospects and development in the higher education sector
in India needs a critical examination in a rapidly globalizing
world. Hence, it is time for all those who are concerned
with policymaking, planning , administration and
implementation of higher education to revitalize the very
thinking on the subject and put it on the right track.

The quantity and quality of higher education is
essentially depends on school education and is supported
by infrastructure, faculty, curricula and pedagogy,
research, and quality assurance{1} Hence, higher
education can be studied under the following headings.

• School Education,
• Infrastructure,
• Faculty,
• Curricula and Pedagogy,
• Research
• Quality assurance.
According to current estimates, 80% of all schools

Status of Higher Education
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in India are government run. However, because of poor
quality of public education, 27% of Indian children are
privately educated. With more than 50% children enrolling
in private schools in urban areas, the balance has already
titled towards private schooling in cities; even in rural area,
nearly 65% of the children in 2016-17 were enrolled in
private schools. According to some research, private
schools often provide superior results at a multiple of the
unit cost of government schools.

Government schools have very poor infrastructure
and teaching facilities. School consists of a one-room
schoolhouse, one teacher covering multiple grades, and
40 students per teacher. Further, unwillingness of many
teachers to accept remote rural postings means that actual
student=teacher ratio is much higher in many parts of rural
India. There is no system in place to motivate teachers to
improve academic achievements, and very little training
available to strengthen teaching practices. The hiring and
promoting of teachers is politicized, providing teachers with
unconditional job security and no accountability in improving
students’ achievements making the teaching processes
inefficient.

Interpretation -
India is hard pressed to scale up school education

and improve instructional outcome for its young children
to prepare them for quality higher education. To improve
the quantity and quality of School education the following
measures may be taken :

• A large number of teachers are to be recruited.
• An investment of resources has to be made to

upgrade school facilities.
• Teachers to be made accountable for the

performance of Students.
• Regular teacher training has to be provided.
• Teachers to council the students and parents to

enhance the enrolment.
• Good performing teachers are to be

appropriately graded and rewarded.
• In all the above processes only quality to be

given importance but not to the external
influences.

Since independence higher education in India has
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witnessed an impressive growth over the years. The
number of Higher Educational Institutions (HEIs) has
increased from about 30 universities and 695 colleges in
1950-51 to about 799 universities and 39,071 colleges as
per All India Survey on Higher Education (2015-2016)
report. With an annual enrolment of above 25 million
(Including enrolment under Open and Distance Learning
system). The following Table 1 shows the growth of higher
educational Institutions (HEIs) in India since 1950.

From Table 1 it can be observed that, there has been
a threefold increase in the number of HEIs in the country
during the last decade. From Table 1 it can be observed
that, from 1950-51 to 2015-16 there is a 50 fold increase
in the number of colleges and about 23 fold increase in
the

Faculty -
Availability of good quality faculty is a critical input

in the functioning of a sound higher education system.
While there has been a consistent growth in the faculty
strength in higher education, it has not matched the growth
in student enrolment numbers. While the student
enrolments have gone up by more than 100 times between
1950-51 and 2016-17, the number of teachers has gone
up by less than 40 times, which implies the student-teacher
ratio has declined by about 2.5 times over this period. This
has also led to the country’s poor performance on student-
teacher ratio at the international level.

The high student teacher ratio is because (1) teaching
is not an attractive profession. It’s one of the last choices
in terms of career. (2) Number of PhDs produced each
year is very low and those required by academia is far
higher. In fact, at many institutions fresh graduates are
employed to teach, leading to poor quality of classroom
instruction. For example in technological education sector
alone the annual students intake is 20,00,000. Faculty
shortage (at 1:15 staff student ratio)

Significance -
Keeping the above state of quantity and quality of

faculty there is a need to recruit more number of qualified
and dedicated faculty members. This can be achieved by
(1) providing incentives for good quality teaching by
recruiting them based on their capabilities and experience
and (2) encouraging PhD and other research scholars with
scholarships. (3) Hold mandatory training programs for
all faculty members not only on the subject matter, but
also to enhance the effectiveness of their teaching (4)
Conduct refresher courses to update faculty members on
new, evolving and effective teaching techniques. (5)
Establish Teaching and Learning Centres (TLCs) in
existing universities, preferably in those with a strong
research culture.

Develop a system of rewarding the best performing
faculty members by providing performance-linked
monetary and non-monetary benefits by implementing :

• Annual performance appraisals explicit
promotion standards,

• Performance-based remuneration system,
• Introduce evaluation of faculty members’

performance through regular student feedback
and peer review,

• Provide significant weightage to research while
evaluating their performance, and

Curr iculum content of present colleges and
universities is criticized

Many places to be outdated, with much reliance on
rote teaching methods. Students complain of too little
connection to work-related opportunities for career
preparation. Many feet they study for irrelevant degrees
and are unprepared for the world of work. As a result
graduate unemployment is rising.

In early post independence years, a bachelor’s degree
often provided the elite entrance to prime government
positions, but in contemporary India, it at best provides a
chance to become a white-collar worker at a relatively
modest salary. Nevertheless, a university degree or diploma
continues to be a requirement for most jobs and
consequently, college and university system remains in
demand. But students do not demand quality improvement
in their education. Instead, many of them spend more years
in acquiring some sort of postgraduate professional
qualifications in order to signal their skills and knowledge
to potential employers.

Furthermore the present day teaching methodology
is one-way-teacher-centric teaching, where student has
no role to play and contribute for the learning process
which makes education neither interesting nor creative.
Our top class students are hard-working but not innovative.
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They are not capable enough to produce new Technology.
Paucity of skill  intensive education is compounded by a
parallel dearth of soft skills. The outcome is that, the
workforce is far from globally competitive. Hence, there
is a great need for a revolution in Higher Education.

Hence, there is a need of continuous up-gradation of
curriculum, to keep up pace with rapid growth of science
and technology. Curriculum should be object oriented and
focused. In Science and Technological education there is
a need to increase field and laboratory.

Analysis -
To make the learning environment more useful and

challenging by encouraging student to acquire(1) :
• critical thinking skills,
• communication and creativity-related skills,
• conceptualization and problem-solving skills.
• the ‘case study’ method of teaching can be

adopted to develop problem solving and critical
thinking skills.

• adopting a project-based approach to enable
practical application of concepts learnt in the
classroom.

• integrating industry internships into the curricula
• focusing on co-curricular activities to develop

leadership and team-building skills, and
• institutions, to start with technological institution,

to establish Entrepreneur Development Cell
and Technology Business Incubators.

Research -
Research is an essential component of higher

education system to ensure it remains vibrant and is quick
to respond to and anticipate changes arising in the
contextual conditions. Most of the Indian colleges and
universities lack in high end research facilities, under-
investment in libraries, laboratories and classrooms. While
this, it is very difficult to provide top quality instruction or
engage in cutting edge research.

One of the input parameters to ascertain progress in
research is the quantum of spending on research and
development activities. As per a study India’s share in
R&D spending to the total global R&D spending stands
at 2.1% while the share of China is 12.5%. It compares
the R&D spending of India and China with other developed
economics. There is clearly a need to increase spending
on R&D as we move forward to becomes a knowledge
economy.

Quality  Assurance -
In 2007, While delivering 150th Anniversary address

of Mumbai University, Dr. Manmohan Singh, the former
Prime Minister of Observed that… Our university system
is, in many parts, in a state of disrepair…In almost half

the district in the country, higher education enrolments are
abysmally low, almost two-third of our universities and 90
per cent of our colleges are rated as below average on
quality parameters… I am concerned that in many states
university appointments, including that of vice-chancellors,
have been politicized and have become subject to caste
and communal considerations, there are complaints of
favouritism  and corruption.

The above statement by the former Prime Minister
of India speaks volumes about the need and importance
of quality assurance in the higher education. Quality
depends on all its functions and activities : teaching and
academic programs, research and scholarship, staffing,
students, building, facilities, equipment, services to the
community and the academic environment. It also requires
that higher education should be characterized by its
international dimensions : exchange of knowledge,
interactive networking, mobility of teachers and students
and international research projects. Today, the reasons for
not having enthusiasm for Higher education in India.

1) people are not confident of getting necessary
knowledge and skills which keep them in
demand in the market; and

2) universities and college system has not been
made accountable for the quality of education
and the employable entrepreneur skills they
impart.

The quality can be achieved by maintaining the
standards of institutions and derecognizing the non-
performing institutions.

In India there is a number of quality evaluating bodies
such as NAAC, NBA, AICTE, DEC, etc. However, to
maintain the quality there is a need for self assessment
and quality improvement, for this, all universities and
institutions should set up internal quality assurance cells
and must follow a minimum standard to award degrees.
There is a need of an independent accreditation agency
with a conglomerate of government, industry, academia,
and the society, that is all the stakeholders of education to
ensure the quality. It should be made mandatory for all
universities and institutions to get accredited by an
appropriate body with a stipulated time may be 5 years
from their establishment failing which they would be
derecognized to impart education and award degrees.
Furthermore, all the regulating bodies should have common
quality parameters and in comparison to International
accreditations.

Recommendations -
With above review and analysis of status of higher

education the following conclusions and suggestions are
recommended and pointed out.
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1) The teaching profession and research as a
career option should be made main stream by
focusing on the need of the industry and
recruiting a large number of teaching faculty
with attractive salaries and environment.

2) Higher education in India needs a steep rise in
both quality and quality

3) Student centric education should be emphasized
4) Skilled based curriculum and project oriented

education should be implemented.
5) Entrepreneur Development Cell shall be

established in Higher educational Institutes.
6) Technology Business Incubators should be

established in all Technical Institutes.
7) Continuous evaluation system shall be

implemented. For the transparent and uniform
evaluation on – line examination system shall
be introduced.

8) Teaching faculty should be accountable for
student output at school level by rewarding and
reprimanding them and they should function as
facilitators for learning at higher education.

9) The number of enrolments should be increased
at all levels of education and dropout rate at
school level should be controlled especially in
rural areas by motivating and improving the
quality of education.

10) Education should be research-oriented and

vocational to improve employability of the skilled
workforce of India.
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ABSTRACT-
Self-medication with over-the-counter medication is

becoming a progressively vital area within healthcare
system. It pushes patients in direction of greater
deregulation in making choices about handling of minor
illnesses/ ailments, thus endorsing empowerment. Self-
medicational so has benefits for healthcare scenario as it
enables improved use of clinical skills, increases availability
to medicine and may cause reduction in prescribed
formulations expenditure related with openly subsidized
health initiatives. Though, self-medication is related with
perils like misdiagnosis, use of overdosage, protracted
duration of drug use, drug-drug interactions &
polypharmacy. The latter may be fundamentally difficult
in the geriatric healthcare. Monitoring systems, a
collaboration between patients, medical practitioners,
pharmacists and other healthcare professionals. The
provision of consultation and essential information to all
concerned on secure self-medication, are projected
strategies for increasing benefit and eliminating risk.

Keywords- Self-medication, over-the-counter, self-
care,non-prescription.

INTRODUCTION-
Self-medication represents an area of healthcare

system in which the patient undertakes a larger degree of
accountability for the handling of a minor ailments, using
a pharmaceutical product that is accessible without a
prescription. The procedure may be reinforced by
interaction and counselling from a healthcare professional
like community pharmacist, in many cases, a community
pharmacist. This involvement of pharmacists extends the
participation of the pharmacy profession in balanced
management of trivial illnesses and, may prevent redundant
physician consultations. A snow balling number of previous
prescription specific medications are now accessible for
self-medication in numerous countries, either through
community pharmacies, convenience stores or retail outlets,
thus outspreading the range and availability of these
products to the population in general. Though, self-
medication has inherent risks despite the potential
advantages linked with patient enablement and the more
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effective use of community pharmacist and physician body
of knowledge. This research study outlines the role of self-
medication in healthcare system, its accompanying benefits
and risks, and how the latter can be minimized and the
former maximized.

SELF MEDICATION: THE CURRENT
SITUATION-

Self-medication might be deemed part of the bigger
self-care initiative whereby individuals assume activities
with the purpose of improving health, averting disease,
restricting illness and restoring health.[1] Self-medication
has been mainly linked with the use of nonprescription
medication (over-the-counter medications) which can be
bought in retail pharmacies and in retail outlets. [2] A
variety of nonprescription medications may also be bought
from retail outlets such as supermarkets, which have a
constraint on the quantity and strength of medication which
may be dispensed. [2,3]

This is in contradiction to the US where non-
prescription drugs can be legally dispensed in a retail
pharmacy outlet irrespective of quality, quantity or
strength.[4] The fiscal value of over-the-counter drug
procurement is cumulative as illustrated in Figure No.1,
with consistent yearly increases in all classes of products.
Overall sales figures in the United Kingdom (except
Northern Ireland) have also exposed an increase from
£1275.8 million in 1996 to £1541.7 million in 2017. Figure
No.2 establishes the European aspect of the self-
medication market.[5] Table No.1 enlists examples of
medication, in the UK and US, which have been liberalized
in the past decade from prescription-only class to
accessibility over-the-counter.
The series of drugs listed in Table No.1 indicates potent
medicinal formulations which can offer effective handling
of a number of minor illness & ailments or self-limiting
maladies. In the case of levonorgestrel, the choice to
liberalize this product in the UK has risen from public
healthcare apprehensions concerning the number of
unsolicited pregnancies and abortions in the UK.[6,7] Pilot
studies have scrutinized the provision of urgent hormonal
contraception in a numerous of UK sites with positive
results,[8] but this has proved to be a contentious area for
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ethical and professional motives. Concerns were
expressed regarding irresponsible and inappropriate usage
of emergency contraception, therapeutic safety and
training and information needs of pharmacists and patients,
respectively. Though, a more contemporary postal survey
of almost 2000 community pharmacists in Britain
confirmed that they were in general agreement with
deregulation of oral emergency hormonal contraception
and considered the deregulation of levonorgestrel as
outspreading the pharmacy's role within principal care.[9]

Figure No. 1: Category wise Cumulative monetary
value of over-the-counter products.

Rationale for Deregulation
From regulatory perspective, there are a numerous

criterion which have to be met before a medication, that
was formerly available on prescription only basis,can be
decontrolled. These criteria are as follows:

• Safety
• Efficacy
• Provision of counseling ensuring safe and justified

use, which inclusion of critical information like warnings,
disclaimers and advice on duration of consumption.[10]

Actually it has been contended in some circles and
communities that, if a medication complies with the above
criteria, it should be deregulated.[4] The EU has wanted
to standardize the prerequisites concerning deregulation
of medication.[11] It is the understanding of the European
Union that every five years the legal categorization of a
active pharmaceutical ingredient should be studied and
revised if the following criteria are fulfilled: the drug is not
hazardous if used without pharmacists or physicians
supervision, it is usually used suitably, it is not a new
chemical entity (NCE) and it is not an parenteral dosage
form.[11] Nevertheless, it is imperative to deliberateon the
risks and benefits of deregulation and extending self-
medication from a number of viewpoints as charted below,
and broadly summarized in Table No. 2.

BENEFITS OF SELF MEDICATION FROM

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES
The Pharmaceutical Industry
It is generally agreed upon that activity on all aspects

of self-medication is growing within the pharmaceutical
industry.[12] The rewards to the pharmaceutical industry
are that market penetration of their products is increased,a
switch to over-the-counter status may guard against
cheaper and more affordable generic competition, and pre-
existing brand that is also available on prescription may
be endorsed.[7,13]

Healthcare Professionals
The tactical regulations of many pharmacy

professional institutions is also driving increased
deregulation and promoting self-medication. The area of
self-medication, predominantly within some
Europeannations, is the exclusive domain of pharmaceutical
sciences. Study has revealed that community pharmacists
favor deregulation as it allows them to assume a more
clinical role, increases therapeutic options & range of
responsibilities, endorses greater participation with patients
and augments their professional status at all the stages of
medicine dispensing practices.[14]

For doctors, eagerness is more tempered, possiblydue
to worries of reduced interaction with patients, improper
diagnosis by a patient/pharmacist of a medical disorder
and unsuitable use of nonprescription drugs. [3,15]

Table No. 1: Recently decontrolled drugs, their
indication and deregulation year.

Healthcare Costs
In numerous countries, postponement of self-

medicationis perceived as a way of limiting healthcare
expenditure, predominantly where the government
administration is the key payer of healthcare services.[7]
Hence, encouraging patients to buy over-the-counter
medications may lead to savings and investments in the
medical bills. From the patient's perspective, this can
potentially benefit them as some over-counter-medication
may cost significant less than a physician consultation levy.
Nevertheless, in the UK and rest of Europe, many clusters
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of patients are eligible to receive free prescribed
medication and this privilege will include some medications
which can be bought without producing a prescription.
Hence, there is diminutive incentive, for these patients to
procure such medications other than those conveniently
available. In other nations, such as Italy, over-the-counter
drug expenses are not refunded by the government,[16]
whereas in countries outside of Europe like Canada, many
public health insurance schemes do not deliver coverage
for this group of drugs.[17]  This will encourage self-
medication specifically if a fee is payable for consultation
of a general medical practitioner.

The Patient
Self-medication has been a crucial aspect of family

healthcare for long duration and with the eagerness of the
pharmaceutical industry, experts' regulatory establishments
and governments to encourage this aspect of healthcare
system, this is likely to intensify. Endorsing of self-care is
seen as allowing patients every prospect to take
responsibility and build assurance in their ability to manage
their own health issues.[3] Patient authorization is viewed
as a optimistic stage in the expansion of the patient-
clinicianc ollaboration,[18,19] with physicians and
community pharmacists being seen as partners with
patients in the handling of healthcare problems rather than
controllers of access to requisite medication.[20]
Table No. 2: Benefits and risks of self-medication
concerning key stakeholders

Prescription only medication is predominantly optimal
or even suitablein all cases. The later fact, has long been
the key source of apprehension of promoting over-the-
counter drug use and will be considered in the next section
of the research paper.

RISKS OF SELF MEDICATION
Over-the-counter medication are usually considered

for small duration use in the management of a self-limiting

health condition; it is not irrational that some medicinal
formulation, such as paracetamol (acetaminophen), are
also used for the long duration therapy of certain chronic
circumstances such as self-medication of osteoarthritis of
varying intensity. Nevertheless, in the latter scenario, this
strategy may be prescribed once diagnosis is confirmed
by a physician.[21] Evidently, this is not prudent with many
over-the-counter products which may not be strong enough
or safe with respect to long-term use. It has been generally
recognized that the risks which precipitate from self-
medication are principally due to some form of unsuitable
drug administration. Occasionally this is labelled as misuse
or abuse of, medication, terms which are often put to use
synonymously, but which have different connotations.

Table No. 3: Examples of potential interactions
involving nonprescription medications[40].

OPTIMISING THE RISKS & BENEFITS OF
SELF-MEDICATION

The ongoing initiative towards continuing
decontrolling of prescription only medicines and
encouraging self-care in patients shall continue, but
evidentially, the risks of self-medication should be detected
and addressed. This may require a multi-layered approach,
rather than counting on a solitary system to highlight the
problems.

Monitoring Systems
Numerous countries have urbane pharmaco vigilance

and adverse drug reaction (ADR) logging systems in place.
The dynamicintimation system (also popularly dubbed as
'Yellow Card System') operated by the Committee on the
Safety of Medicines (CSM) in the United Kingdom
empowers doctors/ physicians and community pharmacists
to report on adverse reactions of both categories including
prescription and nonprescription medication. This has been
highlighted by the astemizole, terfenadine and non-sedating
antihistamines. Reports gathered by the CSM inthe United
Kingdom and comparable committees and initiatives
across the globe have revealed that  ventricular
arrhythmias, causing death in several cases, have resulted
from the useof high doses of these antihistamine drugs
alone or in combination with other drugs such as
erythromycinor ketoconazole.[22] Terfenadine and
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astemizole,which had been decontrolled, were re-
includedto prescription-only status and subsequently
withdrawn from the pharmaceutical market. Consequently,
it is not a caseof 'once deregulated, always deregulated
and careful monitoring and spontaneous reporting
throughnational bodies such as the CSM can help assess
relative safety.

Patient-Physician-Pharmacist Partnership
The promotion of patient empowerment and  their

involvement in their own healthcare has already been
alluded to, but this fact should not be seen in isolation from
those who provide healthcare. Partnership in healthcare
has been advocated in the literature in relation to decision
making and this includes medicine taking.[23]

Education and Information Relating toSelf-
Medication

In order for patients to be able to make appropriate
decisions about their own health, they must have the
necessary knowledge. Very often, misuse of
nonprescription medications arises from a lack of
information and knowledge on the part of the patient.

CONCLUSION
It has been stated that anywhere between 70 to 90%

ofall health issues are addressed by some form of self-
treatment and may not even reach the attention of a
healthcare professional.[24]  Prominently, self-medication
with over-the-counter drugs is a vital part of this treatment
approach and can potentially have key benefits from the
standpoint of the patient, physician and community
pharmacist. Though, self-medication is also be considered
an unsuitable response if signs and symptoms are
misdiagnosed or if drug requires excessive dosage and
duration. To improve the efficiency, doctors and
pharmacists should be more pro-active in self-medication
vigilance andin providing consultation to patients. Similarly,
patients need to appreciate that nonprescription drugs must
be used in a manner consistent with the individual product
specifications and that minor ailments may notalways
require drug consumption. In conclusion, collaboration
between patients, physicians and community pharmacists
need to be fortified, with the ultimate aimof minimizing
risk and maximizing benefit.
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Abstract-
Sustainable Growth requires participation of all

segments of society. Financial Inclusion is a drive towards
attaining inclusive growth and sustainable development and
plays a major role in driving away the poverty from the
country. The primary purpose of financial Inclusion is to
deliver and spread awareness regarding banking and
financial services at affordable costs to the unbanked
sections of disadvantage and low income sections of society
so as to unlock their savings and investment potential. The
objective of the study is to analyze the reason for opening
a bank account and the frequency to which it has been
used.

Key Words- Finance, Banking,Society, Poverty,
Growth, Development.

Introduction-
India is a country with diverse economic condition.

This diversity is prominent in every aspect of life including
financial services. Household with low income often lack
access to banking services. These families find it more
difficult to save and to plan financially for the future. Lack
of accessible, affordable and appropriate financial services
has always been a global problem and has an impact on
the economic condition of the people as well as the
economic health of the country. Financial exclusion is both
symptom and cause of poverty. For the accelerated growth
of the economy, it is necessary that all people should be
covered by the financial services through financial
inclusion. Banking services  like  saving, credit, e-banking,
insurance should  be  in  reach  of every household. The
majority of accounts opened through this scheme is opened
in public sector banks. Hence there is a need that private
sector banks come forward and involve in the activities of
financial inclusion.

Review of Literature-
The rural financial services delivery model in India

consists of organized financial services players, semi-
formal organizations and informal service providers.  The
organized  financial  system  consists  of commercial  banks,
Regional  Rural Banks (RRBs), co-operative banks,
primary agricultural co-operative societies (PACS), post
offices, insurance company outlets, Non-banking finance

A Study of Financial Instruments and Services in
Rural Areas
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companies (NBFCs), and regulated microfinance
institutions.  Semi-formal institutions comprise of Self-help
groups (SHGs), Non-government organizations (NGOs),
unregulated MFIs. Informal providers consist of local
landlords, money-lenders, local fertilizer or other input
providers extending credit, besides friends and relatives.

Objectives-
1. Maintain the public's confidence in the financial

system
2. Providing financial access to the people
3. Supervise financial services licensees in

accordance with legislation, regulations and
codes

4. Ensure periodic evaluation of the legislative and
regulatory framework in accordance with
developments in the financial services sector

5. Promote best practices, mutual assistance and
exchange of information by maintaining contact
and forging relations with foreign regulatory
authorities, international associations of
regulatory authority bodies or groups relevant
to its functions

6. Facilitate the development of the financial
services sector.

Formal and informal financial services-
Rural finance is about providing financial services -

secure savings, credit, money transfer and insurance in
rural areas. Indeed, financial services can play an important
role in rural development.

• Savings and insurance schemes assist the rural
population in reducing vulnerability to risks,
planning more reliably for the future and saving
for upcoming investments, as well as smoothing
out irregular income flows and covering
unexpected expenses. The latter is particularly
important in rural areas where income depends
on agricultural cycles.

• Loans for investments and working capital are
crucial elements that enable rural entrepreneurs
to make investments, seize economic
opportunities, and purchase agricultural inputs
and working capital. Shortterm consumption or
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emergency loans can help households to avoid
difficult situations that might have forced them
to sell an asset. However, loans are not always
favourable: some poor borrowers experience
difficulties in repaying their debts, due either to
circumstances beyond their control (e.g.
sickness, theft, natural disasters) or to a lack of
knowledge and wrong investment strategies.

• Money transfer services make it possible for
people who leave rural areas to work in cities
or abroad to send home their remittances safely
and at reasonable costs.

• Lending among relatives, neighbours and
friends: entrepreneurs usually rely on family
savings or borrow money from friends to make
small investments, and in emergency situations
people tend to borrow from acquaintances. Such
loans are usually repaid without interest.

• Moneylenders and pawnbrokers: in the absence
of formal institutions people typically rely on
moneylenders to obtain loans. Moneylenders
often ask for usurious interest rates and
sometimes try to recover the loans by violent
means. On the other hand, moneylenders can
provide loans rapidly in an emergency, and they
do not ask for collateral. o Community self-help
schemes such as self-help groups (SHG),
rotating savings and credit associations
(ROSCAs), community-based savings and
credit mechanisms are useful instruments to
encourage savings, provide small-scale
insurance and avoid debt at exorbitant interest
rates.

• In the absence of banks and official money
transfer agents, money transfer is frequently
carried out by bus drivers or small shops
collaborating with a network of migrants abroad.
These services are cheaper than official money

transfer providers, but they are not always as
secure and reliable.

Data Collection-
Primary data: Primary data can be collected through

different sources like questionnaire, observation, interview
and experiments.

Secondary data: Data regarding education and
literacy level of population.

Conclusion-
The availability of quality financial services in rural

areas is extremely important for the growth of the economy
as this will enable the large number of rural households to
fund the growth of their livelihoods. The growth of the
economy is dependent on the growth of the rural market
in the country. Therefore greater financial inclusion in these
segments is imperative. Lack of financial help stunts the
growth of many rural micro-enterprises and force people
to migrate to urban areas in search of jobs. Timely and
affordable financial support helps people sustain and grow
their livelihoods. It helps them adopt and start new
livelihoods where opportunities exist.
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Abstract-
The massive Indian market is changing fast. Internet

access is mainstreaming among professional and the use
of mobile is intensifying. The pace of change continues to
be rapid with digital channels constantly growing in volume
and strength. More people spend more time online in India
every year, and the digital tools and sites thy use to play
an ever-growing role in their lives. Smart marketers keep
on top of the scale of change and ensure their marketing
strategies and touch point’s mirror where the consumer is
spending their time.

Key Words- Digital Marketing, SEO, E-Commerce,
Webportals,

INTRODUCTION-
Digital marketing is a part of a Business. India is a

fast moving nation towards digital economy. With it various
government digital payment promotion scheme has been
launched. Digital market requires digital promotion
schemes has been launched, Digital market requires digital
promotion and marketing strategies .The telecom sector
is also playing an important role in the digitalization
movement. Recent launch of reliance telecom Jio with
the free and unlimited internet facilities has played a
revolutionary roll. The other prominent companies like Idea,
Airtel,Vodaphone and BSNL are also offering attractive
internet plans. Indian Banks are also providing
morecustomers friendly & secure money transaction
services. Like Google pay, paytm. Now Indian Customer
is spending more time on social media and internet surfing.
Thus the Digital Marketing techniques include content
Marketing, Marketing Automation, Ad- words, SEO, Social
media, Email Marketing, Website Design. The key role
players and infrastructure providers in Digitization of an
economy are government, banking system, shopping portal
in software service providers.

OBJECTIVE OF STUDY-
1. To know the future of digital marketing is going

to be bright in India.
2. To examine the scope of digital marketing.
3. To discuss the mobile marketing.
4. To enumerate the video marketing.

Emerging Trends in Digital Marketing in India

Mr. Deore P.J.
GES Arts, Commerce & Sceince College Shreewadhan, Dist. Raigad.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY-
The secondary data was obtained through internet

source, websites of digital marketing in India
From some e-news papers and online research

articles.
MEANING OF DIGITAL MARKETING-
The use of internet and other digital media and

Technology to support modern marketing has given rise to
a bewildering range of labels and jargon created by both
academics and professionals. It has been called digital
marketing, internet marketing, e-marketing and web
marketing and these alternative terms have varied through
time.

DIGITAL MARKETING CHANNELS:
1. Catalogue with the search engines.
2. Search engine advertising.
3. Social media marketing.
4. Mobile marketing.
5. Email Marketing.
6. Online display advertising.
7. E-commerce marketing.
8. Google Analytics.
EFFECTIVE WAYS OF DIGITAL

MARKETING-
1. Plan- create a structured plan and road map

by reviewing your current weaknesses and
Opportunities to boost online leads and sales.

2. Manage- Review your marketing activities, so
that you know where to focus to get the Quick
wins which will make the biggest difference.

3. Optimize- Learn the best practices and success
factors to help you compete to get better results

1.  Search Engine Optimization (SEO)-In
layman’s terms, search engine optimization or SEO is
essentially tweaking your website so that it comes up
naturally or organically for search result in Google, Yahoo
Bing or any other search engine.

2.  Social Media Marketing–Social media
marketing is an offshoot of your SEM efforts. It involves
driving traffic to your sites or business through social sites
like Face book, Instagram, Twitter, Google +, LinkedIn
ect.
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3.  Digital Display Advertising-This again is a
subset of your SEM efforts.You may use a variety of
display advertising formats to target potential audience be
it text, image, banner, rich-media, however, note that Digital
Display Advertising is relatively costly.

4. Mobile Marketing–The website, apps and
content is being customized for mobile device. The mobile
users are growing day by day and it is the most effective
way of marketing.

5. E-mail Marketing–When you send a commercial
message through email to a list of potential customers the
strategy is called

Email marketing.
6. Web Analytics–Perhaps, the most important

aspects of your digital marketing is web analytics
essentially web analytics helps you to collect, measure,
understand, analyze, plan, report and predict the web
activities for your business.

MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING THE
DIGITAL MARKETING

A) Expensive technology the mobile and internet
rates are very completive and now it is in reach
of a common man also.

B) Cost of advertising – The cost of advertising is
very low. One can have its own website in just
Rs.5000 in India. One can promote his product
on Google with Google Advanse with just
Rs.1000 a month.

C) Inherited limitation of Technology – In India the
youth is very adaptable towards technology but

still large population is not so friendly with the
electronic gadgets.

D) Unavailability of Infrastructure facilities in
India– The internet connectivity is still not
available in India rural areas.

CONCLUSION
As we all are experience a radical change in India

towards the digitalization. The consumer are looking and
searching more on internet to find the best deal from the
sellers around India. Digital Marketing such as search
engine optimization (S.E.O.), Search engine marketing
(S.E.M.), Content marketing, Influencer marketing,
Content automation, E-mail direct marketing, Display
advertising, E-books, Optical disks and games, are
becoming more and more common in our advancing
Technology. Today we all are connected through whats
app and facebook and the increasing use of social media
is creation newopportunities for digital markets to attract
the customers through digital platform.
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Abstract
The Glycine max has more nutritional value. The

protein concentration is more in this plant. So this studied
aid the finding nutrition value as included under the dietary
proteins. The concentration of protein depends on the
presence nitrogen (N2) content in plant body. So there is
a symbiotic association with Rhizobium Spp which fixed
the nitrogen. The organism culture on Yeast Extract
Mannitol agar (YEMA) medium. These microbes are
directly participated in nitrogen fixation process by
formation of root nodules. This paper helps to clear that
the large amount of nitrogen was fixed by Rhizobium Spp
(through biological N2 fixer) which is isolated,
characterization, biochemical analysis and to know the
glycine max has source of Rhizobium species at root
nodule.

Keyword- Rhizobium Species, Gram staining,
YEMA media.

Introduction
The Rhizobium Spp is a gram negative rod shaped

micro-organism present in soil. The size of Rhizobia

species is about 0.5 to 0.9 μm. Soy bean (Glycine max) is
known for its dietary protein source, symbiotic nitrogen
fixation by rhizobium present in its root nodules.  They
grow well in the presence of O2 and utilize relatively simple
carbohydrates and amino compounds. The application of
chemical based fertilizer to growth areas can contaminate
water suppliers as some of the fertilizer gets washed away
during irrigation. In soil, two types of nitrogen bacteria
are available. They are classified into the symbiotic and
the non-symbiotic (free living) forms. Symbiotic (e.g.

Rhizobium, Bradyrhizobium) and nonsymbiotic (e.g.

Azotobacter, Acetobacter etc.) grow in the root nodules
and the rhizosphere of many legumes. Free-living non-
symbiotic bacteria cannot fix nitrogen. Symbiotic bacteria
are able to fix atmospheric nitrogen. Rhizobium derived
nutrient from tissue of host plant and Rhizobium make
nitrogen available to host plant. Rhizobia are facultative
micro-symbionts that live as normal components of the
soil microbial population when not living symbiotically in
the root nodules of the host legume. The Nitrogen is an

Glycine Max Root Nodules is A Best Source of
Rhizobium Species

Vikrant R. Chandanshive
Department of Botany Gokhale Education Society's

Arts, commerce and Science College Jawhar,
District-Palghar

essential plant nutrient being a component of amino acids,
nucleic acids, nucleotides, chlorophyll, enzymes and
hormones. Symbiotic Relationship- It includes legume,
bacteria and nodules. In symbiotic N2 fixation system both
Rhizobium and host plant get benefited. It has been widely
studied that and extensively used as biofertilizer because
of its proven ability to fix and contribute nitrogen for the
benefit of leguminous host plant.

Method and Material-
Source of organism: The organism sample was

collected from leguminous plant nodule i.e. Glycine max.

Fig.No.1 and 2. (Crush the nodule on slide and go for
following technique)

1) Preparation of Yeast Extract Mannitol Agar
Media: Components of YEMA media are
poured into a large flask and the volume was
brought to final volume by adding distilled water.
The flask was autoclaved for 15 min at 15 psi
at 121°c.

2) Preparation of bacterial sample from root
nodules:  a) Large ,intact and brown  coloured
nodules cut from the root system of soybean
plant. b) Surface sterilization of root nodules c)
Crushing of root nodules and pre-preparation
of bacterial sample.

3) Take loop full of bacterial sample by nicrome
wire loop and strick on YEMA medium were
incubated at 27 to 29 0 C for 2 days.

Result
The bacteria Rhizobium Spp was culture and isolated

on the medium YEMA. The gram staining show, it is pink
color and rod shaped microbes (Rhizobia) observation
table No.1. The colony characteristics were studied as
shown in Fig.No.3. The incubated plates for 2 days show
circular colony as shown in Fig.No.4.
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Abstract -
This study aims to explore the opportunities which

encourage people to become entrepreneurs and to identify
the constraints in growth and development of
entrepreneurship in Kokan Region of Maharashtra. This
paper is covered by secondary data collected from
research papers, monographs, cases and various related
published material on the subject. The findings of this study
indicate that there is wider scope for the development of
entrepreneurship in Kokan region of Maharashtra. But
on the other hand entrepreneurship is plugged by the
various constraints and problems.

Keywords - entrepreneur, entrepreneurship,
constraints, opportunity.

Introduction -
An entrepreneur is a person who searches for a

change, responds to it, and exploits it as an opportunity.
He is an innovative personality who possesses various
competencies like decision making skills, open mindedness,
locus of control, impressive personality, organizer, technical
knowledge, patience, communication skills etc.
Entrepreneur operates not only in business sectors but
also in social sectors. It means every field needs
entrepreneurs to come up with innovative ideas.
Entrepreneurship is the process of creating something new
and assuming the risks and rewards. This new creation
may be the creation of new products, processes,
techniques and so on. It emphasizes on results.
Entrepreneurship requires poactiveness and also
professionalism. Entrepreneurship plays an important role
in the economic and social development of a nation. It
creates economic and social wealth. And it facilitates
capital formation in the country.

The post independence period in India witnessed the
growth of entrepreneurship development. This growth is
due to economic factors like bank credit facilities, increase
in competition and demand, improvement in economic
infrastructure etc. The non economic factors like
professionalism of business, customer quality
consciousness, reduction in bureaucratic formalities etc.
are also responsible for this growth. The Government of

A Study of Entrepreneurship Development in Kokan
Region of Maharashtra: Pros and Cons

Dr. Mrs. Nazare Kalyani Sandip
Assistant Professor in Commerce

Gokhale Education Society’s, Arts, Commerce and Science College, Shriwardhan- Raigad

India has set up various entrepreneurship training centers
to impart training and development to entrepreneurs, so
as to improve their attitudes, knowledge and skills. Some
of the various institutes are;

1. National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small
Business Development (NIESBUD)

2. Small Industries Development Organisation
(SIDO)

3. Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India
(EDII)

4. National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC)
5. Small Industries Service Institute (SISIs)
6. National Institute of Small Industry Extension

Training (NISIET)
Literature Review -
A solid number of research papers and reports had

been available for the review for this study. A brief recap
of some of these is given here. Chaudhary carried a survey
on the emergence and increase of entrepreneurs in some
developing states and found that over the last several
years, some developing countries recorded remarkable
growth and success. Rahman mentioned that poor
economy of Bangladesh can hardly afford
entrepreneurship development other than in small scale
enterprise for a good many reasons like huge
unemployment, technological backwardness, poor
infrastructure and scarcity of capital. S.V.S. Sharma
focused on the development of small entrepreneurs in
Asian countries and identified the opportunities of further
more development. Michael Vaz has stated that
entrepreneurship is a purposeful activity which aims at
aggrandize profits in business. This entrepreneurship
activity can be undertaken by an individual or by a group
of individuals.

Justification of the Study -
This paper leads to optimize the available

opportunities along with the recovery of problems and
constraints by achieving advantages of entrepreneurship
development in Kokan region of Maharashtra. Kokan
region faces the problem of unemployment which leads to
high migration to Mumbai city and foreign countries. By
certifying entrepreneurship development in this region we
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can ensure industrialization, capital formation, market
formation, innovation, increased living standards and
optimum utilization of resources.

Objectives of the Study -
The ruling focus of this study identifies the pros and

cons of entrepreneurship development in Kokan region of
Maharashtra. This study attempts to attain the following
objectives;

1. To identify the problems and constraints faced
by the entrepreneurs in Kokan region of
Maharashtra state.

2. To scrutinize the availability of scope and
opportunit ies for  the expansion of
entrepreneurship development in Kokan region
of Maharashtra state.

3. To suggest remedies to remove the constraints
by utilizing the opportunities for the growth and
development of entrepreneurship in Kokan
region of Maharashtra state.

Methodology of the Study -
Descriptive research design has been framed to carry

out this study. Relevant and supporting secondary data
have been collected through desk study, including research
articles, texts, research papers and reports of the
concerned enterprises. Unpublished material is also
referred to conduct this research. These data have been
examined in the basics of notable relationship to establish
the study more enlightening and thought stimulating.

Scope and Opportunities -
As a potential region, Kokan has immense

opportunities to develop entrepreneurship. These
opportunities are stimulatory opportunity, supportive
opportunity and sustaining opportunity. Entrepreneurship
is tool of economic development. The region kokan is
changing its identity. It has a wider scope of
entrepreneurship growth and development.

Entrepreneurship Devlopment in Konkan
Region -

Kokan region is one of the significant destinations
for industries to manufacturing products. Many factors
are favoring to high potential of entrepreneurship
development in kokan region.

This development is attached to mango processing,

cashew processing, producing coconut by products, tourism
and fisheries. Following major factors are responsible for
this growth and development; M.I.D.C. Industrial areas,
improved standard of living, local support, Kokan railway
and availability of hardworking manpower etc. are the
supporting factors for entrepreneurship development in
Kokan Region. This region has exclusive advantages of
see and the other advantages are highways and railways.
Kokan region is connected to Mumabi, Goa, Pune and
rest of the India by road and air. It is also connected to
many foreign countries by sea. I has good infrastructure
of internal roads. Besides these factors, recent awareness
hard work made by Kokan Bhumi Prathisthan, along with
other cooperative societies, individual entrepreneurs,
industrial Estates, show significant opportunities in the
region. The mass level social campaign performed in June
2019, has created welcoming atmosphere for market,
industry, manpower, government and individuals. The
industries and individual entrepreneurs now can came
forward and start own industrial plants in Kokan Region.

Government support is available through State
Government schemes, Central Government schemes and
local body facilities. Government policies and plans and
their implementation have positive effect on rate of growth
and the geographical location of industries. Major groups
of manufacturing industries in Sindhudurg, Ratnagiri,
Raigad, Mumbai and Thane districts of Kokan Region are
Agro based industries, Mango, Cashew, Arecanut and
Kokam cultivation, Spices, Fishery, Dairy, Poultry,  Forest
based Industries, Textile industries, Leather industries,
Paper industries, Non-metallic mineral products, Chemical
industries, Engineering industries and Miscellaneous
industries.

A complete support is available by Kokan Bhumi
Pratisthan for identifying location, initiating local support,
helping in legal procedures and doing interaction with
government organisations as well local authorities, etc.

Problems and Constraints inEntreprenuership
Developmentin Konkan Region -

Kokan region is being abundant with lots of scope
and opportunities for young entrepreneurs who prefer to
migrate to cities by taking departure from their families.
Backward position in entrepreneurship development
indicates the mental elements, conceptual factors,
efficiency factors and managerial components. Situational
factors relate to marketing factors, risk factors and
infrastructural factors. These constraints are regarding
following;

• Constraints are regarding labour- Shortage of
labour and increasing wages rate.

• Constraints are regarding electricity- Irregular
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supply of electricity and increasing rates of it.
• Constraints are regarding raw material-

Degrade quality and shortage of raw material.
• Constraints are regarding capital- Shortage of

capital and high rate of interest on loan.
• Constraints are regarding marketing- Low price

in local market, no assured price by
government and barrier of middlemen.

Recommendations -
Kokan region with immense prospect for

entrepreneurship development can flourish the scope in
globe by recovering the constraints faced by the
entrepreneurs. For this government should acquire practical
and implacable policies focusing on rural part development
in Kokan region. It should provide reinforcement package
for the unsuccessful entrepreneurs in this region. It should
finance smoothly for new startups. Granting tax reliefs,
facilitating quality testing, offering management
consultancy may be the other measures on government
side to boost entrepreneurship in Kokan region.

Concluding Remarks -
This study has made an attempt to explore the

constraints and opportunities in entrepreneurship
development in Kokan Region of Maharashtra state. This
region has extreme range for the evolution of

entrepreneurship. With the coordinate initiative of
government and non government organizations the
available opportunities of development can be grabbed at
a rapid pace. This study has also pinpointed constraints
and problems in the development which can be overcome
through assistance and support by these organizations. By
following proposed recommendations, identified constraints
may be halted to boost entrepreneurship in Kokan region.
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The present paper attempts to examine major themes
with special references to Bharati Muhkerjee works. It
seeks to focus mainly personal and immigrant experience,
identity crisis, and problems of expatriates and nostalgic
respectively.

The works of Bharati Muhkerjee have captured the
bitter experiences of immigrants on alien land. She
attempts to find her own identity in her Indian heritage.

Bharati Muhkerjee, an eminent Indian – born
American writer who was born in Calcutta on July 27,
1940 . She is educated in India and U.S. She is one of the
most widely known immigrant writers of America.

Her fictions are often highly autobiographical,
returning to again and again to the themes of alienation,
the past memories and self identity.

The second generation of Indian women novelists
has shown their keen interest in the changed psychological
realities of life. They have been led to treat the neurotic
phenomena in their works consistently. Their natural
feminine sensibility and introspection have imparted a
human touch and psychological depth to their observation.
The major protagonists in the representative works of these
novelists find the social values and norms detrimental to
their healthy growth and survival. Society’s values
imperceptibly enter the unconscious of the characters in
these novels and from there they regulate their behaviour.
The characters grapple with the psychic conflicts of
personal origin. These conflicts and traumas become too
pronounced at a particular point of time in their lives when
a part of their psychic apparatus refuses to submit to
repression. In the resultant neurotic struggle against
several cathexes they manifestly display three distinct
tendencies: some move from neurosis to psychosis, others
arrive at a compromise solution for their problems and
yet another group sets out to become compulsive idealists
because they find the realities of life too harsh or repulsive
to put up with.

Sigmund Freud, the father of psychoanalysis,
acknowledged that poets and philosophers discovered the
unconscious long before he did. For that reason he advised
aspiring analysis to study literature as part of their training.
Meredith Anne Skura goes a step further and argues: “the

Psychological Realities in the novel of Bharti
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poets have discovered” not just the unconscious but
“psychoanalysis before Freud did, and that at its subtlest
and most wide ranging …… is not the mere presence or
expression of primitive and unconsciously apprehended
elements but the attempt to come to terms with them and
to work them into the texture of conscious experience
that makes the poets the predecessors of Freud” (Skura :
1981 : 4). Peter Brooks views the literary critics job to be
not very different from that of the psychoanalyst: “I believe
that the persistence against all the odds, of psychoanalytic
perspectives in literary study must ultimately derive from
the conviction that the materials on which psychoanalysts
and literary critics exercise their power of analysis are in
some basic sense the same: that the structure of literature
is in some sense the structure of mind” (Brooks: 1987:
336-337)

It is to Freud’s credit today, of the meaning of neurosis
and psychosis can be discussed. Before Freud, the neurosis
was considered meaningless. Freud gives one of his early
publications the characteristic title, “Defense Neuro –
Psychoses”, and in it he shows that neurotic symptoms
are due to the self-defense of the individual against
strivings, tendencies, desires and experiences which are
not in accordance with the conscious adoptions of the
personality, i.e., with the ego.

An individual has to continually depend on the
external environment and that holds him two important
possibilities: reduction of tension through gratification of
instincts or insecurity as a result of frustration. If the latter
is too frequently the case he develops anxiety (one of its
forms being neurotic anxiety) and his ego is strained too
much to maintain balance. If the ego is not so well
developed as to effectively manage the crisis through
ordinary means it has to resort to what are called defence
mechanisms. All defence mechanisms are unrealistic but
they relieve anxiety all the same. If the individual has to
put up with an excess amount of repression the defense
mechanisms fail and the situation will be ripe for the onset
on neurosis. Neurotic symptoms provide a substitute
satisfaction for the unconsciously held repression.
Interestingly enough a neurotic is often aware of his
obsession acts but still he cannot help it.
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Social-psychologists put emphasis on the role of social
and cultural forces in shaping man’s responses to his
surroundings. Erich Fromm affirms that even the most
beautiful and the ugliest inclinations of man are not a part
of his biologically fixed nature, “but result from the social
process which creates man.” (Fromm: 1941: 12) Man’s
self-consciousness enables him to contemplate himself as
a whole and his interaction with other members of society
enable him to bring himself within his own experiential
purview; “and thus he can consciously integrate and unify
the various aspects of his self, to form a single consistent
and coherent and organized personality.” (Fromm: 1941:
13) It follows then that the basic human nature is common
to the entire species of man, only its expression and
satisfaction varies according to cultures. His essential
inner nature is both weak and strong. It is weak in the
sense; it can be easily suppressed or masked. It is strong
as it cannot be fully destroyed. Whether weak or strong,
it strives for self-realization.

This style is found in the Indian women novelists of
the second generation who have shown awareness to the
changed psychological realities of life in the post
independence era. The Indian women happen to be the
worst sufferers of the social norms and moral codes. This
has encouraged the Indian English women novelists to treat
the neurotic phenomenon in their works consistently. The
women novelists who have aired the secret wishes of the
vast majority of Indian women are Ruth Prawer Jhabvala,
Kamala Markandaya, Nayantara Sahgal, Anita Desai,
Bharati Mukherjee and Shashi Deshpande. These women
writers have dealt with the neurotic phenomenon in the
Indian context by creating extremely interesting
characters. Their natural feminine sensibility and
introspection have imparted a human touch and
psychological depth to their observation. (Rajeshwar. 2001:
111) The present study thus, has, identified seven novels
of Indian English women writers featuring neurotic
characters and attempts at a psychological analysis of the
women characters. Thus it may provide remarkable
insights into the inner struggles of the literary personages.
It was Anita Desai who may be said to have laid the
foundation of studying psyche and inner-world of the
female protagonists as the result of deprivation, humiliation
and marginalization. The women have lost their identity
and behave abnormally.

Some of the women writers of second generation
like Jhabvala, Kamala Markandaya, Nayantara Sahgal,
Bharati Mukherjee, Shashi Deshpande and Shobha De
are emotionally and intellectually well equipped to respond
to the changed psychological realities of life thus portray
sensitive individuals in their moments of intense struggle

and their efforts to seek neurotic solutions to their problems.
In their endeavor to come to terms with the reality of their
situation and depending on the degree of their affectability
and pressure of the external circumstances these
characters neurotically react in three different ways. The
hyper-sensitive and deeply effectible Dimple of Wife get
their  psyches corroded by unhealthy introspection. In the
process, she move too far away from the ordinary course
of life and at the end nose-dive into the dark abysmal depth
of psychosis.

The women novelists in English have very ably
treated the neurotic phenomenon in the Indian context by
creating extremely interesting personages. They have been
able to lay hare the oppressive and anti-human value
system of the society. Through the sensitive portrayal of
the psychic conflicts and the psychological contours of
helpless people, the novelists seem to underline the
importance of subverting the established values and
replacing them with values which are more amenable to
human nature and which promote happiness. For this
purpose the delinquent frame of the social machine, which
forges and fosters these values itself needs an overhaul.
The women novelists bring home this point by subtly
indicating that the society is often indifferent and vindictive
towards sensitive and suffering people while actually it
should be rushing to their help.

In his explanation of neurosis Jung utilizes the concept
of psychological equilibrium Neurosis arises out of a clash
between an individual’s attempt to adjust to some situations
and his constitutional inabilities to meet the challenge. In
most of such cases, a neurotic arrives at a compromise
solution of the problem. The study has Bharati Mukherjee’s
Wife. A group of character has been dealt with in this
project that move from neurosis to psychosis. A group of
character has been dealt with in this project that move
from neurosis to psychosis.  Like Dimple also lives in a
world of illusion. Therefore she considers her ideal
contemplation as real. As a neurotic, her abnormality
becomes more pronounced which is reflected through her
cravings and desires. When she finds the reality twice
removed from her ideal and imagined self, she feels
repressed and disappointed. Dimple dislikes living with the
people unknown to her. She becomes as much frustrated
that she wanted to destroy the child in her womb. She
thought nobody had consulted her before depositing this
child in her womb. Her dislike of Amit is reflected in her
dislike of the baby in her womb. Another reason for
disliking the child is that her pregnancy would prove a
hindrance to her much sought after freedom. She, finally,
kills Amit out of frustration and to fulfill her fantastic
desires. She betrays her husband and reduces milt. She,
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finally, kills Amit out of frustration and to fulfill her fantastic
desires.

Dimple’s character is a fit case for psychoanalysis.
The aspect of immigration shrinks in size, as far as the
reasons for her mental decline are concerned. It is the
basic temperament of Dimple that causes the mental
depression.
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Abstract -
The present research depends on the effect of GST

over the shopper merchandise, and their conduct regarding
the progressions caused due to GST. GST is one of the
most essential assessment changes in India which has
been long pending. It should be executed from April 2010,
yet because of political issues and clashing Interests of
different partners it is as yet pending. It is a far reaching
charge framework that will subsume all roundabout
assessments of states and local governments and bound
together economy into a consistent national market. It is
relied upon to resolve wrinkles of existing circuitous duty
framework and assume a fundamental job in development
of India. GST otherwise called the Goods and Services
Tax is characterized as the goliath backhanded expense
structure intended to help and upgrades the monetary
development of a nation. In excess of 150 nations have
actualized GST up until this point. Be that as it may, there
is an enormous clamour against its execution. It is
intriguing to comprehend why this proposed GST system
may hamper the development and advancement of the
nation. This paper shows an outline of GST idea, clarifies
its impact on customer spending plan, perspectives on
shopper on GST, change in their interest example, and bit
of leeway and inconvenience on their buying power.

Key words - Tax, Indirect tax, Goods and Service
Tax (GST), India

Introduction -
The Goods and Service Tax(GST) is a vast concept

that amplifies the giant tax structure by supporting and
enhancing the economic growth of a country levied on
manufacturing, sales and consumptions of goods which
initiates a Value Added Tax to be implemented on a national
level. Itis an indirect tax which is basically implemented
to bring out uniformity in the system in order to avoid the
payment of multiple taxes such as excise duty, service
tax at central land and VAT at state level.

• GST% on products in India
• 5% for Daily use items like sugar, tea, coffee,

etc.
• 12% for frozen meat products, butter, cheese,

A Study on Impact of GST on Consumer Goods

Dr. Ajay Shukla
Faculty, MET’s Institute of Management, SP Pune University

Dr.Hetal N.Bhinde
Faculty, Sandip Foundation, SP Pune University

ghee, dry fruits, animal fat, fruit juice, sewing
machine, etc.

• 18% for Transportation, household- Personal
care, mobile phones, Insurance premium, credit
card bills, etc.

• 28% for Entertainment Goods as well as
services.

The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is a huge idea
that rearranges the mammoth expense structure by
supporting and upgrading the financial development, of a
nation. GST is a thorough duty demand on assembling,
deal and utilization of merchandise and ventures at a
national level .The Goods and Service Tax Bill or GST
Bill, likewise alluded to as The Constitution (One Hundred
and Twenty-Second Amendment) Bill, 2014, starts a Value
included Tax to be actualized a national level in India. GST
will be a roundabout assessment at all the phases of
creation to realize consistency in the framework.

On bringing GST into training, there would be
amalgamation of Central and State charges into a solitary
duty instalment. It would likewise upgrade the situation of
India in both, household just as universal market. At the
shopper level, GST would lessen the general taxation rate,
which is at present assessed at 25-30%.

Under this framework, the buyer pays the last
assessment yet an effective info charge credit framework
guarantees that there is no falling of duties charge on
charge paid on inputs that go into assembling of good.

So as to keep away from the instalment of different
expenses, for example, extract obligation and
administration charge at Central level and VAT at the State
level, GST would bring together these assessments and
make a uniform market all through the nation. Coordination
of different expenses into a GST framework will achieve
a viable cross-use of credit. The present framework
charges creation, while the GST will mean to impose
utilization.

Enlisted benefits of GST
• It would absorb all indirect taxes at central and

the state level
• It would free the manufacturing sector from

cascading of taxes, thus improving the cost-
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competitiveness of goods and services
• It would create business-friendly environment,

thus increasing tax GDP ratio
• Introduce corruption free tax system in the

present scenario since it has been released from
manufacturer and also retailers pay for it

Research Methodology -
Being a descriptive research it is based on secondary

data of journals, articles, newspapers and magazines also
primary data for survey. Considering the objectives of
study type research design is adopted to have more
accuracy and rigorous analysis of research study. The
accessible secondary data is intensively used for research
study, also primary data for survey give us more accurate
conclusion.

Objectives -
1) To study the basic concept associated with

Goods & Services Tax
2) To study the impact of GST on business &

consumer w.r.t. to consumer goods sector
3) To study effect of GST on changing rate of GST

of consumer demand.
Literature review -
“Goods and Service Tax - An Appraisal” and found

that GST isn’t useful for low pay nations and doesn’t give
expansive based development to poor nations. On the off
chance that still these nations need to execute GST, at
that point the pace of GST ought to be less than10% for
development.

Dr. R. Vasanthagopal (2011) contemplated, “GST in
India: A Big Leap in the Indirect Taxation System” and
presumed that changing to consistent GST from current
convoluted roundabout tax framework in India will be a
positive in blasting Indian economy. Achievement of GST
will prompt its acknowledgment by in excess of 130 nations
in world and another favored type of circuitous tax
framework in Asia moreover. Ehtisham Ahmed and Satya
Poddar (2009) contemplated, “Goods and Service Tax
Reforms and Intergovernmental Consideration in India”
and found that GST presentation will furnish less difficult
and straightforward tax framework with increment in yield
and efficiency of economy in India. Be that as it may, the
advantages of GST are basically reliant on objective
structure of GST. Nitin Kumar (2014) considered, “Goods
and Service Tax a Way Forward” and presumed that
execution of GST in India help in expelling monetary
mutilation by current in direct tax framework and expected
to support fair tax structure which is not interested in
geographic allotments. Pinki, Supriya Kamma and Richa
Verma  (July 2014) contemplated, “Goods and Service
Tax Panacea For Indirect Tax System in India” and

presumed that the new NDA government in India is certain
towards execution of GST and it is gainful for focal
government , state government and just as for customers
in since quite a while ago run if its usage is supported by
solid IT framework

“Why NO to GST? The amount it influences normal
man”, The effect of the GST on the costs of goods and
services will to a great extent rely upon the thing being
referred to, and will likewise rely upon the individual state
governments Eg: costs of milk is probably going to spike
after GST yet it very well may be sold at less expensive
rates if state government offers appropriation.

Is GST helpful to individuals underneath BPL? It may
have an immediate effect as not many essential necessities
pull in GST. Furthermore, GST being a national wide tax,
could prompt higher swelling in the initial hardly any years,
yet would prompt expanded tax GDP proportion.

Which are the things that could get costlier and which
are those that could get less expensive? Extensively,
services are required to get costlier under GST system,
as it would be than the current service tax

Results & Discussion -
A] Based on Primary Data -
A study was conducted and several questions were

asked to people on the related subject.
Around 50 people took part in the survey and the

sample included the business persons on large as well as
small scale.

The respondents were classified under 7 groups
which only include the general class facing the impacts of
GST onto their business of day-to-day life.

1. Grocery
2. Clothing
3. Electronics
4. Hotels
5. Dairy products
6. Kitchen wares and appliances, and
7. Other businesses
In the primary survey48 responses from respondents

it was recorded t
The area of business was recorded to be 22.9%

Apparel brands, 18.8% Hotels, 18.8% Electronic brands,
18.8% were grocery brands, 8.3% local cloth stores, 6.3%
Kitchen and appliance and remaining 6.1% Dairy products

• The customer were asked whether GST was a
better tax system than previously used systems,
and 66.7% respondents said yes whereas 33.3%
said no.

• Further 70.8% respondents said that GST has
a positive impact on their business whereas
29.2% said GST had negative impact.
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• 56.3% respondents said that  GST
implementation had neutral impact on their
business, 33.3% respondents believed that GST
has positively affected their business whereas
on 10.4% respondents had observed negative
impact

Deep Impacts of GST -
1. Tax structure on consumer durable products

post-GST -
In GST, we can hope to have a standard rate (not

yet concluded) of 18-20%. This depends on the Chief
Economic Advisors recommendation. We understand that
there is conversation going on between the Center and
the States to solidify the rate. Accepting that the standard
rate is 18% ordinarily a similar will apply to all goods with
the exception of specific goods of fundamental nature just
as bad mark goods. Shopper tough items are commonly
comprehended as goods that will pull in a standard rate.

For instance, in the event that we take clothes washer,
the present pace of extract obligation for assembling of
clothes washer is 12.5% and on its deal the equivalent
would be dependent upon a VAT of 14.5% (in TN). The
joined tax would come up to 27%. In any case, under
GST, if the equivalent is considered under standard goods,
it is dependent upon a toll at 18%. To that degree, there
would be a lower tax sway under GST. In this way, an
individual item explicit correlation would be required to be
finished.

2. Sectors having prices increment, post GST -
There are parts which are getting a charge out of

exclusion or a lower tax pace of extract obligation or VAT
(model: tractors are absolved from extract obligation and
pull in a VAT pace of 5%).

In the GST setting, the equivalent might be taxed at
a general rate or maybe at 12% or some other lower rate.
As needs be, the pace of 12% can bring about higher tax.

3. Difference in spending on Internet, phone
calls, DTH televisions post GST -

Web, portable services and DTH TV got increasingly
costly after GST execution as these establish services and
the pace of taxation is higher for services (post GST).

4. Effect of GST on e-commerce -
Online business players have an enormous number

of dealers recorded on their foundation. These venders
have income issues as they guarantee discounts for tax
paid on inputs, which e-trailers are not ready to represent.
Along these lines, expanding the consistence troubles for
online business players. Further, any instalment made to a
provider would be liable to tax gathered at source at the
told rate making a crack among merchants and online
business organizations.

5. Impact of GST on education -
Schools and universities are services that are not

taxable. Be that as it may, secretly offered instructive
services, for example, educational costs and training
organizations got progressively costly with GST.

6. Rise in price of essential commodities post
GST -

Regularly, fundamental things like milk are not liable
to either extract obligation or VAT. Bringing them under
GST, there is an effect. Prepared nourishments, (for
example, organic product jam, jam, and so on), which were
dependent upon a 6% of extract obligation and 5% VAT
pulling in GST pace of 18%..

7. Applicability of GST on flight bookings -
GST is pertinent for avionics segment and as needs

be, flight appointments are liable to GST.
B] Based on Published Data -
Key rate revisions in consumption sector done in July

2018 & its implication on the sector are as discussed.
1. From 28% to 18%a. Consumer durable

items:Vacuum cleaners, Grinders, Mixers, hot-water
heater , Electric Iron, device , Refrigerators, washer , TV
(up to 68 cm or 27 inch) Beneficiaries are Havells, CGCEL,
Whirlpool, MIRC electronics b. Building materials:Paints
& Varnishes, Glaziers’ putty, grafting putty, resin cementsIn
this segment, council has revised rates of Tiles, Plywood,
PB, fiber boards, Sanitary-ware & faucets, Plastic pipe
& fittings in January 2018 to 18% and further inclusion
above items will improve the world dynamics in near future.
Major beneficiaries are going to be paints companies -
Asian Paints, Berger Paints, Kansai Nerolac, Akzo Noble.

2. Under 5% slab: Footwear under INR 1,000 that’s
extended from earlier INR 500 Beneficiaries would be
companies like Khadim India, Liberty Shoes Relaxo
Footwear, BATA India and so on.

3. Textile: Post the implementation of GST, input tax
credits weren’t provided on the entire chain resulting in
tons of confusion. However the govt has rationalised this
by allowing input decrease on synthetic/manmade fabrics.
this may bring down the effective rate on synthetic fabrics
from 12% to five thus bringing it in line with the whole
textile sector which now has an approximate effective
GST rate of fifty .

This is most beneficial to pure play fabric exporters
which are mainly from the unorganised segment and it’ll
help the facility loom segment which was facing massive
job losses on account of high taxes. The higher taxes were
making India uncompetitive and hence exports had stalled.
The tax reduction is going to be passed on to finish
customers which can help India be more competitive
against exports of other countries. This is often however
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only a light positive for players who are present within the
entire value chain.

Conclusion -
From the survey of 48 people, we can draw a

conclusion that 70.8% of people have stated that GST has
brought a positive impact since the day it has been brought
into action. Positive changes were brought up into their
business.

As majority have stated that GST is better than
previous tax system replacing VAT and excise duty as
they have to pay only one tax instead of various different
taxes. This is a positive change that has been seen since
GST was introduced.

The proposed GST regime is implemented in order
to rationalize indirect tax structure. More than 150 countries
have applied and implemented GST.

“The government should make an attempt to insulate
India’s vast poor population against the likely inflation due
to GST.”GST will, no doubt, simplify the indirect tax system
but also remove the inefficiencies.
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Abstract -
Term care insurance or protection insurance is a

contract between a policyholder and insurance company,
will reimburse the policyholder   for all or a portion of the
cost of monetary benefit against very low amount paid as
premium called as mortality charge. Term life insurance
or term assurance is life insurance which provides
coverage at a fixed rate of payments for a limited period
of time, the relevant term.

Relationship between rural area and term insurance
According to international consultancy firm Celent,

high competition and relatively high market saturation in
the urban areas have led life insurance players to start
focusing on rural and semi-urban India.

"The clincher in the rural life market will be footprint
set by private insurance players, state-owned entities have
a formidable presence established over the past 30 years
which is not easily replicable today. Thus, it becomes
imperative for private providers to innovate to ensure
distribution effectiveness in a challenging but lucrative
market," Nawal said.

Over 70 crore people reside in the rural areas of the
country with insurance penetration rate as low as three
per cent, providing huge opportunity for, mainly, private
life insurance firms, a Celent report titled ‘Selling Life
Insurance in Rural India' stated.

The insurance density of life insurance sector had
gone up from USD 9.1 in 2001 to USD 49.0 in 2011 while
reaching the peak at USD 55.7 in 2010. Similarly, life
insurance penetration surged from 2.15 per cent in 2001
to 4.60 per cent in 2009, before slipping to 4.40 per cent
in 2010 and further slipping to 3.40 per cent in 2011. “IRDA
Annual Report 2012”- Swiss Re

Mckinsey & Company, a global Management
consulting firm published its report on Indian life insurance
in 2007 and it says, ?By 2012 about 10.3 million household
with income greater than Rs 2 lakh will control more than
22 percent of rural consumption. Further more rural India
will not be one market. Pockets of attractive rural market
will emerge in certain parts of India. Players will need to
understand their needs, design products to match them
and create distribution models to reach a highly fragmented
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consumer base cost effectively.
K. Gopinath, Vice President (Rural & Cooperatives),

IFFCO- Tokyo General Insurance Company Ltd, in his
article (IRDA Journal, 66 April, 2009) says that 70% of
India lives in rural areas but have no access; or have
negligible access to insurance. But with opportunities, this
sector throws various operational challenges as well, for
the insurers --- rural and social sector insurance should
not be approached as a legal or statutory requirement, but
as a business opportunity. With proper safe guards, this
sector can contribute immensely to the top line as well as
bottom line. Doing well while doing good is very much
possible.

C.S.Rao, ex-chairman of IRDA says that research
in insurance remains a neglected area and there is need
for a concerted effort to develop and define areas of focus
for research in tune with the requirements of the industry.
Without a research focus no institute can expect to make
tangible gains in the near future in terms of value addition
and meeting the expectations of its members and the
industry at large.

The report published by Celent date 23rd May, 08
says that India‘s life insurance market is booming and the
market has grown at a healthy CAGR of 24% over the
past 5 years. Most of this growth is from the urban areas.
The increase in competition is forcing insurance providers
to look beyond urban centers’ and take their trade to the
more challenging rural hinterlands of the country, where
only 3% of the population of more than 720 million people
have any form of life insurance coverage. The following
points emerged from the review of literature:

• The rural market is fast growing and rural
customers are may become earliest proactive

• The awareness levels of rural people with regard
to life insurance are less but can be easily be
divert.

• The needs and necessities of term insurance
have certain special features.

• The purchase decisions are broadly decided on
special parameters.

• The commitment of the individual insurance
companies towards social objectives can
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enhance the term life insurance coverage.
• Insurance companies are using yesterday‘s

techniques to today‘s markets.

Introduction -
What is term life insurance?
Term life insurance ensures that your family receives

a large lump sum amount, called the sum assured, in the
unfortunate event of death of the policyholder. By offering
this benefit at extremely competitive rates, Term insurance
plans provide an opportunity to get the protection of
insurance cover at extremely affordable prices.

Insurance industry is very fast growing and now days
it formed a stable growth and moving towards a peak point.
When things go wrong in life – with our health, the roof
over our head – that’s when we’re really glad we had the
foresight to take out insurance and keep it up to date.

Home insurance can help get you back on track fast
with minimum fuss if your home is damaged, or if your
possessions inside it are damaged or stolen.

As well as our home, sometimes it’s ourselves and
our families we need to think about protecting – arranging
for a lump sum of money to be paid out that could help
clear the mortgage if you are diagnosed with a specified
critical illness or you die.

Why Term care insurance or protection
insurance?

1. Uncertainties events : It is a truth that death is
certain but only the time or period is uncertain. Many events
in life arrives incidentally like accident, health injury and
death ,so one has to prepare for the uncertainty . Certainties
events : Certain event like child education, marriage,
retirement are important steps in one’s life and are must
come so to celebrate in a great way to participate in term
insurance is very important.

2. Increasing liabilities : People today prefer to
take loans to fulfilling their needs, instead of waiting to
save for the future. India's outstanding credit card debt
had touched Rs 26,500 crore in May 2008, up by 87%
from May 2007. Hence, in your absence, your family needs
to take care of this loan.

3. Nuclear family structure, protecting your
home : Earlier, people could depend on their extended
joint family system to take care of their near and dear
ones in case of their absence. However, the share of
families with more than 5 members has come down from
64% in 1990 to 56% in 2005 and is expected to decrease
further.**

a. Increasing lifestyle diseases:  The share of lifestyle
diseases in India is increasing.  Also, people in senior
management are more prone to lifestyle diseases, as per

an ICRIER Study.
500, 59th Round (January-December 2003).

**Source: Euro monitor International **Source: Household
Assets and Liability, NSS Report No.

Concept behind selecting topic -
Before to join education field I was in insurance field

last from 12 year .but when I joined this field there very
few my faculty friends are having minimum insurance
protection. There are having much misconception about
term insurance and company. I felt that there must be
awareness throughout college so that there must sufficient
awareness of term insurance.

Insurance market present scenario -
As per the World Insurance Report, published by

the reinsurance major “Swiss Re”, the global direct
premium during 2013 dropped by 0.8 per cent against a
surge at 2.7 per cent growth witnessed in the previous
year. Globally, life insurance premium accounted for 57
per cent of total insurance premium. This share is higher
in advanced economies than in the emerging markets.
During 2011, global life insurance premium dropped by
2.7 per cent to USD 2627 billion. The premium volume
fell in Western Europe, China and India, whereas, it rose
in Middle East and Latin America.

Indian insurance sector -
As at end-September 2013, there are fifty-two

insurance companies operating in India; of which twenty
four are in the life insurance business and twenty-seven
are in non-life insurance business. The life insurance
industry recorded a premium income of 2, 87,072 crore
during 2012-13 as against 2, 91,639 crore in the previous
financial year, registering a negative growth of 1.57 per
cent. While private sector insurers posted 4.52 per cent
decline (11.08 per cent growth in previous year) in their
premium income, Life Insurance Corporation (LIC), the
fully state owned insurance company, recorded 0.29 per
cent decline (9.35 per cent growth in previous year), in its
total premium underwritten.

While the renewal premium accounted for 60.31 per
cent (56.66 per cent in 2010-11) of the total premium
received by the life insurers, first year premium contributed
the remaining 39.69 per cent (43.34 per cent in 2010-11).
During 2011-12, the growth in renewal premium was 4.77
per cent (6.23 per cent in 2010-11). First year premium
registered a decline of 9.85 per cent in comparison to
growth of 15.02 per cent during 2011-12.

Market Share -
On the basis of total premium income, the market

share of LIC increased marginally from 69.77 per cent in
2011-12 to 70.68 per cent in 2012-13. Accordingly, the
market share of private insurers has go e down marginally
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from 30.23 per cent in 2011-12 to 29.32 per cent in 2012-
13.

In the life insurance business of the micro insurance
(mandatory to cover certain percentage of rural business)
as the Individual New Business premium in the year stood
at 115.68 crore for 46.20 lakh new policies, the group
business premium amounted to 109.82 crore covering 1.02
crore of lives. LIC contributed most of the business
procured in this portfolio by garnering 106.03 crore of
individual premium from 38.26 lakh lives and 98.32 crore
of group premium underwriting 94.44 lakh lives.

It was evident from these facts that a large potential
lying in the rural sector is not fully explored by private
players in life insurance sector. This motivated the
researcher to find out the underlying causes. Customer
perceptions also plays important role while choosing a life
insurance company. The study is planned with these
motives to find the innovative techniques to overcome
current Environment so as to offer proper opportunity to
private Insurance Companies as well as mainly offer life
Securities status to rural people of Nation.  Source- IRDA
Annual report 2013.

Market Share product wise -
As overall insurance market is by the end of Dec2017

is as follows

Innovation Techniques in Term Insurance -

As per requirement many steps has been taken by
insurance companies like

1) Innovation in product :  As this is the main
device through company can generate revenue
so on Priority Company comes in market with innovative
feature.

2) Innovation in process : Though product is vey
needful but it must reach to the end user. So the advertising,
mouth to mouth promotion is very important.

3) Innovation in technology : use of high

technology is very important like customer premium
intimation, various life occasions greetings, payout details
will delight the customer.

4) Innovation in marketing : in terms of various
scheme like customer bonus .maturity bonus, premium
mode flexibility, in short minimum transaction with
customer is very important

5) Innovation in strategy or principle : though
any company is for business profit but the horizon must
be of long   period .so that ethical, honesty is sustain through
a period .

 As this is very
important as it must have patience and a structure must
such that it should have both short  and long term vision .

7) Innovation in connivance : there is now
tremendous change in techniques of identifying customer
need.

Insurance Manage the Risk -
An important part of determining the right level of

insurance that you should have is understanding

the occurrence of a loss.
There is risk in all areas of your life: there are risks

involved in your lifestyle, your career, your environment,
and so on. You can manage risk in four ways: you can
avoid risk, reduce risk, assume risk, or transfer risk.

• Avoid risk :
as risks to your health, by taking care of
yourself, eating well, and exercising. You can
avoid some financial risks by avoiding high-risk
occupations and diversifying your investments.

• Reduce risk :
adding fire extinguishers and burglar alarms to
your home, adding airbags to your car, or getting
regular medical checkups. By taking these
precautions, you can reduce the potential
damage of some risks.

• Assume risk :
of risk through self-insurance. For example, I
used to own a 1973 Ford Pinto. Instead of
carrying full-coverage insurance, which would
have allowed me to get the car fixed if it were
in an accident, I carried only liability insurance.
If I had been in an accident, I would have had
to pay to have the car fixed myself (in other
words, I assumed the risk of repair and collision
costs). If the costs are not too high, you can
assume some risks by assuming the potential
for additional costs.

• Transfer risk :
by purchasing insurance. You pay premiums to
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transfer the risk to an insurance company.
Buying insurance is the process of transferring
financial responsibility for a specific risk—death,
disability, liability, and so on—from yourself to
an insurance company. Once you understand
how to manage risk, you can determine which
risks you can avoid, reduce, or assume, and
which risks you should transfer to an insurance
company or other entity.

The Key to Insurance -
The key to insurance is balancing the cost of reducing

risk with the potential severity of a loss. Should you insure
against all losses? While this may be possible for some
people, it is not possible for most people. The costs would
be too high.

The key is to realize that some losses are not as
critical as others. You should insure yourself against high-
severity losses that rarely occur—those that would have
a major impact on the financial condition of you and your
family—such as death, bad health, auto or home accidents,
and accompanying liability issues. And you should avoid,
reduce, or self-insure yourself against other risks.

You can analyze and classify risk by looking at two
important areas. The first area is the frequency of the
potential loss: how often could the loss happen? Could it
happen every month, every year, or just once in a lifetime?

The second area is the severity of the loss: how severe
would the implications be for you and your family if the
loss occurred? These factors can be charted in Table 1.

Table 1

VI     Literature Review
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Introduction -
Against the back drop of war, guns, and an invading

colonizer’s aggression, a 12 year old boy is dethroned the
boy king travels alone to distant foreign land his master’s
land. He stand face to face with his conqueror his
sovereign the Queen of England. He must surrender the
Kohinoor Diamond in to the hands of his victor, a payment,
war booty.

I trying to explain the information about the price
less diamond of the world.

Kohinoor who are you? Where did you come
from?

The Kohinoor is one of the oldest and most famous
diamonds in the world. Kohinoor is one of largest cut
diamonds in the world. Weighing 105.6 carats (21-129)
and part of British crown jewels. The current name of
the diamond Koh-i-noor is in Persian and means “Mountain
of Light” up to 1500 it is believed that the diamond was
first mentioned more than 5000 years ago in a Sanskrit
Script where it was called the Syamantaka. The diamond
is widely believed to have come from Kollur mine a series
of 4-metre (13f) deep gravel-clay pits on the banks of
Krishna River in Golconda (Present day ) Andhra Pradesh,
India.

History of Kohinoor -
The hands of time must be turned back some 5000

years. Some scholars believe the Kohinoor was referenced
in the ancient Sanskrit writings of India. Which describe
the “ Syamantaka” jewel. Hindus claim the lord Krishna
wore it around his neck and that it was stolen from him
while sleeping According to another account the Kohinoor
was discovered in the Godavari River in central India
around 5000 years ago. The Koh-i-noor come in to the
hands of numerous rulers till it was possessed by Porus,
the king of Punjab. Who retained the diamond after a
peace treaty in 325 B.C. When Alexander left India.

Chandragupta Maurya (325-297 BC) become the
next possessor and passes it on to his grandson Ashoka
who ruled from 273-233 BC. Later it shipped into the
hands of Raja Samprati of Ujjain ( Ashoka’s
grandson).This jewel remained in the custody of Ujjain
and Parmar dynasty of Malwa when Ala-ud-din Khilji

Koh-i-Noor

Miss: Farheen S. Shaikh
                                  G.E. Society’s Arts Commerce and Science College

                      Shreewardhan  Dist-Raigad

(1296-1316 A.D) he acquired the diamond from this stage
up to the time of Mughal emperor Babur the history of
this precious stone is lost once more Koh-i-noor comes to
light again in year1526.The Kohinoor stayed in the hands
of the Moguls until Persian Conquerors attacked the Indian
city Delhi and got a hold it.

After the Persian Emperor Nadir Shah Gazed upon
the diamond he reportedly cried out “ Koh-i-noor” As noted
above this translate  in to “Mountain of Light” emperor
Shah carried the gem back with him to Persia, Where it
remained until his death . The Kohinoor then belonged to
various Afghan chiefs, Afghan Kings and Indian kings
ultimately how ever through various rebellions and clashes
the Kohinoor come into the hands of the Indian king
Maharaja Ranjit Singh. It is with the Maharaj’s family that
the Kohinoor stayed before it was taken by British.
Maharaja Ranjit Singh and was passed down to subsequent
generations Kohinoor was taken from the twelve – year
old boy king Maharaja Duldeep Singh as part of British
war booty during the colonization of India.

Last Indian Owner of Kohinoor -
The Kohinoor’s journey out of India begins in the

1800’s under undivided India the Maharaja Ranjit Singh
ruler of Lahore Punjab was the owner of the Kohinoor
while on his deathbed the Maharaja Ranjit Singh requested
that the Kohinoor be taken to the famous temple of
Jagganath Maharajas minister refused the request.
Maharaja Rajit Singh had several Son’s and the Kohinoor
successively passed through their hands of the twelve year
old  Maharaja Duldeep Singh.

Kohinoor Journey of England -
In 1849 after the conquest of the Punjab British force

the properties of the sikh empire were confiscated. The
Koh-i-noor was transfer  to the treasury of the British
East India Company in Lahore. The diamond was handed
to Queen Victoria in July 1850. In 1852 the Queen decided
to reshape the diamond and it was taken to a Dutch
Jeweler Mr. Cantor who cut it to 108.93 Carats.

Kohinoor Grabbed or Gifted ?
Kohinoor the fabled Indian diamond was diamond

was ‘ Surrendered’ by the Maharaja of Lahore to Queen
Victoria and not Gifted according to a RTI response
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Archeological Survey of India has made a new revelation
in the RTI reply.

According to the ASI response the treaty clearly
indicate that the Kohinoor largest diamond in the world
not handed over to the British on wishes of Duldeep Singh
Beside singh was barely twelve years old when the treaty
was signed.

Efforts For Recover Kohinoor -
The Indian parliament argued that the Kohinoor should

be returned to India because the British illegally acquired
the diamond during the rule India. The former Prime
Minister of Pakistan, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto demanded that
the Kohinoor return to Pakistan because in present day
Pakistan where was surrender to British.

India and Pakistan is are not alone in the demand of
repatriation of the diamond Taliban clamming it is property
of Afghanistan also asked the Kohinoor be  returned.

The Government of India believing the gem was
rightfully theirs first demanded the return of the Kohinoor
as soon as independence was granted in 1947. A second
request followed in 1953 the year of the coronation of
Queen Elizabeth II. Each time the British government
rejected.

In July 2010 while visiting India, David Cameron the
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom said of returning

the diamond “ If you say yes to one you suddenly find the
British Museum would be empty. I am afraid to put” on a
Subsequent visit in February 2013 he said “ They are not
having back”

In April 2016 the Indian Cultural Ministry stated it
would make “ all possible efforts to arrange the return of
the Koh-i-noor to India.

Conclusion -
Your diamond finder add nothing to the world’s wealth

the grower’s of corn and Cotton the feeder of people and
the weavers of wool. Farmers are real producers of the
wealth of the world. We are not richer for the diamond
but we are  all the world richest people in the genius that
made the work gathered from every corner of the world
harvested for an ever growing multitude richer. The value
of that world wonder of a diamond if instead of the sword
we had carried to Indian honor Justice and Industry.
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Abstract -
This paper provides important insights into the

problems of unemployment in India. Unemployment is like
garbage which pollutes the society. It is the inability of
labor-force participants to find jobs. The detailed profile
about how unemployment affects the democratic fabric
of the country is described here. For example a college
graduate having a bachelor’s degree in commerce working
as an assistant at a cloth shop is underemployed. Such
underemployed people are counted as being employed.
There are millions of capable and willing hands of the
young men and women but there is no suitable employment
for them. Hence, they remain idle. The study highlights
the causes of unemployment in India. Further, in this paper
I take a look at measures to reduce unemployment. After
studying this paper one will be able to understand that
how he can solve the problem of unemployment by
concentrate on labor intensive units and by changing some
systems in India.

Definition of Unemployment -  Unemployment is
defined as a situation where someone of working age is
not able to get a job but would like to be in full-time
employment.

Meaning of Unemployment - Unemployment is a
situation where the people who are physically fit for the
job and willing to work at prevailing rate of wages, do not
get the job. Now-a-days unemployment can be regarded
as a condition of enforced idleness. In other words, it is a
situation where a person who does not have work is
actively seeking work. At the time of describing the
concept of unemployment, only the people in the age group
of 15 to 60 years are considered.

Today, creating jobs for people is a major challenge
before India, which has the largest youth population in
the world. The increasing number of job-seekers shows
how serious this problem has become in recent years.
But, all job-seekers and unemployed persons do not get
themselves registered with the employment exchanges,
so this only gives a rough idea of the problem. Moreover,
there are no employment exchanges in the rural areas or
the country. India is the second largest country in terms
of manpower after China. Still this manpower is not being

Unemployment Problems in India
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Assistant Professor  Faculty of Commerce & Management

Pratap College,Amalner
Prof. Dr. Shriniwas V. Joshi

Principal Gokhale Education Society’s
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utilized because of this large scale unemployment.
Unemployment rate in females is more as compared to
males. For females it is 7-8% whereas for male the
unemployment rate is near about 4%.

There are many causes of unemployment
described below -

Competition in the labor market -
Competition in the labor market is the main cause of

unemployment in India as there are few employment
opportunities available in front of people. At every place
where there is recruitment for one post, there are more
than one qualified individuals. This leads to that situation
when one gets employment, others remain unemployed.

Inexperience and old age -
 Age factor is the second one cause of unemployment.

This factor fixes limitations in case of employment
opportunities. Many graduates do not get jobs soon after
their studies. Some young people and some old people are
not eligible for many jobs due to their inexperience and
old age. Hence, they fail to get some jobs.

Education system -
I examined that the education system in India is

inappropriate. It does not aim at development of human
resources. This system of education does not prepare the
minds of young men to become self-employed. It only
makes them to depend on government and private sector.
Also there is no co-ordination between Indian educational
system and industrial growth. There are very few technical
training institutions at village level. Students in rural areas
are unaware about job oriented courses and venues of
employment. Limited tertiary sector could not provide
sufficient employment to technically trained persons

Speed of Economic development -
Indian economic development is very slow. Due to

fluctuations in international markets, business field faces
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ups and downs. Close down the sick industries results their
employees to become unemployed. It is also observed that
industrialists give their preference to labor-saving machines
and automatic equipments instead of labor intensive
techniques. Lack of capital formation and industrialization
leads to increase in the number of unemployed persons.

Mind set of Youths -
Now-a-days in India, in waiting for a paid employment

opportunity, the youth are passing their time in colleges
and elsewhere. Also, strikes and lockouts becomes a
problem. Industries’ incurring huge losses and slope of
production also goes down due to these strikes and
lockouts. This turns into frictional means temporary or
long-term unemployment for many employees. In addition
to this, at the time of recession, many people thrown out
of jobs.

Effects of unemployment -
The above causes of unemployment show major

negative effects on the society. In rural sector about 90
lakh women are job-less. On the other hand, near about
35 lakh women were added to the workforce in urban
areas. It has many financial as well as social impacts.
Unemployment means there is no source of income and
people are unable to fulfill their basic needs due to lack of
money. People are forced to live their lives in a way they
do not wish to because their standard of living gets
affected. This leads to crime, violence, mental problems,
disappointment and frustration. Honesty and nobility cannot
be expected from a person who is unable to manage
sufficient food for his family because of his job-less
condition. Faith in democratic values may be loose and
government considered as worthless by unemployment
persons. Human resources lost and poverty occurs due to
this increasing unemployment. It affects the development
of economy as economy does not utilize the production
abilities of unproductive unemployed individuals.

Voluntary, seasonal, cyclical and disguised type of
unemployment affects the democratic fabric of the
country. Voluntary type of unemployment occurs because
some physically fit people do not have will to do work.
Seasonal unemployment is a result of change in season.
People get employment during season and remain
unemployed in off-season. In disguised unemployment
there is excess number of workers are employed to do a
particular job which could have been done by a smaller
number of workers. In agricultural field, all these type of
unemployment can be found. In this way, unemployment
affects our country badly.

Effects on Society -
· Civil Unrest

· Law and order problems
 Effects on Individual Level -
· Mental Stress
· Loss of Self esteem
· Direct Link to Poverty
Measures to reduce unemployment -

To encourage small scale industries is essential now-
a-days. Such industries required less capital and also using
labor intensive technology. Thus, it creates more
employment opportunities.

The most important measure to reduce unemployment
is to control the ever-rising population of the country.
Family planning programs will be helpful in this regard.

It is important to change the education pattern of the
India. Focus should be given on vocational and technical
education, instead of giving only general education. Also
there is requirement of job oriented courses in rural areas.

Well economic planning may help to increase the pace
of economic development in India. Thus, there is need for
efforts should be made for the development of not only of
agriculture sector but of industrial sector also.

I observed that there is more unemployment in rural
areas than urban. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct
rural development programs. For example: rural housing,
rural electrification, road construction, irrigation facilities
etc. it may help to reduce rural unemployment.
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Abstract -
A Callus, undifferentiated state of cells formed during

invitro condition. This paper gives the information about,
Induction and phytochemical analysis of callus from
Datura Metel. A daturametela medicinal plant more
exploration towards Pharmacognocy. The datura Metel
species belong to family Solanaceae the species occurs
over India and other country.  The objective involved MS-
medium formulation with respect to callus growth and
analysis primary metabolites as well as some economic
important of secondary metabolites. The extraction of
induced callus done by Aqueous,Chloroform and Methanol
methods. The estimation of crude form of
carbohydrates,protein, amino acid (primary metabolites)
and nitrogen containing compound, Alkaloids and Some
phenolic compounds(secondarymetabolites) done with
different reagent test. The aqueous solation extracts the
primary metabolites and the solvent i.e. Chloroform and
Methanol shows extraction of secondary metabolites and
steroids.

Key Words - daturametel ,Callus , Ex-plant , MS-
medium, primary metabolites , secondary   Metabolites

Introduction -
The in-vitro cultivation of callus and morphological

analysis of itsstructure. Thedaturametelis an herbal plant
gives more exploration towards pharmaceutical industries.
Its contain different kinds of primary and secondary
metabolites. The daturametel is a species of the family
Solanaceae. The flower erects or trumpet shaped 5 to 20
cm long and 4 to 12 cm broad.Daturametel is widely
growing plant occurs in variety of flower color like
violet,yellow, white or cream(Figure No. A). These plant
grown 2 meter and used for traditional medical
purpose.The medical uses like Antiasthnatics, anticancer,
cures skindiseases and some stomach problem. the leaves
extract contains niacin and vitamin C. In Bangladesh 6,000
datura species are noted. The metabolic level increase
with plant age. Each part of plant has different alkaloids
with different parts pf plant like root, leaf, stem, fruits.

Material and Methods -
Isolation and Sterilization of ex-plant- plant collected

Callus Induction and Phytochemical Analysis of
Datura Metel

Vikrant R Chandanshive
Gokhale Education Society’s Arts, Commerce and Science college, Jawhar.

from the local area
The ex-plant is collected from leaf part and cut the

size 2 to 5 mm.
For sterilization purpose 1-2 % of Calcium or Sodium

Hypochlorite or 0.1 %Murcuric Chloride for 1-2 min.
Plant tissue culture
The tissue culture bottle made by formulating the

different concentration of MS medium(Murashige and
Skoog medium) and hormonal concentration of 2,4-D.
(Figure. No. B)

Callus induction -
By using the simple steps Micropropagation

technique induction of callus by various concentration of
hormones (2,4-D).

Results and Discussion -
The explant from nodal section showed the formation

of friable callus in 2mg/l of 2,4-D concentration as shown
in fig-1.

Aqueous extraction shows presence of primary
metabolites like proteins, carbohydrates etc. Chloroform
and alcoholic extraction shows presence of secondary
metabolites like saponin, tannin, phenolic components,
alkaloids etc.

A greenish color callus was induced after three
weeks as shown in figure no. C and D. The MS media
with growth regulator at 2 m/l shown best callus result
and used for testing purpose (table No.1). The induced
callus contains high amount carbohydrate and protein
(table no. 2). It’s also shows (table no.3) presence of
secondary metabolites, that was used for drug precursor
synthesis and medicinal uses.
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Abstract: -
The process of women empowerment is the

continuous journey of achievements to uplift themselves
in a given situation. The process itself is the learning
experience and encouraging story for many women to
overcome their own difficulties. No country can afford
development without considering the half of their
population i.e. women. Goddess are worshiped and
respected in India but at the same time gender disparities
are vastly observed in all parts of the country. SELF HELP
GROUP with bundle of today’s development.

Key Words -  Women Empowerment, Economic,
SELF HELP GROUP, Population, Achievement

Introduction -
Empowerment requires that ‘power can change’, and

the concept of empowerment depends upon the idea that
‘power can expand’. Power is often related to our ability
to make others do what we want, regardless of their own
wishes or interests. Power exists within the context of a
relationship between people or things. Power does not
exist in isolation nor is it inherent in individuals. For several
years women were and are considered as a commodity
by the society. Years together all the civic, political and
personal rights were denied to them under different men
centric concepts in religion, rituals, customs etc.

Women were considered in esteem and were most
of the times considered as creature always in need of
protection, support, and help of men.  They were always
considered subordinate to men and so were also
recognized as the property of men. Empowerment is
defined as a process of change by which individuals or
groups gain power and ability to take control over their
lives. It involves access to resources resulting into increased
participation in decision making and bargaining power and
increased control over benefits, resources and own life,
increase self confidence, self esteem and self respect with
increased well being. Thus empowerment includes
economic, social and political empowerment. The SHG
movement functioning for last two decades had reached
every nook and corner of the country and also witnessed
confidence among the financing banks to take up as a

Women Empowerment and Self Help Group

Mrs. Pathrabe Deepali Ashok
(Assistant Professor inEconomics Department )

G.E.S. Arts, Commerce and Science College
Shreewardhan, Dist – Raigad

potential business model.
The central and state governments along with

planners recognized the potential of the movement in
development of the poor and became an essential
ingredient of all poverty alleviation programmes of the
government. In 1992 the programme of SHG bank linkage
started with linking 255 SHGs to bank on experimental
basis and disbursed loan of Rs. 0.29 crores as a pilot
project. Within two decades the movement has expanded
and reached up to 1, 01, 12,504 SHGs being financed
Rs.84,606.46 crores

Some Experts try to define empowerment as
follows -

• The World Bank has defined12 empowerment
as; ‘The process of increasing the abilities of
an individual singularly or collectively and to opt
for their own likings and to achieve them’

• Mrs. Venesa Griphen at the International
Women’s Workshop held in 1987 at the behest
of UNO explained women’s empowerment as
- “Women‘s empowerment means to improve
their decision making capacity, to monitor, to
organize, to express herself, action oriented
implementation of the programme coupled with
mass contacts with the people, establishing
contacts with the institutions and financial
affairs.”

•  Empowerment has been defined as, ‘a process
of change by which individuals or communities
with little or no power gain power and ability to
make choices that affect their lives.’ by
Anand13 (2006)

Women Empowerment -
Empowerment refers to increasing the economic,

social, educational, political and psychological strength of
an individual and of society collectively. It involves
developing one’s confidence while increasing the
capacities. Empowerment is a process that fosters power
in people for use in their own lives and their communities
as a multi-dimensional social process that helps people
gain control over their own lives, and in their society, by
acting on issues they define as important. At the core of
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the concept of empowerment is the idea of power. The
possibility of empowerment depends on two things by
implication, since power is created in relationships, power
and power relationships can change. Empowerment as a
process of change, then, becomes a meaningful concept.

Kreisberg (1992) has suggested that definition of
power as “the capacity to implement” is broad enough to
allow power to mean domination, authority, influence, and
shared power or “power with.” It is this definition of
power, as a process that occurs in relationships, that gives
us the possibility of empowerment.

The concept of empowerment of women came
forward when the discrimination reached to its peak and
feminist started realizing the situation of other women
facing tremendous discrimination, burdens, and restrictions
with oppression, not only in India but also at the international
level. Though women constitute about half of the world‘s
population, they are discriminated in every walk of life
from their birth itself. Women all over the globe realized
the fact that there are certain rights and situations which
are common to all women all over the world. They were
trying to understand the global, national and local economic,
social, political and cultural forces that shape these
situations.

Today the term empowerment is used widely all over
the world. Many development policies and programmes
are framed with the aim and objective of women
empowerment. The development in the field of women
empowerment started from defining certain terms.
Presently it is recognized in framing national policies as
one of the important issue. Numerous topics touching the
problems of women like education, health, potable water,
sanitation, dwellings, environment, science and technology,
women in difficult circumstances, violence against women,
rights of the girl child etc. were dealt with by forming
government policies.

Theory of Empowerment -
Power is defined by the Cornell Empowerment Group

as the “capacity of some persons and organizations to
produce intended, foreseen and unforeseen effects on
others. Empowerment is an intentional, ongoing  process
centered in the local community involving mutual respect,
critical reflection, caring and group participation, through
which people lacking an equal share of valued resources
gain greater access to and control over those resources.”
The persons or individuals who lack in power of any sort
like resource, property / wealth, personality need the
empowerment. At the individual level, powerlessness can
be seen as the expectation of the person that his/her own
actions will be ineffective in influencing the outcome of
life events. Real powerlessness results from economic

inequities and oppressive control exercised by systems and
other people. Surplus powerlessness, on the other hand, is
an internalized belief that change cannot occur, a belief
which results in apathy and an unwillingness of the person
to struggle for more control and influence.  Empowerment
is identified as a principal theory of community psychology
and a key concept for communities to remedy inequalities
and to achieve better and fairer distribution of resources
for communities.

It is used in research as a way to predict and explain
the behavior of an individual or group within social
constraints and amount of power it had in decision
outcomes. Empowerment conveys both a psychological
sense of personal control or influence and a concern with
actual social influence, political power and legal rights”.
The empowerment theory has its roots in Community
Psychology and is used for the individual development of
mentally ill often referring to their ability to make choices
for themselves. It is also used in research about the battered
women, school boards, community volunteer participation,
hospitality staff and office work environments.

 Indicators of Women Empowerment:-
From all the theories and concepts expressed by

different researchers, it is observed that empowerment is
a complex issue and functions at different levels like
personal/ individual, organizational, and national. In the
report of the International Seminar on Women’s Education
and Empowerment edited by Carolyn Medel-Anonuevo
and Bettina Bochynek the participants felt that following
indicators can be used to measure the empowerment at
different levels.

At the level of the individual woman and her
household

• Participation in crucial decision-making
processes.

• Extent of sharing of domestic work by men.
• Extent to which a woman takes control of her

reproductive functions and decides on family
size.

• Extent to which a woman is able to decide
where the income she has earned will be
channeled to feeling and expression of pride and
value in her work.

• Self-confidence, self-esteem and ability to
prevent violence.

Women and Education -
Education being the entry point of opportunities is an

extremely important right for women. Education helps
women to understand their rights with dignity and to gain
confidence to claim them. In the first half of 19th century
the social reformers argued that the education was the
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master key for the betterment of society and it would exert
a humanizing influence on society and help the removal of
social ills. Women’s education was considered as the way
to improve the society. The education to daughters was
the wealth no one could deprive from them. The reformers
insisted that women were in no way inferior to men nor
were they men‘s slaves. They cited spiritual and historical
examples of educated women in the ancient India to show
that female education was not prohibited by religion.

They pleaded that the educated women can help
and benefit the family and society with her wisdom for
peace and happiness. Jyotiba Phule, Maharshi Karve,
Savitribai Phule, Pandita Ramabai,  Ramabai Ranade and
Kashibai Kanitkar and other reformers started schools for
girls at Mumbai, Pune and Ahmedabad for bringing social
reforms through education. Today there is not a single
field where women have not reached with the help of
their intelligence and relentless efforts. They secured
prominent positions in every sphere. They have proved
their metal and become the lighthouse for those who wish
to follow the path. Though women have acquired the
highest posts of decision making like the Prime Minister,
President, and Speaker of the Parliament, Leader of
Opposition, and the Chief Ministers of the states, the
number is negligible compared to the women population.

Women and Development -
 We are proud of India’s unity and diversity in several

aspects but the development of women gets jeopardized
due to the patriarchy, the traditions and customs in different
states of the country. Several women specific legislations
are passed to safe guard the interests and rights of women,
and to protect them against atrocities, violence,
discrimination, and undesirable social practices. Women
bear a disproportionate burden of the world’s poverty.
Statistics indicate that women are more likely than men to
be poor and at risk of hunger because of the systematic
discrimination they face in education, health care,
employment and control of assets. Poverty implications
are widespread for women, leaving many without even
basic rights such as access to clean drinking water,
sanitation, medical care and decent employment. Being
poor can also mean they have little protection from violence
and have no role in decision making. According to the
estimates, women represent 70 percent of the world’s
poor. They are often paid less than men for their work,
with the average wage gap in 2008 being 17 percent. After
the 2nd world war several international development
practices came forward. From 1980 to 1990 many
developing countries experienced the negative effects of
economic growth. The fruits of modernization never
reached the women and they remained the most

underdeveloped amongst the underdeveloped.
Reduction in budgetary allocation for social sectors

especially in education, health and public distribution system
and privatization of essential survival needs made lives of
poor women unbearable. Droughts in several parts of India
and liberalization of agrarian market added fuel to fire,
with increasing number of farmer’s suicides and starvation
deaths. The women’s leadership through Self Help Groups
came forward with this background to provide a helping
hand to the poorest of the poor women in the 32 four
southern States – Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and
Tamil Nadu and spread all over the country during the
21st Century”

Self Help Group (SHG) -
 Self Help Group (SHG) is an association of people

which is homogeneous with common aim and the members
help each other in one way or the other. SHG is a well
known concept spread all over the world especially in the
developing and poor countries. The SHG movement is
about 2-3 decade old and considered helpful for economic
development of the country. More than 80 - 90% of the
SHGs have women members who are participating in
various incomes generating activities and elevating the
economic status of their families. The process is a step
towards gender equality and women empowerment.

‘SHGs’ originated in the West and ‘Alcoholic
Anonymous’ a group from USA, was perhaps the first
group in this kind. Such groups in the West were and are
formed largely to deal with clinical problems rather than
for problems of poverty as they do in developing countries.
Such groups have been formed for ridding people of
alcoholic addiction, to help people get rid of tobacco
addiction, to help care for cancer patients, to provide
support to families in which there may be members with
physiological problems, among others. Many of these
groups have been successful. The most widely accepted
forms of SHGs are for propagation of micro finance.
Poverty is the major issue in developing countries and
groups were formed with the intention of poverty
alleviation. Dr. Mehmud Yunus, Professor of Economics
in Chittagong University of Bangladesh, was a pioneer
and initiator of micro finance. He was the founder of
‘Gramin Bank’ in 1976 which provides loans to the poor
and landless women for self employment. He gave
thousands of small loans without security. He proved that
the poor people also repay the loans if their ‘self respect
is honoured’. Bangla Gramin Bank is the biggest bank in

Growth of SHGs in India Traditionally the formal
banking institutions in India have been serving the needs
of commercial sector and giving loans to higher and middle
income groups. The institutions could not reach the poor
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class due to following reasons
• High transaction and service cost.
• Credit risk (iii) Lack of tangible proof for

assessment of income.
• Absence of land tenure for financing housing.
• Absence of collaterals.
In India we have the multi agency rural credit delivery

structure comprising commercial banks, regional rural
banks and cooperative banks with a large network of
thousands of outlets.

SHG Models in India -
• Three different models of SHG – Financial

institution linkage are observed in India.  Banks
themselves form and finance the SHGs.

•  SHGs are formed by NGOs and other agencies
and financed by banks. 3/4th of the total SHGs
formed belong to this model.

• NGOs and other agencies act as financial
intermediataries between banks and SHGs.
Concept of SHG: - The concept of SHG is
based on following principles,

• A homogenous group of 10 to 20 women
belonging to similar socio-cultural background.

• Members come together voluntarily.
• The group may be registered or unregistered.
• Self help supplemented with mutual help for

socio-economic development of the poor.
•  A weekly or monthly meeting is held for

economic and social activities.
•  Participative and democratic financial services

management.
•  Regular savings of the poor with credit support

from their own savings for self reliance and
economic up-liftment.

• Solidarity and trust among the members with a
bare documentation without any security for
loans.91 • Internal loans are small, frequent and
for short duration.

• To accept the new challenges and
responsibilities by capacity building of the
members.

•  To start new business or enterprises using the
internal/external bank loans through the medium
of SHGs.

• Participation, mutual help, leadership, duties,
exchange of opinions and thoughts, consistent
and active group of the members is called self
help group.

• Defaults of loans are rare due to group pressure.
There are thrift groups, credit management
groups, income generating groups, self help

groups and mutual help groups.
 Aims of SHGs -
‘Self Help is the Best Help’ and ‘Unity is Strength’

are the mottos of SHG movement. The vulnerable, poor
women from urban and rural area are unable to fight
against all the odds they face. The principal aim of the
SHG is to empower women and upgrade their economic,
social, political status so that they can enjoy ‘at par’
position with other women and men in the society.

Objectives of SHGs -
• To carry out economic activities in the

organizational form is the basic objective behind
formation of SHG.

• To stimulate the rotation of small funds for
domestic needs.

• To understand and gain knowledge about
banking, local self government, law and judiciary
and different government schemes, especially
for women.

• To have informal discussions with an intention
to enhance the knowledge and ability to solve
family problems, social issues and individual
hurdles.

• To develop self confidence, self esteem and
courage with participation in decision making
in the family, community and society.

• To provide easy platform for conversation and
exchange of views for empowerment,
leadership development, increasing nutrition,
gender inequality in birth and school drop out of
children especially girl child.

• To generate awareness about various affairs
relating to their economic, health, nutritional,
political, cultural and legal matters .

• To impart technical and scientific knowledge to
the members for undertaking various income
generating activities.

• To establish federations of SHGs for
networking among all the SHGs formed.

• To enhance the participation of SHG members
in various government programmes for socio-
economic development.

Impact of SHG -
 Impact of SHGs in the process of Empowerment of

women Year 1975 was declare was declared as Women’s
Decade. Since then a movement of empowerment of
women has got momentum. Year 2001 was declared as
Women Empowerment Year. Several schemes were
launched for the up economic and political fields. The same
is guaranteed by our constitution. This gave the initiation
to many government and non government agencies to
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come forward to implement the schemes. Year 1991 is
another milestone in the progress of women. 73 and 74
reservation for women in Panchayat Raj. This helped to
build up confidence in rural women to participate in the
local activities. It involves access to resources resulting
into increased participation in decision making and
bargaining power and increased control over benefits,
resources and own life, increase self confidence, self
esteem and self respect with increased well being. Thus
empowerment includes economic, social and political
empowerment.
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Introduction -
Empowerment is a term widely used in the context

of development, particularly women’s development. The
empowerment approach was first clearly activated in 1985
by Development Alternatives with Women for a New Era
(DWAN). In the mid 1980’s, the term empowerment
became popular in the field of development, especially
with reference to women. ‘Power’ is the key word of the
term ‘Empowerment’ which means control over material
assets, intellectual resources and ideology. The material
assets over which control can be established may be of
any type-physical (land, water and forests), human
(people’s bodies, labour and skills), financial such as
(money and access to money). Knowledge, information,
ideas can be included in tntellectual resources (Halder,
2010).

The core element of empowerment is power. The
prefix ‘em’ is attached to the noun ‘Power’ to create a
verb (empower). According to Webster’s New World
Dictionary (1982) this prefix is used to form a verb
meaning “to make, make into or like, cause to be”. Thus
“to empower” is to make or cause power. Hence, the
noun ‘empowerment’ refers to the process by which power
is gained developed, seized, facilitated or given.

Empowerment broadly refers to the expansion of
freedom of choice and action to shape one’s life. It implies
control over resources and decisions. The meaning is
more significant in context of the marginalized people
whose freedom is severely denied or curtained by their
voicelessness and powerlessness in relation to the state,
community, household, educational institutions or markets.
Empowerment develops par ticipation of weak
marginalized and excluded sections in the process of
development. It has the capacity of creating new
dimensions of lives of marginalized and excluded groups
to set access to different social development paradigms.
Thus, empowerment is the expansion of resources,
capabilities, abilities, choices, and decision making of people
to participate in, negotiate with influence, control, and held
accountable institution that affect their life.

Empowerment in the context of education as human
rights minimally touches upon educational access, retention
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and success of some marginalized people who find no
access to education for satisfying their needs and
aspirations and who do not discover any meaning of
educational achievement that is rendered by schooling.

Therefore, Empowerment stands for acquiring the
power to think, to speak, to act freely to exercise choice,
to raise voice and to be able to take a decision. This is
equally true for both man and women. Empowerment is a
process of awareness and capacity building leading to
greater participation, to greater decision making power
and control, and to transformative action. Empowerment,
in a nutsheell, is a way of defining, challenging and
overcoming barriers in one’s life through which an
individual increases his or her ability to shape his or her
life and environment.

Significance of the Study -
Women Empowerment : A Concept -
Woman Empowerment is a global issue. This concept

of women empowerment appears to be the outcome of
several important critiques, discussion, dialogues and
debates generated by the woman movement throughout
the world, especially in the third world countries (feminist).
To empower women, literally speaking is to give power to
women. ‘Power’ here does not mean a mode of domination
over others, but an exposure of inner strength and
confidence to face life, the right to determine one’s choice
in life, the ability to influence the society and social change,
a share in decision making and capacity-building for the
sake of national development.

Empowerment, in its simplest form, is manifestation
of redistribution of power that challenges patriarchal
ideology and the male dominance. It is a process that
enables women to gain access to and control of material
as well as information resource. It is both process and
result of the process. Empowerment is an active process
enabling women to realize their full identity and power in
all spheres of life (UNDP, 1994). Empowerment is defined
as a process which enables individuals or groups to change
balance of power in social, economic and political relations
in society. The goals of women empowerment are to
challenge patriarchal ideology to transform the structures
and institutions that reinforce and perpetuate gender
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discrimination and social inequality and to enable poor
women to gain access to and control of, both material and
informational resources.

According to TrishnaGoswami (Kundu), 2010,
women empowerment addresses the following separate
but interdependent component of women’s position. These
are :

a) The extent of exposure to the outside world.
b) The extent of interaction with outside world and

in particular, the extent of economic interaction.
c) The level of autonomy in decision-making within

and outside the household.
d) The power and relationships in society

interwoven with gender, class, race, ethnicity,
age, culture and history.

At a workshop of Pacific Women entitled ‘Women,
Development and Empowerment (1987)’, VenessaGriffen
spoke about what empowerment  means to her : To me,
the word simply means, adding to women’s power…. To
me power means :

• having control, organizing further control
• having a say and being listened to.
• Being able to define and create from women’s

perspective.
• Being able to influence social choices and

decisions affecting the whole society (not just
areas of society accepted as a women’s place).

• Being organized and respected equal citizens
and human being with a contribution to make.
Stromquist (1995) has identified four clear
components of  empowerment. They are
cognitive, psychological, economic and political.
According to him…

• The cognitive component refers to women’s
understanding of their conditions of
subordination and the causes of such conditions
at both micro and macro levels of society.

• The psychological component includes the
development of feelings that women can act at
personal and social levels to improve their
condition as well as the formation of the belief
that they can succeed in their change efforts.

• The economic component of empowerment
requires that women be able to engage in a
productive activity that will allow them some
degree of financial autonomy, no matter how
small and hard to obtain at the beginning.

• The political component of empowerment entails
the ability to analyze the surrounding
environment in political and social terms; it also
means the ability to organize and mobilize for

social change.
The National Policy of Education (1986) has laid a

Programmeof  Action for its implementation. This
Programme of Action spells out the meaning of women
empowerment by saying “women become empowered
through collective reflection and decision making”. The
programme of Action, 1992 has clearly declared the
following parameters of empowerment, namely :

• Building a positive self image and self
confidence.

• Developing ability to think critically.
• Building up group cohesion and fostering

decision making and action.
• Ensuring equal participation in the process of

bringing about social change.
• Encouraging group action in order to bring about

change in the society.
• Providing for economic independence.

Women Empowerment can be viewed as a
continuam of several  interrelation and mutually
reinforcing components:

• Awareness building about women’s situation,
discrimination and rights and opportunities as a
step towards gender equality. Collective
awareness building provides a sense of group
identity and the power of working as a group.

• Capacity building and skills development,
especially the ability to plan, make decisions
organize, manage and carry out activities to deal
with people and institutions in the world around
them.

• Participation and greater control and decision
making power in the home, community and
society.

• Action to bring about greater equality between
men and women.

Objectives -
1) To study the woman empowerment, in detail.
2) To develop the woman perspective towards

woman empowerment.
3) To implement the constitutional provisions for

the awareness of woman empowerment.
Interpretation of Data -
Understanding empowerment for the women is a

complex issue with varying interpretation in different social,
natural and cultural contents. However, some common
indicators of women empowerment across all nations can
be expressed as participation in crucial decision making
progress at the level of the individual woman and her
household and work place,  the community and
organizational levels, at the national level and if possible in
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international level.
Women Empowerment is a process of social change.

It is synonymous with the achievement of equality and
equal mildness in society. It will enable women to maintain
stronger functioning position. It enable autonomy and
control over their lives. The empower women became
agents of their own development, able to exercise choice
to set their own agenda and be strong enough to challenge
and change their subordinate position in the society.
Empowerment is self esteemed and collective mobilization
for challenging basic power relation like social injustice
and mobilization of resources. It is self-governance, self-
sufficiency and self-maintenance.

In a broader sense, empowerment of a woman
means two things- liberty from her subordination in the
family and release from her sub-alternate in the society.
It represents three types of freedom – freedom from
ignorance, freedom from exploitation and freedom from
inequality and injustice. Empowerment has become the
key solution to many social problems like high population
growth rate, environmental degradation and low status of
women.

Constitutional Provisions, Special Laws and
National Policies in Support of Women
Empowerment -

Women as an independent group constitute 48.46%
of the country’s total population as per the 2011 Census.
The importance of women as a important human resource
was recognised by the Constitution of India which not only
accorded equality to women but also empowered the State
to adopt measures of positive discrimination in their favour.
A number of Articles of the Constitution specially reiterated
the commitment of the constitution towards the socio
economic development of women and upholding their
political right and participation decision making. Among
them some may be noted.

In Pursuance of the constitutional provisions, the
Government has also enacted specific laws to safeguard
the interests of women and for upgradation of their status.
Some of them may be noted here :

• The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 which prohibits
polygamy, polyandry and child marriage and
concedes equal rights to women to divorce and
to remarry.

• The Hindu succession Act, 1956 which provides
for women the right to parental property.

• The Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act, 1956
which gives a childless woman the right to adopt
a child and to claim maintenance from the
husband if she is divorced by him.

• The Special Marriage Act, 1954 which provides

rights to women on par with men for inter caste
marr iage, love marr iage and registered
marriage. The Act has also fixed the minimum
age of marriage at 21 for males and 18 for
females.

• The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 which
declares the taking of dowry an unlawful activity
and thereby prevents the exploitation of women.

• Equal Remuneration Act, 1976 which provides
payment of remuneration equal with men for
work of equal value.

• The Suppression of Immoral Traffic of Women
and Girls Act, 1956 which gives protection to
women from being kidnapped and being
compelled to become prostitutes.

• The Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act,
1971 which legalizes abortion conceding the right
of a woman to go for abortion on the ground of
physical and mental health.

• The Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1983 which
seeks to stop various types of crimes against
women.

• The Family Court Act, 1984, which seeks to
provide justice to women who get involved in
family disputes.

• The Indecent Representation of Women
(Prohibition) Act, 1986 which prohibits the vulgar
presentation of women in the media such as –
newspapers, cinema, T.V., etc.

• The 73rd and 74th Constitution Amendment
Acts, 1993 which empower women and seek
to secure greater participation of women at all
the levels of the Panchayat System.

• The pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques
(Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act,
1994 which regulates investigation for sex
determination of foetus.

• The protection of Women from Domestic
Violence Act, 2005 provides for more effective
protection of the rights of women guaranteed
under the Constitution who are victims of
violence of any kind occurring within the family
and for matters connected therewith or
incidental thereto.

The goal of this Policy is to bring about the
advancement, development  and empowerment of women.
The Policy will be widely disseminated so as to encourage
active participation of all stakeholders for achieving its
goals. Specifically, the objectives of this Policy include –

• Creating an environment, through positive and
social policies for full development of women
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to enable them to realize their full potential.
• The de-jure and de-facto enjoyment of all

human rights and fundamental freedom by
women on equal basis with men in all spheres
– political, economic, social, cultural and civil.

• Equal access to participation and decision
making of women in social, political and
economic life of the nation.

• Equal access to women to health care, quality
education at all levels, career and vocational
guidance, employment, equal remuneration,
occupational health and safety, social security
and public office etc.

• Strengthening legal systems aimed at elimination
of all forms of discrimination against women.

• Changing social attitudes and community
practices by active participation and
involvement of both men and women.

• Mainstreaming a gender, perspective in the
development process.

• Elimination of discrimination and all forms of
violence against women and the girl child; and

• Building and strengthening partnerships with
civil society, particularly women’s organizations.

The above mentioned laudable objectives of women
empowerment   have been highlighted to examine various
policy perspectives so they can be implemented in reality.

Education is a potent tool in the emancipation and
empowerment of women.

Empowerment of women means equipping women
to be economically independent, self-reliant, and having a
positive esteem to enable them to face any difficult
situation. The empowered women should able to
participate in the process of decision making and
development activities. Education plays the most crucial
role in empowering women; It is education that provides
knowledge, awareness in regard to social, civic, political,
economic and environmental issues and skills for securing
employment and means of livelihoods. Education will
leverage women’s skills and knowledge, and make
effective use of the latest information technology tools to
find better ways to serve their country and the people.
Underlying the importance of women’s education in
national life, the report of the University Education
Commission (1948-49), says –

“There cannot be an educated people without
educated women. If general education is to be limited to
men or women, that opportunity should be given to women,
for then, it would most surely be passed on to the next
generation.”

Education at all levels is an impetus to social

development and the education of half of the population
inevitably stands out as a major problem. Ensuring equal
rights to education will enable women to enrich and
develop themselves, and in the process, achieve true
equality in terms of economic, political and social
participation. And wherever women are denied the right
to equal participation with men in national affairs, a great
human resource is lost. Ensuring equal access to education
is fundamental to promoting the status of women for the
good of both the individual and that of the nation.

Factors Facilitating Empowerment of Women -
A big nation like India which consists of more than

50 crores women cannot afford to ignore the role of
women in the national development. It is in this context
the process of empowerment of women has assumed
importance.

Women cannot be empowered in a magical manner.
It is not an automatic or a spontaneous process but
requires deliberate and consistent efforts. It is through
the combined and co-ordinated efforts of the Government,
NGOs people and the women the task can be fulfilled.
Women cannot be effectively empowered by statutory
provisions or governmental efforts alone. “Women are
empowered through – women emancipation movement,
education, communication, media, political parties and
general awakening.”

Various socio-economic and political factors facilitate
the empowerment of women. Some factors facilitating
empowerment of women may be noted here  :

• Acknowledging Women’s Rights :Society should
recognise that like men, women are also entitled
to equal rights.

• Freedom to Take Decisions and Make Choices
: Women should have freedom to decide
whether to marry or not to marry; and after
marriage, the freedom to decide as to how many
children that they should have, and so on.

• Access to Education and Employment  : Women
can become stronger only with educational and
economic power. Mere expectations cannot
help. Conditions must be created in such a way
that women get easy access to education and
latter on become employed. Sufficient economic
freedom is a must for women to lessen their
dependence on men.

• Opportunities for Political Participation : If
women’s voice is to carry more weight they
must be given political power. They must be
free to take part in the administrative process.

Conclusion -
To conclude the present analysis it may be said that
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empowerment is a continuous process for realizing the
ideals of equality, human liberation and freedom for all.
Women empowerment, thus implies equality of opportunity
and equity between the genders and age groups,
strengthening of life chances, collective participation in
different spheres of life-cultural, social, political, economic,
development process, decision making etc. in order to
promote women’s empowerment, it is necessary to create
an environment that will allow women to participate in
educational programmes and share the benefits. It must
be therefore emphasized that while there is a need to set
up specific education programmes for women, there is
also a necessity to develop forms of education that will
sensitize people towards gender discrimination and will
raise their acceptance of women’s promotion. The

educational and other policies for women empowerment
should be implemented reality for empowering women in
India.
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Introduction -
The rapid geographical expansion of the coronavirus

infections in approximately 160 countries by March 16
have spread fear around the planet and disrupted global
economic activity.

Investors have naturally been concerned and stock
markets around the world suffered trillions of US dollars
of losses in a single week (ending February 28) in what
was the markets’ worst week since the financial crisis of
2008.On March 2, mainly due to declarations of stimulus
measures by central banks, some markets rebounded and
erased part of the previous week’s losses. However, the
following day, they were hit by new losses, which indicates
a clear instability.

How were the leading global stock markets hit during
the February coronavirus crash? How long will it take for
markets to readjust? What is the impact of this viral
outbreak on the financial markets?

Effect On Global Financial Markets -
Even though the novel

coronavirus outbreak started in

not react immediately as there was
little information on how long it might
last, whether China would be able to
quickly contain it and prevent it from
spreading to other countries, and the
risks that such a spread would entail
for the global economy. With Covid-
19’s expansion around the world, it
was only a matter of time before the
stock markets reacted to the new
danger. The crash finally occurred in
the week ending February 28, when
leading stock markets around the
world faced their worst week since
the 2008 financial crisis.

U.S. stocks lost nearly 12% and $3.5 trillion was
erased for U.S.-listed stocks. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average tumbled 12% for the week. MSCI’s world index,
which tracks almost 50 countries, was down over 1%
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once Europe opened and almost 10% for the week – the
worst since October 2008. European shares ended the
week down roughly 1.5 trillion US dollars in their worst
weekly performance since the 2008 financial crisis. The
pan-regional STOXX 600 index fell 3.5% on Friday. Asian

led losses among major markets regionally as they closed
sharply lower. The Shenzhen component was 4.8%
lower.The Shanghai composite was down 3.71%.Hong
Kong’s Hang Seng index dropped 2.42%.The Nikkei

Impact On Indian Stock Market -
In just weeks, the Coronavirus pandemic has shaved

off nearly a third of the global market cap. The Indian
equity market bounced back valiantly on, but the Sensex
and Nifty still closed 25% below the peak achieved two
months ago. Investors can get some cold comfort

Source: Author(www.chartink.com)

Fig: Nifty Technical Chart from 13 Dec 2019 to
17March 2020

that other markets have fallen more. The spread of
the virus has triggered panic across the world and shaken
the confidence of investors.Making things worse is the
crude oil war between Saudi Arabia and Russia, which
has injected volatility into other assets. Overseas investors
pulled out a net sum of ¹ 24,776.36 crore from equities

2-13(Source : Livemint)
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1. Sensex at 2-year low, mid-caps are lower

Source: The Economic Times
Fig: Sensex and BSE midcap Index 2 year

performance
2. Sensex PE is below its 10-year average

Source: The Economic Times

Fig: Sensex PE is below its 10-year average
With the market back in the fair valuation zone, long-

term investors can get in slowly. But the fact that the Indian
market is out of the overvaluation zone should provide
comfort to long-term investors. The broader market
valuation has gone below its 10-year average while the
10-year real return from the Sensex is in the negative. In
other words, this turmoil is an opportunity for long-term
investors.

3. 10-year Sensex CAGR is below inflation

Source: The Economic Times
Fig: 10-year Sensex CAGR is below inflation

Sensex rarely gives negative real CAGR. It has given
decent returns after incidents like this.

4. 5-year SIP returns of Sensex almost zero

Source: The Economic Times
Fig: 5-year SIP returns of Sensex

Five-year SIP returns of Sensex falling to zero is

rare.The market is going through a period of flux and
investors need to shift between sectors to make most of
it. They need to rebalance from overvalued sectors to
undervalued ones and from sectors with bleak prospects
to those looking bright

5. Decrease in Nifty BEER ratio
The term ‘BEER’ can offer some comfort to Indian

stock investors. BEER ratio, a metric used to evaluate
the relationship between bond yields and earnings yields,
has fallen below 1, suggesting that the stock market has
become undervalued.

In the past, whenever the ratio has fallen to such
levels, it has been followed by a 20-25 per cent surge in
Nifty.On Wednesday, the 10-year bond yield stood at 6.13
per cent, while the one-year forward Nifty50 PE stood at
15.4 – off its recent peak of 18.4 – resulting in an earning
yield value of 6.5 (1/forward PE or EPS/price). And that
gives a BEER ratio of 0.94.

Fig: Earnings yield
Currently ‘earnings yield’ of Nifty exceeds bond yield

by 45 bps. Such instances have provided high expected
returns in the past.(Source: ICICI Securities).

Data showed Nifty’s PE has come closer to the
bottom of past three falls at over 10 per cent. Nearly 30
of the 50 index stocks have forward earnings yields of
more than 6 per cent.

C. Impact of Coronavirus on Different Indian Sectors
The coronavirus outbreak might cost the global

economy $1-2 trillion in 2020, according to the UN
Conference on Trade and Development. Its potential
impact on the Indian economy is not yet known, but several
sectors are already feeling the pain, Here’s a look at the
sectors most impacted by the outbreak.
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Aviation -
As part of its efforts to stop the spread of Covid-19,

India on March 12 suspended almost all visas for a month,
adding to the woes of airlines. As of March 6, Indian private
carriers had cancelled 93 international flights and global
airlines 492 flights, according to data shared by the
government in the LokSabha. With the number of Covid-
19 cases in India increasing two and a half times over the
past week to 84, travellers might be hesitant to even fly
within the country. “There will be a further demand slump
in the domestic segment, at least for the next few weeks,”
says KapilKaul, chief executive for aviation consultancy
CAPA India. Indigo, India’s largest airline, has reported a
15-20% decline in daily bookings over the past few days,
compared with the week-ago period, and expects its
quarterly earnings to be “materially impacted”. Kaul says
the impact of coronavirus on airlines will be deeper than
epidemics in the past. This crisis comes at a time when
airlines are also being hit by a falling rupee.

Hospitality -
With several companies restricting all but essential

travel, business hotels in major cities could be left with a
lot of empty rooms. Kapil Chopra, founder and CEO of
Postcard Hotels & Resorts, says average occupancy in
these hotels could fall from 70-75% to 20%, if they haven’t
already, even as demand in holiday destinations continues
to be strong.

As people become more cautious, restaurants have
reported a decline of 30-35% in business in the past few
days. And restaurants at malls have recorded a sharper
drop, says AnuragKatriar, president of the National
Restaurant Association of India. Multiplexes will also have
to contend with a fall in demand. Delhi, Kerala and Jammu
& Kashmir have ordered that cinemas be shut till March
31. Maharashtra has also ordered the closure of cinemas
in some cities, hurting multiplex chains like PVR Cinemas
and Inox Leisure Limited.

Apparel -
Raja Shanmugam, an apparel manufacturer in

Tirupur, India’s largest textile hub, is a worried man. “There
is a fear psychosis because of coronavirus. If this continues
for 2-3 weeks, it could be really bad for us.”

India exported over Rs 1 lakh crore of garments in
2018-19, according to the ministry of commerce. Exports
bring in 60% of Indian apparel makers’s revenues. Europe
alone accounts for a third of India’s garment exports. But
with the region being declared the new epicentre for the
disease by the World Health Organization, new orders are
bound to be affected. What is accentuating the apparel
industry’s problems is the decline in footfalls at stores,
both as a result of people’s reluctance to visit them and

the closure of malls.
Consumer Durables and Electronics -
With the spread of the coronavirus, it was not

surprising to see a spurt in unsubstantiated social media
messages on the dos and don’ts. Among these was a
warning to stay away from meat, which has driven down
demand for chicken, the meat of choice for Indians, by
around 30% in the past three weeks, says industry sources.
To prevent stock pileup, poultry companies have been
forced to sell birds at Rs 25 per kg, a third of the raising
cost, says B Soundararajan, chairman of poultry company
Suguna Foods. Despite the food safety regulator assuring
people that the virus does not spread through poultry, it
might take weeks for the Rs 80,000 crore chicken industry
to bounce back.

As far as seafood is concerned, India’s worries are
more on the export front. Seafood exports brought in Rs
46,600 crore in 2018-19, with the US, European Union
and China being the top markets, according to the Marine
Products Export Development Authority.

Conclusion -
Despite the market being in the oversold territory,

we are not seeing a sustainable bounce in the benchmark
index, which is a negative sign for the market. Considering
the overall chart structure, traders should refrain from
taking long positions, as all global markets are in strong
bear grip. Once can use any small bounce as a selling
opportunity. As long as Nifty and Sensex doesn’t close
above its previous day’s high, the bears will have an upper
hand on the market.

Coronavirus outbreak will set back India’s growth
recovery. India’s economic growth could take a hit of up
to half a percentage point in FY21 because of the
disruptions caused by the Covid-19 outbreak, early
estimates by the government suggest. But independent
economists see a deeper cut of up to one percentage point.
“There will be a hit of 0.3-0.5% on the GDP in the next
fiscal year,” said one of the officials aware of the estimate.
“Growth in the first two quarters of the next fiscal could
be as low as 4-4.5%,” another official added.

The economy is forecast to grow 5% in current fiscal,
the slowest in 11 years. The Economic Survey had forecast
6-6.5% rise in FY21, but Covid-19 has hurt recovery
prospects. Reserve Bank of India governor Shaktikanta
Das said that India is integrated into the global economy,
so there will be some impact. Independent experts have
called for fiscal and monetary stimuli.
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Introduction -
The definition of higher education includes a hierarchy

of institutions and programmes. Many different kinds of
university level institutions such as central universities,
state universities, private universities, IITs, IIMs, HSERs,
occupy the upper end of the higher education spectrum.
The various colleges offering general or specialized
education, professional education, provide higher education
to nearly eighty percent of students. Then, there are
several other post secondary institutions such as
community colleges and technical training institutions. In
a sense the polytechnics and vocational institutions, which
are not strictly post-secondary, are also considered as
higher education.

According to MHRD, The quantum growth in the
Higher Education sector is spear-headed by Universities,
which are the highest seats of learning. In India,
“University” means a University established or
incorporated by or under a Central Act, a Provincial Act
or a State Act and includes any such institution as may, in
consultation with the University concerned, be recognized
by the University Grants Commission (UGC) in
accordance with the regulations made in this regard under
the UGC Act, 1956. Every year, millions of students from
within the country and abroad, enter these portals mainly
for their graduate, post graduate studies while millions
leave these portals for the world outside. Higher Education
is the shared responsibility of both the Centre and the
States. The coordination and determination of standards
in Universities and Colleges is entrusted to the UGC and
other statutory regulatory bodies.

In view of the multifaceted schemes and activities
envisaged under Quality and Excellence, programme
support for Research Projects, Relevance and Value
Based Education, ICT – integration, Governance and
Efficiency improvement during the 12th FYP, it is
anticipated that :

(a) the quality of higher education provided to the
youth of the country would be comparable in
terms of curricular offerings, content and
delivery methods to those practiced
internationally

Value Oriented Higher Education
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(b) increase in the employability rate of the human
– resources developed through the portals of
universities and colleges nationally and
internationally

(c) quality PhDs and high quality publications in
high impact factor journals and with increasing
citation indices of individual researchers and
institutions

(d) Promotion of Indian Universities to find their
place among top 250 Universities of the world
through the international ranking processes, and

(e) the Indian University system would make
significant progress in performance to the
societal welfare and to build the economy of
the country

Value  orientation -
Due concern and consideration have been attributed

towards the value orientation of the total education
system. UGC (2003) had asserted that Educational
opportunities and traditions that Indian Universities have
build up, since independence have been able to produce
graduates, capable only of pursuing limited careers, but,
in the new globally competitive environment that is
emerging in the country, the Indian student is now required
to develop a multifaceted personality to cope up with the
rapid changes in the world at large. This calls for the
development of body, mind and spirit, through the
educational processes in the institutions of higher education.
The rapid developments in science and technology and
the challenges of globalization are posing additional
challenges to the education system in the country. This is
also the tie when parental care to the children is on the
wane. The adverse effects of the media on the mental
development and moral values of the younger generation
are being felt increasingly in all spheres of life. Gross
consumerism has distorted the outlook of persons into one
of equating possessions with richness. Exploitation of
natural resources is proceeding without reference to
sustainability.

Apart from the major elements, governance /
leadership, partnerships / collaborations, infrastructure in
general and pedagogical advancements do also have a
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say in the achievements and / or developments in the
country in general and the State in particular. The
developments in Technology based infrastructure,
academia-industry linkages, and such initiatives foster the
future expectations from the State. Business Incubations
Centres have been a new comer to the higher education
framework that could revolutionalise the possibilities ahead
of barefoot techies.

Need  of  the  Study -
‘Value-based Education’ is such a popular and highly

debated term during these days, but it has been an integral
part of our philosophical, social and intellectual tradition
for thousands of years. We begin to learn values from a
very nascent stage in our lives. Our first sense of value is
derived from our parents, and then from our teachers and
peers. It is this ‘sense’ that goes on to accept and assimilate
so many other impressions and experiences, that ultimately
shapes our thoughts, actions and our destiny. As Mahatma
Gandhi said.”

“Your beliefs become your thoughts,
Your thoughts become your words,
Your words become your actions,
Your actions become your habits,
Your habits become your values,
Your values become your destiny.”
As we see, the significance of values in our individual

and collective lives cannot be underestimated. It is our
sense of values that determines who we are, what we
think and what we do.  In fact, as the great social reformer
Martin Luther King has pointed out, our sense of reality
itself is dependent on our sense of values. It is of great
significance that, we as individuals, as citizens and
members of a society, inculcate the right values within
ourselves and our fellow men. ‘Value-based Education’ is
therefore the need of the hour. As this world and our society
struggles to confront and combat the emotional, social and
intellectual challenges thrown up by tremendous
technological advances, globalization and the numerous
and diverse complications that they entail, it is only “Value-
based Education” that can provide us with a strong mooring,
a moral compass with the aid of which we might decide
on a course of action.

We can incorporate values into your daily lives
within the education system -

• As teachers and students, we must attempt to
model positive values in our behavior and
actions. This might involve something as simple
as being attentive in class or something slightly
more complicated as being more responsive to
the needs of students and scholars in and outside
the classrooms;

• We must promote an atmosphere of
collaboration and cooperation in the classroom,
by being flexible in our approach. This might
involve, on the part of the students, a strong
willingness to participate actively in classroom
discussions, and on the part of the teacher, the
encouragement of free and frank exchange of
ideas and views;

• We – particularly the teachers and staff – must
promote a non-confrontational and strongly
ethical culture in the classroom and outside it.
This might entail enabling the students to take
greater responsibility in every sphere of the
education system or empowering them to tackle
different pedagogical and other problems. For
the students this would entail developing a strong
moral basis for their actions and fulfilling their
personal and social responsibilities; and

• We must try to promote a better cultural and
social ambience by encouraging the spread of
inclusive and non-discriminatory attitudes and
behaviours, encouraging and guiding the
students to lead an ethical lifestyle.

Significance  of  the  Study -
This University emphasizes to uphold the local art

and culture and practice of the region. Purulia is the centre
of origin and transformation of Chhau Dance- an Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity recognized by UNESCO
in 2010. All components of Chhau Dance- like
performance and its grammar, playing the musical
instruments, mask-making, script-writing and so on are
taught to the learners in Diploma course on Chhau. To
inculcate Sanskrit, one teacher has been appointed to run
a Non-formal Sanskrit Center Supported by Rashtriya
Sanskrit Sansthan since August 2016. As the commitment
to the society to uphold the economy of the marginalized
inhabitants of the District, a certificate course of Culture
has been introduced by the University. Further, to uphold
both the cultural and structural heritage of the locality, the
University is going to establish a Regional Museum within
the campus.

The aim and purpose of higher education is to provide
an integrated and coherent picture of the creation. Over
the last two decades, India has remarkably transformed
its higher education landscape. It has created widespread
access to low-cost high-quality university education for
students of all levels. An Indian student in 2013 was a
‘passive player’ on a predefined education system. Student
had no choice in what he learnt and how he learnt it. The
curriculum was predesigned and worse still, outdated and
seldom relevant, one-way lectures from the teacher to
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the student. In today’s classrooms, the student is an ‘active
participant’ in the education process and the role of a
professor is that of a ‘facilitator’ not an instructor.

The Indian higher education system has undergone
massive expansion to become the largest in the world
enrolling over 70 million students. Online platforms and
ICT tools have helped take higher education to millions of

deserving students in remote areas. Professors collaborate
across universities to collectively create and distribute for-
credit curriculum for an online semester. India is a regional
hub for higher education, attracting global learners from
all over the world. India’s massive open online courses,
started by several elite research universities, collectively
enroll 60% of the world’s entire student population.
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Introduction -
Man is very much anxious to use education both as

consumer as well as producer of goods. Man wants to
use education as one of the best means for human resource
development. Also man strives for transforming the
present society to a space society through education. And,
for achieving all these purposes the following tetra-
dimensions in educations should be quite helpful :

i. Quality in Education
ii. Conformity in Education
iii. Equity in Education
iv. Excellence in Education
The quest for quality has been the characteristic of

entire history of mankind. Quality is nothing but a driving
force behind all the human activities and endeavours. It is
very difficult to define quality in clear-cut terms, because,
quality is psychological trait and it has no physical
existence. But, when we say the quality of a particular
thing / situation, then, we go for analyzing the factors which
constitute / affect the goodness or badness of that
particular thing / situation. For example, when we say
quality elementary education in the state of Assam, then,
we go for analyzing the basic factors of elementary
education like infrastructure facilities, community support
and participation, target oriented curriculum and other
content materials, proper trained and qualified teachers,
proper classroom environment, assessment of learners’
progress, remediation of the learners’ problems, attainment
of better learners’ achievement in both scholastic and co-
scholastic areas of behavior, necessary guidance and
support system for the students for their future progress
and prosperity, etc. are available in elementary schools
because, All these factors affect the quality of elementary
education. If all these factors are available properly.
Quality is a unifying force; and it provides a unifying value
to a matter. Quality provides meaning to a department,
school, district, place or institution. Quality eliminates the
problems caused by the lack of clarity of a matter and
helps that matter towards enlightened vision. Quality
generally signifies the degree of excellence. Quality helps
one to achieve his / her intended purposes. Quality is a
very ambiguous term as it has connotations of both
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standard and excellence. In the simplest form, quality may
be defined as a quest for perfection.

As the chief task of education is to transform a man
into a developed man, superman, perfect man, total man
and ideal man, so, the quest for quality in education is a
common phenomenon. Quality education humanizes a man
and leads a man towards perfection in his social and
personal life. Indian philosophical literature on education
dating back to more than two thousand years covers a
wide range of conceptual issues and practices relating to
quality education. Today also our education system is facing
a lot of qualitative issues either in a single direction or in
different directions. Quality in education is a multi-faced
concept. Quality helps the educational professionals to
maximize the use of their resources. Quality in education
helps a teacher to dispose his / her duties properly, helps a
student to achieve maximum from the educational tasks,
helps the administrator to facilitate for running of the
educational institution successfully and helps the parents
to get best out of their children’s learning. In education
scenario, quality encompasses how learning is organized
and managed, what the context of learning is, what level
of learning is achieved, what it leads in terms of outcomes
and what goes on in the learning environment.

Development of the socio-economic aspects of the
country has been the emerging challenge for the present
day education. Education has also taken the responsibility
of meeting the demands of many other urgent / new /
foreseen / emerging challenges / issues relating emotional,
social and national integration of the country, values of
democratic ways of living, social justice, secularism,
environmental protection, population control and life style,
human right  consciousness, work ethics and work culture,
modernization, liberalization, globalization, industrialization,
total national development, unity in diversity.

The system approach of education or input-
processing-output approach of education also states that,
for achieving quality output in our education, the input and
processing aspects of education also should be qualitative
in nature. Therefore, we need a qualitative education
system for fulfilling our needs, demands, requirements and
challenges of present day, futuristic and post-modern
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society.
Interpretation  of  the  Study -
Conformity is the basic necessity of an educational

system. A healthy education system of a state / country is
generally conformed to a set of guidelines, rules,
regulations, values, norms, ethics, etc. When one wants
the best output from an educational system, then she has
to conform or relate that education system with certain
standard as well as purposes. That education has the
conformity with the values, ideals, principles and ethics of
different societies in respect of time. For examples, the
ancient Indian education had the conformity with the
ancient Indian values / ideals relating to Veda, Upanishad,
Gita, Mahabharat, etc,; the education system of Hitler had
its conformity with the Hitlerian principles and values; and
the education system of USSAR of recent past had its
conformity with the socialistic ideas of USSR region. When
the bond of conformity between the education system of
a state and the values, ideals, rules, regulations, etc. of
that state becomes weak, at that time a lot of problems
arise in the way of smooth functioning of that state,
because, education cannot take the proper challenge to
meet the required demands of the state in such a condition.
Since education is regarded as the chief means for the
development of the society, so, each and every society
gives a lot of directions to their education system and such
directions become the conformity part of their education
system. In the ancient Greece, when individuals were
admitted to citizenship on the attainment of their maturity,
they were taking oath in a formal ceremony: “we will never
bring disgrace to our city by any act of dishonest or
cowardice, nor desert our suffering comrades. We will
fight for the ideals and sacred things of the city, alone and
with many: we will revere and obey the city’s laws and do
our best to incite a like respect in those among us who are
prone to annual them or set them at naught, we will strive
unceasingly to quicken the public’s sense of civic thought.

In order to overcome these above mentioned riddles
or problems, our education has to play a vital roles. And,
in order to overcome these above mentioned riddle or
problems, the education system of our country should have
conformity with:

• Social and personal values of the country
• Peace and harmony required for the country
• National integration and international

understanding
• Emotional attachment and feeling for the state
• Secularist demands and requirements
• Moral and ethical principles of the country
• Legal and formal principles of the state
• Concern for present, past and future requisites

and requirements
• Democratic and ruling principles of the country
• Constitutional imperatives, etc.
Significance  of  the  Study -
Scholastic literature states ‘equity’ is a troublesome

term and it is very difficult to define it in clear-cut words.
It has both denotative and connotative.

The different areas of equity that are needed to be
maintained in our country through our education system
are :

• Gender Equity,
• Religious Equity,
• Caste and Class equity,
• Geographical Equity,
• Cultural Equity,
• Social Equity, etc.
We need equity in different field of life and society

in order to :
• establish on egalitarian society;
• making the democracy successful;
• identify and utilize the hidden talents in various

fields;
• make the country a developed country;
Excellence  in  Education -
The present trend of education is characterized by a

craze for academic excellence because of the increasing
awareness of parents, teachers, and the learners
themselves. Excellence in education may be defined as
all educational provisions made available to learner in order
to evaluate academic status to the highest level of
proficiency, which is capable of attaining. In the field of
education, excellence is much tied with qualitative issues.
Excellence says ‘quality’ is not enough, but, what we
require is the ‘best quality’ or ‘best competency’

Excellence of anything can be understood from the
two points of view i.e. (i) individual point of view and (ii)
social point of view. From the individual point of view,
excellence in education can be understood in terms of best
academic performance of an individual in his / her field of
study. From the social point of view, excellence in education
can be understood in terms of society’s highest level of
progress and prosperity in its different fields of education.

Present world is a world of competition and world of
comparison. In this competitive world an individual can
survive and maintain its position only when it would be
competitive in nature. Education is one of the significant
parameters of development, which trains an individual in
order to be competitive in this world. And, those individuals
who achieve ‘Excellence’ in their education can become
the best competitors in this world and easily reach at the
climax of development and progress. Therefore,
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achievement of excellence in education should be the
significant aim of present day.

The basic factors, which hinder in achieving
excellence in education,  are :

• Unexpected quantitative expansion of education
for meeting the educational demand of
increased number of population.

• Ineffective educational policies to meet the
educational demand.

• Lack of proper care at the elementary stage of
education.

• Failure to appoint qualified, committed and
dedicated teachers.

• Use or application of illogical methods in
teaching learning process.

• Lack of proper infrastructure and related
facilities, variables, etc.

Expectations  of  Mass -
The main aim of education is to create human

awareness so that we can understand the difference
between truth and untruth. Education is necessary for the
development of human beings. Person can sharpen his
skill by getting knowledge through education. Knowledge
is power; wealth can be created by starting industries and
manufacturing products or goods required for consumption.
Knowledge is fuel of technology. New discoveries and
inventions are the outcomes of new knowledge. Therefore,
education is for life and not for mere living. There are two
objects of life and living, i.e. one is standard of living and
the other is standard of life. The standard of living is visible
and standard of life is invisible. Visible parts are related to
body and invisible parts depends on human mind and living
depends on matter and life depends on spirit.
Mathematically, living belongs to one third area of human
life and life belongs to two third are of human life.
Therefore, living or matter decides capital but technology
means quality and quality depends on spirit. Therefore,
Swami Vivekanand said “keep the greater part of your
mind fixed on God and with the rest attend to your ordinary
rounds of duty”. Education has to instill the human values
and must broaden the vision of individual so as to be
concerned with the welfare of the people. Education is a
powerful means for shaping the qualities of individuals
character which is formed on account of good qualities
and getting proper education from learned and noble
teachers. Character is an important quality to an individual.
So Syrus declared that A man’s own character is arbiter
of his fortune. Education is a lifelong process. It moulds
one’s views towards life it also helps to make healthy mind.
It has to teach the students to share his views with others
and also takes care of other companion. Sharing and caring

should be kept in mind while serving the members of
society. The essence of education is to provide that
information which must lead towards knowledge and
ultimately knowledge must lead to wisdom. Virtue appears
from good deeds and wisdom appears from a pure and
peaceful mind. To walk safely through the maze of human
life, one needs the light of wisdom and the guidance of
virtue. According to Confusious  breeds confidence,
confidence breeds hope and hope breeds peace. Education
breeds character, character breeds confidence, confidence
breeds capacity, capacity breeds capital, capital breeds
credit and credit breeds gain confidence then confidence
breeds hope and hope breeds in pure and peaceful mind
then wisdom appears, then wisdom breeds peace and
peace means zero defects and zero defects itself a quality
and zero it self a puja and puja means nil. But nil should be
defects only in reality. This quality teach triple truth to all
a generous heart, Kind speech and a life of service and
compassion are the things which renew humanity. Words
have the power to both destroy and heal. When words
are both, true and kind. They change our world. All good
qualities are essential for human development. The three
qualities can connect human beings living in different parts
of the world today we witness people who are fighting
with one another on the basis of caste. Color, race, creed
and ethnicity or nationality. Artificial borders created by
groups of human beings should be dismantled. People can
have unity and harmonious relations with other people if
then given importance to ethical values- kindness,
compassion and selfless service to others. People of one
country, instead of fighting with people of other country,
should settle their problems. At negotiation table amicably
or through diplomatic channel. Hatred begets hatred and
war begets war. To prevent war or armed conflicts, each
government should give up the policy of waging war or
armed conflict against other nation.

Teach yourselves, teach everyone his real nature call
upon the sleeping soul and see how its awake, power will
come, glory will come, goodness will come, purity will
come and everything that is excellent will come when this
sleeping soul is roused to self conscious activity. We want
that education by which character will be formed, strength
of mind is increased, the intellect is expanded by which
one can stand on one’s own feet. The following are the
twelve parameters for human excellence.

1) Self control, 2) Compassion, 3) Self reliance, 4)
Concentration, 5) Knowledge, 6) Devotion, 7) Honesty,
8) Discipline, 9) Will power, 10) Dedication, 11)
Confidence, 12) and Strength

All these twelve parameters of human excellence
can be converted into three dimensions.
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1) Bliss, 2) Peace, 3) Freedom
All the above twelve parameters with three

dimensions can be created among the students through
education and by using optimum conscience. Gandhiji has
given seven problems among the society, these problems
are as follows.

1) Politics without principle, 2) Wealth without work
3) Pleasure without conscience, 4) knowledge without
character, 5) Commerce without morality, 6) Science
without humanity, 7) Worship without sacrifice.

Gandhi has become a beacon light. The following
characters are necessary for better suited to build a
peaceful society and that can be created within the society
as such

1) We become natural creators 2) We become more
compassionate understand pain and suffering. 3) We create
more sacrifices 4) We become listeners. 5) We posses
more tolerance 6) We must be born teachers. 7) We
deserve freedom equality to build their lives and carriers
8) We can build a peaceful neighborhood then we can
contribute the world peace.

Need  of  an  Excellence -
a) To increase competitive efficiency of public

sector.
b) To meet the growing demand of higher

education with rapid growth in population
c) To reduce financial burden on government and

for decentralization of educational institutions.
d) Impart quality education and training and

shaping of the curriculum according to global,
national and local needs.

e) To fulfill the need for skilled manpower and to
fulfill the need of the country in liberalization,
privatization, and globalization.

f) To facilitate technological developments and
information based economic development. In
India, the thrust on privatization in higher
education started in the early 90s under the LPG
(Liberalization, Privatization and globalization)
policy. The last two decades has witnessed an
exponential growth in Indian higher education
system. But remain lot of challenges of
privatization. Privatization of higher education
has badly affected the poor, undermined equity,
diversity and openness and could not ensure the

knowledge about the providers; and price and
quality of the product.

Globalization -
With the developments of information and

communication technology the barriers of national
boundary have broken. As a result there has been
considerable development in the social, economical and
educational fields at international and global level.

The development in education has resulted in the
following events :

i. Increased practice of international comparison
of educational development.

ii. Mobility of students from one country to another.
iii. Mobility of scholars from one country to another.
iv. Setting up of educational institution from one

country to another.
v. Marketing of education worldwide.
vi. Development of framework for globalization of

education through GATT (General Agreement
on Tariff and Trade), GATS (General
Agreement on Trade in Services) under WTO
(World Trade Organization).

Conclusion -
The Indian higher education system has undergone

massive expansion to become the largest in the world
enrolling over I million students each year. Such expansion
would have been unimaginable without the extensive use
of ICT tools. In spite of the significant progress made
during the past few years, India’s higher education sector
is still in danger with several challenges. Higher education
in India suffers in terms of both quality and employability.
At the policy making level, we think only quantitative
expansion and quality has been placed in the next place.

Though India has a long heritage of quality higher
education system it has failed to solve the problems of
Access, Equity, and Quality until recent past. The
deteriorating administration, unproductive practice,
corruption and fund availability leads to break down of
indigenous educational system. Recently with the
introduction LPG i.e. Liberalization, Privatization and
Globalization an avenue to revive the system has evolved.
On the one hand globalization may help to improve the
quality of education it can also affect the indigenous
development of educational sector.
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Abstract:
Sedges (Cyperaceae) are usually overlooked by

botanists as they grow in marshy habitats, have
comparatively inconspicuous size, minute non-attractive
flowers and non-availability of standard literature, even
by the present-day botanists, mainly due to the difficulty
in identifying them. Therefore, present study given
etymology, identification characters and distribution of
sedges genera in India. Total 20 genera of family
Cyperaceae are reported from Maharashtra state; out of
these, three genera have unisexual flowers i.e. Carex,
Diplacrum, Scleria while remaining 17 genera have
bisexual flowers.

Key words- Sedges, Genera, Etymology, Features,
Distribution

Introduction-
Cyperaceae is a large family comprising of 109

genera and about 5500 species distributed throughout the
world (Govaerts, et al., 2015). The family in India is
represented by 39 genera and about 580 species
(Karthikeyan et al., 1989; Prasad & Singh, 2002). The
family Cyperaceae occupies 3rd position in the sequence
of dominance in monocots. Sedges may be found growing
in almost all environments; many are associated with
wetlands or with poor soils. The knowledge about the uses
of Sedges available at present is scanty. This is probably
due to inadequate information on primary data of
Cyperaceae. In sedges the shape and surface of nut are
of special importance in taxonomy; morphologically family
Cyperaceae is difficult to identify even at generic level.
Therefore, present study given etymology, identification
characters and distribution of about 20 genera of sedges
in Maharashtra.

Review on Indian Cyperaceae-
C. B. Clarke (1883, 1884) was the first one to do

extensive study of Indian Cyperaceae, whose work is
included in J. D. Hooker’s Flora of British India. A total
number of 449 species coming under 28 genera are
enumerated in this flora. He also described new genera
and species of Cyperaceae (1908). Most of the species
reported by Cooke (1908) in Flora of the Presidency of

Bombay. The late Prof. E. Govindarajalu (1966-1998),
Indian Cyperologists who devoted more than 30 years in
studying the sedges of country and described many new
species of Cyperaceae. Excellent worked on Cyperaceae
of North East India by Rao & Verma (1982). Vartak (1982)
worked on multifarious uses of sedges from Western
India. Prasad & Singh (2002) had done outstanding work
on sedges of Karnataka state. Recently Wadoodkhan
(2015) had done excellent work on Cyperaceae of Western
Ghats, West Coast and Maharashtra; he has reported total
404 taxa belonging to 16 genera. Cook C. D. K. (1996)
also work done excellent on Cyperaceae in his book
Aquatic and Wetland Plants of India. Some genera of
Cyperaceae have been recently revised by taxonomist e.g.
the tribe Rhynchosporeae (Dey & Prasanna, 2010)
reported 4 genera and 11 species for India. The genus
Scleria revised for peninsular India and reported 21 species
(Wadoodkhan et al., 2007). Recently work on the
taxonomic revision of the genus Eleocharis R. Br. in India
is done (Chandore, 2016).

General Characters  of Sedges (Family
Cyperaceae A. L. de Jussieu)

Stem often 3-angled; Leaves usually 3-ranked
containing silica bodies, rarely distichous or polystichous,
usually sheathing at base; Glumes Present; Flower in
spikelet of cyme; Flower subtended by a single bract;
Lodicules absent; Perianth represented by bristles, scales
or absent; Ovary superior with single ovule; Fruit is nut
and  Seeds are endospermic.

Entymology,  identification characters  and
distribution of 20 genera of Cyperaceae-

a) Unisexual flower 3 genera-
1) Genus-  Carex L.
Etymology: (Cutter) the sharp leaf margins
Characters: Flower unisexual; Nut enclosed

in an utricle.
Distribution: c.2000 species distributed throughout

the world; c. 160 species in India
2) Genus- Diplacrum R. Br.
Etymology: (Double-lobed) the glumes have two

side lobes
Characters: Flower unisexual; Nut closely
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enveloped by two glumes;
Contraligule absent

Distribution: c. 6 species tropics of the both
hemispheres; 3 species in India

3) Genus- Scleria P.J. Bergius.
Etymology: (Hard) the hard-coated achenes
Characters: Flower unisexual; Nut not enveloped

by two glumes; Contraligule present
Distribution: c.200 species distributed subtropical

and warm temperate regions; c. 27
species in India

b) Bisexual flower 17 genera:
1) Genus: Ascopholis Fischer
Etymology: - pholis -scaled
Characters: Spikelet 1-2 flowered; Rachilla

disarticulating above the two empty
glumes (not jointed); Annuals with
fibrous roots; nut planoconvex  or
subglobose;

Distribution: Monotypic genus endemic to south
India

2) Genus- Bolboschoenus (Asch.) Beetle
Etymology: Bolbo-  bulbous; Schoenus - rush

like plants
Characters: Glumes spiral; Perianth consists of

bristles; Leaves well developed;
Stem triquetrous; style continuous
with the ovary

Distribution: c.8 species distributed in eastern Asia
and eastern North America; 2 species
in India

3) Genus- Bulbostylis Kunth
Etymology: Bulbous-styled
Characters: Glumes spiral; Flower without a

perianth of hypogynous scale or
bristles; Style base dilated; Nut with
a button like thickening of style base

Distribution: c.100 species distributed tropical and
subtropical regions of the world; 5
species in India

4) Genus- Courtoisina Nees
Characters: Spikes subglobose; Spikelet few to

many flower; Glumes distichous;
Rachilla deciduous; Stigma 3; Keel
of the nut-bearing glumes winged.

Distribution: 2 species distributed in tropical Africa
and Madagascar; 1 species in India

5) Genus- Cyperus L.
Characters: Spikelet few to many flower; Glumes

distichous; Rachiila persistence;
Stigma-3; generally nut trigonous or

triquetrous
Distribution: c.500 species distributed in

throughout the world; c. 70 species
in India

6) Genus- Eriophorum L.
Etymology: Wool bearer (cotton grass)
Characters: Spikelets comose from the numerous

white hair like hypogynous bristles
which are much exerted from the
glumes.

Distribution: c. 10 species distributed throughout
the world; 3 species in India

7) Genus-  Fimbristylis Vahl
Etymology: Fringed-styled
Characters: Glumes spiral; Flower without a

perianth of hypogynous scale or
bristles; Style base dilated; Nut
without button like thickening of style
base

Distribution: c. 300 species distributed throughout
the world; c. 115 species in India

8) Genus- Fuirena Rottb.
Etymology: for G. Fuiren, Danish physician
Characters: Glumes spiral; Perianth consists of

scale; Leaves cauline; stems noded;
Inflorescence paniculate

Distribution: c. 30 species mostly in warm region
of world; c. 9 species in India

9) Genus- Hypolytrum Vahl
Etymology: Gore-beneath, (colouration of leaf

sheaths)
Characters: Glumes spiral; Perianth consists of

scale; Hypogynous scale folded,
sharply keeled; nut with a spongy
beak

Distribution: c. 40 species distributed in tropical
regions; 3 species in India

10) Genus- Kyllinga Rottb. (nom. cons.)
Etymology: for Peter Kylling, seventeenth-

century Danish apothecary and
botanist

Characters: Spikelet 1-2 flowered; Rachilla
disarticulating above the two empty
glumes (not jointed); Perennials with
short or horizontally creeping
rhizome; nut laterally flattened

Distribution: c. 40 species distributed in
throughout the world; 10 species in
India

11) Genus- Kyllingiella R. Haines and Lye
Etymology: for Peter Kylling, seventeenth-
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century Danish apothecary and
botanist

Characters: Spikelet 1-2 flowered; Rachilla
articulating (jointed)

Distribution: 2 species distributed in tropical Africa
and India; 1 species in India

12) Genus- Lipocarpha R.Br. (nom. cons.)
Etymology: Greasy-stem
Characters: Glumes spiral; Perianth consists of

scale; Leaves basal; stems not noded;
Inflorescence capitate

Distribution: c. 154 species mostly in tropical
Africa, South East Asia, Tropical
America; 3 species in India

13) Genus- Mariscus Vahl (nom. cons.)
Etymology: the name for a rush-like plant in Pliny
Characters: Spikelet few to many flower; Glumes

distichous; Rachilla deciduous;
Stigma 3;

Perennials; keel of the nut-bearing glumes not
winged

Distribution: c. 200 species distributed in
throughout the world; c. 14 species
in India

14) Genus- Pycreus P. Beauv
Characters: Spikelet few to many flower; Glumes

distichous; Rachiila persistence;
Stigma 2; generally nut flattened

Distribution: c. 90 species distributed in
throughout the world; c.33 species in
India

15) Genus- Rhynchospora Vahl (nom. cons.)
Etymology: Beaked-seed (achene has a distinct

beak)
Characters: Glumes sub distichous; Perianth

consists of bristles; Leaves well
developed; Stem trigonous; style
articulated with the ovary

Distribution: c. 200 species mostly distributed in
tropical and subtropical region of
South America; c. 10 species in India

16) Genus- Rikliella J. Raynal
Characters: Glumes spiral; Flower without a

perianth of hypogynous scale or
bristles; Style base not dilated;
Leaves well developed.

Distribution: 3 species distributed Sothern Asia and
tropical Africa; 2 species in India

17) Genus- Schoenoplectus (Rchb.) Palla
Etymology: Rush-plait (Schoenus - rush like

plants; plectus- twisted, pleated)

Characters: Glumes spiral; Flower with or without
a perianth of hypogynous bristles;
Style base not dilated, style
continuous with the ovary; Leaves
reduced to sheath; Inflorescence
anthelate or a head; pseudolateral

Distribution: c.130 species distributed throughout
the world; c.15 species in India

Conclusion-
Present work provided etymology, identification

characters and distribution of 20 genera of Cyperaceae.
More than 50% sedges can be identified at generic level
with above citied characters.
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AmOÀ`m ‘m{hVr V§ÌkmZmÀ`m ẁJmV kmZmMo joÌ ì`mnH$ Pmbo
Amho. àË òH$ joÌmV AZoH$ àíZ g‘ñ`m AmhoV, Ë`m g‘ñ`m§Mo n ¥W:H$aU
H$éZ {ZamH$aU H$aUo Amdí`H$ AgVo, Ë`mgmR>r g§emoYZ Cn ẁº$
gmYZ R>aVo, g§emoYZmVyZ ZdrZ ‘mJ© gmnS>VmV. Ë`mVyZ ZdrZ Ñ{ï>H$moZ
{dH${gV H$aVm ̀ oVmo. g§emoYZ åhUOo g¥OZj‘Vm {dH${gV H$aÊ`mMr,
Z{dZ kmZ àmá H$aÊ`mMr à{H«$`m Amho. g§emoYZmVyZ Z{dZ g§H$ënZm,
{gÕ §mV d gË`mMm emoY KoVm òVmo. OwÝ`m g§H$ënZm§Mm AW © bmdVm
òVo. àmá kmZmMm ì`mdhm[aH$ Cn`moJ H$aVm òVmo. àË`oH$ joÌm‘Ü ò

"g§emoYZ' ‘hÎdmMm H|$Ð q~X y Amho. g§emoYZmgmR>r {d{dY nÕVtMm
dmna {df`mZwgma d emIoZwén H$aVm ̀ oVmo. g§emoYZ nÕVr‘Ü ò {d{dY
nÕVr d V§Ìo AmhoV. Ë`mV àm‘w»`mZo - 1) emór` g§emoYZ nÕVr,
2) gm§p»`H$s nÕVr 3) àm`mo{JH$ nÕVr 4) gd }jU nÕVr 5)
Eo{Vhm{gH$ nÕVr  6) VwbZmË‘H$ nÕVr 7) Z‘wZm nÕVr 8) ì`ï>r
AÜ``Z 9) VÏ` g§H$bZ 10) àíZmdbr 11) {Z[ajU 12) ‘wbmIV
V§Ì `m§Mm dmna Ho$bm OmVmo. `m gd © nÕVr àË`j qH$dm AàË`j
ñdénmV g§ajUemó {df`mgmR>r ‘hËdn yU© AmhoV.

CXm.
1) Eo{Vhm{gH$ nÕVr- B.g. n yd © qH$dm B.g. À`m

H$mbI§S>mVrb {d{dY bT>m`m, Ë`mVrb ẁÕZrVr, S>mdnoM ẁÕVËdo,
goZmnVrMr H$bm dV©‘mZH$mimVhr Cn ẁº$ R>aVmV. "Research''
""åhUOo n wÝhm emoY KoUo, B{VhmgmVyZ ~moY KoD$Z ̀ wÕZrVr d S>mdnoMm§Mm
Aä`mgmVwZ goZmnVr A{YH$ CƒàVrMr aU{ZVr V`ma H$aVmo.

2) ì`ï>r AÜ``Z- {dO`r amOmZo qH$dm XoemZo Cn`moJmV
AmUboë`m ẁÕ`moOZm, S>mdnoM `m§Mm Aä`mg H$éZ AmIboë`m
AMyH$ ̀ moOZm AmOhr Cn ẁº$ R>aVmV na§Vw Ë`mgmR>r g§emoYZ Amdí`H$
Amho.

3) {Z[ajU nÕV- B.g.n yd © qH$dm Bgdr gZmVrb bT>m`m§Mm
Aä`mg H$aVmZm ñnï>nUo AYmoaopIV hmoVo H$s Omo Xoe qH$dm amOm
{dO`r Pmbm Ë`mZo Amnë`mbm Á`m àXoem§V bT>mB© H$amd`mMr Amho.
Vo{Wb ^m ¡Jmo{bH$ n[apñWVrMo {ZarjU H$éZ ^wJmobmda AmYm[aV
Amnë`m ẁÕ`moOZm, g¡Ý` à{ejU, eógm‘J«r, agX, ẁÕ S>mdnoM
{ZpíMV Ho$bo hmoVo. dV©‘mZH$mbrZ H$moUVohr ẁÕ Aä`mgVmZm ho
{ZXe ©Zmg òVo. ẁÕ S>mdnoMm§gmR>r, ẁÕ`moOZm d hmbMmbr `eñdr
H$aÊ`mgmR>r {ZarjU AË §̀V ‘hËdmMo Amho. H$ma{Jb g§Kf© ho AM yH$
{Z[ajUmVwZ AmIboë`m S>mdnoMmMo CËH¥$ð> CXmhaU Amho.

4) ‘wbmIV- {Zd¥Îm bîH$ar A{YH$mar, {Zd¥Îm g¡{ZH$ ̀ m§MoH$Sy>Z
‘wbmIV, àíZmdbr ̀ m§gma»`m V§ÌmVwZ gImob kmZ àmá H$éZ amḯ>r`

gwajogmR>r ‘moR>o g§emoYZ H$aVm òVo.
5) VÏ` g§H$bZ- H$moUVohr ẁÕ bT>Ê`mn ydu eÌw àXoemMr

gImob, n[an yU© ‘m{hVr àmá H$aUo AË`mdí`H$ Amho. Ë`m‘m{hVrÀ`m
AmYmao ẁÕ`moOZm, ẁÕ S>mdnoM AmIbo OmVmV. ẁÕmÀ`m g§X^m ©V
àË`oH$ ‘m{hVr ‘hËdn wU©M AgVo. Ë`m‘wio amḯ>r` d Am§Vaamḯ>r`
nmVirda AÚ`mdV ‘m{hVr gmVË`mZo àmá Ho$br OmVo. AmO ̀ wÕmMo
ñdén Ho$di g¡{ZH$s {dO` àmá H$aUo `mn waVo ‘`m ©{XV Zmhr Va
eÌwamḯ>mg emar[aH$ d ‘mZ{gH$ Ñï>çm H$‘Hw$dV H$éZ, Ë`mÀ`m
‘ZmoY¡̀ m ©da AmKmV H$éZ Ë`m§g eaU AmUÊ`mMm à`ËZ Ho$bm OmVmo.
Ë`mÑï>rZo {dMma H$aVm Am{W ©H$ ẁÕ, ‘mZgemór` ẁÕ, O¡{dH$-
amgm`{ZH$ ẁÕ, gm`~a ẁÕ, BboŠQ>́m °{ZH$ ẁÕ, n`m ©daUr` ẁÕ,
ì`mnH$ ẁÕ, AmpÊdH$ ẁÕ, gd ªH$f ẁÕ, Ny>no ẁÕ, eómóm§‘Yrb
~XbVo V§ÌkmZ, g§Xoe àUmbr, amḯ>r` d Am§Vaamḯ>r` gwajm{df`H$
~Xbr g‘rH$aUo bîH$ar d AbîH$ar YmoHo$, bhmZ eómóm§Mm ì`mnma,
A§‘br nXmW © VñH$ar, XheVdmX, gwajog Agbobo Am{W ©H$, bîH$ar,
gm§ñH¥${VH$ n`m ©daUr` YmoHo$, ‘mZdr gwajog‘moarb AmìhmZm§Mo bîH$ar
d gwajmË‘H$ Ñï>rZo g§emoYZ gmVË`mZo gwé AgVo. Ë`mg g§ajU d
gm‘[aH$ emómVrb g§emoYZ åhQ>bo OmVo.

àñVwV g§emoYZ ànÌm‘Ü ò g§emoYZ Ahdmb boIZ {dMmamV
KoD$Z Ë`mV àm‘w»`mZo g§emoYZ Ahdmb boIZ, boIZmMo ñdén,
CÔ oe, ‘hËd `mgma»`m ~m~tda bj H|$ÐrV Ho$bo Amho. Ë`mgmR>r
VÏ` g§H$bZ nÕVrMm dmna Ho$bm Amho. CÔ oe àm‘w»`mZo-

1) g§emoYZ Ahdmb boIZmMr d ¡{eï>ço Aä`mgUo.
2) g§emoYZ AhdmbmMo ñdén OmUyZ KoUo.
3) g§emoYZ AhdmbmMo ‘hËd Aä`mgUo ho Amho.
J¥{hVH¥$Ë ò-
1) g§n yU© g§emoYZ H$m`m ©Mo {bpIV {ddaU åhUOo g§emoYZ

Ahdmb hmò .
2) g§emoYZ AhdmbmV Am ¡nMm[aH$ ^mJ, ‘w»` Ahdmb,

n[a{eï> `mà‘mUo H«$‘ AgVmo.
3) g§emoYZmÀ`m àíZm§Mr CÎmao {‘i{dUo.
4) AhdmbmVwZ Z{dZ g§emoYZmg {Xem XoUo.
AW©- g§emoYZmgmR >r Ame` emoY yZ Pmë`mZ§Va Aä`mg

{df`mÀ`m ñdénmnmgyZ Vo {ZîH$fm ©n ª̀V g§n yU© ‘mhrVr gwgyÌ nÕVrZo
eãXm§{H$V H$aÊ`mÀ`m {H«$ òg g§emoYZ Ahdmb åhUVmV.2

ñdén- g§emoYZ AhdmbmMo ñdén ho g§emoYZmMm {df`, H$m ©̀nÕVr,
g§emoYZ nÕVr Am{U g§emoYZmMr EHy$U g§aMZm `mdéZ {ZpíMV

g§ajU d gm‘[aH$ emómVrb g§emoYZ Ahdmb boIZ

àm.S>m°. H${dVm YZ§O` Y‘m©{YH$mar
gh`moJr àmÜ`mnH$,

g§ajU d gm‘m[aH$emó {d^mJà‘wI, Eg.nr.S>r. E‘.‘hm{dÚmb`,{eanya {O.Ywio.
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hmoVo. Ahdmb V`ma H$aVmZm Imbrb ñdénmZwgma Ho$bo OmVo.

g§emoYZ AhdmbmMm CÔ oe, H$m ©̀nÕVr d {VMo ’${bV H«$‘~Õ
nÕVrZo ‘m§S>Uo Amdí`H$ AgVo. g§emoYZ Ahdmb g‘mO{Z`moOZmgmR>r
‘hËdmMo d Cn ẁº$ AgVmV. g§emoYZ Ahdmb Ame`m~m~V H$mhr
‘hÎdn yU© ~m~r : CXm.

Ame`mg§~§{YV ‘hÎdnyU© ~m~r-

g§emoYZ AhdmbmMr C{Ôï>o-
1) g§emoYZ Aä`mg H$m` gmÜ` Ho$bo OmD$ eH$Vo `mMm

gmam§e XoVo.
2) {ZdS>boë`m {df`mg§X^m ©V VÏ` g§H${bV H$éZ Ahdmb

boIZmVyZ ì`º$ hmoVo.
3) g§emoYZmÀ`m àíZm§Mr CÎmao {‘i{dUo.
4) g§emoYZmgmR>r J¥{hVH¥$Ë`m§Mo n[ajU H$aUo.
5) g§emoYZmMm g§n yU© ^mJ V`ma H$aÊ`mMr Amnbr j‘Vm

Xe ©{dUo.
6) Ahdmb boIZm‘ wio kmZd ¥Õr hmoVo d kmZ {bpIV

ñdénmV Agë`m‘wio {MaH$mb {Q>H$Vo.
7) Ahdmb boIZmVyZ g§emoYZ {df`mg§~§Yr n[an yU© ‘m{hVr

H$i yZ òVo.
8) g§emoYZ AhdmbmV Oo {ZîH$f© H$mT>bobo AgVmV. Vo

Ë`m {df`mer g§~§{YV Agboë`m Aä`mgH$m§Zm Cn ẁº$
R >aVmV.

9) amḯ>r` qH$dm gm‘m{OH$ YmoaU R>a{dÊ`mgmR>r qH$dm Cnm`
`moOÝ`mgmR>r Cn ẁº$ R>aVmV.

10) AhdmbmÛmao Or ‘m{hVr qH$dm {ZîH$f© àmá hmoVmV Ë`m§Mo

àm‘mÊ` nmaIVm òVo, Ë`m§da MMm © d n[ag§dmX KoVm
òVmV Aem nwZn ©arjoVyZ Ahdmb H$gmoQ>rda Kmgbm OmVmo
Vmo `WmW © R>aë`mg emór` àJVrg CnH$maH$ R>aVmoo.

11) g§emoYZ {df`mg§X^m ©V Aä`mgn yU© {ddoMZ {bpIV énm§V
H$aUo.

12) g§emoYZmMo ’${bV OJmn wT>o AmUUo.
13) Z{dZ g§emoYZ H$m`m ©g MmbZm XoUo.
14) g§emoYZmVrb {ZîH$f© AM yH$ AmhoV qH$dm ZmhrV. Ë`m§V

H$mhr CUrdm Agë`mg, Ë`m nS>Vmi yZ nmhÊ`mgmR>r
Ahdmb boIZmMr JaO AgVo.4

AmXe© AhdmbmMr JwUd¡{eï>ço-
H$moUË`mhr g§emoYZ{df`mMo Ahdmb boIZ H$aVm§Zm Vo AmXe ©

ñdénmMo AgboM nm{hOo. AmXe © AhdmbmgmR>r H$mhr Jmoï>r ‘hËdn yU©
AmhoV. Ë`mV àm‘w»`mZo -

1) Ahdmb ñnï>nUo H$imdm åhUyZ Vmo {bIrV ñdénmV
Agmdm.

2) AhdmbmMr ‘m§S>Ur ‘wÔ ogwX Agmdr.
3) Ahdmb boIZm§V n[a^m{fH$ g§km AgVmV. na§Vw `m

g§km AWm ©À`m Ñ{ï>Zo gwb^ Agmì`mV, ^mfm gai,
gmonr, g§VwbrV Agmdr.

4) g§emoYH$mMm Ñ{ï>H$moZ dñVw{Zð> Agmdm Ë`mVyZ AM yH$
{ZîH$f© {ZKVmV.

5) g§emoYH$mZo VÏ`m§Zm d ¡km{ZH$ H$gmoQ>rda nmaIbo nm{hOo
Ë`m VÏ`m§Mo {díbofU d {gÕm §V AgmdoV àË`oH$
{ZîH$fm ©bm n waogm n wamdm àñV wV H$amdm.  {Za{Zamio
Cn{ZîH$f© d Cn{dYmZo EH$‘oH$m§er g§b§¾ Ag yZ Vo
{ZarjUmer ì`dpñWV OmoS>mdo Á`m gm‘J«rà‘mUo {ZîH$f©
H$mT>bo AgVrb Vr gm‘J«r AhdmbmV Úmdr.

6) AhdmbmMr ~m§YUr aoIrd Agmdr CÎm‘ d ̀ mo½` erf©Ho$,
Cnerf©Ho$, Q>rnm, ViQ>rnm, AmamISo>, AmH¥$Vr, ’$moQ>mo,
BË`mXtMm A§V^m ©d Agmdm.

7) AÜ``ZmÀ`m nÕVr, V§Ìo, AÜ``Z joÌ, Z‘wZm {ZdS>
`m§Mo {dñV¥V dU©Z Agmdo.

8) ‘hËdn yU© g§H$ënZm Am{U {gÕm§Vm§Mo ñnï>rH$aU Agmdo.
9) g§»`memór` nÕVrMm dmna H$miOrn yd ©H$ H$amdm.
10) J¥{hVH¥$Ë` AJXr ñnï> Agmdo, J¥{hVH¥$Ë`o d g‘ñ`m

emór` ^mf oV ‘m§S>mì`mV, Z{dZ n[a^m{fH$ eãX
dmnamd`mMo Agë`mg Ë`m§Mm AW © ñnï> H$amdm.

11) Aä`mgmMr ì`már ñnï> H$amdr, g§emoYZmgmR>r ‘m{hVr
H$moUVr d H$er O‘{dbr, Ë`mdéZ H$moUVo {ZîH$f© H$mT>bo
`m gd © ~m~r ñnï> H$amì`mV.  `m àménm§VyZ g§emoYZ
Ahdmb AmXe © hmoVmo.

g§emoYZ AhdmbmMo ‘hËd-
Ahdmb åhUOo g§emoYZ H$m`m ©Mo g§{já dU ©Z. ho dU ©Z
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emgZg§ñWm, gm‘m{OH$ g§ñWm, Am ¡Úmo{JH$ à{Vð>mZo, g§emoYH$ d
Aä`mgH$ `m§Mo Ñ{ï>Zo ’$ma ‘hËdmMo d Cn ẁº$ AgVo. g§emoYZ
AhdmbmMo ‘hÎd Imbrbà‘mUo AYmoaopIV hmoVo.

1) Ahdmb kmZmMm àgma H$aÊ`m§g ghm`H$ hmoVm o.
Ahdmbm‘Ü ò AÜ``Z {df`mg§~§Yr kmZ AgVo Vo dmM yZ
BVa bmoH$m§À`m kmZmV ^a nS>Vo.

2) Ahdmbm‘wio ZdrZ J¥{hVH¥$Ë`o {Z‘m ©U H$aÊ`mg AmYma
{‘imVo, H$maU Ahdmb dmMZmVyZ AZoH$ Z{dZ {dMma
{Z‘m ©U hmoVmV, Z{dZ {df`, Z{dZ g‘ñ`m gyMVmV
Ë`mVyZ Zdo g§emoYZ H$m ©̀ hmoVo.

3) Ahdmbm‘ wio AÜ``Z g‘ñ`o{df`r Mmbboë`m gd ©
AÜ``Z H$m`m ©Mr ‘m{hVr {‘iVo.

4) AhdmbmV H$moUË`m nÕVrMm d V§ÌmMm dmna Ho$bm Amho
ho H$iVo, Ë`m‘wio BVa g§emoYH$m§Zm Amnë`m {df`mÀ`m
Aä`mgnÕVrMr d V§ÌmMr {ZdS> H$aÊ`m§g ‘XV hmoVo.
Ë`mVwZ EImÚm Z{dZ Aä`mgV§Ìm§Mm emoY bmJVmo.

5) Ahdmb hm gm‘m{OH$ gwYmaUm d àJVrMm AmYma ~ZVmo.
emgZg§ñWm d gm‘m{OH$ g§ñWm AhdmbmÀ`m AmYmamda
Amnë`m `moOZm H$m`m ©ÝdrV H$aVmV. Ahdmb ho
g‘mOgwYmaUm d àJVrÀ`m Ñï>rZo CnH$maH$ {gÕ hmoVmV.

gmam§e-
g§emoYZ {df`mg§X^m ©V g§emoYH$mMo g§H$brV Ho$boë`m ‘m{hVrMo

H « $‘~Õ g wg yÌ boIZ åhUOo g§emoYZ Ahdmb hmo`. Ë`m§V
gm‘mÝ`rH$aUmMo {gÕm§VmV énm§Va Ho$bobo Agmdo. g§ajUemó{df`mV
g§emoYZ Ahdmbmg AZÝ`gmYaU ‘hËd Amho. bîH$ar A{YH$mar,
goZmnVr, g§ajUVk, g§ajU {díbofH$, Am§Vaamḯ>r` Aä`mgH$ ̀ m§Zr
Ho$boë`m {ZarjUmVyZ Or ‘hÎdn yU© ‘m{hVr àH$m{eV Ho$bobr Amho
Ë`mMm Cn`moJ gmVË`mZo gwajm d g§ajU{df`H$ ẁÕ{ZVr, S>mdnoM
d amḯ>r` gwajogmR>r ‘hÎdmMr R>aVo. Ahdmb boIZ ñnï>, {bpIV,
‘wÔ ogwX, gwb^, dñVw{Zð> Agmdm, Ë`m§V erf©H$, Cnerf©Ho$, Q>rnm,
ViQ>rnm, AmamIS>çm§Mm A§V^m ©d, AÜ``Z nÕVr, V§Ìo, AÜ``Z
joÌ Z‘wZm {ZdS>rÀ`m dU©Zm~amo~aM J¥hrVH¥$Ë`, ì`már ñnï> Agmdr.

AmnU g§emoYZ H$m H$arV AmhmoV ? Ë`m àíZm§Mr CÎmao àmá
H$aUo, Ahdmb boIZmVyZ AM yH$ {ZîH$f© H$mT>Uo, H$mT>bobo {ZîH$f©
nS>Vmi yZ nmhUo, amḯ>r` YmoaU R>a{dUo, g§emoYZmMo ’${bV OJmn wT>o
AmUUo hr g§emoYZ AhdmbmMr ‘hËdmMr C{Ôï>o AmhoV.
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ZìdXr Z§VaÀ¶m órdmXr H$Wm-H$mX§~ar boIZmVrb ~Xb…
‘oKZm noR>o {b{IV Am§Yù¶mÀ¶m Jm¶r EH$ Aä¶mg

àm. {dÚm {X. Hw$bH$Uu
‘amR>r {d^mJ,

nw.{d.J¥hmMo Eg.Eg. Ym‘UH$a ‘hm{dÚmb¶, Zm{eH$

gZ 1990 Z§VaMo gm{hË¶ ho OmJ{VH$sH$aU, ImOJrH$aU
Am{U CXmarH$aUmÀ¶m à^mdmZo ào[aV Amho. g‘mO Am{U gm{hË¶
¶m§Mm nañnag§~§Y AgVmo. Ë¶m g§~§YmVyZ gm{hË¶m‘Ü¶o doJdoJù¶m
joÌm§V Pmbobo ~Xb gm{hË¶mÀ¶m {df¶m§‘Ü¶o {XgV AgVmV. ̂ maVr¶
g‘mOmda AmYw{ZH$sH$aU Am{U amOH$s¶ ~Xbm§Mm n[aUm‘ n[aUm‘
1990 Z§VaÀ¶m H$mimV A{YH$ ‘moR>çm à‘mUmda OmUd y bmJbm.
VgmM Vmo ~Xb gm{hË¶mV à{Vq~{~V hmoD$ bmJbm. ‘amR>r H$WmË‘
gm{hË¶mda g‘mOmVrb ~Xbm§Mo Ñí¶ n[aUm‘ {Xgy bmJbo. {ó¶m§À¶m
H$Wm-H$mX§~ar boIZmV ~XbË¶m gm‘m{OH$-gm§ñH¥${VH$ d Am{W ©H$
~Xbm§Mo g§X^© ‘moR>çm à‘mUmV {b{hbo OmD$ bmJbo. órdmXr gm{hË¶
boIZmMr na§nam {dñVmaV Jobr. H$‘b XogmB©, Jm ¡ar Xoenm§S>o, gm{Z¶m,
H${dVm ‘hmOZ ¶m bo{IH$m§À¶m na§naoV Amnë¶m gm{hË¶mV doJio
{df¶m§da boIZ H$aUmè¶m ‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§À¶m gm{hË¶mZo H$WoÀ¶m
àm§VmV Amnbo doJio ñWmZ {Z‘m ©U Ho$bo.

gZ 1990 Z§VaÀ¶m gm{hË¶mda OmJ{VH$sH$aUmMm ‘moR>m à^md
nS>bobm {XgyZ ¶oVmo. ‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§Mo gm{hË¶ dmMë¶mZ§Va ¶mMm
àË¶¶ ¶oV amhVmo. OmJ{VH$sH$aUmMo g‘J« OJVmV, doJdoJù¶m joÌm§da
n[aUm‘ {Xgy bmJbo. {ó¶m§À¶m ^md{dœmV ‘moR>m ~Xb ¶m‘wio KSy>Z
Ambm. Hw$Q>§w~ Am{U g‘mOmV {VMo ApñVÎd ~Xby bmJbo. ì¶º$s
åhUyZ hmoV AgUmam {VMm CX¶ Am{U {dH$mg ^modVmbÀ¶m {dœmV
OmUd y bmJbm. hm gd © ~Xb ‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§À¶m boIZmV {XgyZ ¶oVmo.
AË¶§V {Z{^©S>nUo d ~oYS>H$ Ë¶m§Zr ór nmÌm§Zm {M{ÌV H$obo Amho.
‘amR >r H$Wmbo{IH$m {d^mdar {eéaH$a, Jm ¡ar Xoenm§S>o, gm{Z¶m
¶mgma»¶m bo{IH$m g‘mOmVrb {ó¶m§Mo ^md{dœ, g‘ñ¶m Amnë¶m
gm{hË¶mV {M{ÌV H$aV hmoË¶m, Ë¶mnojm ‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§Zr doJio
~Xbboë¶m g‘mOmVrb n[apñWVrMo {MÌU H$am¶bm gwê$dmV Ho$br,
ór hr ñdV§Ì Amho, {VMo {ZU©¶ Vr KoD$ eH$Vo, {VMm {VÀ¶m earamda
Am{U ‘Zmda n yU©nUo {VMmM A{YH$ma Amho, ¶mMr OmUrd Pmbobr
ór, ñdV§ÌnUo OJy nmhUmar, Amnbo A{ñVÎd OnUmar ñÌr Ë¶m§À¶m
boIZmV dmdê$ bmJbr.

"Am§Yù¶mÀ¶m Jm¶r' hm amOh§g àH$meZZo àH$m{eV Ho$bobm
bo{IHo$Mm n{hbm H$Wmg§J«h Amho. ¶mVrb H$Wm§‘Ü¶o ‘wº$ OrdZ
OJUmè¶m VwgS>çm, {dMma H$aUmè¶m órÀ¶m gm‘Ï¶m ©Mr OmUrd
Agboë¶m {ó¶m§Mo g‘m§Va {MÌU ¶oVo. ¶m H$Wmg§J«hmV EHy$U nmM
H$Wm AmhoV. àË¶oH$ H$WoMo {df¶ n yU© doJio AmhoV. {~ZYmñVnUo
¶mVrb {df¶ bo{IHo$Zo ‘m§S>bobo AmhoV. n{hbr "EH$ ZmZ¡{VH$ ~¿¶m'
EH$m àm ¡T> ‘wbmMr Amho. Ë¶mV Ë¶mMo ~mbnU H$g§ hadb§, Ë¶mÀ¶m

‘ZmV qhXmoio, Hw$Í¶m~amo~aMm Ë¶mMm ‘ñV g§dmX BË¶mXr BË¶mXr
VabVoZo {M{ÌV Ho$bo Amho. X þgar H$Wm "Am¶o Hw$N> A~«' hr Vmê$Ê¶
CbQy>Z OmUmè¶m Varhr b¾ O‘V Zgboë¶m Vê$UrMr Jmoï>. Ë¶mV
{VÀ¶m H$Xm{MV hmoUmè¶m Zdè¶m~amo~aMr ̂ oQ>, {VMo AZŵ d, {hOS>çm
~amo~aMm àg§J, {VMr ‘ZmodñWm ¶m gdm ªMo bo{IHo$Zo g§wXa {MÌU
Ho$bo Amho. "AR>amdm C§Q>', ghmoXam d "AmñWm' Am{U "JdmarMr
^mOr' ¶m VrZhr H$Wm AË¶§V hb³¶m ’w$b³¶m {df¶mda AmYmarV
Amho. AmñWm Am{U JdmarMr ^mOr ¶m H$WoV ñdV…À¶m Am¶wî¶mV
a‘Umam, ‘m ¡O‘Om H$aUmam Zdam Vm{ÎdH$ MM }V AJ«oga, H$m‘m‘wio
Jm§OyZ Jobobr, Zdè¶mMr Ano{jV gmW Z bm^Umar, g§gmamMm JmS>m
MmbdUmar, ‘mZ{gH$ H$m |S>‘mam Pmbobr Ë¶mMr ~m¶H$mo, ñdV… Q>åg©da
Am¶wî¶ OJUmar Zdè¶m~amo~a n ydu {bìh BZ AgUmar, j‘Vm, d
ñdV§Ì Agbobr Ë¶mMr ào¶gr øm gJù¶m§Mr H$Wm åhUOo "AmñWm
Am{U JdmarMr ^mOr'.

‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§Zr Amnë¶m gm{hË¶mV nma§nm[aH$ Hw$Q>§w~g§ñWoMr
{M{H$Ëgm, n wê$fàYmZ Hw$Q>§w~m‘Ü¶o ‘wbJm-‘wbJr ¶m§À¶mV hmoUmam
^oX^md Amnë¶m H$Wm§‘Ü¶o {M{ÌV Ho$bm Amho. ñdV…À¶m ‘¶m ©Xm§Mr
OmUrd Agbobr, BVam§Mm {dMma H$aUmar ñÌr Ë¶m§À¶m H$WoV ¶oVo.
bo{IHo$Zo Amnë¶m boIZmV ór-n wê$f ZmË¶m§Vrb ZmO yH$ {df¶
hmVmibobo AmhoV. ór-n wê$f g§~YmV ZrVr-AZrVrÀ¶m nbrH$S>o
OmD$Z Ë¶m {dMma H$aVmV. ¶m H$Wm g§J«hmVrb ~h þVoH$ H$Wm
Zm{¶H$màYmZ AmhoV. ¶m H$Wm§Vrb nmÌo Ë¶m§À¶mVrb ^ë¶m~wè¶m
JwUm§gh ì¶º$ hmoVmV. gZ 1990 Z§VaÀ¶m ‘amR>r H$WmË‘ gm{hË¶mV
boIZ H$aUmè¶m boIH$m§‘Ü¶o ‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§Mo gm{hË¶ d ¡{eï>¶n yU©
R>aVo. Ë¶m§Zr Amnë¶m gm{hË¶mMr gwê$dmV H${dVm§Zr Ho$br, nU
^mdZm ì¶º$ H$aVm§Zm ‘¶m ©Xm ¶oVmV Ago dmQ>ë¶mZo Ë¶m H$mX§~ar
boIZmH$S>o dië¶m. "Am§Yù¶mÀ¶m Jm¶r', ho h§g AHo$bm ho H$Wmg§J«h
d  "Zm{VMam‘r' hr H$mX§~ar {bhÿZ ‘amR>r gm{hË¶{dœmV Amnbr
ñdV§Ì AmoiI {Z‘m ©U Ho$br. Ë¶m§À¶m ‘Vo, ‘mUyg hm gVV ~XbV
AgVom VgoM doJio H$mhr Var H$aV AgVmo. Am{U ho doJionU
{b{hÊ¶mMm Ë¶m§Mm à¶ËZ AgVmo. "Am¶o Hw$N> A~«' ZmdmÀ¶m ‘amR>r
bKwnQ>mMr nQ>H$Wm ‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§Mr hmoVr.

"KQ>Zm KS>VmV n wamVë¶m Am |S>³¶mgmaIr ‘mUgo Ë¶mV dmhÿZ
OmVmV. ¶m...... Am{U Am§Yim Vmo ’$º$ ¶m ^moù¶m {dœmgmMr
~mgar dmOdV amhVmo'. ho H$WoÀ¶m ‘wIn ¥ð>mdarb dm³¶ I yn gm§JyZ
OmVo. ñdmV§Í¶mMo ‘yë¶ OmUyZ ¿¶m¶bm hdo Ago bo{IHo$bm dmQ>Vo.
H$moUVohr nme qH$dm {dd§MZm Zgbobm ‘mUyg ñdV§Ì Amho Ago
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AmnU åhUVmo. nU hr ñdV§Ì Agbobr ‘mUgohr bm§~ Xmoè¶mÀ¶m
gmIirZo ~m§Ybobr AgVmV. àË¶oH$mMo Am¶wî¶ hm ñdV§Ì EodO
Amho. ¶m AWm ©Zo ho ñdmV§Í¶ OmUyZ ¿¶m¶bm hdo Ago ‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§Zm
dmQ>Vo.

‘oKZm noR>o Amnë¶m ñÌr nmÌm§À¶m ‘mÜ¶‘mVyZ Hw$R>ë¶mhr àým§Mr
CÎmao emoYV Zmhr, Va ~XbV OmUmao ór dmñVd AË¶§V g§¶VnUo
nmÌm§À¶mÛmam {M{ÌVmV. EH$ O~m~Xma ì¶º$s‘Ëd åhUyZ Ë¶m§Mr ór
nmÌo g‘moa ¶oVmV. Amho Vr n[apñWVr Ë¶m ñdrH$maVmV Am{U Am¶wî¶mbm
gm‘moao OmVmV. ZH$mamË‘H$ {dMma hr nmÌo H$aV Zmhr, Va Zì¶m
C‘uZo Ë¶m OJm¶bm {eH$dVmV, OrdZmbm hgV hgV gm‘mao OmVmV.
Ë¶m‘wio hr gd © nmÌo Amnë¶m ‘ZmV Ka H$aVmV. I yn H$mhr n[adV©Z
Amnë¶mbm H$am¶Mo Amho Ago Ë¶m nmÌm§À¶m ‘ZmV nU ZgVo, nU
ghO doJir H¥$Vr Ë¶m§À¶m hmVyZ hmoVo, Am{U Ë¶m‘wio Ë¶m doJù¶m
OmUdm¶bm bmJVmV. ho gd © ~Xb bo{IHo$Zo ¶m H$Wmg§J«hmV {Q>nbo
AmhoV.

H$mì¶‘¶, à{VH$mË‘H$ ̂ mfme ¡br ho ‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§À¶m boIZmMo
doJionU Am{U d ¡{eï>¶o Amho. nmÌm§Mo dU©Z H$aVmZm Ë¶m§Mr boIUr
A{YH$M gyú‘nUo nmÌm§er g§dmX gmYVo. "EH$ ZmZ¡{VH$ ~Km' ¶m
H$WoVrb Zm¶H$ Amnë¶m d{S>bm§Mo dU©Z n wT>rbà‘mUo H$aVmo, "C§M
H$mim, H$mQ>Hw$im, ~marH$ S>moù¶m§Mm, dmT>boë¶m ZIm§Mm Am{U XmT>rMm,
V§~mI y ImUmam Am{U IiIi hgUmam VmË¶m, Ë¶mMo ‘m¶mi y ñne ©,
Ë¶mMm aoH$Q> AmdmO, Vmo nú¶m§À¶m qnOè¶mg‘moa C^m amhÿZ Ë¶m§Zm
XmUo KmbV eri dmOdo, Vr erb.... AJXr hþ~ohþ~ VmË¶mMo dU©Z
Amnë¶mg‘moa C^o amhVo. Amnë¶m AmB©Mr AmR>dU gm§JVmZm Zm¶H$
åhUVmo, ‘mPr AmB© Aà{V‘ åhUmdr Aer g§wXa hmoVr-‘mZdr
gm ¢X¶m ©À¶m hOma Vèhm AgVmV Am{U ‘mZdr OJmV Ë¶m gm ¢X¶m ©bm
hOma dmQ>m ’w$Q>VmV.'1

‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§À¶m darb H$Wo‘Ü¶o dU©Z Ho$bobr nmÌo hþ~ohþ~ d
R>merd ñdê$nmMr AmhoV dmMVmZm hr nmÌo Amnë¶m S>moù¶mg‘moa
C^r amhVmV, bo{IHo$À¶m boIZmMo d ¡{eï>¶o Amho. VgoM hr nmÌo
~mobH$s Am{U à^mdr AmhoV. H$WoMm AZno{jV eodQ> AZoH$ H$Wm§‘Ü¶o
Pmbobm {XgVmo. AZoH$ gË¶ H$iV-ZH$iV ~mhoa ¶oVmV, Am{U hm

àdmg Am¶ wî¶^a gwê$ AgVmo. ho gm§JVmZm bo{IH$m {b{hVmV,
"Hw$R>bmM jU ̂ am-~wam, ¶mo½¶-A¶mo½¶, Iam-ImoQ>m, Z¡{VH$-AZ¡{VH$
A§{V‘ ‘mZy Z¶o.' "Am{X‘' hr gmIir Amho AmYrMo jU AgVmV
‘mJMohr AgVmV.

...Vo Vo OJyZ Omdo, Am{U ‘moH$io hmoD$Z Ë¶mda Va§Jmdo.'2

‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§À¶m H$Wm§da A{^àm¶ XoVmZm bo{IH$m ‘§Jbm
AmR>boH$a åhUVmV, "AÞ, dó, ̂ yH$, {Zdmam ¶m JaOm g‘mO‘mÝ¶.
nU ‘¡W wZmbm ‘mÝ¶Vm Zmhr. ¶m {df¶m^modVmbMr VQ>~§Xr ‘oKZm
‘moSy>Z H$mT>Vo. ¶m JaOo~Ôb Vr ~mobVo. àË¶jmV ñÌrbm {XgUmè¶m,
{Vbm OmUdUmè¶m, Aem Jmoï>r "bmoH$ H$m¶ åhUVrb' ¶m ~mJwb~wdmda
‘V H$ê$Z Oa Vr bmoH$m§g‘moa ‘m§S>ob, Va ‘amR>r H$WoM§ ê$n A§V~m ©ø
~XbyZ OmB©b. hr ‘mV ‘oKZmZ§ Ho$br Amho.'

n wînm ̂ mdo ¶m ‘amR>rVrb Ooð> g‘rjH$, bo{IH$m Ago åhUVmV
H$s, "‘oKZm noR>o ¶m§À¶m ¶m H$Wm§Mo H$WZV§Ì Ago Amho H$s, H$s EH$m
~mOybm {ZdoXH$mMr, AZŵ d C‘OyZ KoVmZmMr ̂ y{‘H$m A{bá dmQ>Vo,
nU Vr H$moaS>r Zmhr. H$m§ÚmÀ¶m nmVr YmaXma gwarZ§ AbJ H$arV
amhmì¶mV Ver Amnë¶m ~w{ÕMmVw¶m ©V ‘¾ AgUmar Zmhr. Ë¶m AWm ©Z§
Vrg-Mmirg dfm©n yduÀ¶m ZdH$Wonojm Vr doJir Amho. ¶m H$Wm§‘Yrb
AZŵ d g‘Omd yZ KoVmZm, nmÌm§À¶m eara‘ZmMm doY KoVmZm H$moR>ohr
g‘PmoVm Z H$aUmar Aer hr H$WZe ¡br Amho.'

WmoS>³¶mV ‘oKZm noR > o ¶m§Mr H$Wm ‘r ‘mZdr OrdZmVrb
doJdoJù¶m a§Jm§Mr CYiU H$aVo. Ë¶m§À¶m H$WoVrb emara nmVirdarb
AZw^d dmMH$m§À¶m b¢{JH$ ^mdZm MmidV Zmhr, Va Ë¶mÀ¶m
nbrH$S>rb ‘mZdr ApñVÎdmMm Ame¶ emoYÊ¶mgmR >r dm gy{MV
H$aÊ¶mgmR>r, bo{IHo$Mr YS>nS> Amho ho OmUdVo. ‘amR>r H$Wm{dœmV
Ame¶ Am{U A{^ì¶º$sÀ¶m A§JmZo g§nÞ Ago Ë¶m§Mo boIZ Amho.

g§X ©̂gyMr
1. noR> o ‘oKZm, "Am§Yù¶mÀ¶m Jm¶r' amOh§g àH$meZ à.Am. OyZ 2000,

n ¥.H «$.4
2. noR> o ‘oKZm, "Am§Yù¶mÀ¶m Jm¶r' amOh§g àH$meZ à.Am. OyZ 2000,

n ¥.H «$.18
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àñVmdZm -
O§{Oam g§ñWmZmV amOH$s` Midir BVa g§ñWmZmÀ`m VwcZoV

’$ma C{eam gwé Pmë`m‘wio g§ñWmZmÀ`m àOoV amOH$s` hŠH$mMr
OmUrd ’$ma {db§~mZo hmod y cmJcr. X{jU g§ñWmZ {hVdY©H$ g^oMr
ñWmnZm hmoD$Z ñdmV§Í` Midi, àOm n[afX gwé Pmë`m. `mMm
n[aUm‘ g§ñWmZmda Pmë`mMo {XgyZ òVo. H$m‘Y§Úm{Z{‘ËV ‘w§~B©V
Amë`m‘wio g§ñWmZmVrc cmoH$m§Zm VoWrc gwYmaUm§Mr OmUrd Pmcr.
VoW yZ Ë`m§Zr Amnë`mM g§ñWmZmVrc cmoH$m§À`m g‘ñ`m§Zm dmMm ’$moS>cr
hmoVr.

O§{Oam g§ñWmZ chmZ Agë`m‘wio {eH$coë`m d CX`moJr cmoH$m§Zm
CXa{Zdm ©hmgmR>r g§ñWmZmÀ`m ~mhoa Omdo cmJo. ~mhoa OmUmar ‘§S>ir
CXma{Zdm ©hmgmR>r ‘w§~B© AJa n wUo ̀ m {R>H$mUr OmV Ago ~mhoa Jococr
hr ‘§S>ir g§ñWmZmVrc OZVoÀ`m hŠH$gmR>r à`ËZ H$arV hmoVr. gZ
1918 ‘Ü ò lr. ^mñH$a `mXd n |S>go `m§Zr n wT>mH$ma Kod yZ O§{Oam
a`V g^oMr ñWmnZm ‘w§~B©‘Ü ò Ho$cr g§ñWmZmV Midi gwé H$aÊ`mg
`mo½` dmVmdaU ZìhVo. H$maU cmoH$m§‘Ü ò OmJ¥Vr Pmcocr ZìhVr.
åhUyZ g§ñWoMo H$m`m ©c` {JaJm§d (‘w §~B©) ̀ oWrc H°mÝQ>«°ŠQ>a {~pëS§>J‘Yrc
Imocr Z§.28 ‘Ü ò g wé H$aÊ`mV Amco hmoVoo. O§{Oam a`V g^oZo
cmoH$m§‘Ü ò OmJ¥Vr H$éZ ZmJar hŠH$mMr OmUrd {Z‘m ©U H$aÊ`mMm
à`ËZ Ho$cm hmoVm.

O§{Oam g§ñWmZmVrc cmoH$m§À`m hŠH$mgmR>r gwé H$aÊ`mV Amcobr
Midi g§ñWmZmÀ`m ~mhoa amhÿZ H$m ©̀ H$aV hmoVr. na§Vw 1920 Z§Va
g§ñWmZmV àË`j Midircm gwédmV Pmcr hmoVr.

1) lrdY©Z VmcwH$m g^m:-OmZodmar 1920 ‘Ü ò lrdY©Z
òWrc ~mJdmZ ‘{eXrOdi EH$ g^m ^ad yZ lrdY©Z
VmcwH$m g^m ñWmnZ H$aÊ`mV Amcr hmoVr.

2) ‘wéS> VmcwH$m g^m:-A °S>. {g. {M. Omoer d lr. nm§Sw>a§J
`mXd n |S>go ̀ m§À`m n wT>mH$mamZo 1922 ‘Ü ò ‘wéS> VmcwH$m
g^oMr ñWmnZm H$aÊ`mV Amcr.

3) åhgim VmcwH$m g^m:-1922 ‘Ü ò åhgim VmcwH$m
g^oMr ñWmnZm H$aÊ`mV Amcr.

24 d 25 ‘o 1921 n wÊ`mcm X{jU g§ñWmZ {hVdY©H$ g^oMr
ñWmnZm Pmcr. `m n[afXocm ‘hmamḯ>mVrc {d{dY g§ñWmZmMo 250
à{V{ZYr CnpñWV hmoVo. O§{Oam g§ñWmZm‘YyZ lr. gImam‘ K¡gmg,
lr. n |S>go d lr. hXmXr ho CnpñWV hmoVo. X{jU {hVdY©H$ g^oMm
n[aUm‘ O§{Oam g§ñWmZmda hmod yZ O§{Oam g§ñWmZm‘Ü ò O§{Oam {hVdY©H$
g^m ñWmnZm Pmcr hmoVr. amOH$s`X ¥ï>`m OmJ¥V Pmcobr g§ñWmZm‘Yrc

O§{Oam g§ñWmZMo Am§XmocZ d {dcrZrH$aU

àm. {H$emoa Zm. chmao
B{Vhmg {d^mJ,

H$cm, dm{UÁ` d {dkmZ ‘hm{dÚmc`, lrdY©Z, {O.am`JS>

àOm Amnë`m amOH$s` hŠH$mgmR>r cmoH$emhrMm H$ma^ma, O~m~Xma
gaH$ma B. gmR>r ‘mJUr H$aV hmoVr.

g§ñWmZmVrc åhgim VmcwŠ`mVrc H$mhr cmoH$m§Zr EH$Ì òd yZ
1926 gmcr àOm n[afXoMr ñWmnZm Ho$cr. lrdY©ZMo ZmJarH$ à{gXY
d{H$c lr.Jmo.h.gmR>o ho `m n[afXoMo AÜ`j hmoVo. åhgim òWrc
àOm n[afXo‘Ü ò Imcrc R>amd ‘m§S>Ê`mV Amco.

1) cmoH$m§Zr {ZdS>coë`m H$m ¡pÝgcMr O§{Oam g§ñWmZmV ñWmnZ
H$aUo.

2) ImoVr hŠH$mg§~§YrÀ`m Zm |Xr gaH$ma XáamV H$aUo.
3) O§Jc hŠH$m g§~§YrÀ`m Zm |Xr gaH$mar XáamV H$aUo.
4) eoVr darc eoVgmam H$‘r H$aUo.
Aem ‘mJÊ`m åhgim ̀ oWrc àOmn[afXoZo Ho$ë`m hmoË`m. O§{Oam

g§ñWmZmV àOm n[afXoMo X wgao A{YdoeZ A °S>.Omoer `m§À`m
AÜ`jVoImcr 1927 ‘Ü`o lrdY ©Z `oWo ^aco hmoVo. X wg-`m
A{YdoeZmV n{hë`m A{YdoeZmVrc R>amdm§Mm n wZ©éƒma H$aÊ`mV
Amcm hmoVm. ̀ m A{YdoeZmV lr.JUnVamd Aä §̀H$a d lr.dm‘Zamd
nQ>dY©Z `m§Zr O~m~Xma amÁ`nÜXVrMr ‘mJUr Ho$cr. d Omoa Yé
cmJcr hmoVr.

Xm§S>r à‘mUo ‘w§~B©V dS>mim òWo gË`mJ«htZr {‘R>mMm H$m`Xm
VmoS>cm. dS>mi`mÀ`m gË`mJ«hmV ‘wéS>Mo a{hdmer lr. dm‘Z am‘M§Ð
{XKo ho hmoVo. {‘R>mMm H$m`Xm ‘moS>ë`m~XXc Ë`m§Zm H$mhr H$mi {ejm
^moJmdr cmJcr. lr. dm‘Z am‘M§Ð {XKo ‘wéS>cm Amnë`m Kar òV
AgV. ‘wéS>cm Amë`mZ§Va ‘wéS>‘Yrc {dÚmÏ`m ªZm ñdmV§Í` cT>`mMr
ñ’w${V©Xm`H$ ‘m{hVr gm§JV AgV.

g‘wÐ {H$Zmar IoiÊ`mgmR>r òUmè¶m {dÚmÏ`m ªZm gË`mJ«hmMo
AZŵ d gm§JV AgV. AZŵ d EoH$Ê`mgmR>r {dÚmWu JXu H$aV AgV.
{dÚmÏ`m ªÀ`m S>moŠ`mda Jm§Yr Q>moß`m AgV. `mM doir g§ñWmZmMo
{XdmU (H$nm{S>`m) gm §̀H$mir g‘wÐ {H$Zmar ’ o$a’$Q>H$m ‘maÊ`mgmR>r
òV AgV. {XKo `m§À`m ZoV¥ËËdmImcr {dÚmWu {XdmUmÀ`m {déÜX
{XeoZo OmV AgV. gVV XmoZ {Xdg Ago KS>ë`mZ§Va {XdmUmZo
hm`ñHy$cÀ`m ‘w»`mÜ`mnH$m§Zm ~mocmd yZ {dÚmÏ`mªMr Zmdo {chÿZ KoÊ`mg
gm§{JVcr. X wgè¶m {Xder emioÀ`m JoQ>nmerM {dÚmÏ`m ªZm añQ>rHo$Q>
H$aÊ`mV Amë`mMo gm§JÊ`m§V Amco. Ë`mZ§Va Ë`m§À`mH$Sy>Z ‘m’$snÌ
{chÿZ Kod yZ Ë`m§Zm àdoe {Xcm Jocm. gË`mJ«h MidirV O§{Oam
g§ñWmZmVrc ~arM ‘§S>ir gh^mJr Pmcr hmoVr.

1) lr. H$a§~o e§H$a gImam‘ (åhgim) 1930 ‘Ü ò H$m`Xo^§J
MidirV ^mJ Kod yZ {dcm`Vr ‘mcmda noHo$Q>tJ
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Ho$ë`m~X ²Xc 1 df} H$mamdmg.
2) lr.O`d§V ‘moaoída am‘M§Ð (~mocu) 1930-32 gË`mJ«h

MidirV ^mJ 6 ‘{hZo {ejm.
3) lr.Omoer nm§Sw>a§J Jmonmi (lrdY©Z) 1930 À`m gË`mJ«h

MidirV gh^mJr Pmë`m~X ²Xc 6 ‘{hZo gŠV ‘Oyar.
4) lr.Qw>‘Uo Ho$ed XËVmÌò  (åhgim) naXoer H$nS>`mÀ`m

hmoi`m noQ>{dUo, à^mV ’ o$ar H$mT>Uo Ë`m~X ²Xc {ejm.
5) lr.ndma JUnV cú‘U (lrdY©Z) 1930 gmcr AmPmX

‘¡XmZmda gË`mJ«h Ho$cm 11 ‘{hZo {ejm
6) lr.n |S>go ‘hmXod gXm{ed (lrdY ©Z) 1929 gmcr

ZmoH$arMm amOrZm‘m Xod yZ ñdmV§Í` MidirV gh^mJ
àdMZmìXmao OZOmJ¥Vr H$arV AgV.

7) lr.aU{Xdo dg§V gXm{ed (‘wéS>) 1923 gmcr MaIm
g§KmV XmIc.

8) lr.[ag~wS> am‘M§Ð JUoe (‘wéS>) 1932 gmcr H$m`Xô §J
MidirV ^mJ KoVcm hmoVm. ‘wiOr OoR>m ‘mH}$Q>‘Ü ò
noHo$qQ>J H$aVmZm AQ>H$ 3 ‘{hZo {ejm.

1942 Z§Va àOm n[afXoZo O§Jc H$m`Úm{déXY gË`mJ«h Ho$cm
hmoVm. Zdm~ amOdQ>r {déXYMm Amncm Ag§Vmof àH$Q> Ho$cm hmoVm.
g§ñWmZmMm ~amM ^mJ S>m |Jami Agë`mZo `m S>m |JamÀ`m CVmamda d
S>m |JamÀ`m Imcr eoVH$è¶m§Mr eoVr hmoVr. eoVH$è¶m§Mr eoVrdaM
Cn{O{dH$m MmcV Ago. na§V w eoVrV V`ma Pmcoë`m {nH$mMr
O§JcmVrc àmUr ZmgYwg H$arV AgV. {eH$ma ~§XrÀ`m H$m`X`m‘wio
àmÊ`m§Mr {eH$ma H$aVm ̀ oV Zgo. åhUyZ àOm n[afXoÀ`m H$m ©̀H$Ë`m ªZr
{eH$ma ~§XrMm H$m`Xm ‘moSy>Z {eH$ma H$aÊ`mg gwédmV Ho$cr hmoVr.
H$m`X`mg‘moa amOm d àOm g‘mZ AgVo. na§Vw g§ñWmZmV Zdm~mcm
{eH$marMm A{YH$ma hmoVm. Ë`m‘ wio OZVoZo Amncm Ag§Vm of
Zdm~m{déXY àH$Q> Ho$cm hmoVm. O§Jc H$m`X`m{déXY cT>Umè`m
cmoH$m§Zr EImX`m àmÊ`mMr {eH$ma Ho$cr H$s, Ë`m àmÊ`mMo ‘w§S>Ho$
H$mR>rcm ~m§Y yZ Zdm~mÀ`m amOdmS>`mdéZ OmV AgV. Ë`m‘ wio
Zdm~mÀ`m nmocrgm§H$Sy>Z Ë`m§À`mda H$madmB© H$aÊ`mV òV Ago.

O§Jc H$m`X`m‘Ü ò {ejm ^moJcoco -
1) Hw$cH$Uu a§Jamd (lrdY©Z)
2) MmoaKo em§Vmam‘ gXm{ed-Zm§XJm§d O§Jc gË`mJ«hmV ̂ mJ

KoVë`m~X ²Xc 2 df} gŠV ‘Owar.
3) {ZaH$a h[aíM§Ð Y‘m ©-(Zm§XJm§d) O§Jc gË`mJ«hmV ^mJ

KoVë`m~X ²Xc 2df} {ejm na§Vw cdH$aM gwQ>H$m Pmcr
(‘ wcmIV)

4) n wcoH$a am‘M§Ð gXm{ed-(Zm§XJm§d) {eH$marMm H$m`Xm

‘moS>ë`m~X ²Xc 15 {Xdg gmYr H¡$X d XmoZ df} gŠV
‘OwarMr {ejm.

5) h‘X wco Acr Ah‘X-(~mobu) gaH$maÀ`m amIrd O§JcmV
{eH$ma Z H$aÊ`mMm H$m`Xm ‘moS>cm 2df} gŠV ‘OyarMr
{ejm.

6) IoS o>H$a am‘M§Ð JmoqdX-(Zm§XJm§d) {eH$marMm H$m`Xm
‘moS>cm (‘wcmIV)

g§ñWmZmMr amOYmZr ‘wéS> òWo àOm n[afXoMo Am§XmocZ Vrd «
Pmco hmoVo. åhUyZ Zdm~mZo {H«${‘Zc cm ° A °‘|O‘|Q> A °ŠQ> d npãcH$
{gŠ ẁarQ>r A °ŠQ> cmJy H$éZ àOm n[afXoÀ`m MidirVrc H$m ©̀H$Ë`m ªZm
AQ>H$ H$éZ H$madmB© Ho$cr hmoVr. 21 OmZodmar 1948 nmgyZ àOm
n[afXoZo Zdm~m{déX ²Y AghH$ma n wH$macm hmoVm. gaH$mar H$m`m ©c ò
~§X H$éZ gmd ©O{ZH$ {R>H$mUr {Va§Jm ’$S>H${dÊ`mV Amcm hmoVm.
Zdm~mZo OZ Am§XmocZmMm {dMma H$éZ d n[apñWVrMo Jm§{^ ©̀ nmhÿZ
{ÌgXñ` ‘§{Ì‘§S>imH$So> H$ma^ma gmon{dcm. Ë`m ‘§{Ì‘§§S>im‘Ü ò àOm
n[afXoMo AÜ`j {dîUyn§V n |S>go, ~mocuMo ZmZmgmho~ Hw$cH$Uu d
S>m °.C^mao `m§Mm g‘mdoe hmoVm.

gmam§e -
O§{Oam g§ñWmZmVrc ñdmV§Í` cT>`mV AZoH$ ì`ŠVtZr ^mJ

KoVcm hmoVm. Ë`m§À`mda cmoH$‘mÝ` {Q>iH$, ‘hmË‘m Jm§Yr, gŵ mfM§Ð
~mog ̀ m§À`m {dMmam§Mm à^md nS>cm hmoVm. gd © VéUm§Zm EH$Ì AmUyZ
amḯ>^mdZoMr Á`moV gVV VodV R > odÊ`mMo H$m` © amîQ´ godmXcmZo
Ho$co.‘wéS>, lrdY©Z, åhgim `m {VÝhr VmcwŠ`m§V amîQ ́godm XcmÀ`m
emIm hmoË`m. gmZoJwéOr, Zm.J.Jmoao, Eg.E‘.Omoer, ZmZm n wamo{hV
`m§Mo ‘mJ©Xe ©Z godm XcmÀ`m H$m ©̀H$Ë`m ªZm cm^V Ago.1947 ‘Ü ò
ñdmV§Í`mMo dmao dmhV AgVm§Zm XoIrc cmoH$m§Mo à{V{ZYrËd Agcobr
amÁ` ì`dñWm Amnë`m g§ñWmZmV Zdm~mZo AmUcr Zmhr. Ë`m‘wio
àOm n[afXocm Zdm~m{déXY H$m`Xô §J d AghH$mamMr Midi
H$amdr cmJcr hmoVr.

g§X ©̂gyMr
1) {MQ>Urg eaX- O§{Oam g§ñWmZmMm B{Vhmg, àH$meH$ B{Vhmg

g§emoYH$ ‘§S>i, ‘w§~B©-199,nmZ Z§.64.
2) VÌ¡d nmZ Z§.67, 68, 69
3) lr.R>moga `m§Mm coI X¡{ZH$ H w$cm~m g‘mMma, amOH$s` pñWV§Va 5

‘mM © 1997.
4) H w§$Q> o ̂ . J.-ñdmV§Í` M[aÌ H$mof, ‘hmamîQ́ amÁ` npíM‘ {d^mJ, nmZ

Z§. 264,279,287,306,308,311.
5) am‘^mD$ IoS o>H$a - ñdmV§Í` g¡{ZH$-‘wcmIV.
6) H w§$Q> o ^.J.-ñdmV§Í` M[aÌ H$mof, ‘hmamîQ́ amÁ`, npíM‘ {d^mJ.
7) noe‘m‘ A.aÂPmH$-‘.h.,‘wéS>-O§{Oam, Eo{Vhm{gH$ énaofm nwUo,

ghH$ma ‘wÐUmc`.
8) ñdV§Í` g¡{ZH$ ñV§̂  lrdY©Z, gmo‘OmB© ‘§{Xa
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Jmofdmam- Ho$di ‘Zwî``moZr‘Ü ò AmnU OÝ‘mbm Ambmo åhUyZ
AmnU ‘mUyg R>aV Zmhr. {Z{‘©Vr H$aÊ`mÀ`m à{H«$ ò‘Ü ò AmnUm§g
Amnbo ‘Zwî`Ëd àmá H$éZ ¿`mdo bmJVo. H$mhr Agm‘mÝ` àH¥$VrMo
bmoH$ AZoH$ àH$maÀ`m H$bmH¥$Vr {Z‘m ©U H$arV AgVmV, ZdrZ ZdrZ
d ¡km{ZH$ emoY bmdrV AgVmV, ZdrZ ZdrZ VËdkmZmMr C^maUr
H$arV AgVmV qH$dm Zdo Zdo {dMma ‘m§S>rV AgVmV. A‘wH$ EH$
dñVy {Z‘m ©U H$aÊ`mMr Hw$dV Amnë`mV hmoVr ho ‘mUgmbm H$Yr
H$iV Zmhr. {VMr Om{Ud Vr H¥$Vr H$aVmZm hmoVo. hr Ë`mbm ñdV:MrM
hmoUmar Zdr AmoiI hmò . gm{hË`H¥$VrV OrdZmZŵ dmMo Xe ©Z KS>Vo.
boIH$ qH$dm H$dr OrdZmH$So> {d{eîQ> X ¥îQ>rZo nmhVmo. Vo OmUyZ KoVmo
Am{U Ë`m {d{eîQ>mZwäm wVrVyZ gm{hË`mMr {Z{‘©Vr H$aVmo.

gm{hË`mMm {Z‘m ©Vm hm Vw‘À`m Am‘À`m gaImM ‘mUyg AgVmo.
Ë`mMmhr OrdZ ì`dhmamVhr BVam§gmaImM g§~Y AgVmo. Varhr Vmo
doJim R>aVmo. Ë`mMo H$maU gm‘mÝ` ‘mUgm§nojm Ë`m§À`mH$So> A{YH$
H$mhrVar AgVo. Vmo {bhVmo åhUOo H$m` ho Va ‘mUgohr {b{hVmV
na§Vw BVam§Mo boIZ gm{hË`én ZgVo. CXm.AZoH$ njm§Zr EH$m njmg
Km`mi H$éZ ‘maUo hr KQ>Zm gm‘mÝ`m§Zr nm{hbr na§Vw {VÀ`m {df`r
Ë`§mZm H$mhr dmQ>Uma Zmhr ‘mÌ hrM KQ>Zm EImXm boIH$ AË §̀V
hi wdma Vab H$Wm {Z‘m ©U H$aVmo boIH$mH$So> hoM "H$m{hVar' {d{eð>
AgVo.

àñVmdZm- EImÚmH$So> AmnU ’w$bm§Mr ‘mJUr Ho$br Am{U
Ë`mZo Jwbm~mMr ’w$bo AmUyZ {Xbr Va AmnU "‘bm ZH$moV, ’w$bo
hdrV' Ago åhUyZ naV nmR>dbo Va X wg-`m Ionog Vmo ‘moJ-`mMr
’w$bo AmUyZ XoB©b. n wÝhm AmnU VgoM CËVa {Xbo Va {~Mmam {Vg-
`m Ionog Mmâ`mMr ’w$bo KoD$Z òB©b, Mm ¡Ï`m§Xm "Ahmo Vw‘À`mg‘moa
{H$VrVar àH$mam§Mr ’w$bo AmUbr Var àË`oH$ doir Vwåhr Jwbm~ ZH$mo,
‘moJam ZH$mo, Mm’$m ZH$mo Ago åhUVm nU Ago H$moUË`mhr OmVrV Z
~gUmao ’w$b ‘r H$moR y>Z AmUy? Vgo OmV{Zanoj ’w$b AgVo H$m hmo?
Ago CËVa {‘iob.

 ̀ m H$mën{ZH$ g§dmXmVyZ JdgUmao gyÌ gm{hË`mÀ`m g§X^m ©Vhr
bjmV KoÊ`mgmaIo Amho. Ogo ’w$b, ’$i B. Om{VdmMH$ eãXm§Zm
ñdV§Ì ApñVËd Zmhr, Vo H$moUË`m Zm H$moUË`m àH$mamÝVJ©VM
ApñVËdmV AgUma VgoM "gm{hË`' `m g§koMo Amho. gm{hË`mÀ`m
n wñVH$mMr ‘mJUr Ho$ë`mda H${dVm, ZmQ>H$, H$m§X~ar, H$Wm Aem
EImÚm gm{hË`àH$mamMo n wñVH$M g‘moa R>odbo OmB©b.

{Z{‘©Vr åhUOo ApñVËdmV Zgbobr dñVw dmñVdmV AmUUo,
H${dVm,H$m§X~ar qH$dm AÝ` H$moUVohr boIZ {Z{‘©VrM AgVo.

‘mUgmbm Amnbo ‘Zwî`Ëd `m {Z{‘©Vr H$aÊ`m‘Ü ò AZŵ dmbm òVo.
`m {Z‘m ©U eŠVrMo àË`H$mMo gm‘Ï ©̀ doJdoJio AgVo {Z{‘©Vr hr
‘mUgmbm AmZ§Xm`H$ dmQ>mdr Aer ~m~ Amho. Zdr dñVw àË`jmV
AmUZo Am{U Zd{Z{‘©VrMr hr n wZ©aMZm H$aUo hr ~m~ ‘mUgmbm
‘moR>r AmZ§XXm`H$ dmQ>Vo {Z{‘©Vr Pmë`mdaM ‘mUgmbm hr JmoîQ>
{Z‘m ©U H$aÊ`mMr Hw$dV Amnë`mV hmoVr ho H$iUo åhUOoM ñdV:Mr
AmoiI hmoUo Aer AmoiI gm{hË` {Z{‘©VrVM A{YH$ hmoVo. åhUyZ
AÝ` kmZ joÌmVrb {Z{‘©VrÀ`m VwbZoV gm{hË`{Z{‘©VrÀ`m {dMmambm
{deof ‘hËd Amho.

g§emoYmZmMr CÔrï>o-
1. Aä`mgmgmR>r gm{hË`mMr AmoiI ‘hËdmMr R>aVo.
2. gm{hË` dmMZm‘wio ‘mZdr ^{dî`mbm àoaUm {‘iVo.
3. gm{hË`m‘wio AmnmoAmnM gm‘m{OH$VoM ^mZ amIb§

OmV.
4. gm{hË` {dÚmÏ`m © §‘Ü ò ‘mZdr J wU {Z‘m ©U H$aÊ`mMo

H$m ©̀ H$aVo.
g§emoYZmMr J¥{hVHo$-
1. gm{hË` OmUyZ KoUo.
2. gm{hË`mMr AmoiI H$éZ KoVm§Zm gm{hË`mÀ`m àH$mamMr

gwÜXm AmoiI H$éZ KoUo.
3. àñVwV g§emoYZmVyZ ‘amR>r gm{hË`mVrb àH$mamMr AmoiI

ìhmdr `mgmR>r Cn ẁŠV Amho.
4. gm{hË`àH$mamMr ‘m{hVr H$éZ KoUo.

g§emoYZ H$m ©̀nÜXVr-
1. àñVwV ‘m{hVr {h X wæ`‘ ñdénmMr Amho.
2. gm{hË`mMr Vmo§S>AmoiI Aä`mgUo.
3. gm{hË`àH$mamMr àmW{‘H$ ‘{hVr H$éZ XoUo.
4. Z{dZ gm{hË` {Z{‘ ©VrgmR>r gm{hË`mÀ`m àH$mamMr

AmoiI H$éZ KoUo ‘hËdmMo Amho.
g§emoYZmMr ì`már Am{U ‘`m©Xm-
1. gm{hË` àH$mamÀ`m VËdm§Mm {dMma H$aUo.
2. gm{hË` {Z{‘©Vr hr ì`ŠVr ‘ZmMr {Z{‘©Vr AgVo ho

g‘OwU KoUo.
3. àñVwV g§emoYZ ‘yë`{ejU X ¥îQ>rZo Ho$bo Amho.
4. gm{hË`mMr g§H$ënZm g‘OyZ KoUo

gm{hË` {Z{‘©Vr-
gm{hË`mMm gmam S>mobmam hm g‘mO dmñVdmdaM C^m AgVmo.

‘amR>r gm{hË`mMr AmoiI

gm¡. gwaoIm amdgmho~ {MËVo
JmoIbo EÁ ẁHo$eZ gmogm`Q>r

H$bm, dm{UÁ` Am{U {dkmZ ‘hm{dÚmb` lrdY©Z, {O.am`JS>
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boIH$mbm AmH$bZ Pmbobm g‘mO hm Ë`mÀ`m AZ ŵ d{dídmV
gm‘mdbobm AgVmo. gm{hË`mgmR>r H$moUVo AZŵ d pñdH$mam`Mo qH$dm
ZmH$mam`Mo `mMo ñdmV§Ì ‘mÌ boIH$mbm AgVo. OrdZmVë`m `m
AZŵ dm§Mm AÝd`mW © bmd yZM boIH$ Amnbo gm{hË` {díd KS>{dV
AgVmo. Ë`mÀ`m `m AÝd`mW © bmdÊ`VyZM Ë`mÀ`m gm{hË`H¥$VrV
H$bmË‘H$Vm òV AgVo. boIH$mÀ`m AZŵ dmVrb AZwäm wVr {OVH$s
Vrd « {VVH$mM hm AZŵ d {Od§V R>aVmo. gm{hË`mVrb AZŵ d {díd
OrdZmVwZ, àmá hmoUm-`m AZŵ dmVwZ gmW © ~ZV AgVo. gm{hË`mVyZ
ì`ŠV hmoUm-`m AZŵ dmMm EH$ {deof åhUOo Vmo AmñdmXH$mÀ`m
AZ w^d{dídmMm EH$^mJ ~ZVmo. `m {deofm‘ wioM gm{hË`H ¥$Vr
dmMZ`mo½` ~ZVo.

gm{hË` hr ‘mZdr OrdZmMo Xe ©Z KS>{dUmar EH$ H$bmdñVw
AgVo. {VMm {Z‘m ©Vm åhUOo boIH$ H$bmd§V hm ‘mUyg Agë`mZo
‘mZdr OrdZmÀ`m A§JàË`§JmMo Xe ©Z KS>{dUo hm Ë`mMm hoVw AgVmo.
gm{hË`H¥$VrVrb ho OrdZXe ©Z n[an yU© ZgVo. Vo A§emË‘H$ Agbo
Var ~hþA§Jr AgVo, Vo OrdZmÀ`m AZoH${dY KQ>H$m§Zm-CnKQ>H$m§Zm
ñne© H$aUmao AgVo. gm{hË`H¥$Vr hr Ë`mZo {Z‘m©U Ho$bobr EH$ H$bmdñVw
AgVo. EH$mMdoir Vr ì`pŠV{Zð> Am{U dñVw{Zð> AgVo. Vr ì`ŠVr
Am{U g‘mO `m {ÛKQ>H$m§er ~m§Ybobr AgVo. Vr AZoH$ {df`m§er
{ZJS>rV AgVo. gm{hË` hr gd© ì`mnH$ d gd©g‘mdoeH$ g§k Agë`mZo
{VMr VnmgUr AZoH$ X ¥îQ>rZr Ho$br OmVo.

gm{hË`mMr {Z{‘©Vr OrdZmVM hmoV AgVo Am{U OrdZmMoM
à{Vq~~ gm{hË`mV nhmd`mg {‘iVo. boIH$ hm g‘mOmMmMm EH$
KQ>H$ Agë`mZo, Ë`mÀ`m ì`pŠV‘Ëd OS>U-KS>UoV g‘mOmMm
‘hËdmMm gh^mJ AmgVmo. VgoM gm‘m{OH$ n`m ©daUmVM boIH$
dmT>V Agë`mZo `m n`m ©daUmMm g§ñH$ma Ë`mÀ`m g§doXZj‘ ‘Zmda
hmoU§ ñdm^m{dH$hr AgVo. boIH$ gm‘m{OH$ Om{UdoVwZ KQ>Zm§Mr Zm |X
KoV AgVmo.

gm{hË`àH$ma åhUOo gm{hË`H¥$VtÀ`m dJm ©Mr `mXr Zìho Va
gm{hË` àH$ma {ZpíMVr ‘mJrb VËdm§Mmhr {dMma hmoUo ‘hËdmMo
AgVo. EImXr gm{hË`H¥$Vr H$m§X~ar,ZmQ>H$,H${dVm H$Wm `mà‘mUo
R>a{dVm§Zm `m gm{hË`H¥$VrMr g§aMZm H$emñdénmMr bmJVo ho ñnîQ>
H$aUo ‘hËdmMo AgVo.

gm{hË`mVrb M[aÌ- AmË‘M[aÌ ̀ m§Mm KmQ> H$Wm H$mX§~arnojm
H$mhrgm doJim Agbm Var Vo H$WZM Agë`mZo Ë`m§Mm g‘mdoe
H$WZmË‘‘Ü òM H$aUo A{YH$ `mo½` R>aVo. nmíMmË‘ g‘rjH$m§Zr
H$WZmË‘H$ na§naoMm Aä`mg H$éZ énH$Wm, bmoH$H$Wm, n wamUH$Wm,
Am»`m{`H$m, nÌboIZ, AmË‘H$WZ, B{Vhmg , àdmgdU ©Z,
‘hmH$mì`,nmodmS>m d H$m§X~ar `m§Mm g‘mdoe H$WmË‘ àH$mamV Ho$bm
Amho.

H$Wm, H$m§X~ar, ‘hmH$mì`, nmodmS>m ho gm{hË` àH$ma H$WZmË‘H$
ñdénmMo R>aVmV. H$Wm, H$m§X~ar JÚmÀ`m ‘mÜ`‘mVyZ H$WZ Ho$bobm
AgVmo. emoH$mpË‘H$m gwImpË‘H$m, àhgZ ho àH$ma ZmQ>`mË` Va A §̂J,
^mdH${dVm {dbm{nH$m BË`mXr àH$ma H$mì`mË‘ R>aVmV.

gm{hË`mMo àH$ma-
1) H$Wm 2) H$m§X~ar
3) H${dVm 4) ZmQ>H$
5) M[aÌ 6) AmË‘M[aÌ
H$Wm
H$Wm hm EH$ àmMrZ gm{hË` àH$ma Amho. àma§̂ rÀ`m H$mimV

H$Wm ‘m¡pIH$ énmZo d àM{bV hmoVr. X¡dVH$Wm, AX ²äm wVH$Wm, X§VH$Wm,
àmUrH$Wm, ZrVrH$Wm, H$hmUr ̀ m ñdénmÀ`m H$Wm bmoH$H$Wm åhUyZ
bmoH$OrdZmV àM{bV hmoË`m. AmYw{ZH$ H$WoMo ‘wi ̀ mM bmoH$H$WoV
AmT>iVo. bmoH$H$WoVrb AZoH$ g§Ho$V AmYw{ZH$ H$WoV Ambobo AmhoV.

JmoîQ> gm§JUo d EoH$Uo AZmXr H$mimnmg yZ ‘mZdr‘ZmMm
EH$ñWm`r^md Amho. EH$ {da§Jwim Amho. àdmgmV ~mOmamV, nmamda,
{d{dY gU-g‘ma§̂ m‘Ü ò, H$sV©Zm{X Ym{‘©H$ na§namVyZ ‘mUyg JmoîQ>,
H$Wm EoH$V Ambobm Amho. Ë`m X ¥îQ>rZo nmhVm ̂ aVr` H$WoMm B{Vhmg
hm gw‘mao 4500 dfm ©Mm Amho. {bIrV H$WoMm B{Vhmg hm gw‘mao
XrS>eo dfm ©Mm Amho. na§Vw ñdV§Ì ‘amR>r H$Wm ‘mÌ e§̂ a dfm ©nmgyZ
{b{hbr Jobr. Oo gm§JÊ`mOmoJo Amho Ë`mMr H$ënZoZo aMZm H$aUo
åhUOo H$Wm aMZm hmò . n{hbr ñdmV§Ì, b{bË`n yU© H$Wm {bhÊ`mMm
‘mZ h[a^mD$ AmnQ>o `m§À`m 23 Am °ŠQ>mo~a 2810 gmbr {bhboë`m
"{S>gopßg`m' H$Wobm {‘iVmo.

H$Wm hm ñ’w$Q> gm{hË` àH$ma Amho. H$m§X~arV OrdZmMo ì`mnH$
Xe©Z KS>{dÊ`mMm boIH$mMm à`ËZ AgVmo. H$WoV ‘`m ©XrV OrdZmVrb
KQ>Zm-àg§J, AZŵ d `m§Mo {MÌU AgVo. H$Wm ì`pŠVÀ`m OrdZmMo
g§X^© ̀ m H$Wobm AgVmoM. H$WoV AZŵ dmMo EH$H|${ÐËd AgVo. H$WoV
AZŵ dmMm JwÀN> ZgVmo. Va EImX`mMm AZŵ d Kod yZ H$Wm {dH${gV
hmoV Agë`mZo {Vbm b¿m wén àmá hmoVo. H$WoVwZ EH$M EH$ g§ñH$ma
Pmbobm AgVmo. H$WoMm Agbobm bhmZ AH$ma {VÀ`mVrb EH$M
g§ñH$ma, ̀ m‘wio H$WoÀ`m aMZoV, AZŵ dmÀ`m {dH$gZmV H$mhr {deof
AmnmoAmnM ̀ oV AgVmV. EH$H|${ÐËd, {‘Vì``, g§jon, H$mQ>oH$moanUmV
d Zo‘Ho$nUm hr H$WoMr -H$WmV§ÌmMr ‘hËdmMr d ¡{eîQ> ò AmhoV.

boIH$ H$WoVyZ H$m` d H$go gm§JVmo ̀ mbm {deof ‘hËd AgVo.
H$WmZH$, H$WoVrb ì`ŠVr, KQ>Zm dmVmdaUmV H$WZ nÜXVr d ̂ mfm
Aer H$WoMr KQ>H$m§Jo AgVmV. Ë`mVyZM H$Wobm én òVo, AmH$ma
`oVmo.

H$WoVrb AZŵ d hm H$WmZH$mà‘mUo H$WoVrb nmÌmÀ`m A§JmZo
‘wV© hmoV AgVmo. boIH$ Ë`mÀ`m g^modVr dmdmaUm-`m ì`pŠVVyZ
EImXr ì`pŠV hoéZ AWm ©V Ë`mbm ^mdbobr, H$WoV {M{ÌV H$aVm
òUmar Aer ì`º$s {ZdSy>Z {Vbm Amnë`m H$ënZoà‘mUo én Xod yZ
H$WoV {M{ÌV H$aVmo. `m ì`pŠVMr d ¥ËVr,CŠVr,^md-^mdZm {dMma,
H$ënZm, g§doXZm, OrdZX ¥îQ>r OrdZ nÜXVr BË`mXtÀ`m {MÌUmVyZ
Ë`m ì`pŠVMr EH$ eãXén à{V‘m V`ma H$aVmo. ̀ m à{V‘obmM H$WoVrb
nmÌ Ago Zmd AgVo. hr à{V‘m H$ënZm Am{U eãXén Agbr Var
dmñVdmVrb ì`pŠVà‘mUo {VMo OrdZ AgVo.

H$WoV dmVmdaU, {ZdoXZ Am{U ^mfm ho hr ‘hËdmMo KQ>H$
AgVmV. H$WoVrb KQ>Zm-àg§J ^md `m§Zm D$R>md XoUmao dmVmdaU
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H$Wobm Ogo EH$ ‘mob àmá H$éZ XoV AgVo. VgoM J{V‘mZ {ZdoXZ
H$WmZH$mbm àdm{hV R>odrV AgVo. H$WoMr ̂ mfm EH$ H$pënV {dídmMr
^mfm AgVo.

H$m§X~ar
gmYmaUV: A{YH$ bm§~rÀ`m H$mën{ZH$ H$Wm Agboë`m JX`

boIZmg H$m§X~ar åhUVmV. ‘amR>r ^mf oVrb H$m§X~-`m§Zr ‘amR>r
gm{hË`mMm R>odm g‘wÜX Ho$bm Amho. H$m§X~ar hm eãX ̂ maVmV gmVì`m
eVH$mV hmoD$Z Joboë`m ~mU^Q²Q> Zm‘H$ H${dZo {b{hboë`m "H$m§X~ar'
`m J«§WZm‘mdéZ Ambm hm J§«W åhUOo OJmVbr n{hbr H$m§X~ar.
B§J«OrVbr The Tales of Genji hr n{hbr H$m§X~ar 11 ì`m eVH$mV
{b{hbr Jobr.

H$m§X~ar ̀ m gm{hË`àH$mambm Aä`mgVmZm Ë`mgmR>r AgUmè`m
H$ama, H$mi, AmdmO ho n ¡bw bjmV ¿`mdo bmJVmV. H$m§X~arV
òUmè¶m hm OrdZnQ> EH$m {d{eîQ> H$mimMo Xe ©Z KS>dV AgVmo.
H$m§X~arV ̀ oUmam hm "H$mi' gwPZ b±JaÀ`m "H$mi' ̀ m g§H$ënZoZwgma
äm wVH$mi AgVmo.

H$mX§~ar hm {XK© gm{hË`àH$ma AgyZ H$m§X~arV OrdZmMo ì`mnH$
Xe ©Z KS>{dÊ`mMm boIH$mMm à`ËZ AgVmo. H$m§X~ar d ‘hmH$mì`
`m§Mm H$WmË‘ gm{hË`mV g‘mdoe Ho$bobm Amho. H$m§X~arV g§ñH$ma
AZoH$m§Jr AgVmV. H$WmZH$mbm, {ZdoXZmbm H$m§X~arV ‘hËd AgVo.
H$m§X~arÀ`m {df`mMr ì`márhr ‘moR>r AgVo. ‘mZdr OrdZ ì`dhmamMo
ì`mnH$ Xe ©Z H$m§X~arV KS>{dë`m OmVo. ñWb H$mbmÀ`m ì`mnH$
a§OZmgmR >r H$m §X~arMr {Z{‘ ©Vr Pmbobr AgVo. Ë`m‘ wio a§OH$
dmS>.‘`mÀ`m {Z{‘©Vr ‘mJrb àoaUm H$m§X~arÀ`m {Z{‘©Vr ‘mJo AgVmV.
H$m§X~arV dmMH$mMr H$m§X~ar {df`H$ AmdS> {Q>H$dyZ R>odÊ`mMm à`ËZ
AgVmo. H$m§X~arÀ`m g§X^m ©V Oo H$mhr {ZH$f gm§JrVbo OmVmV Ë`mV
dmñVdVoMm {ZH$f ‘hËdmMm ‘mZbm OmVmo. dmñVddmXr H$m§X~arV,
Á`m OJmV AmnU amhVmo, OrdZ OJVmo Ë`mM gË`mMm {dídmgmMm
Aä`mg H$m§X~arV H$aÊ`mMm à`ËZ AgVmo.

H$m§X~arVyZ A{dîH¥$V hmoUmao AZŵ d{díd ho A{YH$ ì`mnH$
AgVo. ‘mZdr OrdZmMr gd ©M joÌo H$m§X~arV gm‘mdbr Omd y eH$VmV.
‘mZdr OrdZ ì`dhmambm gm‘md yZ KoÊ`mMr j‘Vm H$m§X~arV AgVo.
"ì`º$s' hm H$m§X~arMm Ho§$Ð{§~§X w AgVmo. ‘mZdr OrdZmMr, ì`dhmamMo
H$moUVohr én ‘wV© H$aÊ`mMr j‘Vm H$m§X~arV AgVo. äm wVH$mi Am{U
dV©‘mZH$mi ̀ m§À`mVrb H$m ©̀H$maU^md àñWm{nV H$aUo ho H$m§X~arMo
EH$ d ¡{eîQ> ò AgVo. H$m§X~arMo AZŵ d{díd Ogo ì`mnH$ Amho VgoM
{VWo aMZmV§Ìhr Vm§{ÌH$ ~§YZmnmgyZ ‘wŠV AgVo. Ë`m‘wioM ZmQ>`
dmS>.‘`mVrb, AmË‘M[aÌmVrb d XrK© H$WoVrb H$mhr JwU H$m§X~arV
nhmd`mg {‘iVmV. g^modVr KS>Um-`m KQ>Zm Ooìhm g§doXZerb
boIH$mÀ`m {MV§Z{df` ~ZVmV. Voìhm Vmo Ë`mbm OmUdboë`m
OrdZ{df`H$ dmñVdmÀ`m {d{eð> énmMr EH$ H$pënV, AW ©n yU© aMZm
H$m§X~arÀ`m énmV H$aVmo.

H$m§X~ar gm{hË` àH$mamMm {dMma H$aVmZm H$m§X~arMm boIH$,
H$m§X~arMm {df` Ë`mVyZ {M{ÌV hmoUmao OrdZ, ̀ m OrdZmMr ì`mnH$Vm
KQ>Zm-àg§J, dmVmdaU, {ZdoXZ, H$WZe ¡br Am{U ̂ mfm ̀ m KQ>H$m§Zm

H$m§X~arÀ`m AmH$bZmV boIH$mÀ`m H$m§X~ar {Z{‘ ©VrÀ`m à oaUm
‘mJ©Xe ©Z R>aVmV. H$m§X~arÀ`m KS>UoV {VMo ñV:Mo Ago EH$ d ¡{eîQ> ò
AgVo. Ë`m‘wio EH$m H$m§X~arMr KS>U X wg-`m H$m§X~arnojm doJir
AgVo. Var Vr H$m§X~arM AgVo. ì §̀H$Q>oe ‘mS>JwiH$am§Mr "~ZJadmS>r'
^mbM§Ð Zo‘mSo> ̀ m§Mr "H$mogbm',  nw.e.aoJo ̀ m§Mr "gm{dÌr' ̀ m H$m§X~-
`mM AmhoV nU Ë`m§Mr KS>U ‘mÌ nañnamhÿZ doJir ~Zbobr Amho.

H$m§X~arMr aMZm- ì`pŠV hm H$m§X~arMm EH$ ‘hËdmMm KQ>H$
Amho. `m ì`pŠVÀ`m AZwf §JmZo òUm-`m ~m~tZm H$m§X~arV ñWmZ
{‘iUohr Amdí`H$ R>aVo. ì`ŠVr à‘mUoM "dmVmdaU' hm hr H$m§X~arMm
AmUIr EH$ KQ>H$ Amho. WmoS>Š`mV, ì`ŠVr, Ë`mÀ`m OrdZmVrb
KQ>Zm -àg§J, Ë`mÀ`m H¥$Vr-CŠVr, Ë`mMo ^md{díd, dmVmdaU
Am{U ^mfm VgoM "{ZdoXZ' BË`mXr KQ>H$ H$m§X~arbm gmH$ma H$arV
AgVmV.

H$m§X~arV H$mì`mË‘H$Vm, ZmQ>`mË‘H$Vm,  VmpËdH$ JwT>Jw§OZ
naVm BË`mXrMm ñdrH$ma Ho$bm OmD$ eH$Vmo. H$m§X~arbm EH$ R>am{dH$
én, AmH¥$Vr~§Y ‘mZdV Zmhr. boIH$mÀ`m BÀN>oZwgma {VMm {dñVma
hmoV Agë`mZo boIH$mMr H$m§X~arH$So> nmhÊ`mMr VgoM {OdZmH$So>
nmhÊ`mMr X ¥îQ>r `mVyZ H$m§X~arbm én òVo.

H$m§X~arMo àH$ma- Eo{VhmgrH$, H$mën{ZH$, nm ¡am{UH$ ,
ào‘H$Wm, ahñ`H$Wm, gm‘m{OH$, gmhgH$Wm Am{U amO{H$` H$m§X~ar.

à{gÜX ‘amR>r H$m§X~arH$ma :AÊUm^mD$ gmR>o, AéU gmYy,
àëhmX Ho$ed AÌo, AmZ§X `mXd, H¡$bmg Xm ¢S>, J§JmYa JmS>Jri,
Jm ¡ar Xoenm§So>, Ho$ed ‘olm‘, qM.{d.Omoer, qM.ImZmobH$a, O §̀V
ZmairH$a, O`d§V Xidr, X.‘m. ‘ramgXma, X`m ndma, Zao§Ð ZmB©H$,
Zm.gr. ’$S>Ho$, ^mbM§Ð Zo‘mSo>, n w.^m. ^mdo, ~m~m H$X‘, ~m~wamd
~mJwb, aU{OV XogmB©, am§.a§. ~moamSo>, bú‘U ‘mZo, bú‘U bmo§T>o,
d.n w.H$mio, {d.g.Im§So>H$a, ì`H§$Q>oe ‘mS>JwiH$a, e§§H$aamd IamV,
lr.Zm.n |S>go, gwYmH$a Jm`H$dmS>, gwhmg {eadiH$a gwYmH$a Jm`H$dmS>
B.

à{gÜX H$m§X~è¶m- A‘¥Vdob, AmZ§Xr Jmonmi, Am‘Xma
gm ¡^m½`dVr, Amåhm§bm OJm`M§̀ , CnH$mar ‘mUgo, H$mn ygH$mi,
nmUYwB©, H$mimoImVrb A{¾{eI, H$mogbm, O[abm,OrdZ J§Jm,
PmS>mPS>Vr, PmonS>nQ²Q>r P on, Vm§S>’w$Q>r, X w{Z`mXmar, nmMmoim,
nm{ZnV,’${H$am, ~ZJadmS>r, ‘hmZm`H$, ‘¥Ë ỳ §O`, ̀ `m{V, aUm§JU,amD$
B.

H${dVm-
H${dVoMr Zo‘H$s ì`m»`m H$maUo Oam H$R>rUM Amho. gm{hË`

emñÌmV ag, Ab§H$ma, ì §̀OZm, Üd{Z ̀ m§À`m AmYmao ì`m»`m H$aÊ`mMm
à`ËZ gm{hË`H$mam§Zr Ho$bobm Amho nU H${dVoÀ`m {d{dY énm§Mm,
JwUd ¡{eîQ>`m§Mm {dMma Á`mV Agob Aer Zo‘H$s ì`m»`m ‘mÌ H$aUo
H$R>rU Amho. EImXr aMZm H${dVm Amho qH$dm Zmhr `mMm {dMma
H$aVmZm AZoH$ ~m~r, JwU {dMmamV ¿`mdo bmJVmV. AZŵ d hrM
H$drMr H${dVm AgVo. H$mì`mVrb hm AZŵ d {OVH$m AËH$Q> {VVHo$
Ë`mV H$mì` AgVo. {edm` H$mì`mMr OmU hr H$dr Am{U a{gH$
`m§À`m g§dmXmVyZ dmT>rg bmJV AgVo. H${dbm Oo H$mhr OmUdbo
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Amho Vo gmW © H$éZ XmI{dUo ho H$drMo ‘w»` H$m ©̀ AgVo. H${dVoMr
^mfm hr bjdoYH$ AgVo.

H$mì`mVwZ ì`ŠV hmoUmam H$mì`mZŵ d hm ‘hËdmMm AgVmo.
Ë`mVyZ OrdZ Am{U H$bm‘yë`mMm àË`` a{gH$mbm bm^V AgVmo.
H${dVoMo AZoH$ àH$ma ‘amR>r dmS>.‘`mV àMbrV AmhoV. ‘hmH$mì`,
I§S>H$mì`, nmodmS>m, A§̂ J, Amodr, énH$mË‘H$ H${dVm, bmdUr,
H$WmH$mì`, gwZrV CÚ o{eH$m, {dbm{nH$m BË`mXr àH$ma H${dVoÀ`m
g§X^m ©V nmhd`mg {‘iVmV.

H${dVm hm EH$ ‘ybäm yV H$mì` àH$ma ‘mZbm OmVmo. H${dVoMr
{d{dYéno AmT>iV Agë`mZo {VMo g§H$ënZmË‘H$ {díbofU H$aUo
Oam AdKS>M H$m‘ Amho. H${dVoÀ`m `m {d{dY énmer Amnbo
gm§ñH¥${VH$ OrdZhr {ZJ{S>V Agë`mZo Va ho H$m‘ A{YH$ AdKS>
~ZVo. Y‘©, emñÌ, g§ñH ¥$Vr, H$bm Aer ‘mZdr ì`dhmamMr gd © joÌo
H${dVoZo ì`mnbobr Amho.

A{^OmV Am{U bm ¡{H$H$ Aem XmoÝhr A§JmZr H${dVoMr na§nam
{dH${gV hmoV Ambr Amho. a§OZ, C×moYZ Am{U l‘n[ahma,
VËd{ddoMZ BË`m§XrgmR>r H${dVoMmM dmna hmoVmo. H${dVoMr {d{dYVm
Am{U ì`márMm {dMma H$é nmhVm ñVmoÌo, gwŠVH$, bmoH$JrV, ämwnmi`m,
JmWm, JrV, b¿m wH$mì`, ‘hmH$mì ò, Am»`mZo nmodmSo> OmË`mdaMr
AmodrJrVo, Z¥Ë` -IoiJrVo,g wZrV, CÚ o{eH$m, {dbm{nH$m Am{U
A{bH$S>À`m "Mmamoi`m' Aer H${dVoMr {d{dY éno nhmd`mg
{‘iVmV.

AmOhr H$dr, H$mì` Am{U H$mì`mË‘ `m g§km Amnë`m
{ZË`mÀ`m OrdZmV éiboë`m {XgVmVM. `m g§km§Zm gm§ñH¥${VH$,
ì`mdhm[aH$ Am{U H$bm{d{eîQ> g§X^m ©V AW © àmá Pmbobm Amho.

H${dVm (‘»`V:) N>§Xmo~ÜX d ga~ÜX AgVmV. H${dVoVwZ
OrdZ H$iVo, g‘OVo d C‘JVo. H${dVm, Amoì`m, A§̂ J, qH$dm
íbmoH$ ho gm{hË`mMo ‘mÜ`‘ Amho. Ë`m‘Ü`o ‘ZmÀ`m ^mdZm,
dñVwpñWVr qH$dm ‘Z:pñWVr ì`ŠV H$aVm òVo. Amnë`m ^maVmV
H${dVm§Mm B{Vhmg d H$qdVmMo VËdkmZ ’$ma OwZo Amho.

H${dV§mMo àH$ma- A§JmB©, A§̂ J, Am`m ©, Amodr, H${UH$m,
I§S>H$mì`, JPb, Mmamoir, {MÌnQ>JrV, Mm ¡nXr, XenXr, qXS>r,
ZmQ>`JrV, {ZgJ©dU©ZmË‘H$ H${dVm, nmodmS>m, ~mbH${dVm, ~mbJrV,
^ŠVrJrV, ^bar, (eoVH$ar JrV) ^mdJrV, ‘hmH$mì`, ‘wŠVN>§X,
é~`m, bmdUr, {dZmoXr H${dVm, íbmoH$, gmH$s, gwZrV, hm`Hy$ B.

g§VH$dr- kmZoída, Zm‘Xod, EH$ZmW, V wH$mam‘, am‘Xmg,
OZm~mB©, MmoIm‘oim,Zahar gmoZma, gmdVm‘mir, ‘{hnVr, ‘wŠVm~mB©,
OmoJm na‘mZ§X, H$mÝhmonmÌm

n§{S>VH$dr- lrYa, AmZ§XVZ`, ‘wŠVoída,dmZn§{S>V, A‘¥Vam`,
XodZmW ‘hmamO, a¿m wZmW n§{S>V, ‘moamn§V B.

V§VH$dr / em{ha- AZ§X ’ §$Xr, naeam‘, à^mH$a, am‘Omoer,
gJZ^mD$, hmoZmOr ~mim B.

ZmQ>H$-
ZmQ>H$ åhUOo àg§J Am{U g§dmX `m§À`m Ûmam hmoUmam g§Kf©‘`

H$WmË‘ AZŵ d Ago åhUVm òB©b. àË`oH$ ZmQ>H$mbm EH$ H$WmdñVy

AgVo. Vr H$WmdñVy KQ>Zm Am{U àg§J ô`m§Zr J§w§’$bobr AgVo.
ZmQ>H$ ho g§dmXmÀ`m ‘mÜ`‘mVyZ AmH$mambm òVo. Ago A§H$m‘Ü ò
{d^mJbobo ZmQ>H$ ‘J a§J‘§Mmda ZonÏ`, àH$me`moOZm,nmíd ©g§JrV
B. À`m gmhmæ`mZo gmXa Ho$bo OmVo. ZmQ>H$mMo g§dmX ho Ë`mMo ’$ma
‘hËdmMo A§J AgVo. ì`ŠVraoImQ>Z, à§gJ{MÌU ho gd © ZmQ>H$mV
g§dmXmÀ`m ‘mÜ`‘mVyZ gmYm`Mo AgVo. ZmQ>H$mVbo g§dmX H$Wm-
H$m§X~ar ô`mVë`m g§dmXmnojm {Zamio AgVmV.

ZmQ>H$ åhUOo {Od§V, ‘¥V, nm ¡am{UH$, {§H§$dm H$mën{ZH$ ì`ŠVr
qH$dm àmUr ̀ m§À`m äm y{‘H$m H$aUm-`m ZQ>m§Zr a§J‘§Mmda gmXa Ho$bobr,
~hþYm g§dmXmË‘H$, A{^Z`‘`,Z¥Ë`‘` qH$dm H$mì`mË‘H$ H$bmH¥$Vr
Agy eH$Vo. ZmQ>H$ `m gm{hË` àH$mamV H$WZmH$ma AX ¥í` AgVmo.
KQ>Zm A{U nmÌ o `m§À`mÛmao H$WmZH$ XmI{dbo OmVo. nmÌm§À`m
{H«$`mà{V{H«$`mÛmam ZmQ>H$mV gm{hË` ì`dhma {gÜX hmoV AgVmo.
emoH$mpË‘H$Vm, gwImpË‘H$ Am{U àhgZ ho àH$ma ZmQ>H$mV g‘m{dîQ>
hmoVmV.

g§dmX hm ZmQ>H$mMm àmUäm wV KQ>H$ Amho. g§dmXmVwZ ZmQ>H$mMo
H$WmZH$ X ¥í`énmV no«jH$m§n wT>o òVo. boIH$mMo ^md{díd, {dMma,
H$ënZm, boIH$mbm ZmQ>H$mVwZ gm§Jmd`mMo Amho Vo Ë`mbm ZmQ>H$mVrb
nmÌm§À`mÛmam Ë`m§À`m A{^Z`mVyZ Am{U g§dmXmVyZ gm§Jmdo bmJVo.

doXn wd ©H$mimVrb Z¥Ë`mV ZmQ>H$mMo ‘wi AgwZ n wT>rb H$mimV
Y‘©{d{YÀ`m A§JmZo ZmQ>H$mMm {dH$mg hmoV Jobm {dYrZmQ>`, nm ¡am{UH$
ZmQ>`, Eo{VhmgrH$ ZmQ>` Am{U gm‘m{OH$ ZmQ>Ho$ Ago H$mhr Q>ßno
ZmQ>H$mÀ`m {dH$mgmVrb gm§JVm ̀ oVrb. bmoH$a§Jäm y‘r Vo ‘amR>r a§Jäm y‘r
Agm ZmQ>H$mÀ`m AmdñWm nhmd`mg {‘iVmV.

‘amR>r ZmQ>H$mZo B§J«OrMo ~moQ> YéZ dmQ>Mmb gwé Ho$br Ë`m‘wio
B§J«Or ZmQ>H$mVrb H$mhr JwU ‘amR>r ZmQ>H$mV Ambo hohr IaoM. ZmQ>H$
`m H$bm àH$mamMm {dMma H$aVm Ago {XgVo H$s, ZmQ>`{^ì`ŠVrÀ`m
V §Ì mZ o ZmQ >H $ ~§ {XñV AgVo. ZmQ >H $ mMr
g§{hVm,nmÌo,A{^Z`,g§dmX,àH$me `moOZm, a§J‘§Mmdarb dmñVdXer ©
aMZm, g§JrV Ago H$mhr {deof ZmQ>`H$boMo AgVmV. Ë`m‘wio BVa
gm{hË` àH$mamnojm ZmQ>H$ hm EH$ n yU©nUo doJim Agbobm à`moJj‘
gm{hË` àH$ma Amho. ZmQ>H$ dmMÊ`mnojm nmhUo ̀ mbm ZmQ>H$mV ‘hËd
AgVo.

ZmQ>H$H$ma ZmQ>H$ {bhVmo Am{U ZQ> ho ZmQ>H$ àojH$mn wT>o gmXa
H$aVmV. `m X ¥îQ>rZo g§{hVm, ZQ> Am{U no«jH$ `m VrZ KQ>H$m§Zm `m
gm{hË` àH$mamV ‘hËdmMo ñWmZ Amho.

ZmQ>H$ ̀ m gm{hË` àH$mam§Mm a§Jäm w‘rer g§~Y Agë`mZo ZmQ>H$mMm
Ho$di gm{hË`X ¥îQ>`m {dMma H$éZ ^mJV Zmhr. Va Vo no«jH$m§Zm
^mdbo nm{hOo `mMr H$miOr boIH$mbm KoUo Amdí`H$ AgVo.
ZmQ>H$mÀ`m H$WmZH$mà‘mUo, KQ>Zmn§«gJmZo ZmQ>H$mVrb A§H$mMr ̀ moOZm
Ho$bobr AgVo. ZmQ>H$mÀ`m àm§a^mÀ`m AdñWoV VrZ-Mma Vmg
MmbUmar ZmQ>Ho$ AgV. Z§VaÀ`m H$mimV XrS> Vo XmoZ Vmgm§Mr ZmQ>Ho$
{b{hë`m Jobr Ë`m‘wio ZmQ>H$mV gd ©gmYmaU VrZ A§H$ AgmdoV
Agm g§Ho$V éT> Pmbm. EH$ gm{hË`àH$ma åhUyZ AmË‘{dîH$mamgmR>r,
a§OZmgmR>r ZmQ>H$ ho ‘mÜ`‘ Mm§Jbo Amho `mV e§H$m Zmhr.
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ZmQ>H$mV ‘mZdr ̂ mdZm§Mm, {dMmam§Mm ñdm^m{dH$ g§Kf©, OrdZmMo
dmñVdXe©Z, VmpËdH$ ‘wë`m§Mm AmYma, gm‘m{OH$ AmXe © `mda
AmYm[aV H$WZH$ Agmdo Aer Anojm Ho$br OmVo.

^maVr` a§Jämw‘rMm B{Vhmg- ̂ maVmV H$mhr a§Jämy‘rn yd© H$bm§Mm
AmT>i hmoVm Ago àmMrZ ^maVr` gm{hË`m‘Yrb g§X^m ©déZ bjmV
òVo. JmoîQ>r gm§JÊ`mÀ`m H$boVyZ Am»`mZH$mì`m§Mm OÝ‘ Pmbm Am{U
Am»`mZH$mì`m§‘YwZ ‘hmH$mì`m§Mr {Z{‘©Vr Pmbr. hr ‘hmH$mì` ‘m¡pIH$
na§naoV yZ {nT>`mZ{nT>`m OVZ H$aÊ`mV Ambr. ‘hmH$mì`m§‘Yrb
Am»`mZo bmoH$g‘wXm`mg‘moa gmXa H$aÊ`mV ̀ oV AgV. Ë`mV dm{MH$
A{^Z`mgh g§JrVmMmhr g‘mdoe Ago. Ë`mMàm‘Uo, àmMrZ
^mamVm‘Yrb Am ©̀ g§ñH ¥$Vr‘Ü ò `k`mJ Ho«$§ÐñWmZr hmoVo. Ë`m§À`m
AZwð>mZm‘Ü ò AZoH$ JmoîQ>r A{^Z` Ho$ë`mgma»`m H$amd`mÀ`m AgV.

M[aÌ-
M[aÌmMr ì`m»`m nmhVm Ago {XgVo H$s, M[aÌ hm ì`pŠVOrdZ

B{VhmgmMm n ¡by bm^bobm AgVmo. M[aÌmV B{Vhmg, ì`pŠV Am{U
gm{hË` ho VrZ ‘hËdmMo KQ>H$ AgVmV. ì`pŠV‘wio ‘mZdr ñd^mdmMo
d OrdZmMo Xe ©Z KS>Vo. Am{U gm{hË`m‘wio M[aÌboIZmbm H$bm‘wë`
bm^Vo. “Biography must be a truthful record of an indi-
vidual and composed as a work of art” ì`º$s OrdZmVrb
KQ>Zm§Mo àm§Ob Am{U {VVHo$M H$bmË‘H$ {ZdoXZ åhUOo M[aÌ Ago
{ZH$moëgZ åhUVmo.

H$Wm, H$mX§~ar, ZmQ>H$ ̀ m dmS>.‘` àH$mamà‘mUoM ì`ŠVr Am{U
ì`pŠVOrdZ hmM M[aÌmMm àYmZ {df` AgVmo. M[aÌmV ‘mZdr
ì`pŠVËdmMo gË`n yU© H$bmË‘H$ Xe ©Z KS>m`bm hdo.

M[aÌmMm B{Vhmgmer Agbobm g§~§Y H$aUmar EH$ ì`m»`m
Aer ‘The history of life of an individual as a form of lit-
erature’

Ago Agbo Var M[aÌmV EH$m ì`ŠVrÀ`m gdm ©JrU {dH$mgmMo
{MÌU AgVo. M[aÌmV B{Vhmg Agbm Var Vmo Ë`m ì`ŠVrÀ`m
OrdZmMm B{Vhmg AgVmo. amOH$s`, gm‘m{OH$-gm‘w{hH$ ñdénmMo
OrdZ hm B{VhmgmMm {df` AgVmo. B{Vhmg ho emñÌ Amho Va M[aÌ
ho H$bm Amho.

Eo{Vhm{gH$ gË` hm M[aÌ Zm`H$mMo {MÌU H$aVmZm M[aÌ
boIH$mbm Eo{Vhm{gH$ gË`mMm AmYma KoUo Amdí`H$ AgVo. VgoM
M[aÌ boIZ H$bmË‘H$ hmoÊ`mgmR>r M[aÌmMr aMZm AmH$f©U AgUo
‘hËdmMo R>aVo. M[aÌ Zm`H$mÀ`m OrdZmVrb AZŵ d, Ë`mMr OrdZX¥îQ>r
dmMH$mbm M[aÌ boIZmVyZ XoVm Ambr nm{hOo. M[aÌ dmMV AgVmZm
AmnU EH$ H$bmH¥$Vr AZŵ dV AmhmoV Agm ̂ md dmMH$mÀ`m R>m`r
M[aÌboIZmZo {Z‘m ©U Pmbm nm{hOo.

M[aÌZm`H$ hm M[aÌ boIZmMm ‘hËMmMm KQ>H$ Amho. M[aÌ
Zm`H$ hm H$V©~Jma, Wmoa, Agm‘Ý` JwU Agbobm nm{hOo ‘J Vmo
gm‘mÝ` ‘mUyg Agbm Var MmbVmo. M[aÌ boIZmV Ë`mÀ`m EHy$UM
JwU Xmofm§Mo {MÌU hdo gm‘mÝ` ‘mUgmVrb Agm‘mÝ` JwUXe ©ZmZo
M[aÌZm`H$ hm Amnë`mVrbM Amho Agm AmnU^md dmMH$m§À`m
R>m`r {Z‘m ©U hmoVmo. JwUXmof ẁŠV Ago ‘mZdr ì`pŠVËd hm M[aÌmMm

H|$Ðq~X y AgVmo. Ë`mMo `WmW ©Xe ©Z M[aÌH$mamZo M[aÌmVyZ KS>dmdo.
M[aÌZm`H$ Agboë`m ì`ŠVrMo, Ë`mÀ`m ì`pŠV‘ËdmMo {d{dY

n¡bw, Ë`mÀ`m ̂ md -^mdZm, Ë`mMo AmMma-{dMma, Ë`mÀ`m OrdZmVrb
KQ>Zm-à§gJ M[aÌH$mamZo hi wdmanUo bjmV KoUo ‘hËdmMo R>aVo, Vr
åhUOo, M[aÌ Zm`H$m{df`r boIH$mÀ`m ‘ZmV {Oìhmim, Amn wbH$s
Agmdr VgoM M[aÌZm`H$mÀ`m OrdZmH$So> VQ>ñWnUo nmhÊ`mMr d¥ËVrhr
Ë`mÀ`m A§Jr Agmdr.

M[aÌ boIZ H$aVmZm, M[aÌ Zm`H$m{df`r {d{dY ñdénmMr
gm‘J«r O‘m H$aUo hm M[aÌ boIZmMm n{hbm Q>ßn Amho. H$bmË‘H$
{MaÌboIZmV, gË`emoYZ, ‘m§S>UrVrb gm ¢X ©̀, dmMH$m§Mr CËH§$R>m
H$m`‘ R>odUo, ì`pŠVXe ©Z, M[aÌ boIZmer g‘agVm, Xmof Xe ©Z,
VQ>ñWVm, H$bmZwH«$‘, M[aÌZm`H$mMo H$V¥©Ëd Am{U JwUXe ©Z BË`mXr
~m~r AË §̀V ‘hËdmÀ`m R>aVmV.

CnbãY gm‘J«rÀ`m AmYmao, gË`mMm emoY KoD$Z M[aÌZm`H$mMo
`WmVÏ` {MÌU H$aÊ`mVM M[aÌH$mamMr Iar H$bm AgVo. M[aÌ
Zm`H$mÀ`m OrdZmVrb KQ>Zm-àg§J `m§Mr {ZdS> H$aVmZm Ë`mZo
gm ¢X ©̀X ¥îQ>r R>odUohr M[aÌmÀ`m H$bmË‘H$VoÀ`m X ¥îQ>rZo ‘hËdmMo R>aVo.
M[aÌ Zm`H$mMm OrdZnQ> dmMH$mn wT>o C^m H$aUo ho H$m ¡eë`mMo H$m‘
AgVo. ì`pŠVXe ©Z hm M[aÌmMm Jm^m AgVmo. M[aÌmMm Vmo Ho§$Ðq~X w
AgVmo. M[aÌ Zm`H$mÀ`m ì`pŠV‘ÎdmMo {d{dY n ¡b y boIH$mZo
H$bmË‘H$VoZo {M{ÌV H$aUo, CbJSy>Z XmI{dUo ‘hËdmMo AgVo. Ë`mÀ`m
ñd^mdmMo {deof, Ë`mgmR>r Ë`mÀ`m OrdZmVrb KQ>Zm-à§gJ, Ë`mbm
gm‘moao Omdo bmJbobr n[apñWVr, Ë`mbm H$amdm bmJbobm g§Kf©
BË`mX§tMr àm§Oi dU©Zo M[aÌ Zm`H$mMo ì`pŠVXe ©Z KS>{dV AgVo.

M[aÌ boIZmV, M[aÌZm`H$mMo OrdZ Xe ©Z KS>{dVmZm, M[aÌ
Zm`H$mÀ`m g^modVrÀ`m g‘mOmMo, n[apñWVrMo Am{U M[aÌZm`H$
Á`m H$mbI§S>mVrb Amho Ë`m H$mbI§S>mMo g§X^© M[aÌboIZmbm òUo
ho ‘hËdmMo AgVo.

M[aÌ `m gm{hË`àH$ma boIZmV M[aÌboIZmÀ`m gm‘J «rbm
{deof ‘hËd AgVo. `m gm‘J«rÀ`m AmYmaoM boIH$ M[aÌ boIZ
H$é eH$Vmo. M[aÌ Zm`H$mZo {b{hbobr VerM BVam§Zr Ë`m§Zm nmR>{dbobr
nÌo, M[aÌ Zm`H$mMr X ¡Z§{XZr, Ë`mÀ`m {df`rÀ`m AmR>dUr Ago `m
gm‘J«rMo ñdén Amho. `m gm‘J«rMm M[aÌboIZmV Cn`moJ Ho$ë`mZo
M[aÌboIZmbm gË`mMo A{Yð>mZ àmá hmoVo.

‘amR>r M[aÌboIZmMm {dH$mg hm Q>ß`m-Q>ß`mZo Pmbobm Amho.
‘hmZŵ md boIH$m§Zr {b{hbobr brbmM[aÌmgmaIo M[aÌ, ~Iaén
M[aÌo, Am{U n wT>o B§J«OrÀ`m g§nH$m ©VyZ ‘amR>rV Pmbobo M[aÌ boIZ,
Eo{Vhm{gH$ ì`ŠVtMr, g§VmMr M[aÌo, amOH$s`-gm‘m{OH$ ì`ŠVtMr
M[aÌo, gm{hpË`H$ d H$bmd§VmMr M[aÌo  Aer {d{dYVm ‘amR>rVrb
`m gm{hË` àH$mamV nmhmd`mg {‘iVo. WmoS>Š`mV M[aÌ `m gm{hË`
àH$mamV dñVw{Zð>, H$bmË‘H$ M[aÌboIZmbm EHy$UM gm{hË`mV ‘hËd
AgVo.

AmË‘M[aÌ-
boIH$mZo Amnë`m ì`º$sJV OrdZmMr ñdV:À`mM eãXmV

gm§{JVbobr H $hmUr åhUOo AmË‘M[aÌ Ago åhUVm `oVo.
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“The Story of one’s life written by oneself” Aer B§J«OrV
AmË‘M[aÌmMr ì`m»`m Amho. boIH$mZo Amnë`m OrdZmMr dmQ>Mmb,
OS>U-KS>U AmË‘M[aÌmV ñdV:M gm§{JVbobr AgVo. Ë`m‘ wio
M[aÌmnojm AmË‘M[aÌ hm gm{hË`àH$ma A{YH$ à^mdr AgVmo. ‘mUyg
ñdV:bm {OVHo$ AmoiIVmo {VVHo$ Ë`mg AÝ` Hw$Urhr AmoiI y eH$V
Zmhr, Ë`mMo ì`º$sJV OrdZ, Ë`mMo A§Va§J ho Ë`mÀ`m ñdV:H$Sy>ZM
A{YH$ `meñdrnUo d à^mdrnUo àH$Q> hmoD$ eH$Vo. `m X ¥îQ>rZo
AmË‘M[aÌ hm boIZ àH$ma AmJim-doJim R>aVmo.

Ho$di ñdOrdZmVrb, g‘H$mbrZ KQ>Zm, ì`ŠVr Am{U àg§J
`m§Mo dU ©Z åhUOo AmË‘M[aÌ boIZ Zìho. Va Ë`mV yZ àmO§i
AmË‘m{dîH$ma KS>bm nm{hOo. AmË‘M[aÌ hm AmË‘{dîH$mambm,
AmË‘àJQ>rH$aUmbm AË §̀V AZwén Agm gm{hË` àH$ma Amho.

‘mZdr ì`pŠVËdmMm emoY KoÊ`mgmR>r AmË‘M[aÌmMm {d{dYm§Jr
Cn`moJ hmoD$ eH$Vmo. AmË‘M[aÌmMm Aä`mg hm ‘mZdr OrdZ, ‘mZdr
‘Z, ‘mZdr ì`pŠVËd `m§Mm Aä`mg AgVmo. AmË‘M[aÌ hm AË §̀V
dmñVddmXr gm{hË` àH$ma Amho. ‘mZdr OrdZmMm, boIH$mÀ`m
ì`pŠVËdmMm BVH$m àJQ> Am{U dmñVd A{dîH$ma X wgam H$moUVmM
Zmhr Ago AmË‘M[aÌmÀ`m g§X^m ©V åhUVm òVo. Amnë`m OrdZmÀ`m
dmQ>MmbrMr, Ë`mVrb gwI X w:ImMr H$hmUr H$moUbm Var gm§JyZ ‘Z
‘moH$io H$amdo Aer ‘mUgmbm ñdm^{dH$ BÀN>m AgVo. Ë`m‘wio
ñdoÀN>m boIZ hm AmË‘M[aÌmMm EH$ {deof ~ZVmo. Hw$UmÀ`m AmkoZo
AmË‘M[aÌ boIZ hmoD$ eH$V Zmhr. Amnë`m OrdZmVrb AZw^dmnmgyZ
BVam§Zm H$mhr ~moY {‘imdm. OrdZmVrb Agm‘mÝ` àg§JmZm AmnU
Vm |S> H$go {Xbo, ̂ md{ZH$ Am{U d ¡Mm[aH$ g§Yfm ©VyZ AmnU ̀ eñdrnUo
H$gm ‘mJ© H$mT>bm ho {à`OZm§Zm gm§JyZ ‘mJ ©Xe ©Z H$amdo Agohr
AmË‘M[aÌH$mbm dmQ>V AgVo.

JVH$mimVrb AmR>dUtMr COiUr H$éZ Ë`mV H$mhr doi
a‘mdo Ago àË`oH$ ‘mUgmbm dmQ>V AgVo. Am ẁî`mÀ`m dmQ>MmbrV
EH$m {d{eîQ> Q>ßß`mda òD$Z nmohMbo H$s JV OrdZmH$So> di yZ
‘mUgmbm nmhdo dmQ>Vo. `m Ë`mÀ`m d ¥ËVrVyZM AmË‘M[aÌmMo boIZ
hmoVo. ñ‘¥{V{MÌo JV JmoîQ>r ñ‘aUJmWm Aem H$mhr CXmhaUo ̀ m g§X^m ©V
XoVm òmVmV. Ë`mV EH$ àH$maMo ‘mZ{gH$ g‘mYmZhr {‘iV AgVo.

Amnë`m OrdZmVrb {ZdS>H$ KQ>Zm-àg§JmMrM {ZdS> H$aUo
AmË‘M[aÌ boIZmV ‘hËdmMo AgVo. Ë`m‘ wio AmË‘M[aÌmbm
H$bmË‘H$Vm òVo. AmË‘M[aÌH$mbm Amnë`m OrdZmVrb Oo àg§J

gm§Jmdogo dmQ>Vrb Vo Ë`mZo Amdí` gm§JmdoV nU H$bmË‘H$VoÀ`m
ZmdmImbr H$mhr àg§J Ë`mZo Q>miVm H$m‘m Z ò ho hr òWo bjmV KoUo
Amdí`H$ Amho.

AmË‘M[aÌmÀ`m {dH$mgmÀ`m dmQ>MmbrMm ‘mJmodm KoVm Ago
{XgVo H$s, àmMrZ ‘amR>rVrb Zm‘Xod OZm~mB©, VwH$mam‘ ~{hUm~mB©
`m§À`m AmË‘{ZdoXZna A^ §JmV AmË‘M[aÌmÀ`m H$mhr I wUm
AmT>iVmV. n wT>o B§J«Or H$mimV AmË‘M[aÌ {b{hÊ`mMo H$mhr à`ËZ
Pmbobo {XgVmV. AmË‘M[aÌm§Mo boIZ {deofËdmZo Pmbobo {XgVo.
Ë`mVrb H$mhrZr AmR>dUrÀ`m ‘mÜ`‘mVyZ OrdZ H$hmUr gm§JÊ`mMm
à`ËZ Ho$bobm Amho.

{ZîH$f©-
{Z{‘©Vr åhUOo ApñVËdmV Zgbobr dñVy dmñVdmV AmUUo.

gm{hË`mVyZ ‘mZdr OrdZmMm, g‘mOOrdZmÀ`m àJVrMm, AYmoJVrMm
AmboI C^m amhV AgVmo. gm{hË`mVyZ àË`jnUo g§ñH ¥$VrMo Xe ©Z
KS>V AgVo. g§ñH ¥$Vr hr gm{hË`mÀ`m {Z{‘©VrMo H$maU R>aV AgVo.
AZoH$Xm gm{hË`mÀ`m ‘mY‘mVyZ g§ñH ¥$VrMo g§ajUhr hmoVmZm {XgVo.
gm{hË` ho g‘mOmbm g§ñH ¥$V H$am`Mo EH$ gmYZ Amho. åhUOo
gm{hË`mV wZ ì`ŠVrÀ`m Am{U g‘mOmMm AmMma, {dMma Am{U
ì`dhmam §Mohr Xe ©Z KS>Vo. gm{hË`mÀ`m ‘mÜ`‘mV wZ Amnë`m
g§ñH ¥$VrVrb AZoH$ dmB©Q> Mmbr[aVr, éT>r, na§nam AgVmV, Á`m Ë`m
g‘mOmÀ`m {dH$mgmg KmVH$ AgVmV. boIH$ Amnë`m gm{hË`mÀ`m
‘mÜ`‘mVwZ Aem éT>r d na§nam§Mo {MÌU H$aVmo. OoUo H$éZ g‘mOmV
OmJ¥Vr {Z‘m ©U ìhmdr d Aem éT>r d na§nam g‘mOmVwZ ZîQ> ìhmì`mV
Aer Ë`m‘mJo äm y{‘H$m AgVo. Ë`m‘wio gm{hË` ho g§ñH¥$VrÀ`m g§§dY©ZmV
‘hËdmMr äm y{‘H$m ~OmdVmZm {XgVo.
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